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BYRON’S CORRESPONDENCE AND JOURNALS 13: 

FROM RAVENNA, JANUARY-OCTOBER 1821 
Edited by Peter Cochran 

 

Work in progress, with frequent updates [indicated]. Letters not in the seventeen main files may 

be found in those containing the correspondences Byron  / Annabella, Byron / Murray, Byron / 

Hobhouse, Byron / Moore, Byron / Scott, Byron / Kinnaird, Byron / The Shelleys, or Byron / 

Hoppner. 

 

UPDATED June 2012. My thanks to Paul Curtis for his contributions. 

 

Abbreviations 

 

B.: Byron; Mo: Moore; H.: Hobhouse; K.: Kinnaird; M.S.: Mary Shelley; Mu.: Murray; Sh.: Shelley 

 

1922: Lord Byron’s Correspondence Chiefly with Lady Melbourne, Mr Hobhouse, The Hon. Douglas 

 Kinnaird, and P.B.Shelley (2 vols., John Murray 1922). 

BB: Byron’s Bulldog: The Letters of John Cam Hobhouse to Lord Byron, ed. Peter W.Graham 

 (Columbus Ohio 1984) 

BLJ: Byron, George Gordon, Lord. Byron’s Letters and Journals. Ed. Leslie A. Marchand, 13 

 vols. London: John Murray 1973–94. 

Borgese: Borgese, Maria. L’Appassionata di Byron, con le lettere inedite fra Lord Byron e la Contessa 

 Guiccioli. Milan: n.p., 1949. 

Brunner: Karl Brunner, Byron und die österreichische Polizei, Archiv für das Studium der neueren 

 Sprachen und Literaturen, 148 (1925): 32, pp. 28-41. 

CMP: Lord Byron: The Complete Miscellaneous Prose. Ed. Andrew Nicholson, Oxford: 

 Clarendon Press, 1991. 

CSS: The Life and Correspondence of the Late Robert Southey, ed. C.C.Southey, Longman, Brown, 

 Green and Longmans, 6 vols 1849-1850. 

Guiccioli: Alessandro Guiccioli, I Guiccioli (1796-1848) Memorie di una Famiglia Patrizia, a cura di 

 Annibale Alberti, (Bologna 1934). 

J.W.W.: Selections from the letters of Robert Southey, Ed. John Wood Warter, 4 vols, Longman,  

 Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1856. 

LBLI: Guiccioli, Teresa. La Vie de Lord Byron en ltalie. Tr. Michael Rees, Ed. Peter Cochran, 

 Delaware University Press 2004. 

LJ: The Works of Lord Byron, Letters and Journals. Ed. R. E. Prothero, 6 vols. London: John 

 Murray, 1899-1904. 

LJM: The Letters of John Murray to Lord Byron. Ed. Andrew Nicholson, Liverpool 

 University Press, 2007. 

NLS: National Library of Scotland. 

Origo: Origo, Iris. The Last Attachment: The story of Byron and Teresa Guiccioli as told in 

 their unpublished letters and other family papers. London: Jonathan Cape, 1949. The 1971 

 and 1972 John Murray reprints of this book have no illustrations. Helen Marx Books, no 

 location named, 2000. Double-page references are to the former, then the latter. 

Q: Byron: A Self-Portrait; Letters and Diaries 1798 to 1824. Ed. Peter Quennell, 2 vols, John Murray, 

 1950. 

Rodocanachi: E. Rodocanachi, Notes Secrètes de la Police Autrichiènne de Venise sur Byron … 

 (Institut de France, Académie des Sciences morales et politiques, January - June 1918.) 

Smiles: Samuel Smiles. A Publisher and his Friends: Memoir and Correspondence of the late 

 John Murray with an Account of the Origin and Progress of the House, 1768-1843. 2 vols. 

 London John Murray 1891. 

Stocking: The Claire Clairmont Correspondence. Ed. Stocking, Marion Kingston. 2 vols. 

 Baltimore and London. Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995. 

 

I am very grateful to John and Virginia Murray for permission to quote texts from Byron’s 

Letters and Journals, ed. Leslie A. Marchand (John Murray 1973-1994). 
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READER! 
This edition gives you a raw version of Byron’s correspondence. As far 

as can be done in linear print, it conveys what he wrote and how he wrote 

it, before any editor got to it to neutralise him. FEEL FREE TO MAKE 

IT MORE ACCOMMODATING BY EDITING IT YOURSELF. Once 

you’ve shaded and copied it, you can: run through his page-breaks; 

expand his contractions and ampersands; delete his deletions; regularise 

his interlineations … would you? dare you? modernise his spelling? (I 

hope not!); regularise his capitalisation, so that students feel less 

bewildered than usual? (I hope not!) – P.C. 
 

POSTAGE 

 

The recipient, not the sender, normally paid the postage: but as a peer, Byron used a frank, so in 

England his recipients got his letters free. However, I believe several of his “letters” to Murray from St 

James’s Street, the Albany, or Piccadilly Terrace, are notes taken round by servants (as are those of 

Murray to him). He does not have the franking privilege when abroad, and as the cost of postage is 

calculated by weight, he only uses an envelope when he is enclosing a manuscript. The address is 

written on side four, the sheet is folded and the wax stamped (“wafered”), and then Fletcher takes it to 

the post office. 

 

A letter from Byron is usually a bifolium, with the following shape: 

 

Sheet 1 side 4: 

Text continued from side 3, above address 

 

                     AD 

                     DR 

                     ES 

                      S [written at right angles] 

 
Text continued below address 

Signature [sometimes] 

Sheet 1 side 1: 

                                                   Address and Date 

Salutation 

 

TEXT 
 

 

Sheet 1 side 2: 

 

TEXT 

Sheet 1 side 3: 

 

TEXT 
 

Signature [sometimes] 

 

P.S. [sometimes] 

 

 Sometimes the letter goes on to a second or even third sheet, which is either enclosed in the first 

bifolium, or placed at last in an envelope. The longest Byron letter that I have encountered so far is the 

one to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 1st 1819, which is on five sheets. 

 If he has too little paper to write all that he wants, Byron writes around the margin of side 3, 

starting at the bottom right-hand corner, curling up the right-hand side, and sometimes continuing 

inverted across the top and down the left-hand side. Sometimes he adds messages parallel to the 

address, either above it or below. I have always indicated these things. 

 Not all letters from Byron are the linear communications previous editors have seemed to indicate, 

but contain several discrete bundles of text in different places and at different angles. 

 If Byron leaves much of a letter blank, it’s often a sign that he’s angry with his addressee. 
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Codes: Names of writer and recipient are in bold type, with location from which sent, and date. 

 (Source is given in round brackets beneath the title: “text from” indicates that the actual source has 

been seen). 

 Where the manuscript is the source, the text is left-justified only. 

 Where the source is a book, the text is left- and right-justified. 

 [The address, if there is one, is given in square brackets beneath the source] 

 “1:2” and so on indicates a page-turn on the bifolium. 

 “1:2 and 1:3 blank” shows that not all the paper has been used. 

 If Byron goes on to a second bifolium, or a second sheet, it’s an occasion. 

 The address, if there is no envelope, is normally in the centre of 1:4. 

 <Authorial deletion> 

 <xxxxx> Irrecoverable authorial deletion 

 <deleted> Infra-red and ultra-violet might reveal something interesting 

 {Interlineated word or phrase} 

 E[ditoria]l A[dditio]n 

 [  ] Illegible 

 

Hyphens: where Byron has split a word over two sides, and used a double hyphen, the effect has been 

re= / =tained. But, as the text is not transcribed on a line-for-line basis (except in the case of Susan 

Vaughan’s letters (for reasons explained at January 12th 1812), hyphens are not used when he splits a 

word over two lines. See April 3rd 1819 for another letter transcribed line-for-line. 

 

Underlining: sometimes Byron underlines a whole word, sometimes single syllables (for comical 

effect, as in “Quarterlyers”), sometimes an entire phrase, and sometimes part of a word (from haste). 

In all cases except the last, where the whole word is underlined, we have tried to keep to his usage, 

underlining with a single understroke, with two understrokes, with a heavy underlining, or with a 

decorative line. 

 

Signatures: As time goes on, Byron’s signature becomes less careful, but then recovers. Few of his 

ways of signing off can be conveyed in print. 

 “Byron” indicates a word whose second syllable is both underlined and overlined. 

 “BN” indicates those two letters with different degrees of dash-decoration around them. 

Sometimes they appear Greek. 

 “[swirl signature]” indicates a bird’s-nest effect which can with charity be read as a capital “B”. 

 “[scrawl]” is a long wavy line, often starting as “y
rs
” but with no other letters decipherable. 

 After the death of Lady Noel, Byron regains pride in his name, and often signs “N. B.” with a 

decorative underlining. 

 

Byron’s Most Important Correspondents in this Section 

 

Alexander Scott (17??-18??), traveller; swam the Grand Canal with Byron 

Annabella Milbanke (1792-1860), Lady Byron 

Augusta Byron, now Augusta Leigh (1783-1851) Byron’s half-sister; the most important woman in 

 his life 

Cardinal Rusconi (17??-18??), Papal Legate at Ravenna 

Douglas Kinnaird (1788-1830), Byron’s Cambridge friend, now his banker and London agent 

Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire (1759-1824), successor to her lover Georgiana 

Fanny Silvestrini (17??-18??), companion and servant to Teresa Guccioli; mistress of Lega Zambelli, 

 Byron’s steward 

Francis Cohen (1788-1861; later Palgrave), Italian specialist and adviser to Murray 

Francis Hodgson (1781-1852), Cambridge friend of Byron 

Monsieur Galignani (17??-18??), famous Parisian English-language publisher 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti (1776-18??) General Secretary to Cardinal Rusconi 

Harriett Wilson (1786-1845), celebrated courtesan 

Isabelle Hoppner (17??-18??), Swiss wife to the Engish Consul at Venice 

John Cam Hobhouse (1786-1869), Byron’s close friend and travelling companion 

John Hanson (1755-1841), Byron’s solicitor and surrogate father 

John Murray II (1778-1843), Byron’s publisher, 1812-23 

Lega Zambelli (17??-18??), Byron’s steward 

Mary Shelley (1797-1851), formerly Mary Godwin, wife to Percy Shelley; author of Frankenstein 
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Matthew Gregory Lewis (1775-1818), author of The Monk and The Castle Spectre 

Michele Leoni (1776-1858), Italian poet and translator 

Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), English poet, friend of Byron 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner (17??-18??), English Consul at Venice; friend of Byron; godson of 

 William Gifford 

Samuel Rogers (1763-1855), English poet, friend of Byron 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), poet admired by Byron; author of Christabel 

Scrope Berdmore Davies (1782-1852), close Cambridge friend of Byron 

Sharon Turner (17??-18??), lawyer and man of letters; adviser to Murray 

Teresa Guiccioli (1798-1873), Byron’s great Italian love; married to Count Alessandro Guiccioli 

Thomas Moore (1779-1852), Irish poet, close friend of Byron 

Ugo Foscolo (1777-1827), great Italian poet exiled in London 

William Bankes (1786-1855), old Cambridge friend of Byron’s 

William Gifford (1756-1826), Murray’s principal literary adviser; Byron’s “literary father” 

William Stewart Rose (1775-1843), friend of Byron; Italian specialist, translator of Ariosto 

 

INDEX: 189 letters. 

 

1821 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, January 2nd 1821 

 

RAVENNA JOURNAL 

 

Police Report from the State Archives of Florence, 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 4th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 5th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 6th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 8th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, January 10th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 11th 1821 (a) 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 11th 1821 (b) 

Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, January 11th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 16th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, January 18th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 19th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 20th 1821 (a) 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 20th 1821 (b) 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 23rd 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, January 22nd 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 26th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 27th 1821 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, January 28th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 30th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 2nd 1821 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, February 4th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 12th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 16th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, February 19th 1821 

Byron to Murray, from Ravenna, February 21st 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, February 22nd 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 26th 1821 

Byron to Lady Byron, March 1st 1821 (not sent) 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 1st 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 2nd 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 2nd 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 6th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 9th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 12th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 13th-16th 1821 
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P.S. from Byron to John Murray, no date, 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 20th 1821 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, March 23rd 1821 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, March 24th 1821 

Claire Clairmont to Byron, from Florence, March 24th 1821, and Byron to Richard Belgrave 

 Hoppner, from Ravenna, April 3rd 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 27th 1821 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, April 3rd 1821 (b) 

Lega Zambelli and Byron to Giovanni Battista Missiaglia, from Ravenna, April 13th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, April 17th 1821 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 10th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, April 21st 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, April 24th 1821 

 

From Hobhouse’s diary: Wednesday April 25th 1821 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, April 26th 1821 

Byron to Percy Bysshe Shelley, from Ravenna, April 26th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, April 28th 1821 

 

MY DICTIONARY, MAY 1821 

 

Police Report by the Commissioner of Volterra, after April 1821 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, May 1st 1821 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 2nd 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, May 3rd 1821 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, May 4th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, May 4th 1821 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, May 1821 

John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from 50 Hill Street, London, May 7th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 8th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 10th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 11th 1821: 

Byron to Francis Hodgson, from Ravenna, May 12th 1821 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, May 14th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, May 14th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 14th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 17th [??] 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 20th [??] 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, May 20th 1821 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 22nd 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 22nd 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 25th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 24 / 25th 1821 

Byron to Cardinal Rusconi, Papal Legate in Ravenna, May 25th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 25th 1821 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 25th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 28th 1821 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 28th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 29th, 1821 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, May 31st 1821 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 31st 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, June 4th 1821 

Byron, addition to a letter from Lega Zambelli to Giovanni Battista Missiaglia, from Ravenna, 

 June 7th 1821 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, June 6th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, June 14th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, June 17th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, June 22nd, 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1821 
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Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1821 

Byron to Cardinal Rusconi, Papal Legate in Ravenna, June 25th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, June 29th 1821 

Byron to Count Giuseppe Alborghetti, from Ravenna, June 28th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, June 29th 1821 

Teresa Guiccioli to Byron, and Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 4th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, July 5th 1821 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Ravenna, July 6th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 6th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 7th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 9th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 14th 1821 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, July 14th 1821 

Byron to Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire, from Ravenna, July 15th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, July 16th 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, July 19th [??] 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, July 22nd 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 22nd 1821 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, July 23rd 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, July 24th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 30th 1821 

Byron to Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire, from Ravenna, July 30th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, July 31st, 1821 

Byron to Percy Bysshe Shelley, from Ravenna, early August 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, August 2nd 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 4th 1821 

John Murray to John Cam Hobhouse, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, early August 1821 

William Gifford to John Murray, August 7th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 7th 1821 

William Gifford to John Murray, undated – 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from London, August 8th, 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Mary Shelley, from Ravenna, August 8th 1821 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, August 8th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Teresa Guiccioli, from Ravenna, August 9th 1821 

from Percy Bysshe Shelley to Mary Shelley, August 10th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 10th 1821 

Mary Shelley to Shelley, August 10th 1821 

Mary Shelley to Isabelle Hoppner, from Pisa, August 10th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Thomas Love Peacock, August 10th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from Cheltenham, August 12th, 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 13th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Mary Shelley, from Ravenna, August 13th 1821 

Byron to Count Giuseppe Alborghetti, from Ravenna, August 15th 1821 

William Gifford to John Murray, August 15th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 16th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Teresa Guiccioli, from Pisa, August 22nd 1821 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, August 22nd 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 23rd 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, August 24th 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, August 1821 

Censor’s Report from Zanatta, Primo Censore Direttore, to the President of the Buon Governo, 

 24th-25th August 1821 

Censor’s Report, from the State Archives of Milan, August 25th 1821 

Byron to Percy Bysshe Shelley, from Ravenna, August 26th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 31st 1821 (a) 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 31st 1821 (b) 

Byron to Joseph Mawman, from Ravenna, September 1st 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 3rd 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 4th 1821 (a) 
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Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 4th 1821 (b) 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 5th 1821 

Byron to Octavius Gilchrist, from Ravenna, September 5th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from Cheltenham, September 6th 1821 

Byron to Percy Bysshe Shelley, from Ravenna, September 8th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 12th 1821 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, September 13th 1821 

Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, September 14th 1821 
Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, September 14th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 17th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 19th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 20th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 20th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 24th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 27th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 27th 1821 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street London, September 28th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 28th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 29th 1821 

Thomas Moore to Byron, September 30th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, October 1st 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 4th 1821 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, October 4th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 4th 1821 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, October 5th 1821 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, October 5th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, October 6th 1821 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, October 6th 1821 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Ramsbury, Wiltshire, October 8th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 9th 1821 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, October 9th 1821 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Ravenna, October 12th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 20th 1821 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Ramsbury, Wiltshire, October 21st 1821 

 

DETACHED THOUGHTS, 15TH OCTOBER 1821-18TH MAY 1822 

 

Byron to Samuel Rogers, from Ravenna, October 21st 1821 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, October 21st 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 26th 1821 (a) 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 26th 1821 (b) 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, October 28th 1821 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 30th 1821 

 

Selections from the letters of Robert Southey, 1819-22 

 

———————————— 

THE CORRESPONDENCE 
———————————— 

 

1821: Byron is in Ravenna until October. He writes his Ravenna Journal, and Sardanapalus. The 

Neapolitan insurrection fails, and ends his hopes for the liberation of Italy from the Austrians. 

Teresa’s father and brother are banished from Papal territory, but Byron stays in Ravenna. He 

starts The Vision of Judgement (his travesty of Southey’s A Vision of Judgement) on May 27th, 

leaves it to write The Two Foscari and Cain, and then finishes it, September 20th–October 4th. 

He also writes The Blues and Heaven and Earth. On October 29th he moves to Pisa to rejoin 

Teresa’s family, and Shelley’s circle of friends. Sardanapalus, Cain, and The Two Foscari are 

published on December 19th. He starts Werner. Meanwhile, the Greek War of Independence has 

begun. 
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Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, January 2nd 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 434-7; LJ V 212-16; QII 549-50; BLJ VIII 54-6) 

Ravenna, January 2. 1821. 

Your entering into my project for the Memoir is pleasant to me. But I doubt (contrary to my dear Made 

Mac F[lahaut],
1
 whom I always loved, and always shall—not only because I really did feel attached to 

her personally, but because she and about a dozen others of that sex were all who stuck by me in the 

grand conflict of 1815)—but I doubt, I say, whether the Memoir could appear in my lifetime;—and, 

indeed, I had rather it did not; for a man always looks dead after his Life has appeared, and I should 

certes not survive the appearance of mine. The first part I cannot consent to alter, even although 

Mad[am]e. de S[taël].’s opinion of B.C. and my remarks upon Lady C.’s beauty (which is surely great, 

and I suppose that I have said so—at least, I ought) should go down to our grandchildren in 

unsophisticated nakedness. 

 As to Madame de S[taël]., I am by no means bound to be her beadsman—she was always more 

civil to me in person than during my absence. Our dear defunct friend, M[onk] L[ewis],
2
 who was too 

great a bore ever to lie, assured me upon his tiresome word of honour, that, at Florence, the said 

Madame de S[taël]. was open-mouthed against me; and when asked, in Switzerland, why she had 

changed her opinion, replied, with laudable sincerity, that I had named her in a sonnet with Voltaire, 

Rousseau, &c. &c. and that she could not help it through decency. Now, I have not forgotten this, but I 

have been generous,—as mine acquaintance, the late Captain Whitby, of the navy, used to say to his 

seamen (when ‘married to the gunner’s daughter’)—‘two dozen, and let you off easy.’ The ‘two 

dozen’ were with the cat-o’-nine tails;—the ‘let you off easy’ was rather his own opinion than that of 

the patient. 

 My acquaintance with these terms and practices arises from my having been much conversant 

with ships of war and naval heroes in the year of my voyages in the Mediterranean. Whitby was in the 

gallant action off Lissa in 1811. He was brave, but a disciplinarian. When he left his frigate, he left a 

parrot, which was taught by the crew the following sounds—(it must be remarked that Captain Whitby 

was the image of Fawcett the actor, in voice, face, and figure, and that he squinted). 

 

The Parrot loquitur. 

‘Whitby! Whitby! funny eye! funny eye! two dozen, and let you off easy. Oh you —————!’ 

 

Now, if Madame de B. has a parrot, it had better be taught a French parody of the same sounds. 

 With regard to our purposed Journal, I will call it what you please, but it should be a newspaper, to 

make it pay. We can call it ‘The Harp,’ if you like—or any thing. 

 I feel exactly as you do about our ‘art,’
3
 but it comes over me in a kind of rage every now and 

then, like * * * *, and then, if I don’t write to empty my mind, I go mad. As to that regular, 

                                                           
1: Mercer Elphinstone. 

2: Moore’s note: Of this gentleman, the following notice occurs in the “Detached Thoughts:”—“L * * was a good 

man, a clever man, but a bore. My only revenge or consolation used to be setting him by the ears with some 

vivacious person who hated bores especially,—Madame de S[taël] or H[obhouse], for example. But I liked L * * 

[ewis]; he was a jewel of a man, had he been better set;—I don’t mean personally, but less tiresome, for he was 

tedious, as well as contradictory to every thing and every body. Being short-sighted, when we used to ride out 

together near the Brenta in the twilight in summer, he made me go before, to pilot him; I am absent at times, 

especially towards evening; and the consequence of this pilotage was some narrow escapes to the M * * on 

horseback. Once I led him into a ditch over which I had passed as usual, forgetting to warn my convoy; once I led 

him nearly into the river, instead of on the moveable bridge which incommodes passengers; and twice did we both 

run against the Diligence, which, being heavy and slow, did communicate less damage than it received in its 

leaders, who were terrafied by the charge; thrice did I lose him in the grey of the gloaming, and was obliged to 

bring-to to his distant signals of distance and distress;—all the time he went on talking without intermission, for he 

was a man of many words. Poor fellow! he died a martyr to his new riches—of a second visit to Jamaica.  

“‘I’d give the lands of Deloraine / Dark Musgrave were alive again!’ 

that is,—  

“I would give many a sugar cane / M [onk] L [ewis] were alive again!” 

3: Moore’s note: The following passage from the letter of mine, to which the above was an answer, will best 

explain what follows:—With respect to the newspaper, it is odd enough that Lord * * * * and myself had been 

(about a week or two before I received your letter) speculating upon your assistance in a plan somewhat similar, 

but more literary and less regularly-periodical in its appearance. Lord * *, as you will see by his volume of Essays, 

if it reaches you, has a very sly, dry, and pithy way of putting sound truths, upon politics and manners, and 

whatever scheme we adopt, he will be a very useful and active ally in it, as he has a pleasure in writing quite 

inconceivable to a poor hack scribe like me, who always feel, about my art, as the French husband did when he 

found a man making love to his (the Frenchman’s) wife:—‘Comment, Monsieur,—sans y être obligé!’ When I say 
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uninterrupted love of writing, which you describe in your friend, I do not understand it. I feel it as a 

torture, which I must get rid of, but never as a pleasure. On the contrary, I think composition a great 

pain. 

 I wish you to think seriously of the Journal scheme—for I am as serious as one can be, in this 

world, about any thing. As to matters here, they are high and mighty—but not for paper. It is much 

about the state of things betwixt Cain and Abel. There is, in fact, no law or government at all; and it is 

wonderful how well things go on without them. Excepting a few occasional murders, (every body 

killing whomsoever he pleases, and being killed, in turn, by a friend, or relative, of the defunct,) there 

is as quiet a society and as merry a Carnival as can be met with in a tour through Europe. There is 

nothing like habit in these things. 

 I shall remain here till May or June, and, unless ‘honour comes unlooked for,’
4
 we may perhaps 

meet, in France or England, within the year. 

     Yours, &c. 

 

Of course, I cannot explain to you existing circumstances, as they open all letters. 

 Will you set me right about your curst ‘Champs Elysées?’—are they ‘és’ or ‘ées’ for the 

adjective? I know nothing of French, being all Italian. Though I can read and understand French, I 

never attempt to speak it; for I hate it. From the second part of the Memoirs cut what you please. 

 

RAVENNA JOURNAL 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 395-434; LJ V 147-211; QII 551-90; BLJ VIII 11-

51) 

Ravenna, January 4th, 1821. 

“A sudden thought strikes me.”
5
 Let me begin a Journal once more. The last I kept was in 

Switzerland, in record of a tour made in the Bernese Alps, which I made to send to my sister in 

1816, and I suppose that she has it still, for she wrote to me that she was pleased with it. 

Another, and longer, I kept in 1813-1814, which I gave to Thomas Moore in the same year. 

 This morning I gat me up late, as usual – weather bad – bad as England – worse. The snow 

of last week melting to the sirocco of to-day, so that there were two d—d things at once. Could 

not even get to ride on horseback in the forest.
6
 Stayed at home all the morning – looked at the 

fire – wondered when the post would come. Post came at the Ave Maria,
7
 instead of half-past 

one o’clock, as it ought. Galignani’s Messengers,
8
 six in number – a letter from Faenza, but 

none from England. Very sulky in consequence (for there ought to have been letters), and ate in 

consequence a copious dinner; for when I am vexed, it makes me swallow quicker – but drank 

very little. 

 I was out of spirits – read the papers – thought what fame was, on reading, in a case of 

murder, that “Mr. Wych, grocer, at Tunbridge, sold some bacon, flour, cheese, and, it is 

believed, some plums, to some gypsy woman accused. He had on his counter (I quote faithfully) 

a book, the Life of Pamela, which he was tearing for waste paper, &c., &c. In the cheese was 

found, &c., and a leaf of Pamela wrapt round the bacon.” What would Richardson, the vainest 

and luckiest of living authors (i.e. while alive) – he who, with Aaron Hill,
9
 used to prophesy and 

chuckle over the presumed fall of Fielding (the prose Homer of human nature) and of Pope (the 

most beautiful of poets) – what would he have said, could he have traced his pages from their place on 

the French prince’s toilets (see Boswell’s Johnson) to the grocer’s counter and the gipsy-murderess’s 

bacon!!! 

 What would he have said? What can anybody say, save what Solomon said long before us?
10

 After 

all, it is but passing from one counter to another, from the bookseller’s to the other tradesman’s grocer 

                                                                                                                                                                      
this, however, I mean it only of the executive part of writing; for the imagining, the shadowing out of the future 

work is, I own, a delicious fool’s paradise.” 

4: Shakespeare, Henry IV I V iii, final line. 

5: B. uses this quotation at BLJ II 224 in a letter to Lord Holland of early October 1812. His inverted commas 

may signal a paraphrase: “Of a sudden, a Roman thought hath struck him” (Antony and Cleopatra, I ii 80). Or he 

may quote The Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin, pp.172-3: MATILDA: A sudden thought strikes me – Let us swear an 

eternal friendship. CECILIA: Let us agree to live together! MAT.: Willingly. CEC.: Let us embrace. MAT.: Yes; I 

too have lov’d! You, too, like me, have been forsaken! CEC.: Too true! BOTH: Ah these men! these men! See 

also BLJ II 49. 

6: The Ravenna pine forest. See Don Juan III st 105-6 (written 1819-20). 

7: Compare Don Juan III, sts 101-3. 

8: Galignani’s Messenger was an English language newspaper published in Paris. 

9: Aaron Hill (1685-1750) flattered Richardson by abusing Pope. 

10: Ecclesiastes, 1-2: Vanity of vanities, all is vanity. 
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or pastry-cook. For my part, I have met with most poetry upon trunks; so that I am apt to consider the 

trunk-maker as the sexton of authorship.
11

 

 Wrote five letters in about half an hour, short and savage, to all my rascally correspondents. 

Carriage came. Heard the news of three murders at Faenza and Forli – a carabinier, a smuggler, and an 

attorney – all last night. The two first in a quarrel, the latter by premeditation. 

 Three weeks ago – almost a month – the 7th it was – I picked up the Commandant, mortally 

wounded, out of the street;
12

 he died in my house; assassins unknown, but presumed political. His 

brethren wrote from Rome last night to thank me for having assisted him in his last moments. Poor 

fellow! it was a pity; he was a good soldier, but imprudent. It was eight in the evening when they killed 

him. We heard the shot; my servants and I ran out, and found him expiring, with five wounds, two 

whereof mortal – by slugs they seemed. I examined him, but did not go to the dissection next morning. 

 Carriage at 8 or so – went to visit La Contessa G[uiccioli]. – found her playing on the piano-forte – 

talked till ten, when the Count, her father, and the no less Count, her brother,
13

 came in from the 

theatre. Play, they said, Alfieri’s Filippo
14

 – well received. 

 Two days ago the King of Naples passed through Bologna on his way to congress.
15

 My servant 

Luigi brought the news. I had sent him to Bologna for a lamp. How will it end? Time will show. 

 Came home at eleven, or rather before. If the road and weather are conformable, mean to ride to-

morrow. High time – almost a week at this work – snow, sirocco, one day – frost and snow the other – 

sad climate for Italy. But the two seasons, last and present, are extraordinary. Read a Life of Leonardo 

da Vinci by Rossi
16

 – ruminated – wrote this much, and will go to bed. 

 

January 5th, 1821. 

Rose late – dull and drooping – the weather dripping and dense. Snow on the ground, and sirocco 

above in the sky, like yesterday. Roads up to the horse’s belly, so that riding (at least for pleasure) is 

not very feasible. Added a postscript to my letter to Murray.
17

 Read the conclusion, for the fiftieth time 

(I have read all W[alter]. Scott’s novels at least fifty times) of the third series of “Tales of my 

Landlord”, – grand work – Scotch Fielding, as well as great English poet – wonderful man! I long to 

get drunk with him. 

 Dined versus six o’ the clock. Forgot that there was a plum-pudding, ( I have added, lately, eating 

to my “family of vices,”) and had dined before I knew it. Drank half a bottle of some sort of spirits – 

probably spirits of wine; for what they call brandy, rum, & c . ,  &c., here is nothing but spirits of wine, 

coloured accordingly. Did not eat two apples, which were placed by way of dessert. Fed the two cats, 

the hawk, and the tame (but not tamed) crow. Read Mitford’s History of Grecce
18

 – Xenophon’s 

Retreat of the Ten Thousand.
19

 Up to this present moment writing, 6 minutes before eight o’ the clock 

– French hours, not Italian. 

 Hear the carriage – order pistols and great coat, as usual necessary articles. Weather cold – carriage 

open, and inhabitants somewhat savage – rather treacherous and highly inflamed by politics. Fine 

fellows, though, – good materials for a nation. Out of chaos God made a world, and out of high 

passions comes a people. 

 Clock strikes – going out to make love. Somewhat perilous, but not disagreeable. Memorandum – a 

new screen put up to-day. It is rather antique, but will do with a little repair. 

 Thaw continues – hopeful that riding may be practicable tomorrow. Sent the papers to 

Al[borghett]i.
20

 – grand events coming. 

 11 o’ the clock and nine minutes. Visited La Contessa G[uiccioli]. Nata G[hiselli]. G[amba]. Found 

her beginning my letter of answer to the thanks of Alessio del Pinto of Rome for assisting his brother 

                                                           
11: Sexton: gravedigger, as in Hamlet. See Churchill’s Grave. 

12: Luigi dal Pinto, the military commandant of Ravenna, had been assassinated outside the Palazzo Guiccioli on 

December 9th (not 7th) 1820. See Don Juan V sts 33-9. 

13: Teresa’s father was Count Ruggiero Gamba; her brother, Count Pietro. Both were liberals and Carbonari. 

14: Filippo: political tragedy by Vittorio Alfieri, whom B. admired, set in the Spain of Phillip II. 

15: Ferdinand King of Naples is on his way to the Congress of Laibach (mod. Ljubljana: Jan 26th-May 12th 1821) 

which authorised the Austrian intervention in Naples. It was at Laibach that Tsar Alexander heard the news of 

Ypsilanti’s invasion of the Danube provinces, which heralded the start of the Greek War of Independence. 

16: “Rossi” should be “Bossi”. Giuseppe Bossi published a two-part life of Leonardo in 1810-11. 

17: BLJ VIII 56-7. 

18: When B. writes “read” we are not to understand that he read the entire work: he means “read some of”. The 

anti-democratic History of Greece (5 vols, 1784-1818) by William Mitford (1744-1827), which B. put on his 

juvenile reading list (CMP 4) and “dipped into” at this time while writing Sardanapalus. 

19: These are not in the same book. B. reads Mitford, then Xenophon. 

20: Count Giuseppe Alborghetti was Deputy Head of the government of Lower Romagna. Papers unidentified; but 

see Vie, 645: “Even the Secretary of the Government wrote to Byron, saying that he too was an Italian”. 
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the late Commandant in his last moments, as I had begged her to pen my reply for the purer Italian, I 

being an ultramontane, little skilled in the set phrase of Tuscany.
21

 Cut short the letter – finish it 

another day. Talked of Italy, patriotism, Alfieri, Madame Albany,
22

 and other branches of learning. 

Also Sallust’s Conspiracy of Catiline, and the War of Jugurtha. At 9 came in her brother, Il Conte 

Pietro – at 10, her father, Conte Ruggiero. 

 Talked of various modes of warfare – of the Hungarian and Highland modes of broad-sword 

exercise, in both whereof I was once a moderate “master of fence”.
23

 Settled that the R[evolution]. will 

break out on the 7th or 8th of March, in which appointment I should trust, had it not been settled that it 

was to have broken out in October, 1820. But those Bolognese shirked the Romagnuoles. 

 “It is all one to Ranger”,
24

 – One must not be particular, but take rebellion when it lies in the way. 

Came home – read the “Ten Thousand” again, and will go to bed. 

 Mem. – Ordered Fletcher (at four o’clock this afternoon) to copy out 7 or 8 apophthegms of Bacon, 

in which I have detected such blunders as a school-boy might detect rather than commit. Such are the 

sages! What must they be, when such as I can stumble on their mistakes or mistatements? I will go to 

bed, for I find that I grow cynical. 

 

January 6th, 1821. 

Mist – thaw – slop – rain. No stirring out on horseback. Read Spence’s Anecdotes.
25

 Pope a fine fellow 

– always thought him so. Corrected blunders in nine apophthegms of Bacon
26

 – all historical – and 

read Mitford’s Greece. Wrote an epigram.
27

 Turned to a passage in Guinguene
28

 – ditto in Lord 

Holland’s Lope de Vega.
29

 Wrote a note on Don Juan.
30

 

 At eight went out to visit. Heard a little music – like music. Talked with Count Pietro G[amba]. of 

the Italian comedian Vestris,
31

 who is now at Rome – have seen him often act in Venice – a good actor 

– very. Somewhat of a mannerist; but excellent in broad comedy, as well as in the sentimental pathetic. 

He has made me frequently laugh and cry, neither of which is now a very easy matter – at least, for a 

player to produce in me. 

 Thought of the state of women under the ancient Greeks – convenient enough. Present state, a 

remnant of the barbarism of the chivalry and feudal ages – artificial and unnatural. They ought to mind 

home – and be well fed and clothed – but not mixed in society. Well educated, too, in religion – but to 

read neither poetry nor politics – nothing but books of piety and cookery. Music – drawing – dancing – 

also a little gardening and ploughing now and then. I have seen them mending the roads in Epirus with 

good success. Why not, as well as hay-making and milking? 

 Came home, and read Mitford again, and played with my mastiff – gave him his supper. Made 

another reading to the epigram, but the turn the same. To-night at the theatre, there being a prince on 

his throne in the last scene of the comedy, – the audience laughed, and asked him for a Constitution. 

This shows the state of the public mind here, as well as the assassinations. It won’t do. There must be 

an universal republic, – and there ought to be. 

 My crow is lame of a leg – wonder how it happened – some fool trod upon his toe, I suppose. The 

falcon pretty brisk – the cats large – owl noisy – the monkeys I have not looked to since the cold 

weather, and they suffer by being brought up.
32

 Horses must be gay – get a ride as soon as weather 

serves. Deuced muggy still – an Italian winter is a sad thing, but all the other seasons are charming. 

 What is the reason that I have been, all my lifetime, more or less ennuyé? and that, if any thing, I 

am rather less so now than I was at as far as my recollection serves? I do not know how to answer this, 

but presume that it is constitutional, – as well as the waking in low spirits, which I have invariably 

done for many years. Temperance and exercise, which I have practiced at times, and for a long time – 

together vigorously and violently, made little or no difference. Violent passions did; –when under their 

immediate influence – it is odd, but, I was in agitated, but not in depressed spirits. 

                                                           
21: Echoes Othello, I iii 82: Little blessed with the soft phrase of peace. 

22: Madame Albany was the separated wife of the Young Pretender. Alfieri had been her lover. 

23: The Merry Wives of Windsor, I i, 259 (app.) 

24: Benjamin Hoadly, The Suspicious Husband (1747), V ii. 

25: Joseph Spence (1699-1768) Professor of Poetry at Oxford. His Anecdotes of Pope and others were not 

published until 1820. 

26: B. puts these corrections into a note to Don Juan Canto V. 

27: On the Braziers’ Address. See BLJ VIII 58. 

28: Pierre Louis Ginguené, Histoire Littéraire d’Italie (1811-35). B. often relies on this authority. 

29: Lord Holland, Some Account of the Life and Writings of L.F.de Vega Capio (1806, rptd. 1817). 

30: The one at the end of Don Juan V, correcting Bacon’s Apophthegms. See BLJ VIII 58. 

31: The Vestris family was a huge dynasty of actors and dancers. Referred to here is Luigi Vestri (1781-1841). 

32: The beasts are kept on the ground floor. 
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 A dose of salts has the effect of a temporary inebriation, like light champagne, upon me. But wine 

and spirits make me sullen and savage to ferocity – silent, however, and retiring, and not quarrelsome, 

if not spoken to. Swimming also raises my spirits, – but in general they are low, and get daily lower. 

That is hopeless: for I do not think I am so much ennuyé as I was at nineteen. The proof is, that then I 

must game, or drink, or be in motion of some kind, or I was miserable. At present, I can mope in 

quietness; and like being alone better than any company – except the lady’s whom I serve. But I feel a 

something, which makes me think that, if I ever reach near to old age, like Swift, “I shall die at top”
33

 

first. Only I do not dread idiotism or madness so much as he did. On the contrary, I think some quieter 

stages of both must be preferable to much of what men think the possession of their senses. 

 

January 7th, 1821, Sunday. 

Still rain – mist – snow – drizzle – and all the incalculable combinations of a climate, where heat and 

cold struggle for mastery. Read Spence, and turned over Roscoe,
34

 to find a passage I have not found. 

Read the 4th vol. of W. Scott’s second series of “Tales of my Landlord”. Dined. Read the Lugano 

Gazette. Read – I forget what. At 8 went to conversazione. Found there the Countess Geltrude, Betti 

V[icari].
35

 and her husband, and others. Pretty black-eyed woman that – only twenty-two – same age as 

Teresa, who is prettier, though.
36

 

 The Count Pietro G[amba]. took me aside to say that the Patriots have had notice from Forli 

(twenty miles off) that to-night the government and its party mean to strike a stroke – that the Cardinal 

here has had orders to make several arrests immediately, and that, in consequence, the Liberals are 

arming, and have posted patroles in the streets, to sound the alarm and give notice to fight for it. 

 He asked me “what should be done?” I answered, “Fight for it, rather than be taken in detail;” and 

offered, if any of them are in immediate apprehension of arrest, to receive them in my house (which is 

defensible), and to defend them, with my servants and themselves (we have arms and ammunition), as 

long as we can, – or to try to get them away under cloud of night. On going home, I offered him the 

pistols which I had about me – but he refused, but said he would come off to me in case of accidents. 

 It wants half an hour of midnight, and rains; – as Gibbet says, “a line night for their enterprise –

dark as hell, and blows like the devil.
”37

 lf the row don’t happen now, it must soon. I thought that their 

system of .shooting people would soon produce a reaction – and now it seems coming. I will do what I 

can in the way of combat, though a little out of exercise. The cause is a good one. 

 Turned over and over half a score of books for the passage in question, and can’t find it. Expect to 

hear the drum and the musquetry momently (for they swear to resist, and are right,) – but I hear 

nothing, as yet, save the plash of the rain and the gusts of the wind at intervals. Don’t like to go to bed, 

because I hate to be waked, and would rather sit up for the row, if there is to be one. 

 Mended the fire – have got the arms – and a book or two, which I shall turn over. I know little of 

their numbers, but think the Carbonari strong enough to beat the troops, even here. With twenty men 

this house might be defended for twenty-four hours against any force to be brought against it, now in 

this place, for the same time; and, in such a time, the country would have notice, and would rise, – if 

ever they will rise, of which there is some doubt. In the mean time, I may as well read as do any thing 

else, being alone. 

 

January 8th, 1821, Monday. 

 Rose, and found Count P[ietro]. G[amba]. in my apartments. Sent away the servant. Told me that, 

according to the best information, the Government had not issued orders for the arrests apprehended; 

that the attack in Forli had not taken place (as expected) by the Sanfedisti – opponents of the Carbonari 

or Liberals – and that, as yet, they are still in apprehension only. Asked me for some arms of a better 

sort, which I gave him. Settled that, in case of a row, the Liberals were to assemble here (with me), and 

that he had given the word to Vincenzo G[allina]. and others of the Chiefs for that purpose. He himself 

and father are going to the chase in the forest; but V[incenzo]. G[allina]. is to come to me, and an 

express to be sent off to him, P[ietro]. G[amba]., if any thing occurs. Concerted operations. They are to 

seize – but no matter. 

 I advised them to attack in detail, and in different parties, in different places (though at the same 

time), so as to divide the attention of the troops, who, though few, yet being disciplined, would beat 

any body of people (not trained) in a regular fight – unless dispersed in small parties, and distracted 

                                                           
33: Swift once said, “I shall be like that tree – I shall die at ‘top’”. 

34: William Roscoe’s Life and Pontificate of Leo X (1805), was translated into both French and Italian. 

35: B.’s flirtation with Geltrude Vicari had made Teresa Guiccioli jealous. See Vie 143 &n. 

36: “nineteen” (Prothero). But Teresa was born on February 18th 1798. 

37: Farquhar, The Beaux’ Stratagem, IV ii. 
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with different assaults. Offered to let them assemble here if they choose. It is a strongish post – narrow 

street, commanded from within-and tenable walls. 

 Dined. Tried on a new coat. Letter to Murray, with corrections of Bacon’s Apophthegms and an 

epigram
38

 – the latter not for publication. At eight went to Teresa, Countess G[amba]. * * * * * * * At 

nine and a half came in Il Conte P. and Count P[ietro].G[amba].
39

 Talked of a certain proclamation 

lately issued. Count R[uggiero].G[amba]. had been with * * (the * *), to sound him about the arrests. 

He, * *, is a trimmer, and deals, at present, his cards with both hands. If he don’t mind, they’ll be full. 

* * pretends (I doubt him – they don’t – we shall see) that there is no such order, and seems staggered 

by the immense exertions of the Neapolitans, and the fierce spirit of the Liberals here. The truth is, that 

* * cares for little but his place (which is a good one), and wishes to play pretty with both parties. He 

has changed his mind thirty times these last three moons, to my knowledge, for he corresponds with 

me, But he is not a bloody fellow – only an avaricious one. 

 It seems that, just at this moment (as Lydia Languish says) “there will be no elopement after all.”
40

 

I wish that I had known as much last night – or, rather, this morning – I should have gone to bed two 

hours earlier. And yet I ought not to complain; for, though it is a sirocco, and heavy rain, I have not 

yawned for these two days. 

 Came home – read History of Greece – before dinner had read Walter Scott’s Rob Roy.
41

 Wrote 

address to the letter in answer to Alessio del Pinto, who has thanked me for helping his brother (the 

late Commandant, murdered here last month) in his last moments. Have told him I only did a duty of 

humanity – as is true. The brother lives at Rome. 

 Mended the fire with some “sgobole” (a Romagnuole word)
42

 and gave the falcon some water. 

Drank some Seltzer-water. Mem – received to-day a print, or etching, of the story of Ugolino,
43

 by an 

Italian painter – different, of course, from Sir Joshua Reynolds’s, and I think (as far as recollection 

goes) no worse, for Reynolds’s is not good in history. Tore a button in my new coat. 

 I wonder what figure these Italians will make in a regular row. I sometimes think that, like the 

Irishman’s gun (somebody had sold him a crooked one), they will only do for “shooting round a 

corner;” at least, this sort of shooting has been the late tenor of their exploits. And yet, there are 

materials in this people, and a noble energy, if well directed. But who is to direct them? No matter. Out 

of such times heroes spring. Difficulties are the hot-beds of high spirits, and Freedom the mother of the 

few virtues incident to human nature. 

 

Tuesday, January 9th, 1821. 

Rose – the day fine. Ordered the horses; but Lega
44

 (my secretary, an Italianism for steward or chief 

servant) coming to tell me that the painter had finished the work in fresco for the room he has been 

employed on lately, I went to see it before I set out. The painter has not copied badly the prints from 

Titian, &c., considering all things. * * * * * * * * 

 Dined. Read Johnson’s “Vanity of Human Wishes,” – all the examples and mode of giving them 

sublime, as well as the latter part, with the exception of an occasional couplet. I do not so much admire 

the opening. I remember an observation of Sharpe’s (the Conversationist,
45

 as he was called in 

London, and a very clever man) that the first line of this poem
46

 was superfluous, and that Pope (the 

best of poets, I think,) would have begun at once, only changing the punctuation – 

 

     “Survey mankind from China to Peru!” 

 

The former line, “Let observation.” &c., is certainly heavy and useless. But ’tis a grand poem – and so 

true! – true as the 10th of Juvenal himself. The lapse of ages changes all things – time – language – the 

earth – the bounds of the sea – the stars of the sky, and every thing “about, around, and underneath”
47

 

man, except man himself, who has always been, and always will be, an unlucky rascal. The infinite 

variety of lives conduct but to death, and the infinity of wishes lead but to disappointment. All the 

discoveries which have yet been made have multiplied little but existence. An extirpated disease is 

                                                           
38: BLJ VIII 58-9. 

39: There is only one Conte P.G. – Pietro Gamba. Mo. may have misread “R” (“Ruggiero”), for “P”. 

40: Sheridan, The Rivals, IV ii. 

41: Published 1817. 

42: Sgobole are dried pine-cones with no seeds inside. My thanks to Valeria Vallucci for the information. 

43: See Inferno XXXII-III. 

44: Lega Zambelli, perhaps a de-frocked priest. Lover of Fanny Silvestrini. 

45: The dark-skinned Richard “Conversation” Sharpe, M.P., may have been the lover of Samuel Rogers. 

46: Let Observation, with extensive view … 

47: Milton, Il Penseroso, 152: Above, about, or underneath. 
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succeeded by some new pestilence; and a discovered world has brought little to the old one, except the 

p[ox] – first and freedom afterwards – the latter a fine thing, particularly as they gave it to Europe in 

exchange for slavery.
48

 But it is doubtful whether “the Sovereigns” would not think the first the best 

present of the two to their subjects. 

 At eight went out – heard some news. They say the King of Naples has declared, by couriers from 

Florence, to the Powers (as they call now those wretches with crowns) that his Constitution was 

compulsive, &c., &c., and that the Austrian barbarians are placed again on war pay, and will march. 

Let them – “they come like sacrifices in their trim,”
49

 the hounds of hell! Let it still be a hope to see 

their bones piled like those of the human dogs at Morat, in Switzerland,
50

 which I have seen. 

 Heard some music. At nine the usual visitors – news, war, or rumours of war. Consulted with 

P[ietro]. G[amba]., &c., &c. They mean to insurrect here, and are to honour me with a call thereupon. 

I shall not fall back; though I don’t think them in force or heart sufficient to make much of it. But, 

onward! – it is now the time to act, and what signifies self, if a single spark of that which would be 

worthy of the past can be bequeathed unquenchedly to the future? It is not one man, nor a million, but 

the spirit of liberty which must be spread. The waves which dash upon the shore are, one by one, 

broken, but yet the ocean conquers, nevertheless. It overwhelms the Armada, it wears the rock, and, if 

the Neptunians are to be believed,
51

 it has not only destroyed, but made a world. In like manner, 

whatever the sacrifice of individuals, the great cause will gather strength, sweep down what is rugged, 

and fertilize (for sea-weed is manure) what is cultivable. And so, the mere selfish calculation ought 

never to be made on such occasions; and, at present, it shall not be computed by me. I was never a 

good arithmetician of chances, and shall not commence now. 

 

January 10th, 1821. 

 Day fine – rained only in the morning. Looked over accounts. Read Campbell’s Poets
52

 – marked 

errors of Tom (the author) for correction. 

 Dined – went out – music – Tyrolese air, with variations. Sustained the cause of the original simple 

air against the variations of the Italian school.
53

 * * * * * * * 

 Politics somewhat tempestuous, and cloudier daily. To-morrow being foreign post-day, probably 

something more will be known. Came home – read. Corrected Tom Campbell’s slips of the pen. A 

good work, though – style affected – but his defence of Pope is glorious. To be sure, it is his own 

cause too, – but no matter, it is very good, and does him great credit. 

 

Midnight. 

 I have been turning over different Lives of the Poets. I rarely read their works, unless an occasional 

flight over the classical ones, Pope, Dryden, Johnson, Gray, and those who approach them nearest (I 

leave the rant of the rest to the cant of the day), and – I had made several reflections, but I feel sleepy, 

and may as well go to bed. 

 

January 11th, 1821. 

 Read the letters. Corrected the tragedy
54

 and the “Hints from Horace”.
55

 Dined, and got into better 

spirits. – Went out – returned – finished letters, five in number. Read Poets, and an anecdote in Spence. 

 Al[borghett]i writes to me that the Pope, and Duke of Tuscany, and King of Sardinia, have also 

been called to Congress; but the Pope will only deal there by proxy. So the interests of millions are in 

the hands of about twenty coxcombs, at a place called Leibach! 

 I should almost regret that my own affairs went well, when those of nations are in peril. If the 

interests of mankind could be essentially bettered (particularly of these oppressed Italians), I should 

not so much mind my own “sma’ peculiar”.
56

 God grant us all better times, or more philosophy. 

 In reading, I have just chanced upon an expression of Tom Campbell’s; – speaking of Collins, he 

says that “no reader cares any more about the characteristic manners of his Eclogues than about the 

                                                           
48: Compare Don Juan I, st. 129. 

49: Henry IV I, IV i 113.  

50: See CHP III sts 63-5. 

51: Neptunians were geologists (opposed by Vulcanists) who held that granite was not volcanic, but crystallised 

ocean. 

52: Thomas Campbell, Specimens of the British Poets (9 vols. 1819). 

53: See Don Juan XVI, 45, 6, B.’s note: “Rot your Italianos! For my part I loves a simple Ballat!” Rossini will go 

a good way to bring most people to the same Opinion – some day. 

54: Sardanapalus. B. writes it between January 13th and May 27th . 

55: B. is anxious to get HfH printed at last, having written it in1811: but it is not printed in his lifetime. 

56: Scots quotation unidentified. 
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authenticity of the tale of Troy”. ’Tis false – we do care about “the authenticity of the tale of Troy”. I 

have stood upon that plain daily, for more than a month, in 1810; and, if any thing diminished my 

pleasure, it was that the blackguard Bryant
57

 had impugned its veracity. It is true I read “Homer 

Travestied” (the first twelve books), because Hobhouse and others bored me with their learned 

localities, and I love quizzing. But I still venerated the grand original as the truth of history (in the 

material facts) and of place. Otherwise, it would have given me no delight. Who will persuade me, 

when I reclined upon a mighty tomb, that it did not contain a hero? – its very magnitude proved this. 

Men do not labour over the ignoble and petty dead – and why should not the dead be Homer’s dead? 

The secret of Tom Campbell’s defence of inaccuracy in costume and description is, that his Gertrude, 

&c.,
58

 has no more locality in common with Pennsylvania
59

 than with Penmanmaur. It is notoriously 

full of grossly false scenery, as all Americans declare, though they praise parts of the Poem. It is thus 

that self-love for ever creeps out, like a snake, to sting anything which happens, even accidentally, to 

stumble upon it. 

 

January 12th, 1821. 

The weather still so humid and impracticable, that London, in its most oppressive fogs, were a 

summer-bower to this mist and sirocco, which now has lasted (but with one day’s interval), chequered 

with snow or heavy rain only, since the 30th of December, 1820. It is so far lucky that I have a literary 

turn; – but it is very tiresome not to be able to stir out, in comfort, on any horse but Pegasus, for so 

many days. The roads are even worse than the weather, by the long splashing, and the heavy soil, and 

the growth of the waters. 

 Read the Poets – English, that is to say – out of Campbell’s edition. There is a good deal of taffeta 

in some of Tom’s prefatory phrases, but his work is good as a whole. I like him best, though, in his 

own poetry. 

 Murray writes that they want to act the Tragedy of Marino Faliero;
60

 – more fools they, it was 

written for the closet. I have protested against this piece of usurpation, (which, it seems, is legal for 

managers over any printed work, against the author’s will) and I hope they will not attempt it. Why 

don’t they bring out some of the numberless aspirants for theatrical celebrity, now encumbering their 

shelves, instead of lugging me out of the library? I have written a fierce protest against any such 

attempt; but I still would hope that it will not be necessary, and that they will see, at once, that it is not 

intended for the stage. It is too regular – the time, twenty-four hours – the change of place not frequent 

– nothing melodramatic – no surprises, no starts, nor trap-doors, nor opportunities “for tossing their 

heads and kicking their heels” – and no love – the grand ingredient of a modern play. 

 I have found out the seal cut on Murray’s letter. It is meant for Walter Scott – or Sir Walter – he is 

the first poet knighted since Sir Richard Blackmore.
61

 But it does not do him justice. Scott’s – 

particularly when he recites – is a very intelligent countenance, and this seal says nothing. 

 Scott is certainly the most wonderful writer of the day. His novels are a new literature in 

themselves, and his poetry as good as any – if not better (only on an erroneous system) – and only 

ceased to be so popular, because the vulgar learned were tired of hearing “Aristides called the Just”, 

and Scott the Best, and ostracised him. 

 I like him, too, for his manliness of character, for the extreme pleasantness of his conversation, and 

his good-nature towards myself, personally. May he prosper! – for he deserves it. I know no reading to 

which I fall with such alacrity as a work of W[alter]. Scott’s. I shall give the seal, with his bust on it, to 

Madame la Comtesse G[uiccoli]. this evening, who will be curious to have the effigies of a man so 

celebrated. 

 How strange are my thoughts!
62

 – The reading of the song of Milton, “Sabrina fair,” has brought 

back upon me – I know not how or why – the happiest, perhaps, days of my life (always excepting, 

here and there, a Harrow holiday in the two latter summers of my stay there) when living at Cambridge 

with Edward Noel Long, afterwards of the Guards, – who, after having served honourably in the 

                                                           
57: Jacob Bryant, Dissertation concerning the war of Troy, and the expedition of the Grecians, as described by 

Homer; showing that no such expedition was ever undertaken, and that no sack of Phrygia ever existed (1796). 

See Don Juan IV, 76, 4. 

58: Campbell, Gertrude of Wyoming (1809). See Don Juan, I st 88 and B.’s note. 

59: Campbell’s Wyoming is not the modern state, which does not yet exist, but an area of Pennsylvania. 

60: B. wrote Marino Faliero in Ravenna between 4th April and 16th July 1820; it was first published by Mu. 

(with The Prophecy of Dante) on 21st April 1821. Robert Elliston put on seven performances at the Theatre 

Royal, Drury Lane, April 25th-May 14th 1821. 

61: Walter Scott was knighted in 1820. Sir Richard Blackmore (1650-1729); forgotten author of King Arthur 

(1695) and The Creation (1712). 

62: The five paragraphs on Edward Noel Long are extracted by Mo. and placed at I 63-4. 
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expedition to Copenhagen (of which two or three thousand scoundrels yet survive in plight and pay), 

was drowned early in 1809, on his passage to Lisbon with his regiment in the St. George transport, 

which was run foul of, in the night, by another transport. We were rival swimmers – fond of riding – 

reading – and of conviviality. We had been at Harrow together; but – there, at least – his was a less 

boisterous spirit than mine. I was always cricketing – rebelling – fighting – rowing (from row, not 

boat-rowing, a different practice), and in all manner of mischiefs; while he was more sedate and 

polished. At Cambridge – both of Trinity – my spirit rather softened, or his roughened, for we became 

very great friends. The description of Sabrina’s seat reminds me of our rival feats in diving. Though 

Cam’s is not a very “translucent wave,”
63

 it was fourteen feet deep, where we used to dive for, and 

pick up – having thrown them in on purpose – plates, eggs, and even shillings. I remember, in 

particular, there was the stump of a tree (at least ten or twelve feet deep) in the bed of the river, in a 

spot where we bathed most commonly, round which I used to cling, and “wonder how the devil I came 

there”.
64

 

 Our evenings we passed in music (he was musical, and played on more than one instrument, flute 

and violoncello), in which I was audience; and I think that our chief beverage was soda-water. In the 

day we rode, bathed, and lounged, reading occasionally. I remember our buying, with vast alacrity, 

Moore’s new quarto (in 1806),
65

, and reading it together in the evenings. 

 We only passed the summer together; – Long had gone into the Guards during the year I passed in 

Notts, away from college. His friendship, and a violent, though pure, love and passions – which held 

me at the same period – were the then romance of the most romantic period of my life. 

*  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 I remember that, in the spring of 1809, H[obhouse] laughed at my being distressed at Long’s death, 

and amused himself with making epigrams upon his name, which was susceptible of a pun –Long, 

short, &c. But three years after, he had ample leisure to repent it, When our mutual friend, and his, 

H[obhouse]’s particular friend, Charles Matthews, was drowned also, and he, himself, was as much 

affected by a similar calamity. But I did not pay him back in puns and epigrams, for I valued Matthews 

too much, myself, to do so; and, even if I had not, I should have respected his griefs. 

 Long’s father wrote to me to write his son’s epitaph. I promised – but I had not the heart to 

complete it. He was such a good, amiable being as rarely remains long in this world; with talent and 

accomplishments, too, to make him the more regretted. Yet, although a cheerful companion, he had 

strange melancholy thoughts sometimes. I remember once that we were going to his uncle’s, I think – I 

went to accompany him to the door merely, in some Upper or Lower Grosvenor or Brook Street, I 

forget which, but it was in a street leading out of some square, – he told me that, the night before, he 

“had taken up a pistol – not knowing or examining whether it was loaded or no – and had snapped it at 

his head, leaving it to chance whether it might not be charged.” The letter, too, which he wrote the on 

leaving college to join the Guards, was as melancholy in its tenour as it could well be on Such an 

occasion. But he showed nothing of this in his deportment, being mild and gentle; – and yet with much 

turn for the ludicrous in his disposition. We were both much attached to Harrow, and sometimes made 

excursions there together from London to revive our schoolboy recollections. 

 

Midnight. 

 Read the Italian translation by Guido Sorelli of the German Grillparzer
66

 – a devil of a name, to be 

sure, for posterity; but they must learn to pronounce it.
67

 With all the allowance for a translation, and 

above all, an Italian translation (they are the very worst of translators, except from the Classics – 

Annibale Caro,
68

 for instance – and there, the bastardy of their language helps them, as, by way of 

looking legitimate, they ape their fathers’ tongue) – but with every allowance for such a 

disadvantage, the tragedy of Sappho is superb and sublime! There is no denying it. The man has done a 

great thing in writing that play. And who is he? I know him not; but ages will. ’Tis a high intellect. 

                                                           
63: Milton, Lycidas, 860. 

64: Pope, Epistle to Arbuthnot, 172. 

65: Mo.’s Epistles, Odes, and Other Poems (1806). 

66: Franz Grillparzer (1791-1872) published Sappho, a classical tragedy, in 1819. Sorelli translated it in the same 

year. Its bisexual heroine, derived in part from de Staël’s Corinne, in part from Virgil’s Dido, finds, as 

Shakespeare does in the Sonnets, her boyfriend and girlfriend betraying her, and hurls herself from a rock into the 

sea (compare CHP II st. 41, and Don Juan II st. 205, and IV st. 27). Her girlfriend, the eastern slave girl Melitta, is 

a forerunner of Myrrha in Sardanapalus. The play’s verse carries an Ionian charm which may have set B.’s mind 

working. 

67: Grillparzer hated his own name and refused to have it on playbills. 

68: Annibale Caro’s translation of the Aenied was published in 1581. 
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 I must premise, however, that I have read nothing of Adolph Müllner’s (the author of “Guilt”),
69

 

and much less of Goethe, and Schiller, and Wieland, than I could wish. I only know them through the 

medium of English, French, and Italian translations. Of the real language I know absolutely nothing, – 

except oaths learned from postillions and officers in a squabble. I can swear in German potently, when 

I like – “Sacrament – Verfluchter – Hundsfott”
70

 – and so forth; but I have little of their less energetic 

conversation. 

 I like, however, their women, (I was once so desperately in love with a German woman, 

Constance,)
71 

and all that I have read, translated, of their writings, and all that I have seen on the Rhine 

of their country and people – all, except the Austrians, whom I abhor, loathe, and – I cannot find words 

for my hate of them, and should be sorry to find deeds correspondent to my hate; for I abhor cruelty 

more than I abhor the Austrians – except on an impulse, and then I am savage – but not deliberately so. 

 Grillparzer is grand – antique – not so simple as the ancients, but very simple for a modern – too 

Madame de Staël-ish, now and then – but altogether a great and goodly writer. 

 

January 13th, 1821, Saturday. 

 Sketched the outline and Drams. Pers. of an intended tragedy of Sardanapalus, which I have for 

some time meditated. Took the names from Diodorus Siculus,
72

 (I know the history of Sardanapalus, 

and have known it since I was twelve years old), and read over a passage in the ninth vol. octavo of 

Mitford’s Greece, where he rather vindicates the memory of this last of the Assyrians.
73

 

 Dined – news come – the Powers mean to war with the peoples. The intelligence seems positive – 

let it be so – they will be beaten in the end. The king-times are fast finishing. There will be blood shed 

like water, and tears like mist; but the peoples will conquer in the end. I shall not live to see it, but I 

foresee it. 

 I carried Teresa the Italian translation of Grillparzer’s Sappho, which she promises to read. She 

quarrelled with me, because I said that love was not the loftiest theme for true tragedy; and, having the 

advantage of her native language, and natural female eloquence, she overcame my fewer arguments. I 

believe she was right. I must put more love into “Sardanapalus” than I intended.
74

 I speak, of course, if 

the times will allow me leisure. That if will hardly be a peace-maker.
75

 

 

January 14th, 1821. 

 Turned over Seneca’s tragedies. Wrote the opening lines of the intended tragedy of Sardanapalus. 

Rode out some miles into the forest. Misty and rainy. Returned – dined – wrote some more of my 

tragedy. 

 Read Diodorus Siculus – turned over Seneca, and some other books. Wrote some more of the 

tragedy. Took a glass of grog. After having ridden hard in rainy weather, and scribbled, and scribbled 

again, the spirits (at least mine) need a little exhilaration, and I don’t like laudanum now as I used to 

do. So I have mixed a glass of strong waters and single waters, which I shall now proceed to empty. 

Therefore and thereunto I conclude this day’s diary. 

 The effect of all wines and spirits upon me is, however, strange. It settles, but it makes me gloomy 

– gloomy at the very moment of their effect, and not gay hardly ever. But it composes for a time, 

though sullenly. 

 
January 15th, 1821. 

 Weather fine. Received visit. Rode out into the forest – fired pistols. Returned home – dined – 

dipped into a volume of Mitford’s Greece – wrote part of a scene of “Sardanapalus”. Went out – heard 

some music – heard some politics. More ministers from the other Italian powers gone to Congress. 

War seems certain – in that case, it will be a savage one. Talked over various important matters with 

One of the initiated. At ten and half returned home. 

                                                           
69: Adolf Müllner (1774-1829) published Die Schuld in 1812. 

70: Compare Don Juan X, st 71. 

71: Constance Spencer Smith, with whom B. had had an affair on Malta in 1809. 

72: Greek historian, 90-30 BC. 

73: The Mitford passage (IX, 311-13) is printed as a note to Sardanapalus (CPW VI 615): “A monument 

representing Sardanapalus was found [by Alexander] … warranted by an inscription in Assyrian characters, of 

course in the old Assyrian language, which the Greeks, whether well or ill, interpreted thus: ‘Saradanapalus son of 

Anacyndaraxes in one day founded Achialus and Tarsus. Eat, drink, play; all other human joys are not worth a 

fillip.’” 

74: Teresa liked to think that this proves how big a creative input she had into Sardanapalus. See Vie, 261-4: but 

the play had not been started yet. 

75: Compare As You Like It, V iv, 97 (app.): Much virtue in “If”. 
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 I have just thought of something odd. In the year 1814, Moore (“the poet”, par excellence, and he 

deserves it) and I were going together, in the same carriage, to dine with Earl Grey, the Capo Politico 

of the remaining whigs.
76

 Murray, the magnificent (the illustrious publisher of that name), had just sent 

me a Java gazette
77

 – I know not why, or wherefore. Pulling it out, by way of curiosity, we found it to 

contain a dispute (the said Java gazette) on Moore’s merits and mine. I think, if I had been there, that I 

could have saved them the trouble of disputing on the subject. But, there is fame for you at six and 

twenty! Alexander had conquered India at the same age; but I doubt if he was disputed about, or his 

conquests compared with those of Indian Bacchus, at Java. 

 It was a great fame to be named with Moore; greater to be compared with him; greatest – pleasure, 

at least – to be with him; and, surely, an odd coincidence, that we should be dining together while they 

were quarrelling about us beyond the equinoctial line. 

 Well, the same evening, I met Lawrence
78

 the painter, and heard one of Lord Grey’s daughters (a 

fine, tall, spirit – looking girl, with much of the patrician, thorough-bred look of her father, which I 

dote upon) play on the harp, so modestly and ingenuously, that she looked music. Well, I would rather 

have had my talk with Lawrence (who talked delightfully) and heard the girl, than have had all the 

fame of Moore and me put together. 

 The only pleasure of fame is that it paves the way to pleasure; and the more intellectual our 

pleasure, the better for the pleasure and for us too. It was, however, agreeable to have heard our fame 

before dinner, and a girl’s harp after. 

 

January 16th, 1821. 

 Read – rode – fired pistols – returned – dined – wrote – visited – heard music – talked nonsense – 

and went home. 

 Wrote part of a Tragedy – advanced in Act 1
st
 with “all deliberate speed.”

79
 Bought a blanket. The 

weather is still muggy as a London May – mist, mizzle, the air replete with Scotticisms, which, though 

fine in the descriptions of Ossian, are somewhat tiresome in real, prosaic perspective. Politics still 

mysterious. 

 

January 17th, 1821. 

 Rode i’the forest – fired pistols – dined. Arrived a packet of books from England and Lombardy – 

English, Italian, French, and Latin. Read till eight – went out. 

 

January 18th, 1821. 

 To-day, the post arriving late, did not ride. Read letters – only two gazettes instead of twelve now 

due. Made Lega write to that negligent Galignani, and added a postscript. Dined. 

 At eight proposed to go out. Lega came in with a letter about a bill unpaid at Venice which I 

thought paid months ago. I flew into a paroxysm of rage, which almost made me faint. I have not been 

well ever since. I deserve it for being such a fool – but it was provoking – a set of scoundrels! It is, 

however, but five and twenty pounds. 

 

January 19th, 1821. 

 Rode. Winter’s wind somewhat more unkind than ingratitude itself, though Shakespeare says 

otherwise.
80

 At least, I am so much more accustomed to meet with ingratitude than the north wind, that 

I thought the latter the sharper of the two. I had met with both in the course of the twenty-four hours, 

so could judge. 

 Thought of a plan of education for my daughter Allegra, who ought to begin soon with her studies. 

Wrote a letter – afterwards a post-script. Rather in low spirits – certainly hippish – liver touched – will 

take a close of salts. 

 I have been reading the Life, by himself and daughter, of Mr. R. L. Edgeworth, the father of the 

Miss Edgeworth.
81

 It is altogether a great name. In 1813, I recollect to have met them in the 

fashionable world of London (of which I then formed an item, a fraction, the segment of a circle, the 

unit of a million, the nothing of something) in the assemblies of the hour, and at a breakfast of Sir 

Humphry and Lady Davy’s, to which I was invited for the nonce. I had been the lion of 1812: Miss 

                                                           
76: Charles Grey, Second Earl Grey (1764-1845) architect of the 1832 Reform Act. B. gives him an Italian title, as 

if to parallel his own, as Capo of the Ravenna Carbonari. 

77: The official organ of the British Chamber of Commerce for the Netherlands East Indies. 

78: Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769-1830) greatest portrait painter of his age. Never painted B. 

79: Quotation unidentified. 

80: As You Like It, II vii: Blow, blow, thou winter wind … 

81: R.L.Edgeworth, Memoirs (1820). 
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Edgeworth and Madame de Staël, with “the Cossack,”
82

 towards the end of 1813, were the exhibitions 

of the succeeding year. 

 I thought Edgeworth a fine old fellow, of a clarety, elderly, red complexion, but active, brisk, and 

endless. He was seventy, but did not look fifty – no, nor forty-eight even. I had seen poor Fitzpatrick
83

 

not very long before – a man of pleasure, wit, eloquence, all things. He tottered – but still talked like a 

gentleman, though feebly. Edgeworth bounced about, and talked loud and long; but he seemed neither 

weakly nor decrepit, and hardly old. 

 He began by telling “that he had given Dr. Parr
84

 a dressing, who had taken him for an Irish 

bogtrotter,” &c., &c. Now I, who know Dr. Parr, and who know (not by experience – for I never 

should have presumed so far as to contend with him – but by hearing him with others, and of others) 

that it is not so easy a matter to “dress him,” thought Mr. Edgeworth an assertor of what was not true. 

He could not have stood before Parr for an instant. For the rest, he seemed intelligent, vehement, 

vivacious, and full of life. He bids fair for a hundred years. 

 He was not much admired in London, and I remember a “ryghte merrie” and conceited jest which 

was rife among the gallants of the day, – viz. a paper had been presented for the recall of Mrs. Siddons 

to the stage, (she having lately taken leave, to the loss of ages, – for nothing ever was, or can be, like 

her), to which all men had been called to subscribe. Whereupon, Thomas Moore, of profane and 

poetical memory, did propose that a similar paper should be subscribed and circumscribed “for the 

recall of Mr. Edgeworth to Ireland.”
85

 

 The fact was – everybody cared more about her. She was a nice little unassuming “Jeanie Deans’–

looking bodie,”
86

 as we Scotch say – and, if not handsome, certainly not ill-looking.
87

 Her conversation 

was as quiet as herself’. One would never have guessed she could write her name; whereas her father 

talked, not as if he could write nothing else, but as if nothing else. was worth writing. 

 As for Mrs. Edgeworth, I forget – except that I think she was the youngest of the party. Altogether, 

they were an excellent cage of the kind; and succeeded for two months, till the landing of Madame de 

Staël. 

 To turn from them to their works, I admire them; but they excite no feeling, and they leave no love 

– except for some Irish steward or postillion. However, the impression of intellect and prudence is 

profound – and may be useful. 

 

January 20th, 1821. 

 Rode – fired pistols. Read from Grimm’s Correspondence.
88

 Dined – went out – heard Music – 

returned – wrote a letter
89

 to the Lord Chamberlain to request him to prevent the theatres from 

representing the Doge,
90

 which the Italian papers say that they are going to act. This is pretty work – 

what! without asking my consent, and even in opposition to it! 

 

January 21st, 1821. 

 Fine, clear frosty day – that is to say, an Italian frost, for their winters hardly get beyond snow; for 

which reason nobody knows how to skate (or skait) – a Dutch and English accomplishment. Rode out, 

as usual, and fired pistols. Good shooting – broke four common, and rather small, bottles, in four shots, 

at fourteen paces, with a common pair of pistols and indifferent powder. Almost as good wafering or 

shooting – considering the difference of powder and pistol, – as when, in 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 

1813, 1814, it was my luck to split walking – sticks, wafers, half-crowns, shillings, and even the eye 

of a walking-stick, at twelve paces, with a single bullet – and all by eye and calculation; for my hand is 

not steady, and apt to change with the very weather. To the prowess which I here note, Joe Manton
91

 

and others can bear testimony; – for the former taught, and the latter has seen me do, these feats. 

                                                           
82: An inappropriate title for de Staël’s husband, the French officer Jean Rocca. 

83: General Richard Fitzpatrick (1747-1817) friend of Charles James Fox. 

84: Samuel Parr (1747-1825), parson, pedant, classicist, and schoolteacher, “the Whig Johnson”. 

85: Mo. notes, “In this, I rather think he was misinformed; – whatever merit there may be in the jest, I have not, as 

far as I can recollect, the slightest claim to it”. 

86: Resembling Jeannie Deans, self-effacing heroine of Scott’s The Heart of Midlothian. 

87: H.’s diary, May 4th 1822: Miss Edgeworth is the smallest and most insignificant person I ever saw – very 

plain – she was not affected at all. 

88: The critical letters of Friedrich Melchior, Baron von Grimm (1723-1807), were published in 16 vols in 1813 

(CMP 248). 

89: This letter does not seem to have survived, but B. has paraphrased his intention in a letter to Mu. of January 

11th (BLJ VIII 59-60). 

90: Marino Faliero. 

91: Joe Manton kept a shooting gallery on the same premises as Gentleman John Jackson’s club for pugilists. He 

sold weaponry, too. B. was one of his clients / customers. 
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 Dined – visited – came home – read. Remarked on an anecdote in Grimm’s Correspondence, which 

says that “Regnard
92

 et la plûpart des poëtes
93

 comiques étaient gens bilieux et mélancoliques; et que 

M. de Voltaire, qui est très gai, n’a jamais fait que des tragedies – et que la comedie gaie est le seul 

genre où il n’ait point réussi. C’est que celui qui rit et celui qui fait rire sont deux hommes fort 

differens.” – Vol. VI.
94

 

 At this moment I feel as bilious as the best comic writer of them all, (even as Regnard himself, the 

next to Molière, who has written some of the best comedies in any language, and who is supposed to 

have committed suicide),
95

 and am not in spirits to continue my proposed tragedy of Sardanapalus, 

which I have, for some days, ceased to compose. 

 To-morrow is my birthday – that is to say, at twelve o’ the clock, midnight, i.e. in twelve minutes, I 

shall have completed thirty and three years of age!!! – and I go to my bed with a heaviness of heart at 

having lived so long, and to so little purpose. 

 It is three minutes past twelve. – “’Tis the middle of the night by the castle clock,”
96

 and I am now 

thirty-three! 

     “Eheu, fugaces, Posthume, Posthume, 

     Labuntur anni;” –
97

 

 

 but I don’t regret them so much for what I have done, as for what I might have done. 

 

    Through life’s road, so dim and dirty, 

    I have dragg’d to three-and-thirty. 

    What have these years left to me? 

    Nothing – except thirty-three.
98

 

 

January 22d, 1821. 

 

1821. 

Here lies interred in the Eternity 

of the Past, 

from whence there is no 

Resurrection 

for the Days – whatever there may be 

for the Dust 

the Thirty-Third Year 

of an ill-spent Life, 

Which, after 

a lingering disease of many months 

sunk into a lethargy, 

and expired, January 22d, 1821, A. D. 

Leaving a successor 

Inconsolable 

for the very loss which 

occasioned its 

Existence.
99

 

 

January 23d, 1821. 

                                                           
92: Jean-François Regnard (1656-1710), French comic dramatist. 

93: Thus Moore (II 413). Marchand (BLJ VIII 31) corrects to “poètes”. 

94: “Regnard, and most comic poets, were bilious and melancholy, and M. de Voltaire, who was very merry, only 

wrote tragedies – comedy was the one genre in which he had no success at all. It’s because he who smiles and he 

who causes other men to smile are completely different men”. Neither Prothero nor Marchand are able to locate 

this passage in Grimm. Neither am I. It is not in “Vol. VI”. The index to the 1877 Paris edition of the complete 

correspondence of Grimm, Diderot, and so on (ed. Tourneux), has one reference only to Regnard, and this one is 

not it. 

95: Molière did not commit suicide, but died of a lung haemorrhage which occurred during a performance of Le 

Malade Imaginaire. 

96: Coleridge, Christabel, first line. 

97: HOR. CARM. II xiv, 1-2: Alas, O Posthumus, the years glide by swiftly! 

98: B. puts this verse into a letter to Mo. of January 22nd (the next day: BLJ VIII 67). He italicises have in the 

third line. 

99: Encircled with a wavy line in Mo.. 
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 Fine day. Read – Rode – fired pistols, and returned. Dined – read. Went out at eight – made the 

usual visit. Heard of nothing but war, – “the cry is still, They come.”
100

 The Car[bonar]
i
. seem to have 

no plan – nothing fixed among themselves, how, when, or what to do. In that case, they will make 

nothing of the project, so often postponed, and never put in action. 

 Came home, and gave some necessary orders, in case of circumstances requiring a change of place. 

I shall act according to what may seem proper, when I hear decidedly what the Barbarians mean to do. 

At present, they are building a bridge of boats over the Po, which looks very warlike. A few days will 

probably show. I think of retiring towards Ancona, nearer the northern frontier; that is to say, if Teresa 

and her father are obliged to retire, which is most likely, as all the family are Liberals. If not, I shall 

stay. But my movements will depend upon the lady’s wishes – for myself, it is much the same. 

 I am somewhat puzzled what to do with my little daughter, and my effects, which are of some 

quantity and value, – and neither of them do in the seat of war, where I think of going. But there is an 

elderly lady who will take charge of her, and T[eresa]. says that the Marchese C[avalli].
101

 will 

undertake to hold the chattels in safe keeping. Half the city are getting their affairs in marching trim. A 

pretty Carnival! The blackguards might as well have waited till Lent. 

 

January 24th, 1821. 

 Returned – met some masques in the Corso – “Vive la bagatelle!” the Germans are on the Po, the 

Barbarians at the gate, and their masters in council at Leybach (or whatever the eructation of the sound 

may syllable into a human pronunciation), and lo! they dance and sing, and make merry, “for 

tomorrow they may die.” Who can say that the Arlequins are not right? Like the Lady Baussiere, and 

my old friend Burton – I “rode on.”
102

 

 Dined – (damn this pen!) – beef tough – there is no beef in Italy worth a curse; unless a man could 

eat an old ox with the hide on, singed in the sun. 

 The principal persons in the events which may occur in a few days
103

 a r e  gone out on a shooting 

party. If it were like a “highland hunting,” a pretext of the chase for a grand re-union of counsellors 

and chiefs, it would be all very well. But it is nothing more or less than a real snivelling, popping, 

small-shot, water-hen waste of powder, ammunition, and shot, for their own special amusement: – a 

rare set of fellows for “a man to risk his neck with,” as “Marishal Wells” says in the Black Dwarf.
104

 

 If they gather, – “whilk is to be doubted,” – they will not muster a thousand men. The reason of this 

is, that the populace are not interested, – only the higher and middle orders. I wish that the peasantry 

were; they are a fine savage race of two-legged leopards. But the Bolognese won’t – the Romagnuoles 

can’t without them. Or, if they try – what then? They will try, and man can do no more – and, if he 

would but try his utmost, much might be done. The Dutch, for instance, against the Spaniards – then, 

the tyrants of Europe – since, the slaves and, lately, the freedmen. 

 The year 1820 was not a fortunate one for the individual me, whatever it may be for the nations. I 

lost a lawsuit, after two decisions in my favour. The project of lending money on an Irish mortgage 

was finally rejected by my wife’s trustee after a year’s hope and trouble. The Rochdale lawsuit had 

endured fifteen years, and always prospered till I married; since which, every thing has gone wrong – 

with me at least.
105

 

 In the same year, 1820, the Countess T[eresa].G[uiccioli]. nata G[amb]
a
. G[hisell]

i
., in despite of 

all I said and did to prevent it,
106

 would separate from her husband, Il Cavalier Commendatore 

G[uicciol]
i
, &c. &c. &c., and all on the account of “P.P. clerk of this parish.” The other little petty 

vexations of the year – overturns in carriages
107

 – the murder of people before one’s door, and dying in 

one’s beds
108

 – the cramp in swimming – colics – indigestions and bilious attacks, &c. &c. &c. 

 

     “Many small articles make up a sum, 

     And hey ho for Caleb Quotem, oh!”
109

 

 

January 25th, 1821. 

                                                           
100: Shakespeare, Macbeth, V v 2. 

101: The Marchese Clelia Cavalli was Teresa’s cousin and a leading Ravenna socialite. See Vie, 211&n. 

102: Lady Baussiere is from Tristram Shandy; Burton is Robert Burton, author of The Anatomy of Melancholy. 

103: B. refers to Ruggiero and Pietro Gamba. 

104: See Scott, The Black Dwarf (1816), chapter XIII. 

105: See John Beckett, Byron and Rochdale, 2006 Byron Journal, pp.13-24. 

106: B. was adept at making his own initiatives appear other people’s initiatives: but he may be right. 

107: B.’s carriage had been overturned by Papal thugs in Ravenna. See Vie, Appendix 8. 

108: Refers to the murder of Luigi dal Pinto. 

109: From The Review, or the Wags of Windsor by George Colman the Younger. 
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 Received a letter from Lord S[idney].O[sborne].
110

 state secretary of the Seven Islands
111

 – a fine 

fellow – clever – dished in England five years ago, and came abroad to retrench and to renew. He 

wrote from Ancona, in his way back to Corfu, on some matters of our own. He is son of the late Duke 

of L[eeds]. by a second marriage. He wants me to go to Corfu. Why not? – perhaps I may, next 

spring.
112

 

 Answered Murray’s letter – read – lounged. Scrawled this additional page of life’s log-book. One 

day more is over of it, and of me; – but “which is best, life or death, the gods only know,” as Socrates 

said to his judges, on the breaking up of the tribunal.
113

 Two thousand years since that sage’s 

declaration of ignorance have not enlightened us more upon this important point; for, according to the 

Christian dispensation, no one can know whether he is sure of salvation – even the most righteous – 

since a single slip of faith may throw him on his back, like a skaiter, while gliding smoothly to his 

paradise.
114

 Now, therefore, whatever the certainty of faith in the facts may be, the certainty of the 

individual as to his happiness or misery is no greater than it was under Jupiter. 

 It has been said that the immortality of the soul is a “grand peut-être”
115

 – but still it is a grand one. 

Every body clings to it – the stupidest, and dullest, and wickedest of human bipeds is still persuaded 

that he is immortal. 

 

January 26th, 1821. 

 Fine day – a few mares’ tails portending change, but the sky clear, upon the whole. Rode – fired 

pistols – good shooting. Coming back, met an old man. Charity – purchased a shilling’s worth of 

salvation. If that was to be bought, I have given more to my fellow-creatures in this life – sometimes 

for vice, but, if not more often, at least more considerably, for virtue – than I now possess. I never in 

my life gave a mistress so much as I have sometimes given a poor man in honest distress; but no 

matter. The scoundrels who have all along persecuted me (with the help of * * who has crowned their 

efforts) will triumph; – and, when justice is done to me, it will be when this hand that writes is as cold 

as the hearts which have stung me. 

 Returning, on the bridge near the mill, met an old woman. I asked her age – she said “Tre croci”.
116

 

I asked my groom (though myself a decent Italian) what the devil her three crosses meant. He said, 

ninety years, and that she had five years more to boot!! I repeated the same three times – not to mistake 

– ninety-five years!!! – and she was yet rather active – heard my question, for she answered it – saw 

me, for she advanced towards me; and did not appear at all decrepit, though certainly touched with 

years. Told her to come to-morrow, and will examine her myself. I love phenomena. If she is ninety-

five years old, she must recollect the Cardinal Alberoni,
117

 who was legate here. 

 On dismounting, found Lieutenant E[lisei].
118

 just arrived from Faenza. Invited him to dine with me 

to-morrow. Did not invite him for to-day, because there was a small turbot, (Friday, fast regularly and 

religiously,) which I wanted to eat all myself. Ate it. 

 Went out – found T[eresa]. as usual – music. The gentlemen, who make revolutions and are gone 

on a shooting,
119

 are not yet returned. They don’t return till Sunday – that is to say, they have been out 

for five days, buffooning, while the interests of a whole country are at stake, and even they themselves 

compromised. 

 It is a difficult part to play amongst such a set of assassins and blockheads – but, when the scum is 

skimmed off or has boiled over, good may come of it. If this country could but be freed, what would be 

too great for the accomplishment of that desire? for the extinction of that Sigh of Ages? Let us hope. 

They have hoped these thousand years. The very revolvement of the chances may bring it – it is upon 

the dice. 

 If the Neapolitans have but a single Massaniello
120

 amongst them, they will beat the bloody 

butchers of the crown and sabre. Holland, in worse circumstances, beat the Spains and Philips; 

                                                           
110: Stepson to Augusta Leigh’s mother. 

111: The Ionian Islands – an English protectorate. 

112: Indicates that B. has given up on the Italian struggle. 

113: As related in Cicero’s Tusculan Disputations, I 41. 

114: Compare Giaour 483, B.’s note: Al-Sirat, the bridge of breadth less than the thread of a famished spider, 

over which the Mussulmans must skate into Paradise … 

115: A saying attributed to Rabelais on his death-bed. 

116: “Three crosses”. But one cross was ten years. Marchand (BLJ VIII 35) suggests she said “tre tre croci”. 

117: Cardinal Alberoni (1664-1752) ruled Spain for four years and tried to unite San Marino with the Papal States. 

118: Marchand (BLJ VIII 36) suggests “Giovanni Battista Elisei, with whom Byron used to ride in the Pineta 

during the summer of 1820”. 

119: Pietro and Ruggiero. 

120: Tommaso Aniello (in fact Masaniello: 1623-47), insurgent against the Spanish Viceroy of Naples. His own 

associates killed him because of his cruelty. 
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America beat the English; Greece beat Xerxes; and France beat Europe, till she took a tyrant; South 

America beats her old vultures out of their nest; and, if these men are but firm in themselves, there is 

nothing to shake them from without. 

 

[NO ENTRY FOR JANUARY 27TH] 

 

January 28th, 1821. 

 Lugano Gazette did not come. Letters from Venice. It appears that the Austrian brutes have seized 

my three or four pounds of English powder.
121

 The scoundrels! – I hope to pay them in ball for that 

powder. Rode out till twilight. 

 Pondered the subjects of four tragedies to be written (life and circumstances permitting) to wit, 

Sardanapalus, already begun, Cain, a metaphysical subject, something in the style of Manfred, but in 

five acts, perhaps, with the chorus;
122

 Francesca of Rimini, in five acts; and I am not sure that I would 

not try Tiberius.
123

 I think that I could extract a something, of my tragic, at least, out of the gloomy 

sequestration and old age of the tyrant – and even out of his sojourn at Caprea – by softening the 

details, and exhibiting the despair which must have led to those very vicious pleasures. For none but a 

powerful and gloomy mind overthrown would have had recourse to such solitary horrors, being also, at 

the same time, old, and the master of the world. 

 

Memoranda. 

What is Poetry? – The feeling of a Former world and Future.
124

 

 

Thought Second. 

 Why, at the very height of desire and human pleasure, – worldly, social, amorous, ambitious, or 

even avaricious, – does there mingle a certain sense of doubt and sorrow – a fear of what is to come – a 

doubt of what is – a retrospect to the past, leading to a prognostication of the future? (The best of 

Prophets of the future is the Past.) Why is this? or these? – I know not, except that on a pinnacle we are 

most susceptible of giddiness, and that we never fear falling except from a precipice – the higher, the 

more awful, and the more sublime; and, therefore, I am not sure that Fear is not a pleasurable 

sensation; at least, Hope is; and what Hope is there without a deep leaven of Fear? and what sensation 

is so delightful as Hope? and, if it were not for Hope, where would the Future be? – in hell. It is useless 

to say where the Present is, for most of us know; and as for the Past, what predominates in memory? – 

Hope baffled. Ergo, in all human affairs, it is Hope – Hope – Hope. I allow sixteen minutes, though I 

never counted them, to any given or supposed possession. From whatever place we commence, we 

know where it all must end. And yet, what good is there in knowing it? It does not make men better or 

wiser. During the greatest horrors of the greatest plagues, (Athens and Florence, for example – see 

Thucydides and Machiavelli) men were more cruel and profligate than ever. It is all a mystery. I feel 

most things, but I know nothing, except — — 

  — — — — — — — — 

   — — — — — — —  

  — — — — — — — — 

   — — — — — — —  

  — — — — — — — — 

   — — — — — — — 
125

 

 

Thought for a Speech of Lucifer, in the Tragedy of Cain: – 

 

     Were Death an evil, would I let thee live? 

     Fool! live as I live – as thy father lives, 

     And thy son’s sons shall live for evermore.
126

 

                                                           
121: The Austrians did not seize B.’s superior English gunpowder: Siri and Wilhalm, his bankers, terrified at the 

consequences of being found with such incriminating stuff, threw it into the nearest canal. 

122: Cain has three acts and no chorus. 

123: Neither Francesca nor Tiberius materialise. 

124: See J. Drummond Bone, Byron’s Ravenna Diary Entry: What is Poetry?, Byron Journal 6 (1978) pp 78-89. 

125: Mo. (II 420n) writes “Thus marked, with impatient strokes of the pen, in the original.” Marchand (BLJ XI 

234) suggests that “what Byron omitted was a verse of poetry”. Drummond Bone, in Byron and Sterne, A Source 

for a Journal Entry (Byron Journal 1981 p.99), suggests an allusion to Tristram Shandy, V 2. 

126: The lines do not occur in the final text of Cain, which was written in Ravenna from July 16th to September 

9th 1821, and first published (with Sardanapalus and The Two Foscari) in December 1821. 
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Past Midnight. One o’ the clock. 

 I have been reading W[ilhelm]. F[riedrich]. S[chlegel].
127

 (brother to the other of the name)
128

 till 

now, and I can make out nothing. He evidently shows a great power of words, but there is nothing to 

be taken hold of. He is like Hazlitt, in English, who talks pimples – a red and white corruption rising 

up (in little imitation of mountains upon maps), but containing nothing, and discharging nothing, 

except their own humours. 

 I dislike him the worse (that is, S[chlegel], ) because he always seems upon the verge of meaning; 

and, lo, lie goes down like sunset, or melts like a rainbow, leaving a rather rich confusion, – to which, 

however, the above comparisons do too much honour. 

 Continuing to read Mr. F[rederich] S[chlegel]. He is not such a fool as I took him for, that is to say, 

when he speaks of the North. But still he speaks of things all over the world
129

 with a kind of authority 

that a philosopher would disdain, and a man of common sense, feeling, and knowledge of his own 

ignorance, would be ashamed of. The man is evidently wanting to make an impression, like his 

brother, – or like George in the Vicar of Wakefield, who found out that all the good things had been 

said already on the right side, and therefore “dressed up some paradoxes” upon the wrong side – 

ingenious, but false, as he himself says – to which “the learned world said nothing, nothing at all, sir.
130 

–
 The “learned world,” however, has said something to the brothers S[chlegel].

 

 It is high time to think of something else. What they say of the antiquities of the North is best.
131

 

 

January 29th, 1821. 

 Yesterday, the woman of ninety-five years of age was with me. She said her eldest son (if now 

alive) would have been seventy. She is thin – short, but active – hears, and sees, and talks incessantly. 

Several teeth left – all in the lower jaw, and single front teeth. She is very deeply wrinkled, and has a 

sort of scattered grey beard over her chin, at least as long as my mustachios. Her head, in fact, 

resembles the drawing in crayons of Pope the poet’s mother, which is in some editions of his works. 

 I forgot to ask her if she remembered Alberoni (legate here), but will ask her next time. Gave her a 

louis – ordered her a new suit of clothes, and put her upon a weekly pension. Till now, she had worked 

at gathering wood and pine-nuts
132

 in the forest – pretty work at ninety-five years old! She had a dozen 

children, of whom some are alive. Her name is Maria Montanari. 

 Met a company of the sect (a kind of Liberal Club) called the “Americani” in the forest, all armed, 

and singing, with all their might, in Romagnuole “Sem tutti soldat’ per la liberta” (“we are all soldiers 

for liberty”). They cheered me as I passed – I returned their salute, and rode on. This may show the 

spirit of Italy at present. 

 My to-day’s journal consists of what I omitted yesterday. To-day was much as usual. Have rather a 

better opinion of the writings of the Schlegels than I had four-and-twenty hours ago; and will amend it 

still farther, if possible. 

 They say that the Piedmontese have at length risen – ça ira!
133

 

 Read S[chlegel]. Of Dante he says that “at no time has the greatest and most national of all Italian 

poets ever been much the favourite of his countrymen.”
134

 ’Tis false! There have been more editors and 

commentators (and imitators, ultimately) of Dante than of all their poets put together. Not a favourite! 

why, they talk Dante – write Dante – and think and dream Dante at this moment (1821) to an excess, 

which would be ridiculous, but that he deserves it. 

 In the same style this German talks of gondolas on the Arno – precious fellow to dare to speak of 

Italy!
135

 

 He says also that Dante’s chief defect is a want, in a word, of gentle feelings.
136

 Of gentle feelings! 

and Francesca of Rimini
137

 – and the father’s feelings in Ugolino
138

 – and Beatrice – and “La Pia!”
139

 

                                                           
127: F.W.Schlegel’s Lectures on the History of Literature had been published in 1814. B. has a two-volume 1818 

Edinburgh translation by John Gibson Lockhart, Scott’s son-in-law (CMP 252). 

128: “the other” is August Wilhelm Schlegel, whom B. had met in 1816 and whom he thought a charlatan. 

129: Schlegel pretends to a knowledge of Hebrew, Persian and Indian literature, as well as European. 

130: “I therefore drest up three paradoxes with some ingenuity … The learned world said nothing to my 

paradoxes, nothing at all, Sir” (Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield). 

131: Schlegel’s sixth and eighth lectures are about such things as the Niebelungenlied. 

132: Not sgobole (see above). 

133: Ça ira is a French revolutionary song of the kind which B. would associate in England with Painite radicals – 

his detestation. 

134: Schlegel, II 14. 

135: “Individual parts and episodes of his [Tasso’s] poem are frequently sung in the Gondolas of the Arno and 

Po” (Schlegel II 105). Compare: SHELLEY (excitedly, [in Pisa]): Their gondola is approaching now (Elma 

Dangerfield, Mad Shelley, p.195). 
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Why, there is gentleness in Dante beyond all gentleness, when he is tender. It is true that, treating of 

the Christian Hades, or Hell, there is not much scope or site for gentleness – but who but Dante could 

have introduced any “gentleness” at all into Hell? Is there any in Milton’s? No – and Dante’s Heaven 

is all love, and glory, and majesty. 

 

1 o’clock. 

 I have found out, however, where the German is right – it is about the Vicar of Wakefield. “Of all 

romances in miniature (and, perhaps, this is the best shape in which Romance can appear) the Vicar of 

Wakefield is, I think, the most exquisite.”
140

 He thinks! – he might be sure. But it is very well for a 

S[chlegel]. I feel sleepy, and may as well get me to bed. To-morrow there will be fine weather. 

 

    “Trust on, and think to-morrow will repay.”
141

 

 

January 30th, 1821. 

 The Count P[ietro]. G[amba]. this evening (by commission from the C[arbonar]i.) transmitted to 

me the new words for the next six months. * * * and * * *.
142

 The new sacred word is * * * – the reply 

* * * – the rejoinder * * *. The former word (now changed) was * * * – there is also * * * –  

* * * Things seem fast coming to a crisis – ça ira! 

 We talked over various matters of moment and movement. These I omit; – if they come to any 

thing, they will speak for themselves. After these, we spoke of Kosciusko.
143

 Count 

R[uggiero].G[amba]. told me that he has seen the Polish officers in the Italian war burst into tears on 

hearing his name. 

 Something must be up in Piedmont – all the letters and papers are stopped. Nobody knows 

anything, and the Germans are concentrating near Mantua. Of the decision of Leybach nothing is 

known. This state of things cannot last long. The ferment in men’s minds at present cannot be 

conceived without seeing it. 

 

January 31st, 1821. 

For several days I have not written any thing except a few answers to letters. In momentary 

expectation of an explosion of some kind, it is not easy to settle down to the desk for the higher kinds 

of composition. I could do it, to be sure, for, last Summer, I wrote my drama
144

 in the very hustle of 

Madame la Contessa G[uiccioli].’s divorce,
145

 and all its process of accompaniments. At the same 

time, I also had the news of the loss of an important lawsuit in England. But these were only private 

and personal business; the present is of a different nature. 

 I suppose it is this, but have some suspicion that it may be laziness, which prevents me from 

writing; especially as Rochefoucault says that “laziness often masters them all”
146

 – speaking of the 

passions. If this were true, it could hardly be said that “idleness is the root of all evil,” since this is 

supposed to spring from the passions only: ergo, that which masters all the passions (laziness, to wit) 

would in so much be a good. Who knows? 

 

Midnight. 

 I have been reading Grimm’s Correspondence. He repeats frequently, in speaking of a poet, or of a 

man of genius in any department, even in music, (Grétry,
147

 for instance), that he must have “une ame 

qui se tourmente, un esprit violent”.
148

 How far this may be true, I know not; but if it were, I should be 

a poet “per excellenza;” for I have always had “une ame”, which not only tormented itself but every 

body else in contact with it; and an “esprit violent”, which has almost left me without any “esprit” at 

                                                                                                                                                                      
136: “His [Dante’s] chief defect is, in a word, a want of gentle feelings – but these are mere spots on the sun” 

(Schlegel II 16). 

137: See Inferno V. 

138: See Inferno XXXIII. 

139: See Purgatorio V. 

140: Schlegel II 213. 

141: Dryden, Aurengzebe, IV i. 

142: Mo. (II 422) writes, “In the original MS. these watch-words are blotted over so as to be illegible”. 

143: For the Polish patriot Tadeusz Kosciusko (1746-1817), see Don Juan X, 59, 7-8. 

144: Marino Faliero. 

145: Teresa could not be divorced from the Count, any more than Donna Julia in Don Juan could in Catholic 

Spain be divorced from Don Alfonso. B. means “separation”. 

146: La Rochefoucault, Réflections Morales, 274. 

147: André Ernest Modeste Grétry (1741-1813) Belgian composer. 

148: “A self-tormenting, violent spirit”. See Grimm, Correspondance, VI 158. 
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all. As to defining what a poet should be, it is not worth while, for what are they worth? what have 

they done? 

 Grimm, however, is an excellent critic and literary historian. His Correspondence forms the annals 

of the literary part of that age of France, with much of her politics, and still more of her “way of life”. 

He is as valuable, and far more entertaining than Muratori or Tiraboschi – I had almost said, than 

Ginguené
149

 – but there we should pause. However, ’t is a great man in its line. 

 Monsieur St. Lambert has 

 

    “Et lorsqu’à ses regards la lumière est ravie, 

    Il n’a plus, en mourant, à perdre que la vie.”
150

 

 

 This is, word for word, Thomson’s 

 

    “And dying, all we can resign is breath,”
151

 

 

 without the smallest acknowledgment from the Lorrainer of a poet. M. St. Lambert is dead as a 

man, and (for any thing I know to the contrary) damned, as a poet, by this time. However, his Seasons 

have good things, and, it may be, some of his own. 

 

[NO ENTRY FOR FEBRUARY 1ST] 

 

February 2d, 1821. 

I have been considering what can be the reason why I always wake, at a certain hour in the morning, 

and always in very bad spirits – I may say, in actual despair and despondency, in all respects – even of 

that which pleased me over night. In about an hour or two, this goes off, and I compose either to sleep 

again, or, at least, to quiet. In England, five years ago, I had the same kind of hypochondria, but 

accompanied with so violent a thirst that I have drank as many as fifteen bottles of soda-water in one 

night, after going to bed, and been still thirsty – calculating, however, some lost from the bursting out 

and effervescence and overflowing of the soda-water, in drawing the corks, or striking off the necks of 

the bottles from mere thirsty impatience. At present, I have not the thirst; but the depression of spirits 

is no less violent. 

 I read in Edgeworth’s Memoirs of something similar (except that his thirst expended itself on small 

beer) in the case of Sir F. B. Delaval;
152

 – but then he was, at least, twenty years older. What is it? – 

liver? In England, Le Man (the apothecary)
153

 cured me of the thirst in three days, and it had lasted as 

many years. I suppose that it is all hypochondria. 

 What I feel most growing upon me are laziness, and a disrelish more powerful than indifference. If 

I rouse, it is into fury. I presume that I shall end (if not earlier by accident, or some such termination) 

like Swift “dying at top.” I confess I do not contemplate this with so much horror as he apparently did 

for some years before it happened. But Swift had hardly begun life at the very period (thirty-three) 

when I feel quite an old sort of feel. 

 Oh! there is an organ playing in the street – a waltz, too! I must leave off to listen. They are playing 

a waltz which I have heard ten thousand times at the balls in London, between 1812 and 1815. Music 

is a strange thing.
154

 

 

[NO ENTRIES FOR FEBRUARY 3RD OR 4TH] 

 

February 5th, 1821. 

 At last, “the kiln’s in a low.”
155

 The Germans are ordered to march, and Italy is, for the ten 

thousandth time to become a field of battle. Last night the news came. 

                                                           
149: Ludovico Muratori (1672-1750) historian; Geronimo Tiraboschi (1731-94) literary historian; Pierre Louis 

Guingené (1748-1816), literary historian. All three authorities are much used by B. 

150: François, Marquis de St Lambert (1716-1803), encyclopediste and poet. The lines are from his Automne 

(1769): And as beneath his glance the light fades, in dying, he has nothing left but life. B. is reading Grimm, 

Correspondance, VI 322. 

151: From James Thomson’s Verses Occasioned by the Death of Mr Aikman. 

152: Delaval died (according to Edgeworth), of a ruptured stomach occasioned by drinking all through the night. 

153: Dr Francis Le Mann was called in by Lady Byron to pronounce on B.’s sanity. This is the only reference to 

his curing B. of his nocturnal drinking. See Don Juan II, 29, 8. 

154: Mo. comments (II 425): “In this little incident of the music in the streets thus touching so suddenly upon the 

nerve of memory, and calling away his mind from its dark bodings to a recollection of years and scenes the 

happiest, perhaps, of his whole life, there is something that appears to me peculiarly affecting”. 
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 This afternoon – Count P[ietro].G[amba]. came to me to consult upon divers matters. We rode out 

together. They have sent to the C[arbonari]. for orders. To-morrow the decision ought to arrive, and 

then something will be done. Returned – dined – read – went out – talked over matters. Made a 

purchase of some arms for the new inrolled Americani, who are all on tiptoe to march. Gave order for 

some harness and portmanteaus necessary for the horses. 

 Read some of Bowles’s dispute about Pope,
156

 with all the replies and rejoinders. Perceive that my 

name has been lugged into the controversy, but have not time to state what I know of the subject. On 

some “piping day of peace”
157

 it is probable that I may resume it. 

 

[NO ENTRIES FOR FEBRUARY 6TH, 7TH OR 8TH] 

 

February 9th, 1821. 

 Before dinner wrote a little; also, before I rode out, Count P[ietro]. G[amba]. called upon me, to let 

me know the result of the meeting of the C[arbonar]i at F[aenza] and at B[ologna] * * returned late last 

night. Every thing was combined under the idea that the Barbarians would pass the Po on the 15th inst. 

Instead of this, from some previous information or otherwise, they have hastened their march and 

actually passed two days ago; so that all that can be done at present in Romagna is, to stand on the alert 

and wait for the advance of the Neapolitans. Every thing was ready, and the Neapolitans had sent on 

their own instructions and intentions, all calculated for the tenth and eleventh, on which days a general 

rising was to take place, under the supposition that the Barbarians could not advance before the 15th. 

 As it is, they have but fifty or sixty thousand troops, a number with which they might as well 

attempt to conquer the world as secure Italy in its present state. The artillery marches last, and alone, 

and there is an idea of an attempt to cut part of them off. All this will much depend upon the first steps 

of the Neapolitans. Here, the public spirit is excellent, provided it be kept up. This will be seen by the 

event. 

 It is probable that Italy will be delivered from the Barbarians if the Neapolitans will but stand firm, 

and are united among themselves. Here they appear so. 

 

February 10th, 1821. 

 Day passed as usual – nothing new. Barbarians still in march – not well equipped, and, of course, 

not well received on their route. There is some talk of a commotion at Paris. 

 Rode out between four and six – finished my letter to Murray on Bowles’s pamphlets – added 

postscript. Passed the evening as usual – out till eleven – and subsequently at home. 

 

February 11th, 1821. 

 Wrote – had a copy taken of an extract from Petrarch’s Letters, with reference to the conspiracy of 

the Doge, M[arino] Faliero, containing the poet’s opinion of the matter.
158

 Heard a heavy firing of 

cannon towards Comacchio – the Barbarians rejoicing for their principal pig’s
159

 birthday, which is to-

morrow – or Saint day – I forget which. Received a ticket for the first ball to-morrow. Shall not go to 

the first, but intend going to the second, as also to the Veglioni. 

 

[NO ENTRY FOR FEBRUARY 12TH] 

 

February 13th, 1821. 

 To-day read a little in Louis B[onaparte].’s Hollande,
160

 but have written nothing since the 

completion of the letter on the Pope controversy. Politics are quite misty for the present. The 

Barbarians still upon their march. It is not easy to divine what the Italians will now do. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
155: Scott, Rob Roy, II xx. (imperfectly recollected). 

156: B. writes A Letter to **** ****** (John Murray Esqr) on the Rev. W. L. Bowles’ Strictures on the Life and 

Writings of Pope between 7th and 10th February 1821. It is published by Mu. on 31st March 1821. 

157: Richard III, I i 24: should be “weak, piping time”. 

158: B. puts this as note III to Marino Faliero. See CPW IV 537-9. Faliero was published April 21st 1821. 

159: Francis II (1768-1835). Emperor of Austria. His administration ran down the Venetian economy so that the 

poor were reduced to eating grass. One of his hobbies was painting faces at the bottoms of ladies’ potties. 

Metternich was his Foreign Minister. 

160: Documents Historiques, et Réflections sur le Gouvernement de la Hollande (1820). Louis Bonaparte, 

Napoleon’s brother, had been King of Holland. As he fled the Allies in 1814 he had deliberately soiled every bed 

he slept in. 
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 Was elected yesterday “Socio” of the Carnival ball society. This is the fifth carnival that I have 

passed. In the four former, I racketed a good deal. In the present, I have been as sober as Lady Grace 

herself. 

 

February 14th, 1821. 

 Much as usual. Wrote, before riding out, part of a scene of “Sardanapalus” The first act nearly 

finished. The rest of the day and evening as before – partly without, in conversazione – partly at home. 

 Heard the particulars of the late fray at Russi, a town not far from this. It is exactly the fact of 

Romēo and Giulietta – not Romĕo, as the Barbarian
161

 writes it. Two families of Contadini (peasants) 

are at feud. At a ball, the younger part of the families forget their quarrel, and dance together. An old 

man of one of them enters, and reproves the young men for dancing with the females of the opposite 

family. The male relatives of the latter resent this. Both parties rush home and arm themselves. They 

meet directly, by moonlight, in the public way, and fight it out. Three are killed on the spot, and six 

wounded, most of them dangerously, – pretty well for two families, methinks – and all fact, of the last 

week. Another assassination has taken place at Cesenna, – in all about forty in Romagna within the last 

three months. These people retain much of the middle ages. 

 

February 15th, 1821. 

 Last night finished the first act of Sardanapalus. To-night, or tomorrow, I ought to answer letters. 

 

February 16th, 1821. 

 Last night Il Conte P[ietro].G[amba]. sent a man with a bag full of bayonets, some muskets, and 

some hundreds of cartridges to my house, without apprizing me, though I had seen him not half an 

hour before. About ten days ago, when there was to be a rising here, the Liberals and my brethren 

C[arbonar]i asked me to purchase some arms for a certain few of our ragamuffins. I did so 

immediately, and ordered ammunition, &c., and they were armed accordingly. Well – the rising is 

prevented by the Barbarians marching a week sooner than appointed; and an order is issued, and in 

force, by the Government, “that all persons having arms concealed, &c. &c., shall be liable to,” &c. 

&c. – and what do my friends, the patriots, do two days afterwards? Why, they throw back upon my 

hands, and into my house, these very arms (without a word of warning previously) with which I had 

furnished them at their own request, and at my own peril and expense. 

 It was lucky that Lega was at home to receive them. If any of the servants had (except Tita and 

F[letcher]. and Lega) they would have betrayed it immediately. In the mean time, if they
,
 are 

denounced, or discovered, I shall be in a scrape. 

 At nine went out – at eleven returned. Beat the crow for stealing the falcon’s victuals. Read “Tales 

of my Landlord” – wrote a letter – and mixed a moderate beaker of water with other ingredients. 

 

[NO ENTRY FOR FEBRUARY 17TH] 

 

February 18th, 1821. 

 The news are that the Neapolitans have broken a bridge, and slain four pontifical carabiniers, whilk 

carabiniers wished to oppose. Besides the disrespect to neutrality, it is a pity that the first blood shed in 

this German quarrel should be Italian. However, the war seems begun in good earnest for, if the 

Neapolitans kill the Pope’s carabiniers, they will not be more delicate towards the Barbarians. If it be 

even so, in a short time “there will be news o’ thae craws,” as Mrs. Alison Wilson says of Jenny 

Blane’s “unco cockernony” in the Tales of my Landlord.
162

 

 In turning over Grimm’s Correspondence to-day, I found a thought of Tom Moore’s in a song of 

Maupertuis to a female Laplander. 

 

     “Et tous les lieux 

     Où sont ses yeux, 

     Font la zone brûlante.”
163

 

 

This is Moore’s – 

 

                                                           
161: Shakespeare. His versification requires the first syllable of Romeo’s name to be stressed, not the second as in 

Italian. 

162: Scott, Old Mortality Chapter V. 

163: Grimm, Correspondance, V 394. Pierre Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (1698-1759). “And all the places where 

eyes are make burning zones”. It sounds more poetical in French. 
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   “And those eyes make my climate, wherever I roam.” 

 

But I am sure that Moore never saw it; for this was published in Grimm’s Correspondence in 1813, 

and I knew Moore’s by heart in 1812. There is also another, but an antithetical coincidence 

 

    “Le soleil luit, 

    Des jours sans nuit 

  Bientôt il nous destine; 

    Mais ces longs jours 

    Seront trop courts, 

  Passés près de Christine.”
164

 

 

 This is the thought, reversed, of the last stanza of the ballad on Charlotte Lynes, given in Miss 

Seward’s Memoirs of Darwin, which is pretty – I quote from memory of these last fifteen years. 

 

    “For thy first night I’ll go 

    To those regions of snow, 

  Where the sun for six months never shines; 

    And think, even then 

    He too soon came again, 

  To disturb me with fair Charlotte Lynes.”
165

 

 

 To-day I have had no communication with my Carbonari cronies; but, in the mean time, my lower 

apartments are full of their bayonets, fusils, cartridges, and what not. I suppose that they consider me 

as a depôt, to be sacrificed, in case of accidents. It is no great matter, supposing that Italy could be 

liberated, who or what is sacrificed. It is a grand object – the very poetry of politics. Only think – a free 

Italy!!! Why, there has been nothing like it since the days of Augustus. I reckon the times of Cæsar 

(Julius) free; because the commotions left every body a side to take, and the parties were pretty equal 

at the set out. But, afterwards, it was all prætorian and legionary business – and since! – we shall see, 

or, at least, some will see, what card will turn up. It is best to hope, even of the hopeless. The Dutch 

did more than these fellows have to do, in the Seventy Years’ War. 

 

February 19th, 1821. 

 Came home solus – very high wind – lightning – moonshine – solitary stragglers muffled in cloaks 

– women in masks – white houses clouds hurrying over the sky, like spilt milk blown out of the pail –

altogether very poetical. It is still blowing hard – the tiles flying, and the house rocking – rain 

splashing – lightning flashing – quite a fine Swiss Alpine evening, and the sea roaring in the distance. 

 Visited – conversazione. All the women frightened by the squall: they won’t go to the masquerade 

because it lightens – the pious reason! 

 Still blowing away. A[lborghetti]. has sent me some news to-day. The war approaches nearer and 

nearer. Oh those scoundrel sovereigns! Let us but see them beaten – let the Neapolitans but have the 

pluck of the Dutch of old, or the Spaniards of now, or of the German protestants, the Scotch 

presbyterians,
166

 the Swiss under Tell, or the Greeks under Themistocles – all small and solitary 

nations (except the Spaniards and German Lutherans), and there is yet a resurrection for Italy, and a 

hope for the world. 

 

February 20th, 1821.
167

 

 The news of the day are, that the Neapolitans are full of energy. The public spirit here is certainly 

well kept up. The “Americani” (a patriotic society here, an under branch of the “Carbonari”) give a 

dinner in The Forest in a few days, and have invited me, as one of the C[arbonar]i. It is to be in the 

Forest of Boccaccio’s and Dryden’s “Huntsman’s Ghost”;
168

 and, even if I had not the same political 

                                                           
164: Ibid. “The sun shines bright / When there’s no night / We’re destined for each other; / But such long days / 

Will seem too short / Near Christine”. 

165: Anna Seward, Memoirs of the Life of Dr Darwin (1804), pp.72-7. 

166: B. remembers Scott’s Old Mortality. 

167: H.’s diary starts this day with, “Positive intelligence arrived that [the] Austrian army has crossed the Po to 

march on Naples.” 

168: Boccaccio: Decameron, Day 5 story 8, is set in the Ravenna pine forest. Dryden’s “Huntsman’s Ghost”: 

John Dryden, wrote an English version of the Boccaccio story, called Theodore and Honoria. B. often refers in 

letters to the tale and its setting: nevertheless, he confuses the lover (Nastagio, not “Ostasio”, degli Honesti) with 
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feelings, (to say nothing of my old convivial turn, which every now and then revives), I would go as a 

poet, or, at least, as a lover of poetry. I shall expect to see the spectre of “Ostasio degli Onesti” 

(Dryden has turned him into Guido Cavalcanti – an essentially different person, as may be found in 

Dante)
169

 come “thundering for his prey” in the midst of the festival. At any rate, whether he does or 

no, I will get as tipsy and patriotic as possible. 

 Within these few days I have read, but not written. 

 

February 21st, 1821. 

 As usual, rode – visited, &c. Business begins to thicken. The Pope has printed a declaration against 

the patriots, who, he says, meditate a rising. The consequence of all this will be, that, in a fortnight, the 

whole country will be up. The proclamation is not yet published, but printed ready for distribution. * * 

[Alborghetti]
170

 sent me a copy privately – a sign that he does not know what to think. When he wants 

to be well with the patriots, he sends to me some civil message or other. 

 For my own part, it seems to me, that nothing but the most decided success of the Barbarians can 

prevent a general and immediate rise of the whole nation. 

 

[NO ENTRY FOR FEBRUARY 22ND] 

 

February 23d, 1821. 

 Almost ditto with yesterday – rode, &c. – visited – wrote nothing – read Roman History. 

 Had a curious letter from a fellow, who informs me that the Barbarians are ill-disposed towards 

me.
171

 He is probably a spy, or an imposter. But be it so, even as he says. They cannot bestow their 

hostility on one who loathes and execrates them more than I do, or who will oppose their views with 

more zeal, when the opportunity offers. 

 

February 24th, 1821. 

 Rode, &c., as usual. The secret intelligence arrived this morning from the frontier to the 

C[arbonar]
i
. is as bad as possible. The plan has missed – the Chiefs are betrayed, military, as well as 

civil – and the Neapolitans not only have not moved, but have declared to the P[apal]. government, and 

to the Barbarians, that they know nothing of the matter!!! 

 Thus the world goes; and thus the Italians are always lost for lack of union among themselves. 

What is to be done here, between the two fires, and cut off from the N[orther]
n
. frontier, is not decided. 

My opinion was, – better to rise than be taken in detail; but how it will be settled now, I cannot tell. 

Messengers are despatched to the delegates of the other cities to learn their resolutions. 

 I always had an idea that it would be bungled; but was willing to hope, and am so still. Whatever 1 

can do by money, means, or person, I will venture freely for their freedom; and have so repeated to 

them (some of the Chiefs here) half an hour ago. I have two thousand five hundred scudi, better than 

five hundred pounds, in the house, which I offered to begin with. 

 

February 25th, 1821. 

 Came home – my head aches – plenty of news, but too tiresome to sit down. I have neither read nor 

written, nor thought, but led a purely animal life all day. I mean to try to write a page or two before I 

go to bed. But, as Squire Sullen says, “My head aches consumedly: Scrub, bring me a dram!”
172

 Drank 

some Imola wine, and some punch. 

 

[NO ENTRY FOR FEBRUARY 26TH] 

 

Log-book continued.
173

 

 
February 27th, 1821. 

 I have been a day without continuing the log, because I could not find a blank book. At length I 

recollected this. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
the spectral horseman (Guido degli Anastagi). As Guido’s name is only mentioned once it’s easy to get them 

mixed up. 

169: See Inferno X. 

170: Name added by Marchand, BLJ VIII 48. 

171: The Austrian censor was to ban Marino Faliero. 

172: Farqhuar, The Beaux’ Stratagem, V iv. 

173: Mo. notes (I 432): “In another paper-book”. 
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 Rode, &c. – wrote down an additional stanza for the 5th canto of D[on] J[uan] which I had 

composed in bed this morning.
174

 Visited l’Amica. We are invited, on the night of the Veglione (next 

Domenica)
175

 with the Marchesa Clelia Cavalli and the Countess Spinelli Rasponi. I promised to go. 

Last night there was a row at the ball, of which I am a “socio”. The Vice-legate
176

 had the imprudent 

insolence to introduce three of his servants in masque – without tickets, too! and in spite of 

remonstrances. The consequence was, that the young men of the ball took it up, and were near 

throwing the Vice-legate out of the window. His servants, seeing the scene, withdrew, and he after 

them. His reverence Monsignore ought to know, that these are not times for the predominance of 

priests over decorum. Two minutes more, two steps farther, and the whole city would have been in 

arms, and the government driven out of it. 

 Such is the spirit of the day, and these fellows appear not to perceive it. As far as the simple fact 

went, the young men were right, servants being prohibited always at these festivals. 

 Yesterday wrote two notes on the “Bowles and Pope” controversy and sent them off to Murray by 

the post.
177

 The old woman whom I relieved in the forest (she is ninety-four years of age) brought me 

two bunches of violets. “Nam vita gaudet mortua floribus.”
178

 I was much pleased with the present. An 

Englishwoman would have presented a pair of worsted stockings, at least, in the month of February. 

Both excellent things; but the former are more elegant. The present, at this season, reminds one of 

Gray’s stanza, omitted from his elegy: 

 

  “Here scatter’d oft, the earliest of the year, 

   By hands unseen, are showers of violets found; 

  The red-breast loves to build and warble here, 

   And little footsteps lightly print the ground.”
179

 

 

As fine a stanza as any in his elegy. I wonder that he could have the heart to omit it. 

 Last night I suffered horribly – from an indigestion, I believe. I never sup – that is, never at home. 

But, last night, I was prevailed upon by the Countess Gamba’s persuasion, and the strenuous example 

of her brother, to swallow, at supper, a quantity of boiled cockles, and to dilute them, not reluctantly, 

with some Imola wine. When I came home, apprehensive of the consequences, I swallowed three or 

four glasses of spirits, which men (the venders) call brandy, rum, or Hollands, but which Gods would 

entitle spirits of wine, coloured or sugared. All was pretty well till I got to bed, when I became 

somewhat swollen, and considerably vertiginous. I got out, and mixing some soda-powders, drank 

them off. This brought on temporary relief. I returned to bed; but grew sick and sorry once and again. 

Took more soda-water. At last I fell into a dreary sleep. Woke, and was ill all day, till I had galloped a 

few miles. Query – was it the cockles, or what I took to correct them, that caused the commotion? I 

                                                           
174: It becomes stanza 158: 

    Ravenna <February> March 1st. 1821 

  Dear Moray – 

 After the Stanza near the close of Canto 5th. which ends with 

 

 “Has quite the contrary effect on Vice.” 

 

 Insert the following.  

 

 Thus in the East they are extremely strict 

  And Wedlock and a Padlock mean the same 

 Excepting only when the former’s picked 

               replaced 

  It neer can be <repaired> in proper frame, 

 Spoilt, as a pipe of Claret is when pricked – 

  But then their own Polygamy’s to blame, 

 Why don’t they knead two virtuous souls for life, 

 Into that moral Centaur, Man and Wife? (NLS) 

 

175: “(next Sunday)”. 

176: Vice-legate unidentified. 

177: The two notes are at CMP 125-6 (Lady Mary Wortley Montagu) and 146 (the Seedsman’s Catalogue). 

178: Abraham Cowley, Epitathium vivi Auctoris, final stanza, second line: “For life rejoices in the death of 

flowers”. 

179: Thomas Gray, Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard, omitted stanza. 
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think both. I remarked in my illness the complete inertion, inaction, and destruction of my chief mental 

faculties. I tried to rouse them, and yet could not – and this is the Soul!!! I should believe that it was 

married to the body, if they did not sympathize so much with each other. If the one rose, when the 

other fell, it would be a sign that they longed for the natural state of divorce. But as it is, they seem to 

draw together like post-horses. 

 Let us hope the best – it is the grand possession. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, 1821: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; BLJ VIII ??) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

 

P.S. Bowles’s Story of the interview at the “common friend’s (“common” enough the Gods know) is 

not correct. – It did not occur “soon after the publication &c. but in 1812 – three good years after – I 

recollect nothing of “seriousness” nor “<after> {as} the company were going into {another room”} – – 

he said to me that all his friends had bothered him crying out “Oh Bowles how came you to make the 

woods of Madeira tremble to a kiss” whereas it was not the woods but the lovers who trembled – 

though I see no great reason why they should either. – – I have had no opportunity returning the 

“trembling” to its’ right owners – as I had previously suppressed the Satire at Rogers’s particular 

suggestion – “that it would gratify Lord Holland”, and I beg leave to observe that this was <in 

another> {some time} after I was acquainted with L
d
. Holland and a consequence not a cause of that 

connection. – 

Bowles was courteous and civilized enough & so was I too I hope. – 

 

1:2 [above address:] I prefer “New York” to the “Sketch Book” but the Public won’t. – the humour is 

far too good & too dry for them – it is like Hudibras in prose. – He must have meant to quiz the three 

presidents or at least two – Jefferson & Madison – one of them had a wooden leg like Peter 

Stuyvesant.
180

 – – – [below address:] Why does a note in the Q
y
 represent Galileo as depreciating 

Ariosto? On the contrary Galileo wrote the strongest & best criticism ever composed against Tasso – 

See Ginguiné & Serassi. – The note is from Spence. – <I th> – – – – – – 

 

Police report from the State Archives of Florence,
181

 1821: 

(Source: text from copy in Keats-Shelley House Rome, Gay Papers Box 36A) 

 

Pure non mai sono ignote le voci che sono corse in Italia in torne alle prevenzioni politiche di questo 

Signore Inglese, che unisce nascita, una certa fortuna pecunaria, celebrità letteraria, ed una gran 

determinazione a favorire le novità negli Stati, almeno secondo ciò che pretendo persone che 

asseriscono di conoscerlo. 

 

Translation: The voices going around Italy about the political ideas of this English lord are, not, 

however, unknown: he unites birth, a certain monetary fortune, literary fame, and a great determination 

in favour of political innovation; at least, according to those who claim to know him well. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 4th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 216-19; BLJ VIII 56-7) 

[J
no

 Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Ravenna – J
y
 4

th
. 1821. 

D
r
. M

y
. 

 I write to you in considerable surprize – that since the first days of November – I have never 

had a line from you. It is so incomprehensible – that I call only account for it – by supposing some 

accident. – – – 

I have written to you at least ten letters – to none of which I have had a word of answer – one of them 

was on y
r
. own affairs – a proposal of Galignani – relative to your publications – which I referred to 

you (– as was proper) for y
r
. own decision – – – 

Last week I sent (addressed to M
r
. {D} Kinnaird) two packets containing the 5

th
. Canto – of D. J. – I 

wish to know what you mean to do? anything or nothing. – Of the State of this country I can only 

{say} – that besides the assassination of' the <Gen> {Commandant} on the 7
th

. (of which I gave you an 

account as I took him up, and he died in my house) that there have been six murders committed within 

twenty miles – three last night. – 

                                                           
180: No American president has ever had a wooden leg. 

181: B. was only in Florence briefly, in March 1817. 
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 yours very truly [scrawl] [turn over 

 

1:2 

 

P.S. 

 Have you gotten “the Hints” that I may alter parts & portions? – – – 

I {just} see by the papers of Galignani – that there is a new tragedy of great expectation, by Barry 

Cornwall;
182

 – of what I have read of his works I liked the dramatic sketches – but thought his Sicilian 

Story
183

 – & Marcian Colonna
184

 {in rhyme} – quite spoilt by I know not what affectation of 

Wordsworth – and Hunt – and Moore – and Myself – all mixed up <and> into a kind of Chaos. – I 

think him very likely to produce a good tragedy – if he keep to a natural style – and not play tricks to 

form Harlequinades for an audience. – As he (<that> B. C. is not his true name) was a schoolfellow of 

mine I take more than common interest in his success – & shall be glad to hear of it speedily. – – If I 

had been aware that he was in that line – I should have spoken of him in the preface to M. F. – he will 

do a World’s wonder if he produce a 

 

1:3 

 

great tragedy. – – I am however persuaded that this is not to be done by following the old dramatists – 

who are full of gross faults – pardoned only for the beauty of their language – but by writing naturally 

and regularly – & producing regular tragedies like the Greeks – but not in imitation – {<except>} 

merely the outline of their conduct adapted to our own times and circumstances – and of course no 

chorus. – 

You will laugh & say, “why don’t you do so?” – I have – you see tried a Sketch in M. F. – but 

many people think my talent “essentially undramatic” – and I am not at all clear that they are not right. 

If M. F. don’t fall – in the perusal – I shall perhaps try again – (but not for the Stage) and as I <am 

clear> {think} that love is not the principal passion for tragedy – (& yet most of ours turn upon it) – 

you will not find me a popular writer. – Unless it is Love – furious – criminal – and hapless – it ought 

not to make a tragic subject – when it is melting & maudlin – it does – but it ought not to do – it is 

{then} for the gallery and second price boxes. – – – – 

 

2:1 [sheet 2 is the torn-off top of a larger sheet] 

 

2.) If you want to have a notion of what I am trying – take up a translation of any of the Greek 

tragedians. If I said the original – it would be an impudent presumption of mine – – but the translations 

are so inferior to the originals that I think I may risk it. – Then judge of the “simplicity of plot – &
c
.” – 

and do not judge me by your old mad dramatists, which is like <tasting> {drinking Usquebaugh} – & 

then proving a fountain – yet after all I suppose that you do not mean that Spirits is a 

 

2:2 

 

nobler element than a clear spring bubbling in the Sun – & this I take to be the difference between the 

Greeks and those turbid mountebanks – always excepting B. Jonson – who was a Scholar & a Classic. 

– – Or take up a translation of Alfieri – & try the interest, &
c
. of these my new attempts in the old line, 

by him in English. – And then tell me fairly your opinion. – But don’t measure me by the your own old 

or new tailor’s yards. – Nothing so easy as intricate confusion of plot and rant. – – Mrs. Centlivre {in 

comedy} has ten times the bustle of Congreve – but are they to [be] Compared? & yet she drove 

Congreve from the theatre. – – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 5th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 370-1) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / Poste Restante / Ravenna / Italie // stamped: FORLI [date illegible.]] 

 

London Jan
y
. 5. 1821 

Friday 

Dear Lord Byron 

                                                           
182: Barry Cornwall, Mirandola, a tragedy (1820). 

183: Barry Cornwall, Sicilian Story, with Diego de Montilla (1820). 

184: Barry Cornwall, Marcia Colonna: an Italian tale, with three dramatic sketches (1820). 
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   I got your Letter of the 14
th

 10
bre

 the day before yesterday, & previously I had 

acknowledged the favour of a very interesting one describing so truly the assassination of the 

Commandant – Italy is in a Sad State but {a foreigner} never fares well in foreign troubles & it is a 

great comfort to your friends here to know that you are too wise to interfere.
185

 Every Letter that I 

receive and every poem that you compose, render your life more valuable to this country, and I trust 

that you will not put it to uncalled for or thankless hopeless hazard – – It is as you say a strange people 

– most absurdly & barbarously gouverned – This Nation will take no part on either side – 

 I have sent your Lordship every Sheet upon which M
r
 Gifford had made his marks and as your 

corrections in all the others have been carefully attended to by him, I hope when I receive the last proof 

sent you back that we may instantly publish – The Tragedy is sufficient to fill the Public Mind & I 

would suffer them to ponder on it, without the addition of 

 

1:2 

 

the Prophecy of Dante – for which the Tragedy will have prepared them & which will follow well in 

the Volume with Pulci Dante &c – You are up to the hight of anxiety as to the fate of Italy situate as 

you are – but here it is only began with Politicians & will just have descended to the Mark of popular 

feeling by the time, hearing from your Lordship the Tragedy may be brought out – My Plan <I> is I 

thing to publish this separately in the form & at the price 5/6 of the Corsair &c & wch appears 

abstracted from higher merits, to have succeeded – at the end of it I can announce the Prophecy of 

Dante &c as in the press – 

 I am confident that an attempt will be made to act it if we make an arrangement with either house 

previously – then you can not complain and as I perceive clearly that your Lordship is disinclined to its 

appearance on the Stage as far as you can prevent it, it will be better to forego the <lit> Trifle that they 

would offer for the preference, than to appear to court its representation. It is a vexatious thing & 

merits reprehension in the preface – Pray notice Cohen if you can – he well de 

 

1:3 

 

deserves the honour & the favour – I sent, the week before last a proof of the English Bards – & if I 

send you more trashy Poetry you will know the kindness towards the public which it indicates – 

 “The Doge of Venice” simply, is a more captivating Title <than> without the pre addition of 

Marino & in my advertisements, at least, I have ventured to adopt it. – The enquiry for it is now 

gathering to a great extent – Foscolo is always wondering how from such a speck of Story you have 

depicted so much passion – The Review of Ricciarda in the Quarterly is by Milman 

 Many happy returns of the Year – We have had very severly Cold windy Weather but dry this is 

the first day of Snow – – 

  I remain ever my Lord 

 Your faithful servant 

   John Murray 

  

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 6th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 219-20; BLJ VIII 58) 

Enclosed with the previous item. 

Ravenna. January 6
th

. 1821 

On the “Braziers’ Address’ to be presented in Armour by the Company &
c
. &

c
.” as stated in the 

Newspapers.
186

 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

 It seems that the Braziers <are going> {propose soon} to pass 

 An Address and to bear it themselves all in brass; 

 A Superfluous Pageant, for by the Lord Harry! 

 They’ll find where they’re going, much more than they carry. 

or 

 The Braziers it seems are determined to pass 

 An Address and present it themselves All in brass, 

          trouble 

                                                           
185: Little does Mu know, but B. is Capo of the Ravenna Carbonari. He holds their records, and they store their 

arms in his cellar. 

186: The Braziers’ Company was offering a message of support to Queen Caroline. B.’s jest implies her to be far 

more brazen than their offering. 
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 A Superfluous pageant, for by the Lord Harry! 

 They’ll find, where they’re going, much more than they carry. 

 

[Second side blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 8th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 220; BLJ VIII 58-9) 

[To, John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
. J

y
. 8

th
. 1821 

Illustrious Sir – I enclose you a long note for the 5
th

. Canto of Don Juan – you will find where it should 

be placed on referring to the MS. – which I sent to M
r
. Kinnaird. – I had subscribed the authorities – 

Arrian – Plutarch – Hume &
c
. for the correction of Bacon – but thinking it pedantic to do so – have 

since erased them. – – I have had no letter from you since one dated 3
d
. of Nov

r
. – You are a pretty 

fellow but I will be even with you some day. 

yours &
c
. &

c
. 

Byron. 

P.S. – The Enclosed epigram is not for publication, recollect. – 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, January 10th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron] 

 

My Lord 

 

The only news enough interesting that I have received from Rome announce an invitation to the Pope, 

to the King of Turin, and to the Duke of Tuscany in order to go to the Congress of Leibach. Neither the 

Pope nor Consalvi
187

 will go there: perhaps they will charge some foreign minister with their 

commissions; and will publish a note about this business. 

 The new is sure; but, I pray, do not name the Authour of it. 

 <Im> I am in haste      Your aff.
te
 S. et F. 

 Wednesday the 10:
th

       I. Alborghetti 

 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 11th 1821 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 221-2; BLJ VIII 59-60) 

R
a
. J

y
 11

th
. 1821 

D
r
 M

y
 – 

 Put this – “I am obliged for this excellent translation of the old Chronicle to M
r
. Cohen,

188
 to 

whom the reader will find himself indebted for a version which I could not myself (though after so 

many years intercourse with Italians) have given by any means so purely and so faithfully.” I have 

looked over “the Hints” – (of which by the way – You have not sent the whole), and see little to alter, – 

I do not see yet any name which could be offended – at least of my friends. – – As an advertisement or 

short preface say as follows (Let me have the rest though first) 

 

“However little this poem may resemble the annexed Latin – it has been submitted to one of the great 

rules of Horace – having been kept in the desk for more than nine years. – – It was composed at Athens 

in the Spring of 1811 – and received some additions after the author’s return to England in the same 

year. – –  

 

1:2 

 

I protest – and desire you to protest stoutly and publicly – (if it be necessary) against any attempt to 

bring the tragedy on any stage. – It was written solely for the reader. – It is too regular – and too simple 

and of too remote an interest for the Stage. I will not be exposed to the insolences of an audience – 

without a remonstrance. – As thus – – – 

 

                                                           
187: Cardinal Consalvi was the constant companion of Bess Forster, Duchess of Devonshire. 

188: Francis Cohen had translated the first appendix to Marino Faliero, from Muratori. 
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“The Author – having heard that notwithstanding his request and remonstrance – it is the intention of 

one of the London Managers to attempt the introduction of the tragedy of M. F. upon the Stage – does 

hereby protest publicly that such a proceeding is as totally against his wishes – as it will prove against 

the interest of the theatre. – That Composition was intended for the Closet only – as the reader will 

easily perceive. – By no kind of adaptation can it be made fit for the <Stage> {present} – English 

Stage. – – If the Courtesy of the Manager is not sufficient to withhold him from exercising <that> 

{his} power over a published drama – which the Law has not sufficiently protected from such 

usurpation –” [rest of letter missing] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 11th 1821 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 222-3; BLJ VIII 60-1) 

[2.) To – John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

 

R
a
. J

y
. 11

th
. 1821. – 

Dear Murray – 

 I have read with attention the enclosed of which you have not sent me however the whole 

(which pray send) and have made the few corrections I shall make in what I have seen at least. – I will 

omit nothing and alter little; – the fact is (as I perceive) – that I wrote a great deal better in 1811 – – – 

than I have ever done since. – I care not a sixpence whether the work is popular or not – that is your 

concern – and as I neither name price – nor care about terms – it can concern you little either – so that 

it pays it’s expence of printing. – I leave all those matters to y
r
. magnanimity (which is something like 

Lady Byron’s ) which will decide for itself. – You have about I know not what quantity of my stuff on 

hand just now (a 5
th

 Canto of Don Juan also by this time) and must cut according to y
r
. cloth. – – – – – 

Is not one of the Seals meant for my Cranium? and the other who or what is he? 

y
rs
. ever truly 

Byron 

 

P.S. – What have you decided about Galignani? – I think you might at least have acknowledged my 

letter – which would have been civil – also a letter on the late murders here – also pray do not omit to 

protest and impede (as far as possible) any Stage – playing with the tragedy. – I hope that the Histrions 

will see their own interest too well to attempt it. – See my other letter. – – – –  

 

1:2 [above address:] P.S. – You say – speaking of acting – “let me know your pleasure in this – – I 

reply that there is no pleasure in it – the play is not for acting – Kemble or Kean could read it – but 

where are they? – Do not let me be sacrificed in such a manner – depend upon it – it is some partywork 

to run down you and y
r
. favourite horse. – – – – – 

I know something of Harris and Elliston personally – and if they are not Critics enough to see that it 

would not do, I think them Gentlemen enough to desist at my request – [below address:] Why don’t 

they bring out some of the thousands of meritorious & neglected men who cumber their shelves – 

instead of lugging me out of the library? – – – 

Will you excuse the severe postage – with which my late letters will have taxed you? 

“I had taken such strong resolutions against anything of that kind from seeing how much every body 

that did write for the Stage was obliged to subject themselves to the players and the town.” 

 Spence’s Anecdotes page 22. 

 

Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, January 11th 1821: 

(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.303-4; BLJ VIII 61-2) 

 

R
a
. January 11

th
 1821. 

 I have just heard from Mr. Kinnaird that (through the jugglery of Hanson) Mr. Bland (with the 

advice of Counsel) has refused to consent to the Irish loan on mortgage, to Lord Blessington. As you of 

course did not do this intentionally, I shall not upbraid you or yours, though the connection has proved 

so unfortunate a one for us all, to the ruin of my fame, of my peace, and the hampering of my fortune. I 

suppose that the trustees will not object to an English Security―if it can be found—though the terms 

may necessarily be less advantageous. I had, God knows, unpleasant things enough to contend with 

just now, without this addition. I presume that you were aware that the Rochdale Cause also was lost 

last Summer. However it is appealed upon, but with no great hopes on my part. The State of things 

here, you will have seen, if you have received my two letters of last month. But the grand consolation 

is that all things must end, whether they mend or no. 

yrs. ever 
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B 

P.S. I wrote to thank you for your consent about the futurities of Augusta’s family.―― 

 I had set my heart upon getting out of those infernal funds, which are all false, and thought that 

the difficulties were at length over. Yours has been a bitter connection to me in every sense, it would 

have been better for me never to have been born than to have ever seen you. This sounds harsh, but is 

it not true? and recollect that I do not mean that you were my intentional evil Genius but an Instrument 

for my destruction―and you yourself have suffered too (poor thing) in the agency, as the lightning 

perishes in the instant with the Oak which it strikes. 

 

January 13th 1821: Byron starts Sardanapalus; he finishes it on May 27th. 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, January 18th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england] 

 

My Lord 

 Some nights ago the Colonel Brown has been stabbed at Milan by two unknown persons. The 

wounds are not mortal. He was an english secret agent {and} commissioner of the government in order 

to collect proofs and witness’ in the trial against the queen of england. 

 They speak also of Hopes of conciliation with naples. 

 You do not answer me: perhaps you do not Know well my character; and therefore are in the right. 

 I write to you sometimes, only to give you some news, that I suppose may do you pleasure to 

gratify your curiosity, and to show you my respect and gratefulness. If you have another opinion of my 

correspondence, all is over, and I will be silent, though I will never cease to be 

        Your most aff.
te
 Servant 

The 18. of January       I. Alborghetti 

 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 16th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 373-4) 

London Jany. 16
th

. 

1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 I have this day received your Lordships Short Letter announcing the actual conveyance 

of the fifth Canto of Don Juan to M
r
 Kinnaird to whom I have already written – he is going to Paris 

immediately. Expecting that M
r
 Gifford would have got better day after day slipped away till a mass of 

time accumulated <until> of which I was not aware – he made no marks upon any other proofs except 

the 4 or 5 which I have sent & as soon as I receive One more the only one you have – I shall push it out 

with the appendage of the Prophecy of Dante. 

 I wrote to Galignani & told him that if he could send me any reasonable Sum – <he> I 

would transmit your Lordships Assignment to him – which I think 

 

1:2 

 

tolerably fair – I saw M
rs
 Leigh a few days since & heard your just complaints against my cursed 

silence & I have this moment received a summons to hear another Lecture  just received – from the 

same quarter – which I ought <to> to undergo – I am so broken in upon & my mind so distracted that I 

can not collect my thoughts to write – and I really wish you would do me the favour to return to 

London & come & talk all the day long – or send for me at Ravenna in the course of the present year – 

Your Lordship will see by the list of Books wch I inclosed in my last, that I am not idle – 

 I hope by Friday to have read the Fifth Canto when I shall have the pleasure of writing again – 

With best compliments I remain Dear Lord Byron 

  Most truly yours 

   John Murray 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 19th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 224-6; BLJ VIII 64-6) 

[To John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna – January 19
th

. 1821. 
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Dear Moray – 

 Yours of y
e
. 29

th
. Ult

mo
. hath arrived. I must really and seriously request that you will beg 

of Messrs Harris or Elliston – to let the Doge alone – it is not an acting play; – it will not serve their 

purpose – it will destroy yours ?{(the Sale)} – and it will distress me. – It is not courteous, it is hardly 

even gentlemanly to persist in this appropriation of a man’s writings to their Mountebanks. – – – 

I have already sent you by last post – a short protest to the Public (against this proceeding); in case that 

they persist, which I trust that they will not – – you must {then} publish it in the Newspapers. – I shall 

not let them off with that only, if they go on – – but make a longer appeal on that subject – and state 

what I think the injustice of their mode of behaviour. – – It is hard that I should have all the buffoons 

in Britain – to deal with – pirates who will publish – and players who will act – when the<y/>re <are> 

are thousands of worthy and able men who can neither get bookseller 

 

1:2 

 

nor manager for love nor money. – – – – – 

You never answered me a word about Galignani – if you mean to use the two documents – do if not – 

burn them – I do not choose to leave them in any one’s possession – suppose someone found them – 

without the letters – what would they think? – why – that I had been doing the opposite of what I have 

done – to wit – referred the whole thing to you – an act of civility at least – which required <at least> 

saying – ”I have received your letter.” – – I thought that you might have some hold upon those 

publications by this means – to me – it can be no interest one way or the other. – – – – – – 

The third Canto of D. J. is dull – but you must really put up with it – if the two first – and the two 

following are tolerable – what do you object? – particularly – as I neither dispute with you on it – as a 

matter of criticism – or a matter of business. 

 

1:3 

 

Besides what am I to understand? you and D
s
 Kinnaird – & others – write to me that the two first 

published Cantos are among the best that I ever wrote – and are <thought> {reckoned} so – M
rs
. Leigh 

writes that they are thought “execrable” (bitter word that for an author – Eh Murray?) as a composition 

even – and that she had heard so much against them – that she would [Ms. tear: “never”? “not”?] read 

them, & never has. – – Be tha[Ms. tear: “t as it”] may – I can’t alter. – <It> {That} is not my f[Ms. 

tear: “orte”? “ate”?] If you publish the three new ones without [MS. tear: “osten”?]tation – they may 

perhaps succeed. – – – 

Pray publish the Dante and the Pulci – (the Prophecy of Dante I mean) – I look upon the Pulci as my 

grand performance. – – – 

The remainder of “the Hints” where be they? – <And> {Now} bring them all out about the same time 

– otherwise “the variety” you wot of – will be less <obveiou> <obr> obvious. – – – – – – – 

I am in <Xxxxxx> bad humour – some obstructions in business – with the damned trustees – who 

object to an advantageous loan {which} I was to <make> {furnish} <to make> to a Nobleman on 

Mortgage – because his 

 

1:4 [above address:] property is in Ireland – have shown me how a man is treated in his absence. – Oh 

– if I do come back – I will make some of those who little dream of it – spin – – or <they> [below 

address:] or I shall go down. – – – – The news here is – that Col. Brown (the Witness=buyer)
189

 has 

been stabbed – at Milan – but not mortally. – I wonder that any body should dirty their daggers in him. 

– They should have beaten him with Sand=bags – an old Spanish fashion. – – – – 

I sent you a line or two on the Braziers’ Company last week – not for publication. 

 y
rs
. [scrawl] 

 

[above address again, inverted:] The lines were even worthy 

 

 “Of Turdsworth the great Metaquizzical poet 

 A man of great merit amongst those who know it. 

 Of whose works, as I told Moore last autumn at x Mestri 

 I owe all I know to my passion for Pastry. 

 

x Mestri and Fusina are the ferry trajects to Venice – 

                                                           
189: Brown had bribed people to testify at the trial of Queen Caroline. 
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[letter curls round top left-hand corner:] I believe however that it was at Fusina that Moore and I 

embarked in 1819 when Thomas came to Venice – – like Coleridge’s Spring “slowly up <that> this 

way.”
190

 

 

[inverted, parallel to address:] Omit the dedication to Goëthe. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 20th 1821 (a): 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 226-8; BLJ VIII 66-7) 

[To, John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna. January 

20
th

. 1821. 

Dear Murray – 

 If Harris or Elliston persist – after the remonstrance which I requested you and M
r
. 

Kinnaird to make on my behalf – & which I hope will be sufficient – but – if – I say – they do persist – 

then {I pray you} to present in person the enclosed letter to the Lord Chamberlain
191

 – I have said – in 

person – otherwise – I shall have neither answer nor knowledge that it has reached it’s address – [Ms. 

tear: “ow”]ing to “the insolence of office.” 

I wish you would speak to Lord Holland – and to all my friends and yours to interest themselves in 

preventing this cursed attempt at representation. – – – – 

God help me – at this distance – I am treated like a corpse or a fool – by the few people whom I 

thought that I could rely upon; – – and I was a fool – to think any better of them than of the rest of 

mankind. – Pray write – 

 y
rs
. ever 

  Byron 

 

1:2 [above address:] P.S. – I have nothing more at heart – (that is in literature) than to prevent this <pl> 

drama from going upon the Stage; – in short – rather than permit it – it must be suppressed altogether – 

[below address:] and only forty copies struck off privately for presents to my friends. – – – What 

damned fools those speculating buffoons must be not to see that it is unfit for their Fair – or their 

booth. – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 20th 1821 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 228-9; BLJ VIII 67) 

[To, Jno Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

January 20
th

. 1821. 

D
r
 M

y
 

 I did not think to have troubled you with the plague and postage of a double letter – this time – 

but I have just read in an Italian paper “That L
d
. B. has a tragedy coming out &

c
. &

c
. &

c
. –” and that 

the Courier and Morning Chronicle &
c
. &

c
. are pulling one another to pieces about it and him &

c
. – – – 

– – – 

[Ms. tear: “Now”?] – I do <reitt> reiterate – and desire [Ms. tear: “that”] <the> every thing may be 

done to prevent it from coming out in any theatre for which it never was designed – and on which (in 

the present {state of the} stage in London) it could never succeed – I have sent you my appeal {by last 

post} – which you must publish in case of need – – and I require you even in your own {name} (if my 

honour is dear to you ) to declare that such representation would be contrary to my wish and to my 

judgement. – 

If you do not wish to drive me mad altogether – you will hit upon some way to prevent this. – – 

 y[scrawl] 

 

1:2 [above address:] P.S. – I cannot conceive how Harris or Elliston can be so insane as to think of 

acting M. F. – they might as well act the Prometheus of Æschylus – I speak of course humbly – and 

with the greatest sense of the distance of time and merit between the two performances – but – merely 

to show the absurdity of the attempt. – – – 

[below address, inverted:] The Italian paper speaks of a “party against it”. To be sure there would be a 

party – – can you imagine that after having never flattered man – nor beast – nor opinion – nor politics 

– there would not be a party against a man who is also a popular writer – at least a successful – why all 

parties would be a party against. – – – – 

                                                           
190: Coleridge, Christabel, l.22. 

191: B. finally sends this on March 2nd. 
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Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, January 22nd 1821: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 442-3; LJ V 229-31; BLJ VIII 67-9) 

Ravenna, January 22. 1821. 

Pray get well. I do not like your complaint. So, let me have a line to say you are up and doing again. 

To-day I am thirty-three years of age. 

 

   Through life’s road, so dim and dirty, 

   I have dragged to three-and-thirty. 

   What have these years left to me? 

   Nothing—except thirty-three
192

 

 

Have you heard that the ‘Braziers’ Company have, or mean to present an address at Brandenburgh 

House, ‘in armour,’ and with all possible variety and splendour of brazen apparel? 

 

  The Braziers, it seems, are preparing to pass 

  An address, and present it themselves all in brass— 

  A superfluous pageant—for, by the Lord Harry, 

  They’ll find where they’re going much more than they carry. 

 

There’s an Ode for you, is it not?—worthy 

 

  Of * * * * [Turdsworth], the grand metaquizzical poet, 

  A man of vast merit, though few people know it; 

  The perusal of whom (as I told you at Mestri) 

  I owe, in great part, to my passion for pastry. 

 

Mestri and Fusina are the ‘trajects, or common ferries,’
193

 to Venice; but it was from Fusina that you 

and I embarked, though ‘the wicked necessity of rhyming’
194

 has made me press Mestri into the 

voyage. 

 So, you have had a book dedicated to you? I am glad of it, and shall be very happy to see the 

volume. 

 I am in a peck of troubles about a tragedy of mine, which is fit only for the (* * * * *) closet, and 

which it seems that the managers, assuming a right over published poetry, are determined to enact, 

whether I will or no, with their own alterations by Mr. Dibdin, I presume. I have written to Murray, to 

the Lord Chamberlain, and to others, to interfere and preserve me from such an exhibition. I want 

neither the impertinence of their hisses, nor the insolence of their applause. I write only for the reader, 

and care for nothing but the silent approbation of those who close one’s book with good humour and 

quiet contentment. 

 Now, if you would also write to our friend Perry, to beg of him to mediate with Harris and Elliston 

to forbear this intent, you will greatly oblige me. The play is quite unfit for the stage, as a single glance 

will show them, and, I hope, has shown them; and, if it were ever so fit, I will never have any thing to 

do willingly with the theatres. 

    Yours ever, in haste, &c. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 23rd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 375-6) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / Poste restante / Ravenna / Italie // arrived: Forli 11 February] 

London Jan
y
 23. 1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 Yesterday was your Birth Day which I kept with a jovial party who drank your he<l>alth 

with heartfelt glee – you have <g/>yet gone so little way in life that you my return & start again – may 

all your plans involve your certain happiness of which I wish that England may form the future Theatre 

– 

 I have this instant received your Lordships Letter of the 4
th

 inst – every Letter increases 

my obligation to your magnanimous temper upon my Silence of which of late & I trust in future you 

will have no cause to complain of – All your late letters I have answered on the day – 

                                                           
192: Moore’s note: Already given in his Journal. 

193: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice,  III iv 52. 

194: Milton, preface to Paradise Lost: “the troublesome and modern bondage of Riming”. 
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 M
r
 Kinnaird has not yet returned to England & consequently I have not seen the Fifth 

Canto. 

 Barry Cornwall has been fortunate in the happy exertions of Kemble & Macready & his 

play goes on well – I sent it to you the day of its publication last week – There is much poetry 

 

1:2 

 

and greater promise in it – I shall be happy to hear your opinion – I shall tell the Author Proctor of 

your generous feelings towards him – here I am interrupted by receiving from your Sister – your 

rebuke of me – but I tell her that my answers will now fall upon you like an Avalanche – when once 

My <Silence> when once the thaw of my Silence reaches you – 

 The King opened the Session today in Person I mixed with the Crowd – & certainly the 

Popular – the Mass expressed feeling was in his favour – I cut the Speech out of the Courier, & inclose 

it – Warm debating & a protacted debate is expected – but L
d
 Grey & ye Duke of Bedford met Foscolo 

at my door an hour ago – & say that Ministers will stay in – Canning is gone to Paris where he is to 

remain until as he told Gifford “We talk decent” – For Once – he <h> has acted with discretion – 

 I have told Kinnaird that I will 

 

1:3 

 

give £1,000 for the Doge & Prophecy – wch is upon my honour the Utmost that they can possibly 

produce – according to any rational Speculation – & then they will sell with the Works afterwards – I 

will print & publish the two in the Same Volume [Ms tear.] 

 You are most grateously remembered here by all yr foresaken Admirers & are the 

incessant subject of Conversation & Enquiry – I am going to Lady Davy’s tonight to whom More has, 

I understand, lent your MSS Memoirs when at Paris – is this Right I have not seen them yet – 

 Many happy new Years to you 

your indulgence to my disease of Silence allows me to hope that you yet believe me to be Dear Lord 

Byron 

 your grateful & faithful Servant 

  John Murray 

 

1:4 [to the right of address:] Should I not send Parcels with Books &c to some friends at <Vienn> 

Venice would it not be safer – to Hoppner 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 26th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 378-9) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie // arrived: Forli 15 February] 

London Jan
y
 26. 1821 

Friday 

Dear Lord Byron 

 Yesterday I received yours of the 8
th

 Inst inclosing a note for the 5
th

 Canto of Don Juan – 

M
r
 Kinnaird is not yet come back from Paris. The Epigram on the Braziers may be published without 

any chance of the discovery of its author – there is no such extraordinary wit to betray itself. 

 The Town is suddenly filled and all are impatient for the Doge, and I am very anxious to 

learn its effect upon the public – it will probably be more estimated by the Critics than popular with the 

Million – I long to read Juan – I print it at once the Three Cantos in Octavo for if published as before 

in 4
to

 some villain may again pirate it & leave no alternative for the preservation of the Copyright but 

the public legal discovery of the Author – I wish you would have allowed Gifford to advise as to 

omissions – for a poem of this nature should at least retain nothing that is dull – but Genius is obstinate 

& I do not expect you to do any thing – Respecting the purchase of these Cantos, considering the 

precarious nature of the Copyright I think I may venture, upon the strength of all our transactions, to 

ask 

 

1:2 

 

you to allow me to publish it first and to try what it will produce before I enter into any specific 

bargain at the same time if you do not approve of this I hold myself to giving for as 2 Cantos the sum 

which I have more than once offered – you do not talk of having finished the Poem of Juan in the fifth 

Canto & I infer that you have not. 
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 Did you see in any of the papers that the King has been induced to place himself at the head 

of a new institution for the encouragement of Men of Letters & that each year three Prizes are to be 

given – the first, this year is for – the best Essay on the Writings of Homer &c £100 – N
o
 2 – £50 for 

the best POEM – on on – on DARTMOOR!!!!. – will you try? 

 This night there is to be a trial of strength with the Ministers & the – <would> Would-be-

Ministers it is yet uncertain if the Motion of the Opposition is to be for a Vote of censure on the 

Ministers for having Struck out the Queen’s name from the Liturgy – Or to propose its re-insertion – 

 Here is M
r
 Lockhart, Sir W. Scotts new{ly} made Son in Law – & quondam Co-Editor of 

Black – wood (Q
r
 guard’s) Magazine – has left the Arms of his Wife & come up to town to Challenge 

Scott – the Author of the London Magazine 

 

1:3 

 

but Scott – declines – Putting this Question – did you ever receive emolument in any way for writing 

in Blackwoods Magazine? – If you wont answer this question I shall not fight – and if you do – in the 

affirmative – I cant fight you – Pray think of a Baviad – I will send you Materials – by the Way Barry 

Cornwalls Printer sent to my fellow Type Founder to order a Letter precisely the same as that in which 

Lord Byrons Poems were printed – Ready Money 

 Gifford always speaks of you with admiration & nothing is so great a treat to him as your 

interesting letters – how little do I deserve them.? 

 Accept my most sincere regard & good wishes & believe me 

 Dearest Sir 

  your Lordships faithful Servant 

   John Murray 

 

Have you received Belzoni? Is he not a fine fellow? the best travels we have had since Park! 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, January 27th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 231-3; BLJ VIII 69-70) 

[To, John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna J
y
 27

th
. 1821. 

Dear Moray – 

 I have mentioned M
r
. Cohen in a letter to you last week – from which the passage should 

be extracted <or> and prefixed to his translation. – You will also have received two or three letters 

upon the subject of the Managers – in one enclosed an epistle for the Lord Chamberlain – (in case of 

the worst) and I even prohibited the publication {of the Tragedy} – limiting it to a few copies for only 

private friends. – But this would be useless – after going so far – so you may publish – as we intended 

– only – (if the Managers attempt to act) pray present my letter to the L
d
. Chamberlain – <and> and 

publish my appeal in the papers – adding that it has all along been against my wishes – that it should 

be represented. – – – 

I differ from you about the Dante – which I think should be published with the tragedy. – But do as 

you please – you must be the best 

 

1:2 

 

judge of your own craft. – I agree with you about the title. – – The play may be good or bad – but I 

flatter myself that it is original as a picture of that kind of passion – which to my mind is so natural – 

that I am convinced that I should have done precisely what the Doge did on those provocations. – – – – 

I am glad of Foscolo’s approbation. – 

I wish you mould send me the remainder – of “the Hints” – you only sent about half of them. 

As to the other volume – you should publish them about the same period – or else – what becomes of 

the “variety” which you talk so much of? – – – 

Excuse haste – I believe I mentioned to you that – I forget what it was – but no matter.
195

 – – – – 

Thanks for your compliments of the year – I hope that it will be pleasanter than the last – I speak with 

reference to England only as far as regards myself – where I had 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
195: An example of “Byron’s Aposiopesis”!! 
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every kind of disappointment – lost an important lawsuit; – and the trustees of that {evil Genius of} a 

woman {L
y
. B.} (who was born for my desolation) refusing to allow of an advantageous loan to be 

made from my property to Lord Blessington &
c
. &

c
. by way of closing the four seasons. – These and a 

hundred {other} such things made a year of bitter business for me in England – luckily things were a 

little pleasanter for me here – – else I would have taken the liberty of Hannibal’s ring.
196

 – – – – – – – – 

Pray thank Gifford – for all his goodnesses – the winter is as cold here – as Parry’s Polarities
197

 – I 

must now take a canter in the forest – my horses are waiting – y
rs
. ever & truly 

  [scrawl] 

 

P.S. – It is exceedingly strange that you have never acknowledged the reccipt of Galingnani’s letters 

which I enclosed to you three months ago – what the devil does that mean? – 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, January 28th 1821: 

(Source: this text from BLJ VIII 70-1) 

More about Byron’s gunpowder. 

Ravenna—January 28th. 1821. 

My dear Hoppner—I have not heard from you for a long time—and now I must trouble you—as 

usual.— 

Messrs. Siri—and Willhalm have given up business.—They had three cases of mine—I desired them 

to consign these cases to Missiaglia.—There were 4 Telescopes—1 case of watches—and a tin case of 

English Gunpowder—containing about five pounds of the same—which I have had for five years.—

Siri & Willhalm own to all three—and the telescopes and watches they have consigned to M.—of the 

other (though they mention it in a letter of last week) they now say nothing—and M. pretends that it is 

not to be found.— —Will you make enquiry? it is of importance to me—because I can find no other 

such in these countries—and can be of none to the Government because it is in so small a quantity.—If 

it has in fact been seized by those fellows—–I will present a slight memorial to the Governor of 

Venice—which (though it may not get me back my three or four pounds of powder—) will at least tell 

him some truths—upon things in general—as I shall use some pretty strong terms in expressing 

myself.— 

I shall feel very much obliged by your making this enquiry— —Of course upon other topics I can say 

nothing at present—except that your Dutch friends will have their hands full—one of these days— 

probably.—–Pray let me know how you are— 

 yrs. very truly 

  Byron 

 

My best respects to Madame Hoppner—could not you and I—contrive to meet somewhere this 

Spring—I should be solus.— 

 

P.S.—I sent you all the romances and light reading which Murray has forwarded—except the 

Monastery—which you told me that you had already seen.—I wish the things which were at Siri & 

W’s to remain with Missiaglia and not to be sent here at least for the present. Pray do what you can 

about the pr for me—it is hard that the rascals should seize the poor little miserable Canister—after the 

money I spent in relieving their wretched population at Venice.—I did not trouble you with the 

things—because I thought that they would bore you.—I never got the translation of the German 

translator—but it don’t signify—as you said it was not worth while. They are printing some things of 

mine in England—and if any parcel comes from London addressed to me at Venice—pray take any 

work of mine out you like—and keep it—as well as any other books you choose.—They are always 

addressed to Missiaglia.—– 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 30th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 382-3) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie // arrived: Forli 15 February] 

London 30
th

. Jany
y
 1821 

Tuesday 

Dear Lord Byron 

 You are much more a man of business that your publisher & I can bear testimony to the 

obliging punctuallity of your answers – this day brought me the Sheet of the Doge and those of the 

“Hints from Horace” – I did not know until you pointed it out that this was not the whole for Hobhouse 

                                                           
196: That is, killed himself. 

197: Referred to at TVOJ 27, 8. 
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gave me two Copies – & I printed from that in the fairest Hand – I have now taken out the other & 

mind much more wch with the Notes &c I have <g> sent to the printer – I will also insert all repecting 

Pope from the Letter to Blackwood – & send Proofs of these parts in a few days. – I am glad you have 

given me something to say to the Theatres in case they force your Muse on the Stage and you may rely 

on my attention to it – You are very kind in your admiration of Cohens name for which he will feel 

both pride & gratitude – You appear to estimate all 

 

1:2 

 

our Poets with just appreciation down to Barry Cornwall whose tragedy will certainly not raise him in 

your estimation –The injudicious commendations of the Ed. Rev. will do him no good nor the tea 

drinkings with Hunt Hazlitt – Reynolds {&c –} – who are all alternately allowed to praise each other – 

in the Ed. Rev. – which is going down Hill – 

 I told you what I had said to Galignani – Postage – do you mention – I would set aside half my 

Income to pay it in Letters from you – 

 Well the Wigs have been most desperately beaten – never so compleatly – they want common 

knowledge of their Country-men – & almost Common Sense – <they> & to have their heels tripped up 

by an Alderman – 

 By the way dining with my most excellent friend Freeling a few days since I put Yr Letters about 

– Waite – the Com 

 

1:3 

 

mandant &c in my pocket as he is a great admirer of any thing from you – well shays he All my Letters 

from Italy are opened – let me look at yours – thats been opened – thats opened – thats opened. 

 Pray is there any hope of your coming to England in the Spring? 

 I received with the Doge & Hints – a note from Lady B – wch I have forwarded – 

 Yes the Seal was intended for you but it is vile & I have returned it & the other for Sir Walter 

Scott!!!!! Foscolo is to get me one well made in Italy – No Word of Torwalsteins Bust – which my 

Room yearns for – I am ever my Lord 

 Most faithfully 

  Your obliged Servant 

   John Murray 

  

Kinnaird not arrived yet & I have not seen Canto 5 – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 2nd 1821: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 234; BLJ VIII 73-5) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre.] 

Ravenna. Feb
y
 2

d
. 1821. 

Dear Moray, 

 Your letter of excuses has arrived. – – I receive the letter but do not admit the excuses 

except in courtesy – as when a man treads on pour toes and begs your pardon – the pardon is granted – 

but the joint aches – especially if there is a corn upon it. – However I shall scold you presently. – – – – 

– 

In the last speech of “the Doge” there occurs (I think, from memory) the phrase – “And thou who 

makest and unmakest Suns” Change this to {“And thou} who kindlest and who quenchest Suns” – that 

is to say – if the verse runs equally well – and M
r
. Gifford thinks the expression improved. – – 

Pray – have the bounty to attend to this – you are grown quite a minister of State – mind – if some of 

these days – you are not thrown out. – God will not be always a Tory – though Johnson says the first 

Whig was the Devil. – – – 

You have learnt one secret from M
r
. 

 

1:2 

 

Galignani’s (somewhat tardily acknowledged) correspondence. – This is – that an English Author may 

dispose of his exclusive copy=right in France – a fact of some consequence (in time of peace) in the 

case of a popular writer. – Now I will tell you what you shall do – and take no advantage of you – 

though you were scurvy enough never to acknowledge my letter for three months. – – 
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Offer Galignani the refusal of the copy=right in France – if he refuses – approve any bookseller in 

France you please – and I will sign any assignment you please – and it shall never cost you a Sou on 

my account. – – 

Recollect {that} I will have nothing to do with it – except as far as it may secure the copyright to 

yourself. – – I will have <neither> no bargain but with English publishers – and I desire no interest out 

of 

 

1:3 

 

that country. – Now that’s fair and open and a little handsomer than your dodging silence – to see what 

would come of it. – You are an excellent fellow – mio Caro Moray – but there is still a little leaven of 

Fleet=street about you now and then – a crumb of the old loaf. – – You have no right to act 

suspiciously with me for I have given you no reason – I shall always be frank with you – as for 

instance. – Whenever you talk with the votaries of Apollo authentically – it should be in guineas not 

pounds – to poets as well as physicians – and bidders at Auctions. – – – – – 

I shall say no more at this present save that I am 

 y
rs
. very truly 

  [swirl signature] 

 

1:4 [above address:] P.S. – If you venture as you say – to Ravenna this year – through guns, which 

(like the Irishman’s) “shoot round a corner” I will exercise the rites of hospitality while you live – and 

bury you handsomely (though not in holy ground) if you get “shot [below address:] or slashed in a 

<craig> {creagh} or Splore” which are rather frequent here of late among the {native} parties. – But 

perhaps your visit may be anticipated, for Lady Medea’s trustees – and my Attorneo – do so thwart all 

business of mine <that I shall be> in despite of M
r
. K

d
 and myself – that I may probably come <home> 

to your country – in which case write to her Ladyship – the duplicate of the epistle the King of France 

wrote to Prince John. – – She and her Scoundrels shall find it so. – – – – 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, February 4th 182: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

 

Pray how is Allegra? It is very    Venice 4:
th

 February 1821 

long that we have no tidings of her
198

 

 

My dear Lord 

 I lost no time the moment I received your letter of the 28:
th

 Ult:
o
 in making every possible 

enquiry both of Missiaglia & of Mess
rs
 Siri & Wilhalm for the Case of Powder concerning which you 

wrote to me. Missiaglia tells me <that> that you are already informed that it is no longer forthcoming, 

and I am sorry to add to the vexation which I am sure you will feel on this occasion by informing you 

that it has been destroyed. It appears from what I was able to collect from these {famous} Gent:
s
 – that 

when they received your instructions to consign it to Missiaglia, He positively refused to have anything 

to do with it, and made them so alarming a report of the danger of having such a commodity in their 

hands, not so much from the risk of explosion, as of the heavy fine & imprisonment 

 

1:2 

 

that in a moment of panic they consigned it to the waters.
199

 I expressed my surprise that knowing I 

was in communication with you they should not have applied to me in the first instance, as I should 

have had no difficulty in taking charge of it, &, notwithstanding the rigor of the Gov:
t
, have no doubt 

that I could have found the means of forwarding it to you. Their only reply is that they regret what is 

done but cannot remedy the Evil – Their story appears to me so extraordinary when I recollect that 

they had already kept the article without any fear of danger for so long a time that I hardly know how 

to believe it, & could almost persuade myself that it has been otherwise disposed of, but even if it were 

so I know not how we can come at the truth, or what redress is to be obtained. I can therefore only 

                                                           
198: B. answers: “Allegra is well – but not well disposed – her disposition is perverse to a degree – I am going to 

place her in a Convent for education” (BLJ VIII 76). 

199: It’s hard to believe that bankers like Siri and Wilhalm didn’t know the danger of hoarding gunpowder in 

Venice under the Austrians. 
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recommend patience, a virtue more practised than any other, and which we become acquainted with 

from necessity indeed much rather than by choice – 
200

 

 I am very much obliged to you for the books you were so good as to send <to>me, & which I 

should have been more anxious to return to you before this, if there had been 

 

1:3 

 

amongst them any that you were likely to read – With regard to the <Italian> translation of the german 

book you sent, I must beg your indulgence with me for my shameful neglect. The truth is I did not 

understand more of the original, But just sufficient to show that it spoke very little of you, but wishing 

to comply with your desires I entrusted it to a person who promised to get it put into Italian, and I 

asked him so often for it that at last I began to get tired of it, & my old Master & particular friend, Mr 

Hamilton, coming here with his family, this put it entirely out of my head until the day before I got 

your letter when it recurred to me again, & I could not recollect whether I had sent it to you or not. – It 

may perhaps be sufficient to say that the article in question was too metaphysical to be intelligible to so 

ordinary an intellect as mine, & was as far as I could comprehend it an essay on German Poetry. – I 

will however still strive to frame for you the translation of that part where your works are spoken of & 

send it without further delay – I am much obliged to you for the permission give me to read any books 

Missiaglia may receive for you, a liberty indeed I already have taken in the case of the Abbot, which as 

well as the Monastery
201

 I think so inferior to W. Scott’s other works, that in his place I would not have 

denied Ivanhoe but left these to any one who would claim the merit of them,
202

 provided always I put 

the essential in my own pocket, which not having occurred in the other instance 

 

1:4 

 

is I suppose the reason he would not charge himself with the few blunders it contains. – I should really 

be delighted to meet you in the Spring, & it is not impossible but that I may do so at Bologna. Our 

present intention is to go to Switzerland, & M
rs
 Hoppner says that if you will go there with us, she will 

put you into a better conceit with her countrywomen: but if the Contractors of the Holy Alliance think 

proper as they appear much disposed to turn the world up side down, they will oblige me to remain on 

this side of the Alps, when in all probability we shall make a little tour to your neighbourhood, but 

when I inform you that her sister is on the point of being married you will forgive me if I say that the 

alternative, notwithstanding the pleasure we should both have in seeing you, will not be agreeable to 

her. – 

 I have no particular news to send you except that your Venetian Landlord C:
t
 M – has 

<joined> enlisted & obtained a Cadetship under Frimont
203

 & intends to commence his career in life by 

waging war upon his own Countrymen. Some say tis in behalf of his Cousin Francis: others that her 

affairs being already much involved by his mismanagement, he thinks it best to get out of the way 

before his ruin is announced, at all events he appears anxious to prove himself the contemptible ass 

every one believes him to be. – – Adieu my dear Lord excuse my long proze which indeed could be 

doubly long did I not fear to bore you beyond all measure & put you quite out of patience with 

      your devoted & faithful Serv
t
 

       R.B.Hoppner 

 

We have here the old C
t
 Haugwitz formerly minister in Prussia

204
 he is 75 years old but as merry as a 

sprig, & has annoyed all the lasses of this city by telling them that he knew them all some 30 or 40 

years ago when they were hot in their prime — 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 12th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 237; BLJ VIII 76-7) 

[3
d
. To J

no
 Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 F

y
 12

th
. 1821 

D
r
 S

r
: 

                                                           
200: B.’s reaction to the loss of his gunpowder may be summed up with “the devil damn them all to the lowest 

maid of their own kitchen” (BLJ VIII 75). 

201: Scott’s The Abbot and The Monastery were both published in 1820. 

202: Hoppner refers to the “anonymity” of the Waverley novels. 

203: Johann Maria von Frimont, Austrian general. He crushed the Neapolitan revolt of 1821. 

204: Christian, Count von Haugwitz, formerly Austrian Foreign Minister. 
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 You are requested to take particular care that the enclosed note is printed with the drama. – 

Foscolo or Hobhouse will correct the Italian – but do not you delay – every one of y
r
. Cursed proofs – 

is a two months’ delay – which you only employ to gain time, because you think it a bad [Ms. tear: 

“spec”]ulation. 

 y
rs
. 

  Byron 

 

P.S. – 

 If the thing fails in the publication – you are not pinned even to your own terms – merely print and 

publish what I desire you – and if you don’t succeed – I will abate whatever you please. – – <If the 

alteration of two lines in anything I have written> I care nothing about that – but I wish what I desire to 

be printed to be so. – – – 

I have never had the <additional> {remaining} sheets of the “Hints from H
e
”. – – – – – 

 

1:2 [over address:] In the letter on Bowles – after the words “the long walls of {Palestrina and} 

Malamocco” add “i Murazzi” which is their Venetian title. – – – – – – 

 

[inverted, parallel to address:] M
r
. M. is requested to acknowledge the receipt of this by return of post. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 16th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 241-5; BLJ VIII 77-9) 

[To, / John Murray Esq
re

 / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Ravenna: Feb
o
 16.

o
 1821 

 

Dear Moray – 

 In the month of March will arrive from Barcelona – Signor Curioni engaged for the Opera. 

– He is an acquaintance of mine – and a gentlemanly young man – high in his profession. – I must 

request your personal kindness and patronage in his favour. – – 

Pray introduce him to such of the theatrical people – Editors of Papers – : and others, as may be useful 

to him in his profession publicly and privately. – He is accompanied by the Signora Arpalice 

Taruscelli
205

 – a Venetian lady of great beauty and celebrity and a particular <acquaintan> friend of 

mine – your natural gallantry will I am sure induce you to pay her proper attention. – Tell Israeli – that 

as he is fond of literary anecdotes – she can tell him some of your acquaintance abroad. – I presume 

that he speaks Italian. – Do not neglect this request, but do them and me this favour in their behalf. – – 

I shall write to some others to aid you in assisting them with your countenance. 

 

1:2 

 

I agree to your request of leaving in abeyance the terms for the three D.J.s till you can ascertain the 

effect of publication. – – 

If I refuse to alter – you have a claim to so much courtesy in return. – I {had} let you off your proposal 

about the price of the Cantos, last year (the 3
d
. & 4

th
. always to reckon as one only – which they 

originally were) and I do not call upon you to renew it. – – You have therefore no occasion to fight so 

shy of such subjects as I am not conscious of having given you occasion – – The 5
th

. is so far from 

being the last of D.J. that it is hardly the beginning. – I meant to <make> {take} him the tour of Europe 

– with a proper mixture of siege – battle – and adventure – and to make him finish as Anacharsis 

Cloots – in the French revolution. – To how many cantos this may extend – I know not – nor whether 

(even if I live) I shall complete it – but this was my notion. – I meant to have made him a Cavalier 

Servente {in Italy} and a 

 

1:3 

 

cause for a divorce in England – and a Sentimental “Werther=faced man” in Germany – so as to show 

the different ridicules of the society in each of those countries – – and to have displayed him gradually 

gatè and blasè <with> as he grew older –as is natural. – But I had not quite fixed whether to make him 

end in Hell – or in an unhappy marriage, – not knowing which would be the severest. – The Spanish 

tradition says Hell – but it is probably only an Allegory of the other state. – – – – – – 

                                                           
205: See B. to H. and K., January 19th 1819 (where her name is spelled “Tarruscelli”). 
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You are now in possession of my notions on the Subject. – You say “the Doge” will not be popular – 

did I ever write for popularity? – – I defy you to show a work of mine (except a tale or two) of a 

popular style or complexion. – It appears to me that there is room for a different style of the drama – 

neither a servile following of the old drama – which is a grossly erroneous one – nor yet too French – 

like those who succeeded 

 

1:4 

 

the older writers. – It appears to me that good English – and a severer approach to the rules – might 

combine something not dishonourable to our literature. – – I have also attempted to make a play 

without love. – – And there are neither rings – nor mistakes – nor starts – nor outrageous ranting 

villains – nor melodrame – in it. – All this will prevent it’s popularity, but does not persuade me that it 

is therefore faulty. – Whatever faults it has will arise from deficiency in the conduct – rather than in the 

conception – which is simple and severe. – So – you epigrammatize upon my epigram. – – I will pay 

you for that – mind if I don’t – some day. – I never let anyone off in the long run – – (who {first} 

begins) – remember Sam – and see if I don’t do you as good a turn. – You unnatural publisher! – what 

– quiz your own authors! – You are a paper Cannibal. – – – – 

In the letter on Bowles – (which I sent by Tuesday’s post) after the words “attempts <to publish> had 

been made” (alluding to the repub= 

 

2:1 

 

=lication of “English Bards,”) – add – the words “in Ireland” – for I believe that Cawthorn did not 

begin his attempts till after I had left England the second time. – Pray attend to this. – – – 

Let me know what you & your Synod think of the letter on Bowles. – – – 

I did not think the {second} Seal so bad – surely it is far better than the Saracen’s head with which you 

have sealed your last letter – – {the larger} in profile was surely {much} better than that. – [Ms tear: 

“So”] Foscolo says he will get you a seal cut better in Italy – he means a throat – that is the only thing 

they do dexterously. – The Arts – all but Canova’s and Morghen’s – and <Ovid’s> Ovid’s; – (I don’t 

mean poetry) are as low as need be – look at the Seal which I gave to Wm. Bankes – and own it. – 

How came George Bankes to quote English Bards in the House of Commons? all the World keep 

flinging that poem in my face. – – Belzoni is a grand traveller – & his English is very prettily broken. – 

– – 

 

2:2 [above address:] As for News – the Barbarians are marching on Naples – – and if they lose a single 

battle, all Italy will be up. – It will be like the Spanish war if they have any bottom. – – – 

“Letters opened!”
206

 to be sure they are – and that’s the reason why I always put in my opinion [below 

address:] of the {German Austrian} Scoundrels; – there is not an Italian who loathes them more than I 

do – and whatever I could do <by> to scour Italy and the earth of their infamous oppression – would 

be done “con amore”. 

y
rs
 ever & truly 

B[scrawl] 

 

[inverted, parallel to address, split to make room for the seal:] Recollect that // the Hints must // be 

printed // with the Latin // otherwise there // is no sense. – 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, February 19th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england] 

 

My Lord 

I told your steward to call on me from time to time, that I had given him the news possibly received, to 

be communicated to you. His not appearing induces me to write to you. Perhaps you know already 

what is spread. In short at Rome a faux alarm of supposed arrival at Velletri of two thousand 

Neapolitan horses spread the terror into the City: all became quiet as soon as the public was 

undeceived. I will explain the details of this panic fear to your steward, if he will come. 

                                                           
206: Mu to B., January 30th 1821: “By the way dining with my most excellent friend Freeling a few days since I 

put Yr letters about – Waite – the Commandant &c in my pocket as he is a great admirer of anything by you – well 

shays he All my Letters from Italy are opened – let me look at yours – thats been opened – thats opened – thats 

opened”. 
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 It seems, that a body of ten thosand Neapolitans have invaded the territory of Ascoli. 

 A new strong body of Austrians is to pass through Bologna within the week.
207

 

 I thank you a thousand times for your kindness of sending me the english papers, that I return to 

you, beeing with the most sincere esteem and attachment 

 My Lord       Your most aff.
te
 Servant 

The 19
th

 of February 1821:      I. Alborghetti  

 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 21st 1821: 

(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4746; LJ V 246-51; BLJ VIII 80-3) 

[To J. Murray Es
qre

 / for publication]
208

 

Ravenna. February 21
st
. 1821. 

Dear Sir, 

 In the 44
th

. page vol 1
st
. of Turner’s travels

209
 (which you lately sent me) it is stated that “Lord 

Byron – when he <confid> expressed such confidence of it’s practicability seems to have forgotten that 

Leander swam both ways with and against the tide, whereas he (L
d
 B.) only performed the easiest part 

of the task by swimming with it from Europe to Asia.” – I certainly could not have forgotten what is 

known to every Schoolboy – that Leander crossed in the Night and returned towards the morning. – 

My object was to ascertain that the Hellespont could be crossed {at all} by swimming – and in this – 

M
r
. Ekenhead & myself both succeeded – <in one> {the one in an hour} and ten minutes – <and> {the 

other in} one hour & five minutes. The tide was not in our favour – on the contrary the great difficulty 

was to bear up against the current – which so far from <bec> helping us to the Asiatic side – set us 

down {right} towards the Archipelago. – – {Neither} M
r
. Ekenhead, <&> myself – <and> {nor} I will 

venture to add – any person on board the frigate from Captain (now 

 

1:2 

 

Admiral) Bathurst {downwards,} – had any notion of <the> {a} difference of the current on the 

Asiatic <and> side, of which M
r
. Turner speaks. – I never heard of it till this moment, {or I would have 

taken the other course.} Lieutenant Ekenhead’s sole motive – and mine also, for setting out from the 

European side was – that the little Cape above Sestos was a more prominent starting place – and the 

frigate which lay below close under the Asiatic castle – {formed} a better point of view for us to swim 

towards – and in fact we landed immediately below it. – – M
r
. Turner says – “Whatever is thrown into 

the Stream on this part of the European bank, must arrive at the Asiatic shore.<”>”– This is so far from 

being the case – that it must arrive in the Archipelago – if left to the Current – although a strong wind 

in the Asiatic direction might have such an effect occasionally. – – M
r
. Turner attempted the passage 

from the Asiatic side and failed. “After five and twenty minutes in which 

 

1:3 

 

he did not advance a hundred yards he gave it up from complete exhaustion.” – This is very possible – 

– and might have occurred {to him} just as readily on the European side. – – – He should have set out 

a couple of miles higher – and would then have come out below the European castle .– I particularly 

stated – and M
r
. Hobhouse has done so also – that we were obliged to make the {real} passage of 

{one} mile – {extend to} between three and four – owing to the force of the stream. – – I can assure 

M
r
. Turner that his Success would have given me great pleasure – as it <tended> would have added 

one more instance – to the proof of the practicability. – It is not quite fair in him to infer – that because 

he failed – Leander could not succeed. – There are {still} four instances on record – A Neapolitan – a 

young Jew – M
r
. Ekenhead – & myself – the two last done in the presence of hundreds of English 

Witnesses. – – With regard to the difference 

 

1:4 

 

of the current – I perceived none – it is favourable to the Swimmer on neither side – but may be 

<subdued by pursuing it> {stemmed} – <and> by plunging into the Sea – a considerable way above 

                                                           
207: This may have been common knowledge but it is hardly what a Papal Secretary should communicate to a 

notorious liberal. 

208: This letter was published in the Monthly Magazine, April 1821, pp.363-5. 

209: William Turner, Journal of a Tour in the Levant (3 vols, 1820); published by Mu. 
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the opposite point of the coast which the Swimmer wishes to make, <but> but still bearing up against 

it; it <has overcome> {is <very> strong} but – if you calculate well <it will carry you> you may reach 

land. – – – – – <in my <<case>> and by my own experience as well as> My own experience & that of 

others – – {bids me pronounce} the passage of Leander <was> perfectly practicable; – any young man 

in good health – and tolerable skill in swimming might succeed in it {from either side.} – – – I was 

three hours in swimming across the Tagus which is much more hazardous, being two hours {longer 

than the passage of the Hellespont. – – – –} Of what may be done in swimming I will mention one 

more instance. – In <19/8> 1818 – The Chevalier Mengaldo (a Gentleman of Bassano) <and> a good 

Swimmer wished to swim <with an English Gentleman> {with} my friend M
r
. Alexander Scott and 

myself. As he seemed particularly anxious on the subject we indulged him. – We all three started from 

the Island of the Lido and 

 

2:1 

 

2.) swam to Venice. – At the entrance of the Grand Canal – Scott and I were a good way ahead – and 

we saw no more of our foreign friend – which however was of no consequence – as there <were> was 

a Gondola to hold his cloathes and pick him up – Scott swam on <to> {till past} the Rialto – where he 

got out – less from fatigue than from chill – having been four hours in the water – without rest or stay – 

except what is to be obtained by floating on one’s back – this being the condition of our performance. 

– I continued my course on to Santa Chiara – {comprising} the whole of the Grand Canal – (beside the 

distance from the Lido) and got out where the Laguna once more opens to Fusina. – I had been in the 

water {by my watch} without help or rest – {& never touching ground or boat} four hours and twenty 

minutes. – To this Match and during the greater part of its performance M
r
. Hoppner the Consul 

General was witness – and it is well known to many others. – – 

 

2:2 

 

M
r
. Turner can easily verify the fact – if he thinks it worth while – by referring to M

r
. Hoppner. – The 

distance we could not accurately ascertain – it was of course considerable. – – <Now> I crossed the 

Hellespont in one hour and ten minutes only. – <When> I am now ten years older in time and twenty 

in <consit> constitution – than I was when I passed the Dardanelles – and yet two years ago – – I was 

capable of <rec> swimming four hours and twenty minutes – and I am sure that I could have continued 

two hours longer though I {had on a pair of trowsers – an accoutrement which by no means assists the 

performance.} My two companions were also, four hours in the water – – Mengaldo <might> {might} 

be about thirty years of age – Scott about six and twenty. – – With this experience {in swimming at 

different periods of life} not only upon the Spot – but elsewhere – {of various persons,} what is there 

to make me doubt that Leander’s exploit was perfectly practicable? – {If three individuals did more 

than the passage of the Hellespont why should he have done less?} <But M
r
.> But M

r
. Turner failed – 

and naturally seeking 

 

2:3 

 

a plausible reason for his failure – <and> {lays the blame on the Asiatic side of the Strait. – –} To me 

the cause is evident. – He tried to swim directly across – instead of going higher up to take the vantage. 

– He might as well have tried to fly over Mount Athos. – – – – – – 

That a young Greek of the heroic times – in love – and with his limbs in full vigour <should> {might} 

have succeeded in such an attempt is neither wonderful nor doubtful. – Whether he attempted it or not 

is another question – because he might have had a small boat to save him the trouble. – – – – 

I am yrs. very truly 

 Byron 

 

P.S. 

 M
r
. Turner says that <Leander> {the} swimming from Europe to Asia – was “the easiest part of 

the task” I doubt whether Leander found it so – as it was the return – however he had several hours 

between the intervals. 

The argument of M
r
. T. “that higher up or lower down the strait widens so considerably that he would 

save little labour by his starting” is only good for indifferent swimmers – a man of any 

 

2:4 
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[written crosswise:] for publication 

 

practice or skill – will always consider the distance <far> less than the <direction> {strength} of the 

stream. – If Ekenhead & myself had thought of crossing at the narrowest point {instead of going up 

{{to the Cape}} above it} we <might> {should} have been swept down to Tenedos. – – – – The Strait 

is however not <so very> {extremely} wide – even Where it broadens above and below the forts. – As 

<we were> {the frigate was} stationed some time in the Dardanelles waiting for the firman – I bathed 

often in the strait subsequently to our traject – and generally on the Asiatic side without perceiving the 

greater strength of {the} oppos<ite/>ing Stream {by} which the <xxxx> {diplomatic} traveller 

palliates his own failure. – – An amusement in the {small} bay which opens immediately below the 

Asiatic fort was to dive for the Land tortoises which we flung in on purpose – as they amphibiously 

crawled along the bottom. – This does not argue any greater violence of current than on the European 

shore. {With regard to} the modest insinuation that we chose the European side as “easier” <is> – I 

appeal to M
r
. Hobhouse and Admiral Bathurst if it be true or no? {(poor Ekenhead being since 

dead)}
210

 – had we been aware of any such difference of Current as is asserted – we would at least 

have proved it – and were not likely to have given it up in {the} twenty five minutes of M
r
. T.’s own 

experiment. The <fa> secret of all this is – that M
r
. Turner failed and that we succeeded – and he is 

consequently 

 

3:1 

 

3) disappointed – and {seems} not unwilling to overshadow whatever little merit there might be in our 

Success. – – Why did he not try the European side? – If he had succeeded there after failing on the 

Asiatic his plea would have been more graceful and gracious. – M
r
. T. may find what fault {he 

pleases} with my poetry – or my politics – <or any xxxx that he pleases> but I recommend him to 

leave <all> aquatic <matters> {reflections} – till <he> {he} is able to swim “five and twenty <against 

the stream> {minutes”} without being “exhausted” though I <do> believe he is the first {modern} 

Tory who ever swain “against the Stream” for half the time. – – – 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, February 22nd 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 451-2; LJ V 251-3; BLJ VIII 84-5) 

Ravenna, February 22. 1821. 

As I wish the soul of the late Antoine Galignani to rest in peace, (you will have read his death, 

published by himself, in his own newspaper,) you are requested particularly to inform his children and 

heirs, that of their ‘Literary Gazette,’ to which I subscribed more than two months ago, I have only 

received one number, notwithstanding I have written to them repeatedly. If they have no regard for me, 

a subscriber, they ought to have some for their deceased parent, who is undoubtedly no better off in his 

present residence for this total want of attention. If not, let me have my francs. They were paid by 

Missiaglia, the Wenetian bookseller. You may also hint to them that when a gentleman writes a letter, 

it is usual to send an answer. If not, I shall make them ‘a speech,’ which will comprise an eulogy on 

the deceased. 

 We are here full of war, and within two days of the seat of it, expecting intelligence momently. 

We shall now see if our Italian friends are good for any thing but ‘shooting round a corner,’ like the 

Irishman’s gun. Excuse haste,—I write with my spurs putting on. My horses are at the door, and an 

Italian Count waiting to accompany me in my ride. 

Yours, &c. 

 

P.S. Pray, amongst my letters, did you get one detailing the death of the commandant here? He was 

killed near my door, and died in my house. 

 

BOWLES AND CAMPBELL. 

To the air of ‘How now, Madame Flirt,’ in the Beggars’ Opera. 

 

  BOWLES. Why, how now, saucy Tom, 

    If you thus must ramble, 

   I will publish some 

    Remarks on Mr. Campbell. 

 

                                                           
210: Lt. Ekenhead died in a drunken fall at Malta, within weeks of swimming the Hellespont with B. 
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  CAMPBELL. Why, how now, Billy Bowles, 

    Sure the priest is maudlin! 

 (To the public)  How can you, damn your souls! 

    Listen to his twaddling?   

 

Keats dies in Rome, February 23rd 1821. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, February 26th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 253-4; BLJ VIII 85-6) 

[J. Murray Esq
re

 / &
c
. &

c
. &

c
.] 

Ravenna. February 26
th

. 

1821. 

Dear Moray – 

 Over the second Note viz – the one on Lady M. Montague – I leave you a {complete} 

discretionary power of omission altogether or curtailment, as you please – since it may be scarcely 

chaste enough for the Canting prudery of the day. – The first note on a different subject you had better 

append to the letters – – – – – – 

Let me know what your Utican Senate say, and acknowledge all the packets. 

  yrs. ever. 

   Byron 

    [turn over 

[first side, left-hand half, inverted:] 

 

Write to Moore and ask him for my lines to him beginning with 

 

“My Boat is on the shore 

 

they have been published incorrectly – you may publish them. – – – – 

I have written twice to Thorwaldsen without any answer!! – Tell Hobhouse so – he was paid four years 

ago – you must address some [below two-line “address”:] English at Rome upon the subject – I know 

none there myself. 

 

1:2 

Ode on the 2
d
. January 1821 

 Upon this day I <to> married & full sore – 

 Repent that marriage but my fathers more. 

or 

 Upon this day I married and deplore 

 That marriage deeply but my father’s more. 

[scrawl] 

On the same day to 

Medea. 

 This day of all our days has done 

  The most for me and you 

 Tis just six years since we were one – 

  And five since we were two. 

[scrawl] 

 

Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, March 1st 1821 (not sent): 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II ???; LJ V 382-3, out of sequence; BLJ VIII 89) 

 

Ravenna, Marza 1mo, 1821. 

I have received your message, through my sister’s letter, about English security, &c. &c. It is 

considerate, (and true, even,) that such is to be found—but not that I shall find it. Mr. * *, for his own 

views and purposes, will thwart all such attempts till he has accomplished his own, viz. to make me 

lend my fortune to some client of his choosing. 

 At this distance—after this absence, and with my utter ignorance of affairs and business—with my 

temper and impatience, I have neither the means nor the mind to resist. Thinking of the funds as I do, 

and wishing to secure a reversion to my sister and her children, I should jump at most expedients. 
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 What I told you is come to pass—the Neapolitan war is declared. Your funds will fall, and I shall 

be in consequence ruined. That’s nothing—but my blood relations will be so. You and your child are 

provided for. Live and prosper—I wish so much to both. Live and prosper—you have the means. I 

think but of my real kin and kindred, who may be the victims of this accursed bubble. 

 You neither know nor dream of the consequences of this war. It is a war of men with monarchs, 

and will spread like a spark on the dry, rank grass of the vegetable desert. What it is with you and your 

English, you do not know, for ye sleep. What it is with us here, I know, for it is before, and around, 

and within us. 

 Judge of my detestation of England and of all that it inherits, when I avoid returning to your 

country at a time when not only my pecuniary interests, but, it may be, even my personal security, 

require it. I can say no more, for all letters are opened. A short time will decide upon what is to be 

done here, and then you will learn it without being more troubled with me or my correspondence. 

Whatever happens, an individual is little, so the cause is forwarded. 

 I have no more to say to you on the score of affairs, or on any other subject. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 1st 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 254-6; BLJ VIII 87-8) 

[To, / John Murray Esq
re

 / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre
211

 / Inghilterra] 

Ravenna – <February> March 1
st
. 

1821 

Dr Moray – 

 After the Stanza near the close of Canto 5
th

. which ends with 

 

“Has quite the contrary effect on Vice” 

 Insert the following. 

 

 Thus in the East they are extremely strict 

  And Wedlock and a Padlock mean the same 

 Excepting only when the former’s picked 

  It never can be <repair> {replaced} in proper frame, 

 Spoilt, <lik> as a pipe of Claret is when <pricked> {pricked} 

  But then their own Polygamy’s to blame, 

 Why don’t they knead two virtuous souls for life, 

 Into that moral Centaur, Man and Wife?
212

 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

I have received the remainder of the Hints without the Latin – and without the Note upon Pope from 

the Letter to the E. B. M. – – Instead of this you send the lines on Jeffrey
213

 – though you knew so 

positively that they were to be 

 

1:2 

 

omitted – that I left the direction that they should be <so> {cancelled} appended to my power of 

Attorney to you previously to {my} leaving England – and in case of my demise before the publication 

of the “Hints”. – 

Of course they must be omitted – and I feel vexed that they were sent. – 

Has the whole English text been sent regularly continued from the part broken off in the first proofs? – 

And Pray request M
r
. Hobhouse to adjust the Latin to the English – the imitation is so close – that I am 

unwilling to deprive it of it’s principal merit, it’s closeness. – – 

I look upon it and my Pulci as by far the best things of my doing – you will not think so – and get 

frightened for fear I shall charge accordingly – but I know that they will not be popular – – so don’t be 

afraid – – publish 

 

1:3 

 

them together. – – – 

The enclosed letter will make you laugh. – – Pray answer it for me & secretly – not to mortify him. – 

Tell M
r
. Balfour that I never wrote for a prize in my life – and that the very thought of it would make 

                                                           
211: “Angleterre” underlined many times, as if in anger. 

212: DJ V st.158. 

213: HfH 589-626 and note. 
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me write worse than the worst Scribbler. – As for the [Ms. tear: “twen=”]=ty pounds he wants to gain 

– [Ms. tear: “you may”?] send them {to him} for me – and deduct them in reckoning with M
r
. 

Kinnaird. – 

Deduct also your {own} bill, for books and powders &
c
. &

c
. Which must be considerable. – – – – 

Give my love to Sir W. Scott – & tell him to write more novels; – pray send out Waverley and the Guy 

M. – and the Antiquary – – It is five years since I have had a copy – – – – 

I have read all the others forty times. – – – – 

 

1:4 [above address:] Have you received all my packets – on Pope, letters, &
c
. &

c
. &

c
.? – – – 

I write in great haste. 

 [on crease:] y
rs
. ever [scrawl] 

 

[inverted below address:] P.S. – I have had a long letter from Hodgson who it seems has also taken up 

Pope – and adds “the liberties I have taken with your poetry {in this pamphlet} are no more than I 

might have ventured in those delightful days &
c
. – that may very well be – but if he has said anything 

{that} I don’t like – I’ll Archbishop of Granada him. – I am in a polemical humour. – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, and to James Perry, from Ravenna, March 2nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 256-7; BLJ VIII 89-90) 

These two letters are on the same sheet. 

 

1:2 [inverted at bottom:] 

March 2
d
. 1821 

D
r
 Murray – This was the beginning of a letter which I meant for Perry – but stopt short – hoping you 

would be able to prevent the theatres. – Of course you need not send it – but it explains to you my 

feelings on the subject – you say that “there is nothing to fear let them do what they please” that is to 

say that you would see me damned with great tranquility – you are a fine fellow – 

 

Ravenna. January 22
d
. 1821 

Dear Sir, 

 I have received a strange piece of news which cannot be more disagreeable to your Public than 

it is to me. – My <l/>Letters and the Gazettes do me the honour to say that it is the intention of some 

of the London Managers to bring forward on the Stage the poem of “Marino Faliero &
c
.” – which was 

never intended for such an exhibition – and I trust will never undergo it. – – It is certainly unfit for it. – 

– I have never written but for the {solitary} reader – and require no experiments for applause beyond 

his silent approbation. – – <As> {Since} such an attempt to drag me forth as a Gladiator in the 

Theatrical Arena – is a violation of all the courtesies of Literature – I trust that the impartial part of the 

Press will step between me and this pollution. – I say pollution – because every violation of a right is 

such – and I claim <xxxxx> <as a writer> my right as an author to prevent what I have written from 

being turned into a Stage=play. – I have too much respect for the Public to permit this of my own free 

will. – Had I sought their favour it would have been by a Pantomine. – – – – 

 

1:2 [top:] 

 

I have said that I write only for the readers – Beyond this I cannot consent to any publication – or to 

the abuse of any publication of mine to the purpose of Histrionism. – 

The applause of an audience would give me no pleasure – their disapprobation might however give me 

pain. – The wager is {therefore} not equal. – You may perhaps say – “how can this be? – if their 

disapprobation gives pain – their praise might afford pleasure?” – By no means. – The kick of an Ass, 

or the Sting of a <w/>Wasp may be painful to <One> {those} who would find nothing agreeable in the 

Braying of the one – or in the Buzzing of the other. – – – 

This may not seem a courteous comparison – but I have no other ready – and it comes naturally. – – – 

– – – – – – – 
214

 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 2nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 386) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie // arrived: Forli 25 Mar] 

London March 2 

                                                           
214: B. employs ten emphatical dashes – a record. 
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1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 Your Letter of yesterday – Feb 12 – is like yourself & makes me perfectly easy – I shall give 

Kinnaird a Thousand Guineas – for the Tragedy Dante & the Po – which I am printing in one volume 

& publish next week – I have received the Fifth Canto of Don Juan & will now print the three together  

& publish – adding the Pulci – translation & original – & Dante – The Letter about Pope was read 

yesterday by M
r
 Gifford to whom I took it the moment after its arrival – he likes it very much & told 

me to print it immediately & M
r
 Gifford will take care to see it carefully through the Press – I now 

inclose the final part of a third pamphlet by Bowles more insane if possible than the former article in 

the Quarterly – but hitherto <without> he has abstained from naming him – I shall observe strictly your 

instructions regarding the Tragedy if I observe any intention of acting it – it is 

 

1:2 

 

certainly a great oversight in our Copyright law 

  I shall send you some very interesting works in a few day L
d
 Waldengraves Memoirs

215
 are the 

most beautiful in the Language & L
d
 Orford’s

216
 most delectable 

 I fear the poor Italians will make a sad business of it – 

 I remain dearest Sir 

 your Lordships faithful Servant 

  John Murray 

 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 6th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 387-8) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie] 

London March 6 

1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 I am very much obliged by your kind Letter of Feb
y
. 16 and you may be assured that I 

will pay every attention of all kinds to your friends Signor Curioni and Signora Tarascelli – but 

<there> it is now so much the fassion to patronise persons of their class that they will soon grow 

beyond my reach but I may assist them with sober friendliness – <I/>Your history of the plan of the 

progress of Don Juan is very entertaining but I am clear for sending to Hell – because he may favour us 

with the Characters whom he finds there – You are as you always have been completely liberal in my 

terms & you say with justice that I have had no cause for fighting shy upon this point – – Hobhouse is 

also very gentlemanly but I don’t know you when I negotiate with M
r
 Kinnaird. Next week the Traged 

will be 

 

1:2 

 

finally ready & Don Juan 3 – 4 – 5 in a few days after – & I will tell what is said – 

 M
rs
 Johanna Baillie has just put forth a Volume of Metrical Legends

217
 which is absolute 

trash – so much so that I hardy shall send it to you – 

 It will make Belzoni very happy that you have mentioned him – he is now preparing to 

exhibit all his Egyptian Curiosities at Bullochs Musæeum – & to give a fac-simile of two Chambers of 

the Tombs of the Kings at Thebes – 

 A very extraordinary trial took Place yesterday at Nottingham wch is not yet in the papers – 

a Man, marries his own daughter who having a Lover afterwards induces him to <kil> murder her 

father – & it is the trial for murder that has brought it out
218

 – I will cut the best report out of the papers 

& inclose it 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
215: Memoirs from 1754 to 1758, by James Earl Waldegrave K.G. (published by Mu., April 1821). 

216: Private Correspondence of Horace Walpole, Earl of Orford (4 vols. 1820). 

217: Joanna Baillie, Metrical Legends of Exalted Characters (Longman, March 1821). 

218: Mu. is being both sensational and inaccurate; the trial was at Northampton, and incest was not mentioned. 
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I have just had Galignani with me another fellow has printed yr Works beautifully in 3 Vols 8
vo

 like 

my Edition – made Fac-similes of <Pla> plates – & sells it for 18 franks – I believe I must let 

Galignani have your Lordships assignment – & I will thank you to give me one to him for the Tragedy 

– 

 The Letter of Bowles I hope to have this night – I will make the alteration suggested by your 

Letter of today. 

 With best Compliments & entreating that you will spare me & vowing never to empigramatize on 

you any more I remain 

  Dear Lord Byron 

 your obliged & faithful 

  friend & Servant 

   John Murray 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 9th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 257-8; BLJ VIII 90) 

[To, / John Murray [Ms. tear: “Esq
re

”] / 50 Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
. March 9

th
. 1821 

Illustrious Moray – 

 You are requested with the “advice of friends” to continue to patch the enclosed 

“Addenda” into my letter to you on the Subject of Bill. Bowles’s Pope &c. – – I think that it may be 

inoculated into the body of the letter with a little care – Consult – & engraft it. – – – – 

[Ms. tear: “I”] enclose you the proposition of a Mr. [Ms. tear: “Fe”]arman one of y
r
. brethren – there 

is a civil ge[Ms. tear: “ntlem”]an for you. 

 y
rs
. [scrawl / scrawl] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 12th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 258; BLJ VIII 92) 

[To, / John Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
. M

o
. 12

d
. 1821 

D
r
 M

y
 

 Insert where they may seem apt – the inclosed addenda to the Letter on Bowles &
c
. they will 

come into the body of the letter if you consult any of your Utica where to place them. – If there is too 

much – or too harsh – or not intelligible &
c
. let me know – and I will alter or omit the portion pointed 

out. – – –  

 [scrawl] 

 

P.S. – Please to acknowledge all packets containing matters of print – by return of post – letters of 

mere convenance may wait your bibliopolar pleasure & leisure. – – – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, March 13th-16th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 258-62; BLJ VIII 92-5) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

 

Ravenna. Marzo 1821 – 

Dear Moray – 

 In my packet of the 12
th

 Instant – in the last sheet (not the half sheet) – last page – omit the 

sentence which (defining or attempting to define what and who are gentlemanly) begins – “I should 

say at least in life – that most military men have it & few naval – that several men of rank have it – & 

few lawyers &
c
. &

c
.” – – 

I say – omit the whole of that Sentence – because like the “Cosmogony or Creation of the World” in 

“the Vicar of Wakefield” – it is not much to the purpose. – 

In the Sentence above too – almost at the top of the same page – After the words “that there ever was 

or can be an Aristocracy of poets” – add – & insert – these words – – “I do not mean that they should 

write in the Style of the Song by a person of Quality – or parle Euphuism – but there is a Nobility of 

thought and expression to be found no less in 

 

1:2 

 

Shakespeare – Pope – and Burns – than in Dante and Alfieri – &
c
. &

c
.” & so on. – – 
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Or if you please – perhaps you had better omit the whole of the {latter} digression on the vulgar poets 

– and <and> insert only as far as the end of the Sentence upon Pope’s Homer – where I prefer it to 

Cowper’s – and quote D
r
. Clarke in favour of it’s accuracy. – – – – 

Upon all these points – take an opinion – take the Sense (or nonsense) of your learned visitants – and 

act thereby – I am very tractable – – in prose. – – 

Whether I have made out the case for Pope I know not – but I am very sure that I have been zealous in 

the attempt. – 

If it comes to the proofs – – we shall beat the Blackguards – I will show more imagery in twenty lines 

of Pope than in any equal length of quotation in English poesy – & that in 

 

1:3 

 

<a> places where they least expect it, – – <I mean> {for instance –} in his lines on Sporus
219

 – now – 

do just read them over – – – the subject is of no consequence – (whether it be Satire or Epic) we are 

talking of poetry and imagery – from Nature and Art. – 

 Now – mark – 

 the images separately & 

 arithmetically. – –  

 

1 The thing of Silk – 

2 Curd of Ass’s Milk 

3 The Butterfly – 

4 The Wheel – 

5 Bug with gilded wings. – 

6 Painted Child of dirt. – 

7 Whose <The> Buzz. <the witty &
c
.> 

8 Well=bred Spaniels – 

9 Shallow streams run dimpling 

10 Florid impotence. – 

11 Prompter – – Puppet squeaks – 

12 The Ear of Eve. –  

13 Familiar toad – . 

14 Half=froth, – half=venom, spits himself abroad. – 

15 Fop at the toilet – – 

16 Flatterer at the board 

17 Amphibious thing – 

                                                           
219: All B.’s quotations are from Pope, Epistle to Arbuthnot, 309-333: 
Yet let me flap this bug with gilded wings, 

This painted child of dirt, that stinks and stings; 

Whose buzz the witty and the fair annoys, 

Yet wit ne'er tastes, and beauty ne'er enjoys; 

So well-bred spaniels civilly delight 

In mumbling of the game they dare not bite. 

Eternal smiles his emptiness betray, 

As shallow streams run dimpling all the way. 

Whether in florid impotence he speaks, 

And, as the prompter breathes, the puppet squeaks; 

Or at the ear of Eve, familiar toad! 

Half-froth, half-venom, spits himself abroad,  

In puns or politics, or tales, or lies, 

Or spite, or smut, or rhymes, or blasphemies. 

His wit all see-saw, between that and this, 

Now high, now low, now master up, now miss, 

And he himself one vile antithesis. 

Amphibious thing! that, acting either part, 

The trifling head, or the corrupted heart, 

Fop at the toilet, flatterer at the board, 

Now trips a lady, and now struts a lord. 

Eve's tempter thus the Rabbins have express'd, 

A cherub's face, a reptile all the rest, 

Beauty that shocks you, parts that none will trust, 

Wit that can creep, and pride that licks the dust. 
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1:4 

 

18 Now trips a lady 

19 Now struts a Lord. – 

20 A Cherub’s face – 

20 A reptile all the rest. – 

22 <Eve’s tempter> The Rabbins – 

23 Pride that licks the dust. 

 

 “Beauty that shocks you – parts that none will trust 

 Wit that can creep – – and Pride that licks the dust.” 

 

Now is there a line of all the passage without the most forcible imagery? – (for his purpose) – look at 

the variety at the poetry – of the passage – – at the imagination – – there is <not> {hardly} a line <of 

all that passage> – from which a painting might not be made – and is. – 

But this is nothing in comparison with his higher passages in the Essay on Man – & many of his other 

poems – {serious & comic}. There never was such an unjust outcry in this world – as that which 

<xxxxd> these Scoundrels are trying against Pope. – – – – – 

―― 
In the letter to you upon Bowles &

c
. – insert these {which} follow (under the place {as a Note} where 

I am speaking of Dyer’s Gronger Hill – and the <forcing> {use} of artificial imagery in illustrating 

Nature)  “Corneille’s celebrated lines on Fortune – 

 

 “Et comme Elle a 1’éclat du Verre 

 Elle en <at> a la fragilitè.” 

 

are <another> a further [text curls up right-hand side of page:] instance of the noble use which may be 

made of artificial imagery, {&} quite equal to any taken from Nature. 

 

2:1 

 

2.) Ask M
r
. Gifford – if in the 5

th
. act of “the Doge” you could not contrive (where the Sentence of the 

Veil is past) to insert the following lines in M F’s answer. – – – 

 

 But let it be so. – It will be in vain – 

 The Veil which blackens o’er the blighted name 

 And hides – or seems to hide – these lineaments 

 Shall draw more Gazers than the thousand portraits 

 Which glitter round it in their painted <purple> {trappings} – 

 Your delegated Slaves – the people’s tyrants. –
220

 

 

Which will be best? 

painted trappings – 

or – 

pictured – purple – 

or – 

pictured trappings – 

or 

painted purple. – 

 

Perpend – and let me know. – – – 

I have not had any letter – from you – which I am anxious for; – to know whether 

 

2:1 

 

you have received my letters – and packets – the letter on Bowles’s Pope &
c
. &

c
. 

Let me hear from you. – 

                                                           
220: Marino Faliero, V i 500-5. 
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 y
rs
. truly 

  [scrawl] 

 

P.S. 

Upon public matters – here – I say little. – You will <know> {hear} soon enough of a general row 

throughout Italy. – – There never was a more foolish step than the Expedition to N.
221

 – by these 

fellows. – – – 

 

P.S. from Byron to John Murray, no date, 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; BLJ VIII 95) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre . / Inghilterra.] 

 

P.S. – I wish you to propose to Holmes the miniature painter to come out to me this spring. – – I will 

pay his expences – and any sum in reason. – – 

I wish him to take my daughter’s picture – (who is in a convent) and the Countess G’s. – and the head 

of a peasant Girl – which {latter} would make a study for Raphael. – It is a complete peasant face – 

but an Italian peasant’s – and quite in the Raphael Fornarina style. – – Her figure is tall, but rather 

large – and not at all comparable to her face – which is really superb. – She is <but> not seventeen and 

I am anxious to have her likeness while it lasts. – Madame G<u/>i is also very handsome – but it is 

quite in a different style – completely blonde and fair – very uncommon in Italy – yet not an English 

fairness but more like a Swede or a Norwegian. – Her figure too – part= [text curls vertically up right-

hand side:] =icularly the bust is uncommonly good. – – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 20th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; Smiles I 420-1; LJM 390-1) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / Poste restante / Ravenna / Italie] 

Albemarle Street 

March 20. 1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 The pamphlet on Bowles is deemed excellent & is to be published on Saturday – the note on 

Lady Montague though also very good, Mr Gifford recommends to be suppressed – The Letter about 

the Helespont will appear in the next London Magazine – The fatal death of its late editor, poor Scott 

<your>, in a Duel<el>, your Lordship will have read of – he has left a widow – a very superior Woman 

& two infant Children without a Shilling – <if y> A Committee of wch Sir Ja
s
 Mackintosh is the head 

& yr humble Servant the tale – are endeavouring to form a subscription for them & if you please I shall 

be glad to put your Lordships name down for £10 – 

 The Doge of Venice will now come out, with the Prophecy of dante at a most happy time when we 

are now just interested for Italy – nothing could be better – it is nearly worked off & will be out next 

week. 

 

1:2 

 

 I long to know what you propose to do will these wars – to which our lives may not see the End – for 

all Europe will mingle indiscriminately – bring you to England or will Lady Noels Death which they 

tell me from good authority must immediately take place – 

 By the way Hobhouse spoke to Lord Grey about the impropriety of allowing – a play not intended 

for performance to be Acted on the stage Earl Grey spoke to the Lord Chancellor – who said that he 

would grant an injunction – 

 We as yet can get no certain News from Italy – 

  I am my Lord 

   y
r
 faithful Servant 

    Jno Murray 

 

[1:3 blank; 1:4 contains address.] 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, March 23rd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135A; QII 597-8; BLJ VIII 95-7) 

                                                           
221: “Naples”. 
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[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird – – – / Messrs Ransom & Co. / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre 

/ Inghilterra] 

R
a
. March 23

d
. 1821. 

My Dear Douglas/ 

 I shall consent to nothing of the kind. – Our good friends must have the goodness to 

“bide a wee”. – – One of these events must occur. – Lady Noel – will die or Lady B – or myself. – In 

the first case they will be paid out of the incoming – in the second my property will be so far liberated 

(the offspring being a daughter) as to leave <the> a surplus to cover more than any outstanding present 

debts; in the third – my executors will of course see their claims liquidated. – – But as to my parting at 

this present with a thousand guineas – I wonder if you take me for an Atheist – to make me so 

unchristian a proposition. – – It is true that I have reduced my expences <to> in that line – – but I have 

had others to encounter. – On getting to <land> {dry land} – I have had to buy carriages – & some new 

horses – and to furnish my house – for here you find only walls no furnished apartments – it is not the 

Custom. – Besides – though 

 

1:2 

 

I do not subscribe to <liberate> liquidate the sum of two thousand pounds for a man of twenty 

thousand a year – nor write me down a contribution to the {English} radical societies – yet wherever I 

find a poor man suffering for his opinions – and there are many such in this country – I always let him 

have a shilling out of a guinea. – You speak with some facetiousness of the Huns – &c. – – wait till the 

play is played out. – Whatever happens – no tyrant nor tyranny – nor barbarian Army shall ever make 

me change my tone – or thoughts or actions – or alter anything but my temper. – – 

I say so now – as I said so then – now that they are at their butcher=work – as before when they were 

merely preparing for it. – – – – – – – – – 

As to Murray – I presume that you forwarded my letters – – I acquiesce in what you say about the 

arrangement with him – but not at all in the appropriation of the fee. – Let me see it in circulars 

 

1:3 

 

and then I will tell you whether I will pay them away or no. – – You must have a very bad opinion of 

my principles to hint at such a thing. – – 

If you pay any thing – pay them the interest – provided it is not above a hundred & fifty pounds. – You 

persuaded me to give those bonds – & now you see the consequence. – It would have been better to 

have stood a suit at [Ms. tear: “law”]. – At the worst – Rochdale will always in any case bring enough 

to cover the bonds <debt> – and they may seize and sell it for anything I care. – I have had more 

trouble than profit with it. – As to Lady Noel – what you say of her declining health – would be very 

well to any one else – but the way to be immortal (I mean not to die at all) is to have me for your heir. 

– I recommend you to put me in your will – & you will see that (as long as I live at least) – you will 

never even catch cold. – – I have written to you twice or thrice lately – and so on. – 

 

1:4 [above address:] 

 

I could give you some curious and interesting details on things here – but they open all letters – and I 

have no wish to gratify any curiosity – except that of my friends & gossips. – Some day or other when 

we meet (if we meet) I will make your hair stand on end – & 

 

[below address:] 

 

Hobhouse’s wig (does he wear one still) start from its frame – & leave him under bare poles. – There is 

one thing which I wish particularly to propose {to you patriots} – & yet it can’t be – without this letter 

went in a balloon – and as Incledon says “thaut’s impossible”
 222

 – Let me hear from you – – and as 

good news as you can send in that agreeable soft conciliatory style of y
rs
. [long scrawl] 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, March 24th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

[The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna] 

        Venice 24 March 1821 

                                                           
222: Isaac Bickerstaff, Love in a Village. 
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My dear Lord 

 At length I have been able to meet with a person who has made me, not a translation, but an 

abstract of the observations which accompany the German translation of Manfred. To me these 

observations were always unintelligible, and I doubt you will think they must be so to every one from 

the idea you will now be able to acquire {of them} from the present abstract the author of which, a 

German assured me that it required a true german patience and application to understand it. – I avail 

myself of Rotondo’s departure for Ravenna to requit myself of this longstanding debt; and I trust if 

from what you will now comprehend of them you think these observations were ever worth translating 

{at all,} you will ascribe to my inability rather than to any 

 

1:2 

 

unwillingness to oblige you the delay which has occurred in performing it – 

 The English travellers begin like the swallows to make their appearance here after the late 

long winter, and are generally disappointed at not finding you among the Lions of the place. For my 

own part much as I lament your absence I cannot but think you fortunate in not being here at this 

moment: the triumph of our tyrants is more cruel & oppressive than even their leading yoke [–] 

Heaven send it may one day break their necks – Adieu my dear Lord 

     Believe me ever 

      your faithful Serv
t
 

       R.B.Hoppner 
 

Claire Clairmont to Byron, from Florence, March 24th 1821, and Byron to Richard Belgrave 

Hoppner, from Ravenna, April 3rd 1821: 

(Source: both texts from B.L.Egerton 2332 ff.5-6; Stocking I 163-5 and BLJ VIII 97) 

 

Claire writes: 

 

I have just received the letter which announces the putting Allegra into a Convent
223 

– Before I 

quitted Geneva you promised me verbally it is true that my child whatever its sex should never be 

away from one of its parents. This promise originated in my being afflicted at your idea of placing 

it under the protection of M
rs

. Leigh. This promise is violated, not only slightly but in a mode 

<to> <the> <mo> and by a conduct most intolerable to my feeling of love for Allegra. It has been 

my desire & my practice to interfere with you as little as possible but were I silent <on the> now 

you would adopt this as an argument against me at some future period. I therefore represent to 

you that the putting Allegra <m> at her years into a Convent away from any relation is to me a 

serious & deep affliction. Since you first gave the hint of your design, I have been at some pains 

to enquire into their system and I find that the state of the children is nothing less than most 

miserable – I see no reason to believe that Convents are better regulated at Ravenna, a secondary 

out of the way town of the Roman States than at Florence the capital of Tuscany.
224

 Every 

traveller & writer upon Italy joins in condemning them, which would be alone sufficient 

testimony without adverting to the state of ignorance & profligacy of the Italian women, all pupils 

of Convents.
225

 They are bad <wifes> {wives} & most unnatural mothers, licentious & ignorant 

they are the dishonour & unhappiness of society. This then, with every advantage in your power, 

of wealth, of friends, is the education you have chosen for your daughter: This step will procure to 

you an innumerable addition of enemies & of blame, for it can be regarded but in one light <but> 

by the virtuous of whatever sect or denomination. Allegra’s misfortune in being condemned by 

her father to a life of ignorance & degradation, in being deprived of the advantages <of her birth 

as a native> <which> {which} the belonging to the most enlightened country in the world entitle 

her to, and of the protection & friendship of her parents friends <by the adoption of a religion> 

(so essential to the well-being of a child in her desolate situation) by the adoption of a {different} 

religion and {of an} education known to be contemptible will be received by the world as a 

perfect fulfillment on your part of all the censures passed upon you. How will Lady Byron 

<hitherto on the watch for your motions in a> never yet justified for her conduct towards you be 

soothed & rejoice in the honorable safety of herself & child, and all the world be bolder to praise 

her prudence, my unhappy Allegra furnishing the <xxxxxxx> <xx> <xxxxx> {condemning} 

                                                           
223: B. had placed Allegra in the convent at Bagnacavallo on March 21st 1821. 

224: The convent at Bagnacavallo provided Allegra with a loving environment. But C.C. was not to know that. 

225: It’s not clear that C.C. knows Teresa Guiccioli to have been convent-bred. 
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<xxxxx> evidence. I alone, misled by love to believe you good, trusted to you, & now I reap the 

fruits. 

 I do not describe my feelings of sorrow that this is to be Allegra’s destiny because I know 

what an excitement it would be to you, to continue and if possible to augment the burthen. But I 

entreat you to retract this step, if not for her sake, at least for your own. Be assured that no 

reasons can be found to justify this measure. If you doubt that passion may hinder my judging 

rightly about it, take the opinion of M
rs

 Hoppner, a lad y every way worthy your attention. Her 

great knowledge of the world will ensure you <in> the most safe and laudable conduct to be 

pursued with regard to Allegra’s education and I feel so much confidence in her goodness & 

sound judgement that I should submit to her decision with the greatest pleasure. 

 I resigned Allegra to you that she might be benefitted by advantages which I could not give 

her. It was natural for me to expect that yo ur  daughter would become an object of affection and 

would receive an education becoming the child of an english nobleman. Since however you are 

indifferent to her, or that the purity of your principles does not allow you to cherish a natural 

child, I entreat you as an act of justice to allow the following scheme to {be} put into execution 

that Allegra may <receive> {have} the benefits her mother can procure to her. I propose to place 

her at my own expense in one of the very best english boarding schools where if she is deprived 

of the happiness of a home & paternal cares, she at least would receive an english education <th> 

which would enable her after many years of painful & unprotected childhood to be benefitted by 

the kindness & affections of her parents’ friends. This school shall be chosen by your own friends, 

I will see <and> {her only as} often as <you> {they} <will settle> shall decide because I hope to 

induce you by this sacrifice of myself to yield the child to proper hands. By adopting this plan, 

you will save your credit and also the expence; <all> anxiety for her safety & well being need 

never trouble you; you will become as free as if you had no such tie. I entreat you earnestly not to 

be obdurate on this point: believe me in putting Allegra into a convent to ease yourself of the 

trouble and to hurt me in my affection for her, you have done almost a greater injury to yourself, 

than to me or her. So blind is hatred! I have already mentioned the evil to your reputation, besides 

which in separating her from you at this early age her attachment is weakened, and the difference 

of religion added to the evil stories concerning {you,} will in <some> a few years more 

completely alienate her from you. Such is the miserable & unsatisfactory state, produced by this 

step to all three – To none does it <produce> {procure} one atom of advantage or pleasure. I add 

another remark upon this Convent scheme – If it is a place suited to Allegra why need you pay a 

double pension to ensure <yo> her a proper treatment & attention. This little fact, coming from 

yourself, says every thing in condemnation of the plan. 

 I know not how to address you in terms fit to awaken acquiescence to the above requests: 

yet neither do I know why you should doubt the wisdom & propriety of what I propose, seeing 

that I have never with regard to Allegra sought any thing but her advantage, even at the price of 

total unhappiness to myself. “My heart” – to use the words of an author, “is rather wise because it 

loves much, than because it knows much”
226

 and the great affection I feel for her makes me to 

arrive at the knowledge of what is her good, almost as it were  <instinctiv> instinctively. I pray 

you to allow yourself to be advised on this point, and I mention Mad— Hoppner because she is 

<friendily friendally> {friendlily} disposed towards you and enabled by her situation to judge 

fairly what <a> <xxx> <xxx> difference exists between an Italian & english education. 

 You would have had this <mx> letter much sooner, but that I was absent at Florence 

when <y> the letter from Ravenna arrived at Pisa: they not willing to annoy me when on a visit, 

kept it some time, but as my stay <was> became longer sent it to me. I beg you will address to 

Pisa as usual, to which city I return in another week – I cannot say how anxiously I expect your 

answer; since I read the letter I have <not> not had a moment’s content, fearing to allow myself 

ease, lest Allegra should be suffering from neglect. Nor can I be happy untill some plan is 

decided upon of a real advantage to her. I am desirous also of knowing how far Bagnacavallo is 

from Ravenna and if on the sea-coast: also whether Allegra is entered only for a short time, or 

for a fixed period. The answer to these questions is of the greatest importance to me. Again I 

entreat you to yield, so that we may both be easy <up> about her: I not suffering from anxiety 

& injury nor you from <my> the contention in your breast of hatred & pride, which my 

entreaties awaken. I know that expressions of affection & friendship only exasperate you, yet I 

cannot help wishing you as much happiness as you inflict <miser injust in> an unjust misery 

upon me. Then indeed you would be blessed. 

           Claire 

                                                           
226: C.C. paraphrases Luke 7, 47: “Her sins, which are many, are forgiven, for she loved much: but to whom little 

is forgiven, the same loveth little.” She may have known B.’s familiarity with the Bible. 
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Florence. March 24
th

. 1821 

 

Byron adds inverted on bottom of final page: 

 

D
r
. Hoppner. – The moral part of this letter upon the Italians &

c
. comes with an excellent grace from 

the writer now living with a man & his wife – and having planted a child in the {N} Foundling &
c
. – 

with regard to the rest of the letter – you know as well as any one how far it is or is not correct – 

 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 27th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 394-5) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie // arrived: Forli 12 April] 

London March 27 

1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 Yours of the 1
st
 March –  & a later one of the 3

rd
 – have reached me, the latter half an 

hour ago – the first contained an addit
l
 stanza Stanza to Juan – & the Letter from Balfour, from Gifford 

– I will make enquiry about the man before I send the £20 to him – I gave your love to Sir Walter who 

reciprocates with the most faithful steady warmth – I sent the addition to the Letter, without reading it 

to the printer for the Letter was advertised for publication this day & was on the point of issuing – It is 

very gratifying to me to be able to say that Gifford, Scott, Merivale Sotheby, Morritt  other few who 

have seen it consider it admirably done – Your prose is in the very happiest & most original taste & 

Style & you have in the most lively & convincing & gentlemanly manner completely proved your 

point – Indeed yr prose is excellent – the Preface to the Doge equally in good taste – I am not sorry for 

this 

 

1:2 

 

elegant tract’s preceeding by a few Days the Doge – I got all the</ir> fair Sheets compleat on Saturday 

of this Tragedy – I was alone on Sunday & devoted my quiet to it – and I assure you I could not stop 

until I had finished it – it is monstrously fine & very interesting – The Doge is admirably portrayed & 

his Wife perfectly original & beautiful – I account for a little disappointment in my first & second 

reading from the peculiar expectations which I had previously conceived of it as a Tragedy – I now 

read it as a Poem & have been compleatly delighted – I shall launch it wth the fullest confidence that it 

will weather the Storm of any Criticism & as being fully worthy of you – besides its whole tone & 

character – discovers a new Vein in your Genius – I shall long to get some fair opinion of it to send 

you from the public – I believe I told you that Gifford desired me to tell you how very highly he 

estimates your Prose – & he always dwells 

 

1:3 

 

with delight upon the unrivalled purity of the Blank Verse of this Tragedy – 

 Gifford does not agree in your estimation of the <English> Hints from Horace – but I will print it – 

Don Juan 3 – 4 – 5 – in one Vol – & Pulci – Dante – Horace in another – & let the float on the Waters 

of Public Opinion. 

 I send a parcel with Waverley &c I will be glad to have your Lordships opinion of Lord 

Waldegrave? How like you Kenilworth? 

 I am afraid that M
r
 Rogers will be sadly mortified at the notice of him in the pamphlet & I would 

gladly have omitted the “Venerable” & Nestor if I had dared – perhaps in subsequent editions you will 

give countervailing praise – he has just been here & taken it in his pocket odds Squibs & Crackers – I 

am convinced that your Tragedy is beautiful – 

 Ever Dearest Sir 

  yr Lordships obliged & 

   faithful Servant 

    Jno. Murray 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, April 3rd 1821 (b): 

(Source: LJ V 262-5; QII 598-9; BLJ VIII 97-8) 

Ravenna, April 3
d
. 1821 
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My dear Hoppner – Thanks for the translation.
227

 I have sent you some books which I not know 

whether you have read or not – you need not return them in any case. – I enclose you also a letter from 

Pisa – on the usual subject – not to trouble you as “umpire” as the person desires – but to enable you to 

judge whether I do or not deserve such a piece of objurgation. I have neither spared trouble nor 

expense in the care of the child – and she was now four years old complete – and quite above the 

control of the Servants – and as a man living without any woman at the head of his house – cannot 

much attend to a nursery, <as is necessary> – I had no resource but to place her for a time (at a high 

pension too) in the convent of Bagna-Cavalli (twelve miles off) where the air is good and where she 

will at least have her learning advanced – & her morals and religion inculcated. – I had also another 

reason – things were and are in such a state here – that I had no reason to look upon my own personal 

safety as particularly insurable – and thought the infant best out of harm’s way, for the present. – – 

You know (perhaps more than I do) that to allow the Child to be with her mother – & with them & 

their principles – would be <like> absolute insanity – if not worse – that even her health would not be 

attended to properly – to say nothing of the Indecorum. – It is also fit that I should add that I by no 

means intended nor intend to give a natural child an English education, because with the disadvantages 

of her birth her after settlement would be doubly difficult. – Abroad – with a fair foreign education – 

and a portion of five or six thousand pounds – she might and may marry very respectably – in England 

such a dowry would be a pittance – while <out of it> elsewhere it is a fortune. – – It is besides my wish 

that she should be a R[oma]
n
 Catholic – which I look upon as the best religion as it is assuredly the 

oldest of the various branches of Christianity. – – I have now [? “not” ?] explained my notions as to the 

place where she now is – it is the best I could find for the present – but I have no prejudices in its 

favour. Of “the promise made at Geneva” of which this person speaks I have no recollection – nor can 

I conceive it possible to have been entered into – when the child was yet unborn – & might never have 

been born at all. – – You recollect also (entre nous for I have not mentioned as you will perceive by the 

letter) the pretty story you told me of what occurred at Naples which I see no reason to doubt in the 

main points – though Elise might not relate all accurately. – My best respects to M
rs
. Hoppner – and to 

our acquaintances. – – I do not speak of politics because it seems a hopeless subject – as long as those 

scoundrels are to be permitted to bully states out of their independence. – Believe me, 

 yrs ever & truly 

 

 P.S. – There is a report here of a change in France; but with what truth is not yet known. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 10th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4136A) 

[à Milord / Milord Byron / à son Hotel / Ravenna / Italie] 

London April 10
th

 1821 

My dear Byron, 

 Your Lordship is so mysterious that I shall feel very anxious should my unusually long 

interval elapse without some evidence under your own hand appearing of your well-being – up to the 

23
d
 at least the Huns were flourishing in Italy – you may conceive <in> how low we are disposed to 

rate Macaroni Patriots – Hobhouse wears no wig – But by dint of my recipe (the yolk of a fresh Egg 

well rubbed in), he has both purified & beautified his natural excrement – Do you know that Rogers 

cuts Hobhouse, conceiving that to his radical suggestions he is indebted for the word venerable you 

have affix’d to his hospitality {in your Bowleian letter} – , – I shall purloin one hundred & fifty 

Pounds from your fee, when I get it, to be applied in payment of the interest on your Bonds – The 

creditors are ulti= 

 

1:2 

 

=mately secure enough – and if the Scamp Claughton paid his debt, we should have wherewithall to 

keep down the interest, till Providence released Lady Noel – You understand distinctly that I am 

merely passive on the subject of the Fee for your M.S.S. in M
r
 Murray’s hands – and I am to expect 

<&> payment from him whenever I see a publication – of the fee I shall secure £150; but will not 

apply it unless I have a letter from you confirming it – I applaud the deed
228

 – But would not tease you 

into what you might repent – But I think you can spare so much – Notwithstanding I give you credit 

for knowing how to dispose of double your income, well – I always reckon’d your charity – a saving 

virtue – But I did not subscribe to Burdett’s fine – I have written to you frequently lately – Our funds 

have had a somerset – But they are up again – I do not fear their relapse – your 

                                                           
227: Of the German account of Manfred. 

228: Shakespeare, Macbeth, III ii 46 . 
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1:3 

 

friend Wedderburn Webster has been kicking up a show now in order, as it is said, to make Lord 

Petersham pay for gallivanting with the [  ]’s wife – But it has fail’d – The man & his wife are laugh’d 

at – & Petersham is talk’d of – & so endeth the chapter – He caught them in a Hackney Coach – having 

known the whole intercourse for above a twelvemonth – Lady Noel is decidedly unwell – ailing – very 

ailing – cannot last – Our opera is still without the Sig[Ms. tear: “nora”] Arpalice – The Signor 

Curioni arrived yesterday – But as he says his Sposa is coming in two or three days I defer my first 

visit until she comes – 

 You have raised my – curiosity – 

   Believe me My dear Byron 

    Yours faithfully 

    Douglas Kinnaird 

 

Lega Zambelli and Byron to Giovanni Battista Missiaglia, from Ravenna, April 13th 1821: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VIII 98) 

[Al Sig.
re

 Gio: Batta Missiaglia / all’ Apollo / Venezia] 

 

Zambelli writes: 
 

Venezia Sig.r Gio: Battă Missiaglia  

        Ravenna 13. aprile 1821 

Vi confermo l’ultima mia del 3. cor.
te
 inviatavi a mezzo del Professore chirurgo Dentista Sig.

r
 

Rotondo, e vi prevengo, che quind’inanzi, quando vi occorra di dover spedire al Nobile Lord qualche 

cosa, la indirizziate direttamente a me, senza prevalervi di questo Libraio Collina col quale non si 

vuole aver più, che fare in alcun modo, e per qualsivoglia cosa vi avviso vi serva di norma nell’atto, 

che passo al piacere di salutarvi a tutti. 

         Lega Zambelli 

P.S. Continua tuttavia nel Nob. Lord la dispiacenza 

 per l’avvenuta distruzione della Polvere 

 

Translation (by Valeria Vallucci): 

 

Venice Mr Giovanni Battista Missiaglia 

        Ravenna 13th April 1821 

I confirm my last letter sent on 3rd of this month via the Professor surgeon Dentist Mr Rotondo, and I 

inform you that, from now on, whenever you need to send something to the Noble Lord, address it 

directly to me, without availing yourself of this Bookseller Collina, with whom we want nothing to do 

in any way and for anything, I advise you to use this as a rule when proceeding. I now have the 

pleasure of sending greetings to all. 

      Lega Zambelli 

P.S. The Noble Lord, however, is still displeased by 

the destruction of the Powder that occurred 

 

Byron concludes: 

 

Dear Sir 

Collina is a damned Scoundrel who has cheated me of several scudi. – In case this opinion may be of 

service to you in y
r
. future dealings with him – I send it <to you>. – 

 y
rs
 very truly 

  B[scrawl] 

Lord Byron 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, April 17th 1821: 

(Source: text from 1922 II 168-9, dated April 16th; Jones II 283-4) 

Pisa, April 16 [for 17], 1821. 

My dear Lord Byron 
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 On my return from a tour in this neighbourhood, I find your letter,
229

 which has therefore remained 

unanswered. 

I think I mentioned to you before that I never see any of Clare’s letters to you. I can easily believe, 

however, that they are sufficiently provoking, and that her views respecting Allegra are unreasonable. 

Mary, no less than myself, is perfectly convinced of your conduct towards Allegra having been most 

irreproachable, and we entirely agree in the necessity, under existing circumstances, of the placing her 

in a convent near to yourself. I think you ought to consider Clare’s opposition to this, if she makes any, 

as the result of a misguided maternal affection, which is to be pitied, while we condemn.
230

 I have not 

shown her your letter. Surely it is better to avoid causes of irritation, though the only ill-effect should 

be to torment the person who feels it. I need not say what pleasure it would give me to hear from you 

on this, or any other subject. Mary unites with me also in expressions of the greatest interest for 

Allegra; and if circumstances should ever occur, to induce you to change your present plans respecting 

her, she intreats you to believe that she is most anxious to shew it. 

 I see by the papers that you have published a tragedy on the subject of which you spoke when I saw 

you at Venice.
231

 I have not yet seen it, though I am most anxious to observe this new phasis of your 

power. The last work of yours I have seen is “Don Juan”, in the poetical parts of which you seem to 

have equalled the finest passages in your former poems; except the curse in “Manfred”, the stanzas in 

Chillon in the 3rd, and the address to Ocean, in the 4th Canto of “Childe Harold”. You have now 

arrived about at the age at which those eternal poets, of whom we have authentic accounts, have ever 

begun their supreme poems; –considering all their others, however transcendent, as the steps, 

scaffolding, the exercise which may sustain and conduct them to their great work. If you are inferior to 

these, it is not in genius, but industry and resolution. Oh, that you would subdue yourself to the great 

task of building up a poem containing within itself the germs of a permanent relation to the present, 

and to all succeeding ages!
232

 

 Young Keats, whose “Hyperion” showed so great a promise, died lately at Rome
233

 from the 

consequences of breaking a blood-vessel, in paroxysms of despair at the contemptuous attack on his 

book in the Quarterly Review.
234

 Adieu. Mary unites with me in best regards. 

      Yours most faithfully, 

P. B. Shelley. 

 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, April 21st 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc. 12604 / 4160E; LJ V 265-6; BLJ VIII 99) 

The address is enormous, taking up most of a 36 x 24cm sheet. 

[To, / John Murray Esq
re

 / 50 Albemarle 

Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 
 

Ravenna. April 21
st
. 

1821 

Illustrious Moray – 

 I enclose you another letter on “Bowles”. – But I premise that it is not like the former 

– and I am not at all [Ms. tear: “{sure}”] how much – if any of it – should be published. Upon this 

point you can consult with M
r
. Gifford – and think twice before you publish it at all. – Pray send me 

some more pounds weight of Soda powders – – I drink them in Summer by dozens. 

 y
rs
. truly 

  B. 

 

P.S. 

 You may make my subscription to M
r
. Scott’s widow &

c
. thirty instead of the proposed ten pounds 

– but do not put down my name – put down N. B. only – The reason is, that I have mentioned him in 

the enclosed pamphlet – it would look indelicate. – 

                                                           
229: The letter has not survived. 

230: Sh. is being politic. He and M.S. felt deeply for Clare’s maternal instinct, and would not have approved 

Allegra’s being sent to the convent. 

231: Sh. hears incorrectly. Marino Faliero was not published until April 21st 1821. 

232: B. would answer that he has started such a work, in Don Juan. 

233: Keats died on February 23rd 1821. 

234: This is the fantasy upon which Adonais is based. See also Don Juan X, stanza 60. 
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I would give more – but my disappointments of last year – about Rochdale – and the transfer from the 

funds – render me {more} economical for the present. –  

 

P.S. 2
d
. 

 By next post I will send you the threatening Italian trash alluded to in the enclosed letter – – 

You can make a note of it for the page alluding to the subject – I had not room for it in this cover – nor 

time. – – 

 

[inverted, parallel to enormous address:]: Mr. M. is requested to acknowledge the receipt of this 

packet by return of post – by way of Calais – as quickest. – – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, April 24th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 397) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / Poste Restante / Italie // arrived: Forli 10 May] 

April 24 – 1821 

My Lord 

 I have waited to see what effect Your Letter would produce and the four inclosures are the result. 

 I have received the additions & have forwarded them with a Printed Answer with Copies of the 

Doge in a parcel – 

 The Doge is admired beyon my most sanguine as P
r
 my re cantation Letter I expected – 

 I have just come to town to prevent Elliston from Acting the Tragedy & tomorrow hope to succeed 

– on Friday 

 

1:4 [2 and 3 have the address] 

 

You shall hear – if you had <N/>written nothing but this Tragedy you would be where you now are 

 Most truly yr Lordships 

  faithful Ser
t
 

   Jno Murray 

 

From Hobhouse’s diary: Wednesday April 25th 1821: Rode into City – made calls – dined with 

Burdett. Chauntrey
235

 the sculptor and Cline the surgeon there – the latter very silent, but told us he 

had often seen Garrick. Garrick’s voice was wonderfully clear – sounded loud off the stage, but natural 

on the stage. 

 Chauntrey, Kinnaird and I went to Drury Lane Theatre, where they had acted
236

 Marino Faliero in 

defiance of an injunction procured this morning from the Lord Chancellor by Murray, who dispensed 

handbills to that effect in the house. The play succeeded, some say, but [the] Times called it a cold 

reception.
237

 I was introduced to Elliston,
238

 who talked loud to Kinnaird, and was on perfectly easy 

terms with him.
239

 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, April 26th 1821: 

(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4747; LJ V 269-71; LJ V 269-71; BLJ VIII 102-3) 

[To, / John Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Byron has second thoughts about Keats (this letter was sold to T.J.Wise by John Murray in 

January 1932). 

R
a
 April 26

th
. 1821. 

Dear Moray. – 

 I sent you by last postis a large packet – which will not do for publication (I suspect) being as 

the Apprentices say – “damned low”. – I put off also for a week or two sending the Italian Scrawl 

which will form a <n/>Note to it. – The reason is that letters being opened I wish to “bide a wee” – – – 

Well have you published the trag[edy].? and does the letter take? – – 

                                                           
235: “Chantry” (Ms.) 

236: Not the pluperfect, but meaning “caused to be acted”. 

237: If H. saw B.’s tragedy acted this night, his failure to record his own opinion, or to describe the show at all, is 

very disappointing. 

238: Robert William Elliston (1774-1831), actor-manager. 

239: The implication is that Elliston, a mere theatre man, has no right to talk easily to Kinnaird, brother of a 

baronet. 
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Is it true – what Shelley writes me that poor John Keats died at Rome of the Quarterly Review? I am 

{very} sorry for it – though I think he took the wrong line as a poet – and was spoilt by Cockneyfying 

and Surburbing – and versifying Tooke’s Pantheon and Lempriere’s Dictionary – – – 

 

1:2 

 

I know by experience that a savage review is Hemlock to a sucking author – and the one on me – 

(which produced the English Bards &
c
.) knocked me down – but I got up again. – Instead of bursting a 

blood=vessel – I drank three bottles of Claret – and began an answer – finding that there was nothing 

in the Article for which I could lawfully knock Jeffrey on the head in an honourable way. – However I 

would not be the person who wrote the homicidal article – for all the honour & glory in the World, – 

though I by <no> no means approve of that School of Scribbling – which it treats upon. – – 

You see the Italians here made a sad business of it. – All owing to treachery and disunion amongst 

themselves. – It has given me great vexation – The Execrations heaped upon the Neapolitans by the 

other Italians are 

 

1:3 

 

quite in Unison with those of the rest of Europe. – – – – – – – 

M
rs
. Leigh writes that Lady No=ill is getting well again. – See what it is to have luck in this world. – I 

hear that Rogers is not pleased with being called “venerable – a pretty fellow – if <he/>I had thought 

{that} he would have been so absurd – I should have spoken of him as defunct – as he really is. – Why 

betwixt the years he really lived – and those he has been dead – Rogers has been upon the Earth 

seventy three years and upwards as I have proved in a postscript of my letter {by this post} to M
r
. 

Kinnaird. – – – 

Let me hear from you – and send me some Soda=powders for the Summer dilution. – Write soon. – 

yours ever & truly 

B 

 

P.S. – Your {latest} packet of books is on it’s way here but not arrived. 

Kenilworth excellent.
240

 – Thanks for the pocket=books of 

 

1:4 

 

which I have made presents – to those ladies who like cuts – and landscapes and all that; I have got an 

Italian book or two which I should like to send you if I had an opportunity. – – – 

I am not at present in the very highest health. Spring probably – so I have lowered my diet – and taken 

to Epsom Salts. As you say my “prose” is good – why don’t you treat with Moore for the {reversion of 

the} Memoirs – conditionally – recollect – not to {be} published before decease. – He has the 

permission to dispose of them and I advised him to do so. – 

 

April 21st 1821: Marino Faliero and The Prophecy of Dante published. 

 

Byron to Percy Bysshe Shelley, from Ravenna, April 26th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 458-9; LJ V 266-9; QII 601-2; BLJ VIII 103-4) 

Prompted by Shelley, Byron re-thinks Keats again. 

Ravenna, April 26. 1821. 

 The child continues doing well, and the accounts are regular and favourable. It is gratifying to me 

that you and Mrs. Shelley do not disapprove of the step which I have taken, which is merely 

temporary. 

 I am very sorry to hear what you say of Keats—is it actually true? I did not think criticism had 

been so killing. Though I differ from you essentially in your estimate of his performances, I so much 

abhor all unnecessary pain, that I would rather he had been seated on the highest peak of Parnassus 

than have perished in such a manner. Poor fellow! though with such inordinate self-love he would 

probably have not been very happy. I read the review of “Endymion” in the Quarterly. It was severe,—

but surely not so severe as many reviews in that and other journals upon others. 

 I recollect the effect on me of the Edinburgh on my first poem; it was rage, and resistance, and 

redress—but not despondency nor despair. I grant that those are not amiable feelings; but, in this world 

                                                           
240: Scott’s novel was published in 1821. 
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of bustle and broil, and especially in the career of writing, a man should calculate upon his powers of 

resistance before he goes into the arena. 

 

  ‘Expect not life from pain nor danger free, 

  Nor deem the doom of man reversed for thee.’
241

 

 

 You know my opinion of that second-hand school of poetry. You also know my high opinion of 

your own poetry,—because it is of no school. I read Cenci—but, besides that I think the subject 

essentially undramatic, I am not an admirer of our old dramatists, as models. I deny that the English 

have hitherto had a drama at all. Your Cenci, however, was a work of power, and poetry. As to my 

drama, pray revenge yourself upon it, by being as free as I have been with yours. 

 I have not yet got your Prometheus, which I long to see. I have heard nothing of mine, and do not 

know that it is yet published. I have published a pamphlet on the Pope controversy, which you will not 

like. Had I known that Keats was dead—or that he was alive and so sensitive—I should have omitted 

some remarks upon his poetry, to which I was provoked by his attack upon Pope, and my 

disapprobation of his own style of writing. 

 You want me to undertake a great poem—I have not the inclination nor the power. As I grow 

older, the indifference—not to life, for we love it by instinct—but to the stimuli of life, increases. 

Besides, this late failure of the Italians has latterly disappointed me for many reasons,—some public, 

some personal. My respects to Mrs. S. 

         Yours ever. 

          B 

 

P.S. Could not you and I contrive to meet this summer? Could not you take a run here alone? 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, April 28th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 461-2; LJ V 271-2; QII 602-3; BLJ VIII 104-5) 

Ravenna, April 28. 1821. 

You cannot have been more disappointed than myself, nor so much deceived. I have been so at some 

personal risk also, which is not yet done away with. However, no time nor circumstances shall alter my 

tone nor my feelings of indignation against tyranny triumphant. The present business has been as much 

a work of treachery as of cowardice,—though both may have done their part. If ever you and I meet 

again, I will have a talk with you upon the subject. At present, for obvious reasons, I ran write but 

little, as all letters are opened. In mine they shall always find my sentiments, but nothing that can lead 

to the oppression of others. 

 You will please to recollect that the Neapolitans are nowhere now more execrated than in Italy, 

and not blame a whole people for the vices of a province. That would be like condemning Great 

Britain because they plunder wrecks in Cornwall. 

 And now let us be literary;—a sad falling off, but it is always a consolation. If ‘Othello’s 

occupation be gone,’
242

 let us take to the next best; and, if we cannot contribute to make mankind more 

free and wise, we may amuse ourselves and those who like it. What are you writing? I have been 

scribbling at intervals, and Murray will be publishing about now. 

 Lady Noel has, as you say, been dangerously ill; but it may console you to learn that she is 

dangerously well again. 

 I have written a sheet or two more of Memoranda for you; and I kept a little Journal for about a 

month or two, till I had filled the paper-book. I then left it off, as things grew busy, and, afterwards, too 

gloomy to set down without a painful feeling. This I should be glad to send you, if I had an 

opportunity; but a volume, however small, don’t go well by such posts as exist in this Inquisition of a 

country. 

 I have no news. As a very pretty woman
243

 said to me a few nights ago, with the tears in her eyes, 

as she sat at the harpsichord, ‘Alas! the Italians must now return to making operas.’ I fear that and 

maccaroni are their forte, and ‘motley their only wear.’ However, there are some high spirits among 

them still. Pray write. And believe me, &c. 

 

My Dictionary, May 1821 

(Source: NLS Acc.12604 / 4057; LJ V 403-7; QII 603-6; BLJ VIII 105-8) 

                                                           
241: Johnson, The Vanity of Human Wishes, ll.155-6. 

242: Shakespeare, Othello III iii 361. 

243: Teresa Guiccioli. 
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My Dictionary and Detached Thoughts are both written in a leather-bound note book of white 

wove paper, the pages of which are 18 x 25cm. Byron has numbered the pages up to 199, 

although he has only written on 159 (ten for My Dictionary, 149 for Detached Thoughts). The 

paper on the blank pages is in pristine condition after nearly two centuries. 

 

Ravenna. May 1
st
. 1821. 

Amongst various journals – memoranda – diaries – &
c
. – which I have kept in the course of my living 

– I began one about three months ago – & <be> carried it on till I had filled one paper=book (thinnish) 

– and two sheets or so of another. – I then left off partly – because I thought we should have some 

business here – and I had furbished up my arms – & got my apparatus ready for taking a turn with the 

Patriots – having my drawers full of their proclamations – oaths – and resolutions – and my lower 

rooms of {their} hidden weapons of most calibres <xxx=xxxx Musquetry> – – and partly because I 

had filled my paper book. – – 

But the Neapolitans have betrayed themselves & all the World – & those who would have given their 

blood for Italy can now only give her their tears. – 

 

[2] 

 

2) Some day or other – if dust holds together – I have been enough in the Secret (at least in this part of 

the country) to cast perhaps some little light upon the atrocious treachery which has replunged Italy 

into Barbarism. – At present I have neither the time nor the temper. – However – the real Italians are 

not to blame – merely the scoundrels at the Heel of the Boot – which the Hun now wears & will 

trample them to ashes {with} for their Servility. – 

I have risked myself with the others here and how far I may or may not be compromised is a problem 

at this moment some of them like “Craigengelt” would “tell all – & more than all to save 

themselves”
244

 but come what may the cause was a glorious one – though it reads at present as if the 

Greeks had run away from Xer= 

 

[3] 

 

=xes.
245

 – – Happy the few who have only to reproach themselves with believing that these rascals 

were less “rascaille” than they proved. – – Here in Romagna – the efforts were necessarily limited to 

preparations and good intentions – until the Germans were fairly engaged in equal warfare – as we are 

upon their very frontiers without a single fort – or hill – nearer than San Marino. – Whether “Hell will 

be paved with” those “good intentions” – I know not – but the<y>re will probably be good store of 

Neapolitans to walk upon the pavement – whatever may <it’s> be its composition. – Slabs of lava from 

their mountain – with the bodies of their {own} damned Souls for cement – would be the fittest 

causeway for Satan’s “Corso”. – – – 

 

[4] 

 

4) But what shall I write? – another Journal? – I think not. – Anything that comes uppermost – and call 

it “my Dictionary.” – 

 

My Dictionary 

 

Augustus. – I have often been puzzled with his character. – Was he a great Man? Assuredly. – But not 

one of my great men – I have always looked upon Sylla as the greatest Character in History – for 

laying down his power at the moment when it was 

 

“too great to keep or to resign” 

 

and thus despising them all. – –As to the retention of his power by Augustus – the thing was already 

settled. – If he had given it up – the Commonwealth was gone – the republic was {long} past all 

resuscitation. – Had Brutus & Cassius gained the battle of Philippi – 

 

[5] 

                                                           
244: Scott, The Bride of Lammermuir, Chap.7: “… he will tell all the truth of me, and twenty lies to you, in order 

to save himself from the withie”. 

245: At Thermoplylae, Salamis or Plataea. 
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it would not have restored the republic – its’ days ended with the Gracchi – the rest was a mere 

struggle of parties – you might as well cure a Consumption, <or res> restore a broken egg – as revive a 

state so long a prey to every uppermost Soldier as Rome had long been. – – As for despotism – if 

Augustus could have been sure that all his successors would have been like himself – (I mean not as 

Octavius – but Augustus) – or Napoleon would have insured the world that none of his Successors 

would have been like himself – the antient – or modern World might have gone on like the Empire of 

China – in a state of lethargic prosperity. – Suppose for instance – that instead of Tiberius & Caligula – 

Augustus had been {immediately} succeeded by Nerva – Trajan – the Antonines – or even {by} Titus 

& his father – what 

 

[6] 

 

6) a difference in our estimate of himself? so far from gaining by the contrast I think that one half of 

our dislike arises from his <her> having been heired by Tiberius – and one half of Julius Cæsar’s fame 

– from his having had his empire consolidated by Augustus. – Suppose that there had been no Octavius 

and Tiberius had “jumped the life”
246

 between – and at once succeeded Julius? – – 

And yet it is difficult to say whether hereditary right – or popular voice produce the worse Sovereigns. 

The Roman Consuls make goodly show – but then they only reigned for a year – and were under a sort 

of personal obligation to distinguish themselves. – <As> It is {still more} difficult to say which form 

of <diffic> Government is the worst – all are so bad. – 

As for democracy – it is the <worst> 

 

[7] 

 

worst of the whole – for what is (in fact) democracy? <reall> an Aristocracy of 

Blackguards. – 

 
Aberdeen – Old and New or the Auldtoun & Newtoun. – 

 

For<rom> several years of my earliest childhood I was in that City – but have never revisited it since I 

was ten years old. – I <had> <went> {was} sent at five years old or earlier to a School kept by a M
r
. 

Bowers – who was called “Bodsy Bowers” by reason of his dapperness. – It was a School for both 

sexes – I learned little there – except to repeat by rote the first lesson of Monosyllables – “God made 

man – let us love him” by hearing it often repeated – without <having> {acquiring} a letter. – 

Whenever proof was made of my progress at home – I repeated these words with the most rapid 

fluency, 

 

[8] 

 

8) but <only> on turning over a new leaf – I continued to repeat them – so that the <l> narrow 

boundaries of my first year’s accomplishments were detected – my ears boxed – (which they did not 

deserve – – seeing {that} it was by ear only that I had acquired my letters) – and my intellects 

consigned to a new <director> preceptor. – He was a <sweet> {very} decent – clever – little 

Clergyman – named Ross – {afterwards} Minister of one of the kirks (East I think) under him – I made 

an astonishing progress – and I recollect to this day his mild manners & good=natured painstaking. – 

The moment I could read – my grand passion was history – and why I know not – but I was 

particularly taken with the battle near the Lake Regillus in the Roman History – put into my hands the 

first. – – Four 

 

[9] 

 

years {ago} when standing on the heights of Tusculum – & looking down upon the little round Lake 

{that was once Regillus &} which dots the immense expanse below – – I remembered my young 

enthusiasm & my old instructor. – – Afterwards I had a very serious – saturnine – but kind young man 

named Paterson for a Tutor – he was the son of my Shoemaker – but a good Scholar as is common 

with the Scotch. – He was a rigid Presbyterian also. – With him I began Latin in Ruddiman’s Grammar 

– & continued till I went to the “Grammar School” (Scotice “Schule” – Aberdonice “Squeel”) where I 

                                                           
246: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I vii 7. 
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threaded all the Classes to the fourth – when I was re=called to England (where I had been hatched) by 

the demise of my Uncle. – I acquired this handwriting which I can hardly read myself under the 

 

[10] 

 

10) fair copies of M
r
. Duncan of the same <city> {city}. – I don’t think that he would plume himself 

upon my progress. – However I wrote much better then than I have ever done since; – haste and 

agitation of one kind or another have quite spoilt as pretty a scrawl as <ever> ever <shone on an a> 

{scratched over} a frank. – The Grammar School might consist of a hundred & fifty of all ages under 

age. – It was divided into five Classes – taught by four masters – the Chief – teaching the fifth & fourth 

himself – as in England the fifth, sixth forms, and Monitors are heard by the Head Masters. –  – – –  

 

Police reports by the Commissioner of Volterra, after April 1821: 

(Source: texts from Origo 303 / 329-30.) 

 

It [The Prophecy of Dante]
247

 is most decidedly not written in the spirit of our government, nor of any 

of the Italian governments. To me, indeed, it seems designed to augment popular agitation, which is 

already sufficiently aroused. Lord Byron makes Dante foresee democracy and independence, as the 

true goods of this country. 

 

A thousand have said these things before Byron, but the present times make me consider them 

dangerous … The translator
248

 confesses that he found the poem difficult to digest, and adds that it was 

hard to divest certain images of their prosaic garb. “The style of the greater part of living English poets 

is, in truth, so turgid and extravagant as to deform their ideas, even when they are magniloquent or 

acute.” Why then take so much trouble to translate a bad poet? Probably because everything is good 

that serves a party purpose. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, May 1st 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135A) 

[a Milord / Milord Byron / à Son Hotel / Ravenna / Italie] 

London May 1 – 1821 

v
y
 cold & frosty – 

My dear Byron 

 I went last night to see the Doge on the Stage – M
r
 Cooper &c did not, as you imagine, realise 

your conception – I fairly confess, I believe myself to have formed a wrong opinion of its’ fitness for 

the stage – It was very affective – The audience felt it so – I could not have believed an English 

audience so sensible to the beauties of this admirable production – I shall go again tomorrow – with 

regard to the law, I am convinc’d it is against you & your publisher – were it otherwise, no man could 

with impunity read any of your poetry or prose or that of any one else, aloud in a room for money – 

Common law is here out of the question – Authors were not known before the 

 

1:2 

 

art of printing – I mean as having property, transferable & saleable – The statute recognizes their 

property in their works – But then the words of the Statute must be referred to – & these speak alone of 

printing &c – not of reciting – If I have learnt a printed book by heart – which book I have bought, the 

devil is in it if I may not repeat what I remember – Kean will one day make a hit in the Doge – the 

little rogue is making thousands in America – He is still more admired there than here – His instance is 

another proof of the injustice with which the public is always loaded – The Americans were said to be 

incapable of feeling pleasure from theatrical representating – But the appearance of a man of Genius 

proves the absurdity of the imputation – They give him public dinners – The drag him into & out of 

 

1:3 

 

their Cities – I have desired circulars to be sent to you for Murray’s Bill. – <a line and a bit deleted> 

They shall come by the next post – 

                                                           
247: The Prophecy of Dante was published, with Marino Faliero, in April 1821 

248: An anonymous translation of The Prophecy of Dante came out in Paris in 1821. 
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I do not admire the Signora much – The Signor Curione makes his debut this evening – Hobhouse has 

served it out to Mr Canning in admirable form – He has shown talent Courage & judgement – It has 

raised [Ms. tear: “him”] 

The funds all safe – no bad news of Lady N. 

 Yours faithfully 

 Douglas Kinnaird 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 2nd 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

 

I see the 4.
th

 Edition advertised of 

your letter to Bowles upon Pope. 

Have you a copy to spare? – Is your    Venice 2
nd

 May 1821 

Venetian Tragedy published? or the prophecy of Dante?
249

 

 

My dear Lord 

 When you learn that M
rs
 Hoppner was very ill in bed at the time I received your letter of the 

3
rd

 april, I flatter myself you will require no other apology from me for not having immediately 

answered it, and since her recovery I have been so constantly occupied with the Ingrams, who arrived 

here about ten days ago that I could not get a moment to write. – I now beg you will accept my best 

thanks for the books you were so good as to send by Rotondo which came perfectly safe to hand, 

notwithstanding the triple cordon of Customs house officers Censors &c which our liberal Masters 

have drawn around this devoted City – I was much amused, and not a little edified by the Moral 

effusion from the pen of the immaculate Miss 

 

1:2 

 

Claire
250

 and somewhat surprised that she should appeal to our decision in the affairs of little Allegra, 

as in the last letter M
rs
 Hoppner wrote to her, she expressly stated our objection to interfere in a 

business which we felt did not in any way belong to us; and in which, with the best wishes for all 

parties, we would not meddle without risking the displeasure of all; since which she must have 

perceived by our silence, and our dropping all correspondence with her and the Shelleys, that we were 

determined to adhere to the resolution we had formed not to be made the means of boring you any 

more on this subject. – Thus you were perfectly right in removing Allegra to some place where a little 

more attention was likely to be paid to her education, than she would receive from servants, is 

naturally our opinion, & must be that of every person of feeling; and we entirely concur in your 

opinion, that a foreign education will be better for a young person whom you propose to settle on the 

continent. Whether the convent in which you have placed 

 

1:3 

 

her be well conducted or not, we of course, who never heard of it, cannot be supposed competent to 

judge; but if we may form any opinion of the merits of a boarding school education in England, from 

what we know of the childs Mamas, I can have little hesitation in saying the convent is not likely to be 

worse. – On the other question of religion it is one on which there must be naturally a diversity of 

opinion. I should find it difficult myself to adopt the doctrines of the R
n
 Catholic religion, being 

particularly hard of belief: but I have not observed that a person educated in the most absolute 

credence of all the farrago of lies and nonsense in which its doctrines abound was in the least less 

happy than the most rigid presbyterian, on the contrary I am <persuaded> {convinced} that it is the 

source of much internal satisfaction to those who can persuade themselves of <the> {its} infallibility – 

If however you are disposed to yield on this head there are protestant countries on the continent, and if 

you were willing to place Allegra in the family of any Swiss Clergyman, where she would be brought 

                                                           
249: A Letter to **** ****** (John Murray Esqr) on the Rev. W. L. Bowles’ Strictures on the Life and Writings of 

Pope had been published on March 31st 1821; Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice: an Historical Tragedy had been 

published (with The Prophecy of Dante) on April 21st 1821. 

250: See The Clairmont Correspondence, ed. Stocking, I 163 (letter from Claire Clairmont to B. of March 24th 

1821). Hoppner quotes from it accurately. B.’s reaction, based on his assessment of Teresa Guiccioli’s convent 

education, concurs with Claire’s: “to my certain knowledge they come out of their convents innocent even to 

ignorance of moral evil” (BLJ VIII 113). 
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up according to any ideas for her future establishment you may suggest, I can only say, that as we 

propose visiting Switzer 

 

1:4 

 

land in the course of a month, we will most willingly take charge of her, & place her in such a situation 

as both you & her mother cannot fail to be satisfied with, and which will still leave you the means of 

establishing her on the continent as you propose, without {being liable to} the objection made by Clara 

“of the ignorance and profligacy of Italian women all pupils of convents”.– Should this idea meet with 

your concurrence, it would not be difficult for you to send Allegra to us, and from what Clara proposes 

in regard to the childs establishment in a boarding school I conceive there will be no difficulty in 

obtaining from her a promise not to interfere directly or indirectly with her, nor even to attempt to 

attempt <to> seei{ing} her contrary to any stipulation you may deem it proper to make. – In submitting 

this proposal to your consideration I have only further to remark that if there is any truth in the 

objection suggested by Clara; if there is any likelihood of the world taking up and talking of the affair 

in the manner she describes, such a plan must remove them, and deprive even your bitterest enemies of 

any argument against you.
251

 – Adieu my dear Lord you know how much you may reckon on M
rs
 

Hoppner and how sincerely I am 

       your devoted Servant 

        R.B.Hoppner 

 
Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, May 3rd 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 462-3; LJ V 273-4; BLJ VIII 108-9) 

Ravenna, May 3. 1821. 

Though I wrote to you on the 28th ultimo, I must acknowledge yours of this day, with the lines.
252

 

They are sublime, as well as beautiful, and in your very best mood and manner. They are also but too 

true. However, do not confound the scoundrels at the heel of the boot with their betters at the top of it. 

I assure you that there are some loftier spirits. 

 Nothing, however, can be better than your poem, or more deserved by the Lazzaroni. They are 

now abhorred and disclaimed nowhere more than here. We will talk over these things (if we meet) 

some day, and I will recount my own adventures, some of which have been a little hazardous, perhaps. 

 So, you have got the Letter on Bowles?
253

 I do not recollect to have said any thing of you that 

could offend,—certainly, nothing intentionally. As for * * [Rogers?], I meant him a compliment. I 

wrote the whole off-hand, without copy or correction, and expecting then every day to be called into 

the field. What have I said of you? I am sure I forget. It must be something of regret for your 

approbation of Bowles. And did you not approve, as he says? Would I had known that before! I would 

have given him some more gruel.
254

 My intention was to make fun of all these fellows; but how I 

succeeded, I don’t know. 

 As to Pope, I have always regarded him as the greatest name in our poetry. Depend upon it, the 

rest are barbarians. He is a Greek Temple, with a Gothic Cathedral on one hand, and a Turkish Mosque 

and all sorts of fantastic pagodas and conventicles about him. You may call Shakspeare and Milton 

pyramids, if you please, but I prefer the Temple of Theseus or the Parthenon to a mountain of burnt 

brick-work. 

 The Murray has written to me but once, the day of its publication, when it seemed prosperous. But 

I have heard of late from England but rarely. Of Murray’s other publications (of mine), I know 

nothing,—nor whether he has published. He was to have done so a month ago. I wish you would do 

something,—or that we were together. 

                                                           
251: B.’s reaction is: “If I had but known yr. notion about Switzerland before – I should have adopted it at once. – 

As it is – I shall let the child remain in her Convent – where she seems healthy & happy” (BLJ VIII 112). 

252: Moore’s note: “Aye, down to the dust with them, slaves as they are,” &c. &c. 

253: Moore’s note: I had not, when I wrote, seen this pamphlet, as he supposes, but had merely heard from some 

friends, that his pen had “run a-muck” in it, and that I myself had not escaped a slight graze in its career. 

254: Moore’s note: It may be sufficient to say of the use to which both Lord Byron and Mr. Bowles thought it 

worth their while to apply my name in this controversy, that, as far as my own knowledge of the subject extended, 

I was disposed to agree with neither of the extreme opinions into which, as it appeared to me, my distinguished 

friends had diverged;—neither with Lord Byron in that spirit of partisanship which led him to place Pope above 

Shakspeare and Milton, nor with Mr. Bowles in such an application of the “principles” of poetry as could tend to 

sink Pope, on the scale of his art, to any rank below the very first. Such being the middle state of my opinion on 

the question, it will not be difficult to understand how one of my controversial friends should be as mistaken in 

supposing me to differ altogether from his views, as the other was in taking for granted that I had ranged myself 

wholly on his side. 
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Ever yours and affectionately, 

B. 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, May 4th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135A) 

[a Milord / Milord Byron / à Son Hotel / Ravenna / Italie] 

Kinnaird has intuited that Byron needs reassurance that his supposedly untheatrical play is in 

fact highly theatrical, and that one day Edmund Kean will play its lead. 

 

[letter ends at top of first sheet:] I hear that Murray had 5000 Copies subscribed for before it was 

published – If so, he has made a good bargain with you – I acted only in consequence of his telling me 

he had concluded it with you – was that so? If it was not, the bargain does not hold good, and I would 

now get, as it [  ], £2000 

 

May 4 – 1821 

My dear Byron, 

 I went to see your Tragedy again last night – It is admirable – I retract {my former opinion} – , – 

It acts to perfection – The public have always more merit than they have credit for – a scatter’d 

audience – thin – & meagre – Their attention so arrested throughout the whole time, that a 

noseblowing was considered an indecent interruption – Kean would have been, & will be still greater 

than he yet has shown himself when he personates the Doge – the Doge is not on the whole ill-acted – 

nor are the other parts – The Angiolina of M
rs
 West is certainly damnable – But all the Conspiracy 

Scenes are so well written that the 

 

1:2 

 

actors are not put to it to help them out –  

I would not have believ’d an English audience of the present day had the discernment I witnessd in 

them last night – The applause was only at times – but one hand drew down the whole at once – The 

most intense silence & attention was the striking tribute to the author’s merits – The interest rose 

without interruption till the last – The Curtain falls as the Doge kneels to lay his head on the Block – 

The play had no aid from scenery, or Decoration, or dresses – But the public does not come to see it – 

But they will do one of these days – No one sees it without becoming a proselyte
255

 – But all seem to 

have follow’d the {unanimous} Dictum of the Press that it was not fitted for the Stage – whence arises 

this unanimity? I believe in stratagems 

 

1:3 

 

& plots
256

 – The literary {or writing} world, all of which envies & would kill you, has an interest in 

preventing you from trying the stage – You have tried it under every possible disadvantage against 

your consent, & your Genius has beaten your Judgement – There is nothing on the Stage but 

Shakespeare that can compare with it, for uniform & extraordinary appropriateness of the Sentiments 

to each particular character & circumstance – The language for tr[Ms. tear: “ue”] simplicity grace & 

force is unrivall’d – (I would cut out “false dice”
257

 by the Bye) – It will live as long as language – 

Will it not be ranked as your best? I think so – It requires to be almost learned by heart to feel it’s 

merits – The character of the Doge is more fully & perfectly developed than any character except one 

or two drawn by Shakespeare – But 

 

1:4 [above address:] what is most striking after all is the naturalness of all <tht> the action on the stage 

– There is a continuity of the story that is never once broken – & it is never tiresome – It is quite 

wonderful – However delightful the closet, I say its’ merits [below address:] are only half understood 

till it is acted – Excuse this scrawl – Elliston is abused in a canting tone by all the press – {I say on the 

contrary} <,> he had a right to act it – & you had no right to ask him to desist from his trade – – 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, May 4th 1821: 
(Source: text from 1922 II 171-3; Jones II 289-91) 

                                                           
255: B. was unconvinced. B. to Mu., June 29th 1821: “I am quite ignorant how far “the Doge” did or did not 

succeed – yr. first letters seemed to say yes – your last say nothing. – My own immediate friends are naturally 

partial … 

256: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, V i 84. 

257: Marino Faliero IV ii 291. 
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Shelley reinforces the myth about Keats having been killed by the Quarterly Review. 

Pisa, May 4, 1821. 

My dear Lord Byron 

Your idea of our meeting this summer
258

 gives me the highest gratification; the more so, because 

the circumstance of Clare’s not being with us makes me hope that it is not impracticable. Will you 

come and spend this summer with us in our retirement under the mountains of Pisa? I live in my 

accustomed seclusion from society, which indeed I could not bear, even if it could bear me. You can 

easily imagine what pleasure a favourable reply will give both to Mary and to myself. If you come, 

bring whom you please, and make what arrangements are convenient to you, for we shall have 

“ample verge, and room enough”.
259

 Clare is now with some people who have been very kind to her, 

and who have introduced her into Italian society; and with whom she will certainly remain all this 

summer, and perhaps, indeed, for a much longer time. She is not at Pisa. 

 The account of Keats is, I fear, too true. Hunt tells me that in the first paroxysms of his 

disappointment he burst a blood-vessel; and thus laid the foundation of a rapid consumption. There 

can be no doubt but that the irritability which exposed him to this catastrophe was a pledge of future 

sufferings, had he lived. And yet this argument does not reconcile me to the employment of 

contemptuous and wounding expressions against a man merely because he has written bad verses; 

or, as Keats did, some good verses in a bad taste. Some plants, which require delicacy in rearing, 

might bring forth beautiful flowers if ever they should arrive at maturity. Your instance hardly 

applies. You felt the strength to soar beyond the arrows; the eagle was soon lost in the light in which 

it was nourished, and the eyes of the aimers were blinded. As to me, I am, perhaps, morbidly 

indifferent to this sort of praise or blame; and this, perhaps, deprives me of an incitement to do what 

now I never shall do, i.e., write anything worth calling a poem. Thanks to that happy indifference, I 

can yet delight in the productions of those who can; nor has ill-success yet turned me into an 

unfeeling, and malignant critic; that second degree in the descending scale of the Academy of 

Disappointed Authors. As to Keats’ merits as a poet, I principally repose them upon the fragment of 

a poem entitled “Hyperion”, which you may not, perhaps, have seen, and to which I think you would 

not deny high praise.
260

 The energy and beauty of his power, seem to disperse the narrow and 

wretched taste in which (most unfortunately for the real beauty which they hide) he has clothed his 

writings. I have not seen your pamphlet,
261

 but have sent to Paris for it, where I see it has been 

republished. The tragedy
262

 I have not yet seen either; my anxiety to see it is very great. We look to 

you for substituting something worthy of the English stage, for the miserable trash which, from 

Milman
263

 to Barry Cornwall, has been intruded on it since the demand for tragical representation. I 

did not know that Keats had attacked Pope; I had heard that Bowles had done so, and that you had 

most severely chastised him therefor. Pope, it seems, has been selected as the pivot of a dispute in 

taste, on which, until I understand it, I must profess myself neuter. I certainly do not think Pope, or 

any writer, a fit model for any succeeding writer;
264

 if he, or they should be determined to be so, it 

would all come to a question as to under which forms mediocrity should perpetually reproduce 

itself; for true genius vindicates to itself an exemption from all regard to whatever has gone before – 

and in this question I feel no interest.
265

 My “Cenci” had, I believe, a complete failure – at least the 

silence of the bookseller would say so. I am aware of the unfitness of the subject, now it is written, 

but I had a different opinion in composition. I wish I could believe that it merited – or that anything 

of mine merited – the friendly commendations that you give them. The “Prometheus” is also a very 

imperfect poem. I begin to learn, “quid valeant humeri quid ferre recusent.”
266

 

 This attempt in Italy
267

 has certainly been a most unfortunate business. With no strong personal 

reasons to interest me, my disappointment on public grounds has been excessive. But I cling to moral 

and political hope, like a drowner to a plank. Our own country is, perhaps, on the brink of demanding 

all our sympathies. 

                                                           
258: Sh. is replying to BLJ VIII 103-4 (letter of April 26th 1821). 

259: Jones identifies Gray, The Bard, A Pindaric Ode, line 51. 

260: B. is sufficiently impressed by this to read Hyperion. See letters to M. and Sh. at BLJ VIII 163. 

261: A Letter to **** ****** (John Murray Esqr) on the Rev. W. L. Bowles’ Strictures on the Life and Writings of 

Pope.  Published 31st March 1821. 

262: Marino Faliero. 

263: Henry Hart Milman (1791-1868) author of the dramatic poem The Fall of Jerusalem, published by Mu. 1820. 

264: B.’s high opinion of Pope contrasts with Sh.’s coolness towards him. 

265: Sh.’s determination to be indebted to no previous writing influenced B. – in a negative way. 

266: Horace, Ars Poetica, 39-40. B.’s version is Not lift your load before you’re quite aware / What weights your 

shoulders will and will not bear (HfH 61-2). 

267: The failed Neapolitan revolt of early 1821. 
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I shall regularly forward to Clare the monthly dispatches of Signor Zambelli. I think you would 

save her some pain by directing him to be regular, and full in his communications. I can perceive, from 

what you say, that Clare has written you very absurd letters. I hope that she will be cured of the 

exaggerated ideas from which such conduct arises in the society with which she has now [become?] 

conversant. Our solitary mode of life, and my abstracted manner of thinking, were very unfit for her; 

and have probably been the sources of all her errors. It is well, therefore, that I should intercede for 

their forgiveness. 

I expect with great anxiety your answer, as to whether I am to have the great delight of seeing 

you with me this summer. In the event of a disappointment, I shall certainly try to pay you a visit; 

but many circumstances will conspire to make it short, and inconvenient to me. 

My dear Lord Byron, 

Ever yours most faithfully, 

      P. B. Shelley. 

 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, May 1821: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

 

My dear Sir 

 Numbers 9 . 10 . 11 . & 12 of Hakewell’s views
268

 have not yet been transmitted to my brother – 

will you be good enough to send them to M
rs
 Hobhouse, Coulson’s Hotel, Lower Brook Street? 

I hear Parson Bowles
269

 goes about abusing me – relying on my forbearance – or on what is he may 

think his vast capacity for satire – The dirty dog crouches & creeps to Lord Byron – but thinks he may 

safely attack me – He may find himself mistaken one day or the other – In the mean time as he is fond 

of parody he may have something in that shape which you may find over leaf – The lines used as 

prototype are those written by Savage
270

 on Dennis
271

 

— 

— 

   “Should Dennis publish you had stabb’d your brother 

   Lampooned your monarch or debauched your mother 

— 

— 

   Should Parson Bowles yourself or friend compare 

   To some French cut-throat, if you please, Santerre
272

 – 

   Or heap, malignant, on your living head 

   The smut & trash he pour’d on Pope when dead 

   Say what reply – or how with him to deal – 

   Sot without shame – & fool that cannot feel? 

   You would not parley with a printer’s hack – 

   You cannot cane him – for his coat is black – 

   Reproof & chastisement are idly spent 

   On one who calls a kick a compliment 

   Unwhipp’d then leave him to lampoon & lie 

   Safe in his parson’s gown & infamy – 

— 

                                                           
268: James Hakewell, A Picturesque Tour of Italy, 1818-1820, published by Mu. 

269: William Lisle Bowles (1762-1850) sonneteer and editor of Pope; polemical foe of B. 

270: Richard Savage (1697?-1743) subject of one of Dr Johnson’s best Lives. The poem to which H. refers 

appears as a note to Johnson’s Life, and is as follows: 

 

  Should Dennis publish you had stabb’d your brother, 

  Lampoon’d your monarch, or debauch’d your mother, 

  Say what revenge on Dennis can be had, 

  Too dull for laughter, for reply too mad? 

  On one so poor you cannot take the law, 

  On one so old your sword you scorn to draw: 

  Uncag’d, then, let the harmless monster rage, 

  Secure in dulness, madness, want, and age. 

   – The Works of Richard Savage Esq., (1775) I xliv. 

   

271: John Dennis (1657-1734) critic and enemy of Pope. 

272: Antoine Joseph Santerre (1752-1859) officiated at the guillotining of Louis XVI. 
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 The direction for the box of books is 

    H.W.Hobhouse Esq – 

     Passenger on board the Fame 

      East India man 

      Capt Eastgate 

 Books   To go below 

 

   Truly yours – John C. Hobhouse  

 

John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from 50 Hill Street, London, May 7th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 306-9) 

[Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / Ravenne / Italie / par Calais] 

This letter conveys some idea of what being known as “Byron’s best friend” meant for Hobhouse 

in London. 

 

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] for venturing to be jocose with you – Tis a cowardly dog for he 

thinks he shall he joined by all parties in attacking me – but shrinks from ever defending himself 

against you – However – I expect retribution. Write a line when convenient – your’s ever &c J. C. H. – 

 

50 Hill Street. May 7 

My dear Byron 

 A singular thing happened last Friday – Whilst Sir F. Burdett was preparing in his other 

room
273

 just before dinner came a post chaise to the door – The servant announced to him that Lord 

Byron was below – Burdett begg’d he would step up and promised to join him in a minute adding at 

the same time that he hoped Lord B would stay to dine Lady Burdett being expected – The messenger 

came back saying his Lordship had driven away before his answer arrived – I did not happen to be 

present but was stopt in the Park to know where you were – no one has yet been discovered who can 

be supposed to have assumed your stile and title – This is singular enough is it not? Burdett’s 

imprisonment terminates this day – I saw him in and I shall see him out – What asses our government 

are to think they punish a man by such a project – He has had all the world sympathising with him and 

half London – from the King’s brother (D. of Sussex)
274

 downwards, dining with him – I suppose you 

have heard all about the play
275

 – Kinnaird told me he had been an honest Chronicler of the events 

connected with his Doge ship to you so I shall say little – except that I was the only man who foretold 

that it would do well on the stage – so that ever after I shall expect you to hold me in as much esteem 

as Moliere did his old woman – But you sad fellow you 

 

1:2 

 

are always getting me into scrapes – I came home from the House of Commons one morning at two 

o’clock and found on my table a pamphlet “two letters &c to the R
t
. Hon. Lord Byron from the 

Reverend W.L. Bowles &c
276

 and turning hastily to the last page saw something about “the gallant and 

puissant knight for Westminster.”
277

 The slip slop did not know that cities send citizens not knights.
278

 

But let that pass. Enough to tell you now is that the attack on the knight is the most blackguard you 

ever saw, it consists principally of a parody of your lines on Bowles and ends thus – 

 

 “Against king, Commons, Lords, and Canning bray 

 And do for hate what Santerre did for pay.” 

 

The “parson much bemused in beer” then goes on to state that he thinks that “the knight & he are now 

even” – and that he is now prepared to meet him in forgetfulness & good humour at the next Wiltshire 

dinner. – . What a strange conception this priest in drink must have of people to think – that he can 

compare them to cut-throats and jack apes – and then shake hands & slobber them – Every body who 

has spoken to me on the subject says the attack is the most brutal & ungentlemanlike he ever saw – 

                                                           
273: Burdett is in the King’s Bench Prison. 

274: The Duke of Sussex was a freemason and semi-covert radical Whig. 

275: Marino Faliero; premiered at Drury Lane the previous April. 

276: Published by Mu., who had published B.’s letter about Bowles; Mu. thus profits from both sides of the Pope-

Bowles controversy. 

277: Bowles makes a reference to H. 

278: H. is not a knight anyway. 
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L’ami Murray tells me as God is his judge he never saw it until it was published – but that’s a bounce 

no doubt – . It is lucky for me that the fellow is a clergyman or I should be obliged to wink & hold up 

my cold iron
279

 to him – I trust, however, that you will do 
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justice and sarve him out in stile – The allusion to Canning is made in consequence of a speech of mine 

on Reform of parliament which has made some noise & which I flatter myself you would if you read it 

approve – The Right Honorable George had chosen to suspect me of writing a certain letter to him 

some three years ago – and consequently threw out two uncivil sayings to or towards me in parliament 

– contriving so to do it as to prevent me from fitting the cap – I knew he had come over to England on 

purpose to speechify on Lambton’s motion indeed he had written to Lambton from Paris to that effect 

– so I got up a portrait of a political adventurer beginning from the Microcosm
280

 up to the last speech 

made by him against palace-yard demagogues – and closed my speech on Reform with it on the 17
th

 of 

April – I bray’d to some tune I assure you – The prototype spoke not that evening & it was from his 

friends that the cry of adjournment came to give him time to sleep over his answer. – . The next day he 

shuffled out of the debate under the pretext of Lambton not being present – and he is now gone back to 

Paris – The effect in and out of parliament has been such as you would wish when in good humour and 

not bent on mischief making – I think he will not attack palace-yard demogogues again tho’ doubtless 

he will try his hand at something for which I shall take care to be ready – Had I not had provocation 

the attempt would have been impudent – but as it was I have been told on all hands – Whigs & Tories 

–  that I was quite right – I was sensible that it would he either a complete hit or a complete miss – It 

was not the latter – and yet after this – after 

 

1:4 

 

[above address:] daring & I may say, dumbfounding the foremost man of our den, comes your yelping 

clerical cur & snaps at my heels – and that other ass Botherby
281

 says to me at Murray’s – “Well I hope 

you are pleased at Bowles’ good nature – he has made all smooth between you now.” [below address:] 

Pooh, said I, the fellow’s drunk – So, Byron you see what your “mention honorable au bulletin” has 

done for me – It is not enough that I must be bewrayed with filth in every form that anonymous slander 

can assume from the Quarterly down to the Courier – but you must set a vile pumple nosed parson at 

me with his beaver up – There is no dealing with this fellow – he goes about saying you have treated 

him with the utmost respect – and he absolutely apologises [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 

 

May 7th 1821: Byron starts and lays aside The Vision of Judgement. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 8th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ V 275-6; BLJ VIII 109-11) 

Ravenna, May 8th, 1821 

Dear Moray, – Pray publish these additional notes. It is of importance to the question in dispute, and 

even, if you can, print it on a separate page and distribute it to the purchasers of the former copies. 

 I have had no letters from you for this month past. Acknowledge this by post; as this note is worth 

the whole pamphlet as an example of what we are to prove against the Anti-christian anti-popists. 

Yours, 

BYRON 

 

P.S. – I copy the following postscripts from Moore’s latest letter to me of April l4th. “Since I wrote the 

above, Lady E. F. sent me your letter, and I have run through it. How the devil could Bowles say that I 

agreed with his twaddling, and (still more strange) how could you believe him?” There! what do you 

think of this? You may show this to the initiated, but not publish it in print – yet at least – till I have 

M.’s permission. 

 Get and send me, if possible, Tom Tyers’s amusing tracts upon Pope and Addison. I had a copy in 

1812 which was, I know not how, lost, and I could not obtain another. It is a scarce book, but has run 

through three editions I think. It is in the Boswell style, but more rapid; very curious, and indeed 

necessary if you think of a new life of Pope  Why don’t Gifford undertake a Life and edition? It is 

                                                           
279: Shakespeare, Henry V, II i 5; Corporal Nym speaks. 

280: A journal founded by Canning. 

281: William Sotheby. 
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more necessary than that of Ben Jonson. Nobody can do it but Gifford, both from his qualitics and turn 

of mind. 

 I have not sent you the Italian Scrap promised in my last letters, but will in a few posts. 

 Do you recollect the air of “How now, Madame Flirt?” in the Beggar’s Opera? 

 

BOWLES. 

  “Why how now, Saucy Tom, 

   If you thus must ramble, 

  I will publish some 

   Remarks on Thomas Campbell. 

    Saucy Tom.” 

 

CAMPBELL. 

  “Why how now, Billy Bowles, 

   Sure the parson’s maudlin. 

  How can you (damn your souls) [To the public 

   Listen to his twaddling? 

    Billy Bowles!” 

 

 Thorwaldsen sent off the bust to be shipped from Leghorn last week. As it is addressed to your 

house and care you may be looking out for it, though I know not the probable time of the voyage in 

this Season of the year, which is one of light airs and breezes and calms in the Mediterranean. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 10th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 276-9; BLJ VIII 111-12) 

[To, / John Murray Esq
re

 / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

y
rs
 truly 

 [scrawl]
282

 

May 10
th

. 1821. – Ravenna. 

Dear Murray 

 I have just got your packet. – I am obliged to M
r
. Bowles – & M

r
. B. is obliged to me – for 

having restored him to good humour. – He is to write – & you to publish what you please – motto and 

subject – I desire nothing but fair play for all parties. – Of course, after the new tone of M
r
. B. – you 

will not publish my defence of Gilchrist – it would be brutal to do so – after his urbanity – for it is 

rather {too} rough like his {own} attack upon G. – 

You may tell him what I say there of his Missionary (it is praised as it deserves) however – and if there 

{are} any passages not personal to Bowles – & yet bearing upon the question – you may add them to 

the reprint (if it is reprinted) of my {l
st
.} letter to you. – Upon this consult Gifford – & above all don’t 

let anything be added which can personally affect M
r
. B. – In the enclosed notes – of 

 

1:2 

 

course what I say of the democracy of poetry cannot apply to {M
r
.} Bowles – but to the Cockney and 

Water washing=tub Schools. – 

Now what are we to think of Bowles’s story – and Moore’s!!! – they are at issue – is it not odd? – I 

have copied M’s postscript literally in my letter of the 8
th

. – – The anecdote of M
r
. B. is as follows – & 

of course not for the public –  

After dinner at L
d
. Lansdowne’s they were talking {one evening} as Sir Robert Walpole used to talk 

always. – Bowles said that after all love was the only thing worthy the risk of damnation. – “When I 

was a very young man (said he) a friend of mine would take me to Paris. – I was not very eager to go 

till he said that Paris contained the finest women in the world – and the kindest – We then set off. – It 

was deep winter – I was dying of all kinds of cold and inconvenience – but 

 

1:3 

 

still thought no more of it – when I heard perpetually that there were the finest women {in the world} 

to be had at Paris. – When we got to Paris – I sallied forth the first evening – and thinking {that} it was 

only to ask and have – I accosted several with the tenderest politeness – but whether my French or my 

                                                           
282: Having no space left at the end, B. signs off at the top of his first sheet. 
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figure displeased them – I know not – I had short answers or none at all. – I returned – disconsolate – 

but having dined – my love revived – whatever my hope might. – At last wound up to a pitch of 

{amatory} desperation, I rushed forth determined to bring the question to a point with the first fair 

{one} of whatever quality I met with. – – I had not gone far before I met with a lady=like 

modest=looking female – <but> whom I accosted as follows – “Madame – voulez vous foutre?” she 

replied “Si vous plait Monsieur” in the softest accents – I did so, caught 

 

1:4 

 

a rousing p— – was laid up {for} two months – & returned perfectly persuaded that there were the 

finest women in the world at Paris.” ––– – – – – 

This is “the tale as told {to} me” by Moore – and at least as good a story as Cibber’s of Pope. – –You 

may tell it again to M
r
. B – upon whom it reflects rather credit than otherwise for the humour of it. – – 

– 

I hope and trust that Elliston won’t be <allowed> {permitted} to act the drama? – Surely he might have 

the grace to wait for Kean’s return before he attempted it – though even then I should be as much 

against the attempt as ever. – – – 

I have got a small packet of books but neither Waldegrave – Orford – nor Scott’s Novels among them. 

– – Some Soda powders pray? – Why don’t you republish Hodgson’s C. Harold’s Monitor – and 

latino=mastix? – they are excellent – think of this – they are all for Pope. – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 11th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 399-400) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie] 

London May 11 – 1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 I recently received safely the Second Letter on Pope – which I immediately sent to M
r
 

Gifford – upon whom I called this morning and he told me <th> he thought it very interesting & 

exceedingly clever – there were parts certainly wch could not be published, but he desired me to get it 

set up instantly in print & then he would go over it with great care & give your Lordship his opinion – 

 I wrote <la> at different times lately acknowledging additons &c & I am now nearly 

completed a packet containing all that has been written respecting the Tragedy 
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which that No-Gentleman Elliston has so shamefully & vilely attempted to perform M
r
 Kinnaird wrote 

to you the history & I am prosecuting a Law Suit – I will send you documents immediately 

 The Tragedy is greatly admired 

  I am dear Lord Byron 

   most faithfully y
rs
 

    Jno Murray 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Francis Hodgson, from Ravenna, May 12th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Memoir of the Rev. Francis Hodgson, B.D. (Macmillan, 1878) II 

pp.76-9, corrected by Leslie Marchand from an annotated text in Birmingham University Library; LJ V 

281-3; BLJ VIII 114-15) 

Ravenna. May 12th. 1821 

Dear Hodgson, – At length your two poems have been sent. I have read them over (with the notes) 

with great pleasure. I receive your compliments kindly and your censures temperately, which I suppose 

is all that can be expected among poets. Your poem is, however, excellent, & if not popular only 

proves that there is a fortune in fame as in every thing else in this world. Much, too, depends upon a 

publisher, & much upon luck; and the number of writers is such, – that as the mind of a reader can only 

contain a certain quantum of poetry & poet’s glories, <they are> he is sometimes saturated, & allows 

many good dishes to go away from table untouched (as happens at grand dinners), & this not from 

fastidiousness but fullness. 

 You will have seen by my pamphlet on Bowles that our opinions are not very different. Indeed, 

my Modesty would naturally look at least bashfully on being termed the “first of living minstrels” (by 

a brother of the art) if both our estimates of “living minstrels” in general did not leaven the praise to a 

sober compliment. It is something like the priority in a retreat. There is but one of your “tests” which is 
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not infallible: Translation. There are three or four French translations, and several German and Italian 

which I have seen. Moore wrote to me from Paris months ago that “the French had caught the 

contagion of Byronism to the highest pitch” and has written since to say that nothing was ever like 

their “entusymusy” (you remember Braham) on the subject, even through the “slaver of a prose 

translation:” these are his words. The Paris translation is also very inferior to the Geneva one, which is 

very fair, although in prose also. So you see that your test of “translateable or not” is not so sound as 

could be wished. It is no pleasure, however, you may suppose, to be criticised through such a 

translation, or indeed through any. I give up “Beppo,” though <I suppose> you know that it is no more 

than an imitation of Pulci & of a style common & esteemed in Italy. I have just published a drama, 

which is at least good English – I presume – for Gifford lays great stress on the purity of its diction. 

 I have been latterly employed a good deal more on politics than on anything else, but the 

Neapolitan treachery and desertion have spoilt all our hopes here, as well as our preparations. The 

whole country was ready. Of course I should not have sate still with my hands in my breeches’ 

pockets. In fact they were full; that is to say, the hands. I cannot explain further now, for obvious 

reasons, as all letters of all people are opened. Some day or other we may have a talk over that and 

other matters. In the mean time there did not want a great deal of my having to finish like Lara. 

 Are you doing nothing? I have scribbled a good deal in the early part of last year, most of which 

scrawls will now be published, & part is, I believe actually printed. Do you mean to sit still about 

Pope? If you do, it will be the first time. I have got such a headache from a cold & swelled face, that I 

must take a gallop into the forest and jumble it into torpor. My horses are waiting. So good-bye to you. 

yours ever, 

BYRON 

Two hours after the “Ave Maria”, the Italian 

date of twilight. 

 

Dear Hodgson, – I have taken my <gallop> canter, and am better of my headache. I have also dined, & 

turned over yr. notes. In answer to yr. note of page 90, I must remark from Aristotle and Rymer, that 

the hero of tragedy and (I add meo periculo ) a tragic poem must be guilty, to excite “terror and pity,” 

the end of tragic poetry. But hear not me, but my betters. “The pity which the poet is to labour for is 

for the criminal – not for those or him he has murdered – as who have been the occasion of the 

Tragedy. The terror is likewise in the punishment of the said criminal, who, if he be represented too 

great an offender, will not be pitied; if altogether innocent his punishment will be unjust. In the Greek 

tragedy Innocence is unhappy often, and the Offender escapes.” I must also ask you is Achilles a good 

character? or is even Aeneas anything but a successful <rascal> runaway? It is for Turnus men feel and 

not for the Trojan. Who is the hero of “Paradise lost”? Why Satan, – and Macbeth, and Richard, & 

Othello and Pierre, and Lothario, & Zanga? If you talk so I shall “cut you up like a gourd,” as the 

Mamelukes say. But never mind, go on with it. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, May 14th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4136A) 

[à Milord / Milord Byron / à son Hotel / Ravenna / Italie] 

Pall Mall May 14 -1821 

My dear Byron 

 I write in a hurry – That is vulgar – But your letter comes on Post-day – I know you used 

to prefer an ill-written to a delayed acknowledgement of it – 

 Take the yolk of a raw egg
283

 – carefully separated from the white – Take a spunge & fill a large 

basin with water heated to the temperate of your skin – Spunge your head well with the water – Then 

pour the yolk at three or four times into the palm of your hand – & rub it into your head well – By the 

addition of a little water, you will produce a white lather – Spunge your head with the water in the 

basin – Then fill your basin with fresh clean water – Cleanse your spunge in other clean water – & then 

Spunge your head again well with the clean water – Rub with towels till your hair is dry – The effect 

both to the feel & to the eye is quite delightful – There’s your receipt – As for 
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M
r
 Murray – I was not aware I had been brusque – But I will avoid it – The fact is I have taken <on> 

my line with him {on} the following idea – That I was to receive a proposition from him – that I was 

not to seek him – that I was to say no to his proposition, if I thought proper – But I have carefully 

                                                           
283: B. to K., April 26th 1821: What’s that you say about “Yolk of Egg for the hair”? – The receipt – the receipt 

immediately (BLJ VIII 101). He thinks it is a restorative. 
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abstained from {any} bargaining conversations – His reasons are nothing to me – at least I feel it to be 

my duty to make no reply – therefore I had better not hear them – I said no to his offer of £1050 for the 

Play & Dante – But he came to me & said you had said yes – & shewed me a parcel of your letters – 

These I declined reading – but I said before a witness that I took it for granted on his word – & I 

assigned the work & received his Bills – I reserved however the power to cancell the deed if you did 

not approve – I have never had a cross word with Murray – it is not for your honor or interest that I 

should condescend to bargain with 
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him – My opinion is that it is his duty to offer to you more than any other bookseller would give – I am 

of opinion that he has offer’d less – & I should not have formed this opinion but upon good grounds – 

You are at liberty to throw all upon me – But I consult your honor as well as your interest – and you 

may be always sure I shall never commit you in driving a hard bargain <with/>for you – You are to 

say whether the bargain was ever made by you or not – There was a pressing necessity for the 

assignment to enable [Ms. tear] to apply for an injunction – But it does not commit you to bargain at 

all – write Tragedy – It is wonderful what you have made of the simple story – The manner of carrying 

off your Dogheressa is most dramatic, natural & effective – Your letter is a complete hit – The dispute 

may be of less consequence than to enlist your pen – But you shew your wit & power – & fun – & 

your earnest hatred of hypocrisy & real love for Pope – 

 

[1:4, above address:] Your attack on Rogers (Why allude to Human life?) was wanton – But I thank 

thee for it – No one but yourself would have had the courage to do it – I am very civil to the Signor 

Curioni – He succeeds – but he is henpeck’d – I shall have enough to do not be [below address:] 

ravish’d by her – But I am otherwise engaged just now – 

 I enclose a letter for Fletcher with circular notes – & I <shall> send you three hundred circulars – 

being the balance of £1050 – 

   Yours truly 

    Douglas Kinnaird 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, May 14th 1821: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 482-3; LJ V 286-8; QII 653-4; BLJ VIII 116-18) 

Byron passes on to Moore the idea that Keats was killed by the Quarterly. 

May 14. 1821. 

If any part of the letter to Bowles has (unintentionally, as far as I remember the contents) vexed you, 

you are fully avenged; for I see by an Italian paper that, notwithstanding all my remonstrances through 

all my friends (and yourself among the rest), the managers persisted in attempting the tragedy, and that 

it has been ‘unanimously hissed!!’ This is the consolatory phrase of the Milan paper, (which detests me 

cordially, and abuses me, on all occasions, as a Liberal,) with the addition that I ‘brought the play out’ 

of my own good will. 

 All this is vexatious enough, and seems a sort of dramatic Calvinism—predestined damnation, 

without a sinner’s own fault. I took all the pains poor mortal could to prevent this inevitable 

catastrophe—partly by appeals of all kinds up to the Lord Chamberlain, and partly to the fellows 

themselves. But, as remonstrance was vain, complaint is useless. I do not understand it—for Murray’s 

letter of the 24th, and all his preceding ones, gave me the strongest hopes that there would be no 

representation. As yet, I know nothing but the fact, which I presume to be true, as the date is Paris, and 

the 30th. They must have been in a hell of a hurry for this damnation, since I did not even know that it 

was published; and, without its being first published, the histrions could not have got hold of it. Any 

one might have seen, at a glance, that it was utterly impracticable for the stage; and this little accident 

will by no means enhance its merit in the closet. 

 Well, patience is a virtue, and, I suppose, practice will make it perfect. Since last year (spring, that 

is) I have lost a lawsuit, of great importance, on Rochdale collieries—have occasioned a divorce—

have had my poesy disparaged by Murray and the critics—my fortune refused to be placed on an 

advantageous settlement (in Ireland) by the trustees—my life threatened last month (they put about a 

paper here to excite an attempt at my assassination, on account of politics, and a notion which the 

priests disseminated that I was in a league against the Germans,)—and, finally, my mother-in-law 

recovered last fortnight, and my play was damned last week! These are like ‘the eight-and-twenty 

misfortunes of Harlequin.’ But they must be borne. If I give in, it shall be after keeping up a spirit at 

least. I should not have cared so much about it, if our southern neighbours had not bungled us all out of 

freedom for these five hundred years to come. 
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 Did you know John Keats? They say that he was killed by a review of him in the Quarterly—if he 

be dead, which I really don’t know. I don’t understand that yielding sensitiveness. What I feel (as at 

this present) is an immense rage for eight-and-forty hours, and then, as usual—unless this time it 

should last longer. I must get on horseback to quiet me. 

     Yours, &c. 

 

Francis I. wrote, after the battle of Pavia, ‘All is lost except our honour.’ A hissed author may reverse 

it—‘Nothing is lost, except our honour.’ But the horses are waiting, and the paper full. I wrote last 

week to you. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 14th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; BLJ VIII 116) 

[To John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

The letter is on one sheet, with nothing but the address on one side and the text in three columns, 

B-A-C, the main part in the middle and the PS on each side.  

May 14
th

. 1821 

Dear Murray / A Milan paper states that the play has been represented & universally condemned. – As 

<our> remonstrance has been vain – complaint would be useless. – I presume however for y
r
. own sake 

(if not for mine) that you and my other friends will have at least published my {different} protests 

against it’s being brought upon the stage at all – and have shown that Elliston (in spite of the writer) 

forced it upon the theatre. – It would be nonsense to say that this has not vexed me – a good deal, – but 

I am not dejected – and I shall not take the usual resource of blaming the public (which was in the 

right) or my friends for not preventing what they could not help – nor I neither – a forced 

representation by a Speculating Manager. – It is a pity that you did not show them it’s unfitness for 

{ye} stage before the play was published – & exact a promise from the managers not to act it. – In case 

of their refusal – we would not have published it at all.But this is too late. 

 y
rs
 [scrawl] 

 

[Left-hand side, at ninety degrees:] P.S. – I enclose {M
r
.} Bowles’s letters – thank him in my name for 

their candour & kindness. – Also a letter for Hodgson – which pray forward. – The Milan paper states 

that “I brought forward the play!!!” – This is pleasanter still. – But don’t let yourself be worried about 

it – {and} if (as is likely) the folly of Elliston – checks the sale – I am ready to make any {deduction} – 

or the entire cancel of your agreement. – – – 

 

[Right-hand side, at ninety degrees:] You will of course not publish my defence of Gilchrist – as after 

Bowles’s good humour upon the subject – it would be {too} savage. – Let me hear from you the 

particulars, for as yet I have only the simple fact. – If you knew what I have had to go through here – 

on account of the failure of these rascally Neapolitans – you would be amused. – – – – 

But it is now apparently over. – They seemed disposed to throw the [text curls round, inverted across 

the top of the letter:] whole project and plans of these parts upon [Ms. tear.]. – – – – – 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 17th [??] 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england] 

 

My dear Lord 

 I send you a French paper, in which they speak of your tragedy
284

 in a very different manner, than 

in the Milan’s papers. I pray you soon after its perusal to send me back the paper, that has been lent me 

but for three or four hours. 

 As for the rest I will write to Milan with all the interest that inspires me the love of truth, and my 

great esteem and friendship for you. 

       I am always 

        Your aff.
te
 Sent and Friend 

Thursday at four o’clock     I. Alborghetti 

 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 20th [??] 1821 

                                                           
284: Marino Faliero. 
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(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of England] 

 

My dear Lord 

 Here is another article of letter received in this very moment from my brother – “La vostra 

distinzione fra i talenti letterari e le opinioni e giusta, ed io 1’ho qui rilevata con tutta la vivacita che 

m’ispirava 1’interesse della cosa, della persona, e le vostre premure, onde spero che domani o 1’altro 

avrete 1’articolo retificato per quanto si potra sulla Gazzetta di Milano relativo alla nota tragedia” = =  

He adds “Ancona più non si occupa dagli Austriaci.” 

 This is a good sign. Farewell. I am in great haste. 

 Sunday at three o’clock    Your aff.te S.t and Friend 

         I. A. 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 
Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, May 20th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 486-7; LJ V 295-6; BLJ VIII 123) 

Ravenna, May 20. 1821. 

Since I wrote to you last week I have received English letters and papers, by which I perceive that what 

I took for an Italian truth is, after all, a French lie of the Gazette de France. It contains two ultra-

falsehoods in as many lines. In the first place, Lord B. did not bring forward his play, but opposed the 

same; and, secondly, it was not condemned, but is continued to be acted, in despite of publisher, 

author, Lord Chancellor, and (for aught I know to the contrary) of audience, up to the first of May, at 

least—the latest date of my letters. You will oblige me, then, by causing Mr. Gazette of France to 

contradict himself, which, I suppose, he is used to. I never answer a foreign criticism; but this is a mere 

matter of fact, and not of opinions. I presume that you have English and French interest enough to do 

this for me—though, to be sure, as it is nothing but the truth which we wish to state, the insertion may 

be more difficult. 

 As I have written to you often lately at some length, I won’t bore you further now, than by 

begging you to comply with my request; and I presume the ‘esprit du corps’ (is it ‘du’ or ‘de?’ for this 

is more than I know) will sufficiently urge you, as one of ‘ours,’ to set this affair in its real aspect. 

Believe me always yours ever and most affectionately, 

Byron. 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna] 

 

        Venice 22:
nd

 May 1821 

My dear Lord 

 Your letter of the 11:
th285

 I found waiting for me here on my return from a little trip to Trento 

and the Lago di Garda, where, by the way, I was very much disappointed with Salo, believing the 

situation from Lady M.W.Montague’s account to be perfectly beautiful, while in fact I found the Lago 

di Garda in point of picturesque scenery every way inferior, and very much so, to the Lago Maggiore. 

– Last night I received your second letter and have immediately applied to your quondam friend 

Demster to contradict the [hieroglyph signifying “article”] he had copied from the Milan paper
286

 into 

his journal, thinking it best to leave it to himself to do it in his own way: I have not yet received his 

answer; but should he make any difficulty, which I conceive altogether impossible, I will draw up an 

article for his paper, which, whether he will or not, he must insert, & the same measure I propose 

adopting with the editor of the Milan Gazette.
287

 I do not know whether you will think me right, but I 

have done this as my own act, not in any way suggested by you, but merely informing M
r
 Demster that 

I was sure his prompt & decided contradiction of his former 

 

1:2 

 

                                                           
285: BLJ VIII 112-4. 

286: The Gazzetta di Milano had reported Marino Faliero to have been “universally hissed” at its unauthorised 

London premiere, a rumour B. was anxious that Hoppner should scotch; see BLJ VIII 118: “your consular dignity 

will attain this justice”. 

287: The editor of the Gazetta di Milano was in 1821 Francesco Pezzi. 
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article would be agreeable to you, & reminding him of the many attentions you had shown him during 

your stay here. By Pasquale’s return from England I have been favoured with the sight of your tragedy 

& of your letter respecting Pope – the latter I delight in: the former in my opinion is very beautiful, 

particularly the Doge’s denunciation against Venice, in which you pourtray so exactly the state of this 

wretched & devoted city,
288

 but I cannot forgive you the praise you bestow in your notes on certain 

individuals here
289

 who never have nor ever can merit even the little you say in their behalf. – The 

accomplished son & his accomplished mother
290

 are worse than your worst lazzaroni of Naples
291

 – 

throughout the late events,
292

 the mother has shown herself the decided enemy of every liberal 

sentiment: the abject toadeater of the vilainous tyrants of her adopted country:
293

 breathing hatred of 

the neapolitans for promising to wish themselves free, & the most ardent hopes that their invaders 

might succeed in crushing them – The accomplished son in the mean time has accepted the 

appointment of extra clerk in the C de Thurn’s office (one of the greatest scoundrels that ever breathed, 

a man who has advanced himself by the most notoriously dishonest practices)
294

 and is become by 

duty, as he was by inclination already the devoted slave of the horde of slaves who rule here, as well as 

the spy of their base and suspicious administration – They are vicious Greeks, & modern Greeks – and 

after all do tell me what are the lady’s accomplishments? Have 

 

1:3 

 

you forgot Washington? and Lodi & Pompeys pillar
295

 & fifty other proofs of her ignorance & 

stupidity? Excuse me my dear Sir but the other worthy individuals of whom you speak hardly know 

how to give compliment, considering what you say of them as a sneer rather than your curious opinion 

& feel at all counts uncomfortable in being produced in such society – – But to return to your letter of 

the 11.
th

 I will not fail should I be so fortunate as to get this year to Switzerland to make every enquiry 

respecting the mode of educating young ladies in that country. In the mean time I am now able to tell 

you that such families as possess the means generally send their children to Geneva or Neufchatel 

where there are pensions in which besides every attention to their morals they receive the best 

instructions that can be bestowed on them. There are also clergymen’s famil{l}ies, & the private 

fam[tear: “ilies”] who receive one or two pensioners, where they are treated as [tear: “part of”] the 

family, provided with masters, & carried into society. At Geneva the greatest care is bestowed on the 

education of children & should you decide on sending Allegra there, M
rs
 Hoppners sister who has just 

married & M. de Budé the present proprietor of Ferney (Voltaire’s chateau) & whose family, one of 

the first in that City, who reside there, will, I am sure, bestow every attention upon her. There is too 

Ma
d
. D’Ivernois

296
 a great friend of ours, and a most amiable & accomplished lady to whom we could 

recommend her I may further add that as you look most to her future establishment with what you will 

                                                           
288: See Marino Faliero, III iii 130-210. 

289: Hoppner now takes violent issue with the note which B. appends to one of his own appendices to Marino 

Faliero: “From the present decay and degeneracy of Venice under the Barbarians, there are some honourable 

individual exceptions. There is Pasqualigo, the last, and, alas! posthumous son of the marriage of the Doges with 

the Adriatic, who fought his frigate with far greater gallantry than any of his French coadjutators in the memorable 

action off Lissa. I came home in the squadron with the prizes in 1811, and recollect to have heard Sir William 

Hoste, and the other officers engaged in that glorious conflict, speak in the highest terms of Pasqualigo’s 

behaviour. There is the Abbate Morelli. There is Alvise Querini, who, after a long and honourable diplomatic 

career, finds some consolation for the wrongs of his country, in the pursuits of literature with his nephew, Vittor 

Benzon, the son of the celebrated beauty, the heroine of ‘La Biondina in Gondoletta’. There are the patrician poet 

Morosini, and the poet Lamberti, the author of the ‘Biondina’, &c. and many other estimable productions; and, not 

the least in an Englishman’s estimation, Madame Michelli, the translator of Shakspeare. There are the young 

Dandolo and the improvvisatore Carrer, and Giuseppe Albrizzi, the accomplished son of an accomplished mother. 

There is Aglietti, and were there nothing else, there is the immortality of Canova. Cicognara, Mustoxithi, Bucati, 

&c. &c. I do not reckon, because the one is a Greek, and the others were born at least a hundred miles off, which, 

throughout Italy, constitutes if not a foreigner, at least a stranger (forestiere)”. Hoppner’s commentaries in Letters 

40 and 41 calls the sincerity and accuracy of the note into question. “Bucati” may be a misprint for “Buratti”. B. 

answers Hoppner at BLJ VIII 124-5. 

290: The Albrizzis. 

291: Tautologous. Lazzaroni is a word of abuse reserved solely for lower-class Neapolitans. 

292: The failed revolution in Naples. 

293: Madame Albrizzi, like the Contessa Benzon (see below), was from Corfu. 

294: See H.’s diary for August 3rd 1817: The Austrian minister or secretary De Tourne or some such name – is 

abominated – he has accepted of an Italian lady’s villa here for two years gratis – comes and goes when he 

pleases and has obliged the owner to hire another villa for herself (BL.Add.Mss.47234, f.7r.) 

295: Seeming references to occasions when Albrizzi revealed gross historical ignorance. 

296: Perhaps related to François D’Ivernois, Swiss political thinker who corresponded with Jefferson. 
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give her she would be able to make an excellent match in Switzerland, & would possibly be as happy 

there as on this side of the Alps. – I have not yet received my leave of absence 

 

1:4 

 

& should I now get it immediately I do not think we can set out before the 12 or 15 of next month. – 

Mrs Hoppner desires me to express her best thanks for your kind remembrance of her: she is now again 

quite well & I hope likely to escape a return of her rh[e]umatic fever – Adieu my dear Lord I shall be 

always happy to be of use to you & am your devoted Serv
t
 R.B.Hoppner 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of England / At his House] 

 

My Lord 

I have been so busy and troubled these two days because the painful deliverance of my wife with child. 

I have been so puzzled through the particulars of the house, to which I am not accustomed; that tired 

by the child, the nurse, the uneasiness of the Wife, the sottishness of the mid-wife, the prescriptions of 

the physicians, and the ceremonies of the Baptysm, I had lost my head, the more so that I had passed 

two nights without sleeping. I beg then your pardon if I have not given you a previous advice of the 

accomplishment of my brother’s promise about the article of the Milan’s Gazette: it is enough for my 

justification to say, that I had not read not only the public papers, but even my private letters. This 

morning being more calm I have read the article: it is but a translation of some bits of the english 

papers, that I had sent my brother. They seem well enough chosen: I had wished for something more 

and something better in the preamble. But in general your wrongs are retrieved, Lie has been 

confounded, and truth has been published; what seldom is to be seen in these unhappy moments. I 

hope then, that you shall be content; and I am very glad of having contributed to your satisfaction to 

make up for what I am indebted to you. 

 Your Steward acquainted me, that you wait on me: if you are not pressed, I will call on you to 

receive your commands next Friday or Saturday before six o’clock in the afternoon. If you are not at 

liberty, you need but to point out to me another day and another hour. 

 The last Galignani’s Litterary Gazette has been extremely agreeable to me, since I have read and 

admired in it some very fine verses and scenes of your so wished for tragedy. – I am always with the 

usual esteem and attachment 

 My Lord Tuesday morning  your ever aff.te Servant 

      and Friend I. A. 
 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 24 / 25th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

 

My Lord 

You will find here inclosed the letter to his eminence, of which I spoke to you yesterday. I hope you 

will find it very kind accordingly to what was becoming to the writer and to the receiver. 

 I send you also the minute of your answer, as we are agreed together. You will add or cut off, 

correct, and abridge what you please according to the truth, and to the fact, which you shall know 

better than I. After your corrections if you are not willing to take the pain of copying the letter 

yourself, you need but send it back to me: I will copy it again in forma signandi, and after, you will 

write your name at the bottom of the paper and seal it. 

 I am reading with pleasure the letters of your friends of London. – The Congress of Laybach is 

dissolved, and another is fixed next year in the same Town. 42 persons, who took part in the 

Piedmontese revolutions are exiled, and their goods confiscated. = The kingdom of Naples is not 

intirely tranquill. The expedition of Spain is either cut off, or put off. – The Cardinal charges me with 

many thanks for you; and I am for ever and in a great haste 

        Your aff.
te
 Servant and Friend 

 Friday 25: of May       I. A. 

 

[1:2, 3 and 4 blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 25th 1821: 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 297-9; BLJ VIII 126-7) 

[To, J
no

 Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 May 25

th
. 1821. 

M
r
. Moray / 

 Since I wrote the enclosed a week ago – & for some weeks before – I have not {had} a line 

from you. – Now I should like to know upon what principle of common or uncommon feeling – you 

leave me without any information but what I can derive from garbled gazettes in English – & abusive 

ones in Italian (the Germans hating me as a Coal=heaver)
297

 while all this kick up has been <gon> 

going on about the play? – You shabby fellow!! – – Were it not for the letters from D. K. I should have 

been as ignorant as you are negligent. – 

I send you an Elegy as follows 

 

 Behold the blessing of a lucky lot! 

 My play is damned – and Lady Noel not. 

 

So – I hear Bowles has been abusing Hobhouse – if that’s the case he has broken the truce like 

Morillo’s successor
298

 – and I will cut him out <like> – <the> as Cochrane did the Esmeralda.
299

 – – 

Since I wrote the enclosed packet – I have completed (but not co= 

 

1:2 

 

=pied out) four acts of a new tragedy. – When I have finished the fifth – I will copy <clean over> it 

out. – – 

It is on the subject of “Sardanapalus” the last king of the Assyrians. – – – 

The words Queen – & pavilion
300

 occur – but it is not an allusion to his Britannic Majesty – – as you 

may tremulously (for the admiralty custom) imagine. – – This you will one day see (if I finish it) as I 

have made Sardanapalus brave (<and> {though} voluptuous as history represents him) – <but> {and} 

also as amiable as my poor powers could render him. – So that it could neither be truth nor satire on 

any living monarch. – I have strictly preserved all the unities hitherto – & mean to continue them in the 

fifth if posssible – but not for the Stage. – – – y
rs
. in haste & hatred – 

 you scrubby correspondent – 

  [very brief scrawl] 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Cardinal Rusconi to Byron, from Ravenna, May 28th 1821: 

(Source: Keats-Shelley Memorial House Rome, Origo papers, Box 36D: fragment of a photograph, 

summarized by Iris Origo at The Last Attachment, p.253; not published. Said by Origo to be from the 

Murray Archives. Transcription and translation by Valeria Vallucci.) 

Ravenna, 28
th

 May 1821 

Mylord 

Per corrispondenza ad alcune ricerche fattemi dall’Eminentissimo Sig. Card. Seg.rio di Stato in 

sussidio di giustizia, sono costretto ad incomodare Vostra Eccellenza, e a pregare la sua nota gentilezza 

a farmi la grazia di fornirmi riservatamente alcuni schiarimenti, e notizie sopra la persona di un tal 

Giuseppe Gigante Napoletano, attualmente detenuto nelle carcri di Sinigaglia. Si brama sapere da Lei 

1° Se è vero, che circa la metà dello scorso mese di marzo il detto Gigante venne in Ravenna, e si 

presentò al Sig. Antonio Lega Zambelli di Brisighella di Lei Segretario, e che col di lui mezzo fece 

presentare a Vostra Eccellenza una Supplica previamente da Lui scritta nella bottega di un Libraio 

vicino all’ufficio di Polizia, nella quale esponendo di essere stato grassato nella Via di Scarical’Asino, 

Le domandava una qualche sovvenzione. 

2° Se è vero, che detta sovvenzione Le fu puntualmente accordata dalla di Lei generosità nella somma 

di dieci doppie effettive e di alcuni oggetti di vestiario. 

3° Se è vero, che per contestare a V.E. la sua gratitudine, col mezzo dello stesso  

Sig. Lega suo Seg.rio si presentò a Lei personalmente, e Le ne fece …. [photograph ends] 

 

Translation: My Lord / From correspondence and investigations into me by His Eminence the 

Cardinal Secretary of State for the cause of justice, I am obliged to inconvenience Your Excellency, 

                                                           
297: A Carbonaro. 

298: Obscure. General Pablo Morillo fought at Trafalgar; who his “successor” was is a mystery. 

299: Refers to a Cochrane naval victory of 1820. 

300: Sardanapalus I ii ll.1, 308, 554, II i 51, et al. 
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and to beg your gracious attention, and to ask you to furnish me in confidence certain clarifications and 

points concerning the person of one Giuseppe Gigante, a Neapolitan, currently imprisoned in 

Sinigaglia. I need to know from you, 1stly if it is true, that in the middle of March last the said Gigante 

came to Ravenna, and presented himself to Signor Lega Zambelli di Brisighella, your secretary, and 

with his help presented to Your Excellency a deposition, written in the front room of a bookseller’s 

shop near the police station, in which he claimed to have been assaulted in the Via di Scarical’Asino, 

and asked you for compensation. 2ndly, if it is true that you at once provided him, from your 

generosity, with the sum of ten doblas, and with certain items of clothing. 3rdly, if it is true, that, to 

show his gratitude to Your Excellency, he was presented to you personally by Signor Lega, your 

Secretary, and that you made him … 

 

Byron to Cardinal Rusconi, Papal Legate in Ravenna, May 25th 1821: 

(Source: State Archive of Ravenna, Reserved Protocol of Legation, envelope n. 896, 1821. First 

printed in A.Casadio, Il poeta e i cardinali. Una lettera autografa e due episodi oscuri del soggiorno di 

Byron a Ravenna, in ‘Romagna arte e storia’, 56/1999, pp. 37-52. Reprinted 2001 Byron Journal, 

pp.90-7. Not in LJ or BLJ.) 

Byron answers the previous item (though the dates don’t work). 

 

Eminenza 

 Sono ben contento di poter avere una occasione di prestarmi alle ricerche del Governo, e di 

eseguire i rispettabili comandi dell’ E.V., a cui professo una particolare stima, e deferenza. 

 Rispondo adunque con tutta ingenuità ai tre quesiti, ch’Ella mi fa sulla persona di Giuseppe 

Gigante Napoletano. 

 1º. E’verissimo, che per mezzo del mio Seg.rio Lega, il medesimo mi presentò una Supplica, in 

cui mi chiedeva un soccorso, esponendomi di essere stato assassinato nella via di Scarical’Asino. 

 2º. E’parimenti vero, che io gli feci dare la somma di dieci Doppie effetive; ma quanto agli oggetti 

di vestario, credo gli fossero dati de qualche mio Domestico, ma non da Me. 

 3º. Finalmente è vero, che mi fu presentato dal detto mio Segretario, e mi ringraziò; e connobbi 

allora il medesimo per la prima volta. So inoltre, ch’egli era munito di un Passaporto in regola del 

Governo Napoletano. A maggiore schiarimento, e prova di quanto ho asserito, accludo a Vostra 

Eminenza la stessa Petizione del Gigante colla postilla di carattere del mio Segretario Lega. 

 Altro non posso dirle in argomento; ma credo, che tutto ciò basterà, e mentre mi compiaccio di 

aver soddisfatto alle premure di V.E.Le prometto eziandio quella prudenza, e segretezza, che mi 

raccomanda, e mi protesto con singolar rispetto, e colla più alta considerazione 

 Di Vostra Eminenza 

  Ravenna 25. Maggio 1821 

      D.mo Obb.mo Servidore 

     Byron / de Rochdale / Pari d’Inghilterra 

 

Translation: Your Eminence / I am pleased to be given an occasion to help the Government in its 

investigations, and to carry out the respected orders of Your Eminence, whom I hold in particular 

regard and esteem. So I answer the three questions about Giuseppe Gigante,
301

 the Neapolitan, as 

straightforwardly as I can. / 1
st
. It is indeed true that, through Lega, my Secretary, the above-mentioned 

man presented a Petition to me asking for help and telling me that he had been assassinated [sic] in the 

via di Scarical Asino. / 2
nd

. It is also true that I ordered the sum of two Doblas to be given to him; but 

                                                           
301: Teresa Guiccioli tells the story of Giuseppe Gigante (“Joseph Giant”): “While he was looking for an 

opportunity to send his letter to Naples, a man arrived in Ravenna who claimed to be a messenger from Pepe and 

the bearer of instructions to expedite a national uprising in Italy. The Austrians had arrested him at the border, but 

by a miracle (he said) he had escaped with his life. He had been stripped, and reached Ravenna exhausted and all 

but naked. He was warmly welcomed by the Liberals, and they introduced him to Lord Byron, to whom he had 

already addressed a plea for assistance: but afterwards he came under suspicion of espionage. / Humane and open-

handed as ever, Lord Byron replied to them: ‘It may be that this man is a spy, as you suspect, but it could also be 

the case that he really is unlucky and has been robbed. I shall therefore help the man and not the Carbonaro.’ He 

provided him with clothes, and gave him five hundred francs to enable him to regain his native land, as he was a 

Neapolitan. Having questioned him subsequently, Lord Byron was so convinced of this man’s integrity, and 

justifiably so, that he entrusted him with his missive to the Neapolitan Government. In order to avoid the Austrian 

army, Gigante (this was the man’s name) hoped to reach Naples by crossing the Abruzzi mountains, but he was 

apprehended at Pesaro, and was said to have swallowed compromising papers lest they should fall into the hands 

of the police. It is more than likely, however, that the letter was seized, because the Austrian and Papal police 

grew even more hostile towards Lord Byron” – LBLI, pp.276-7. 
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as for clothes, he was given them by some Servant of mine, but not by Me. / 3
rd

. Finally it is true that 

he was introduced to me by my Secretary, and he thanked me; and that was the first time I met him. I 

also know that he had obtained a regular Passport issued by the Neapolitan Government. To make all 

this clearer to you and to establish its accuracy, I enclose to Your Eminence the same Petition of 

Gigante with the marginal note written by Lega, my Secretary. / I cannot tell you any more about this 

matter; but I am sure that all this will be enough, and while I am pleased that I could satisfy Your 

Eminence’s enquiry, I also assure that I will use the caution and the reserve that you recommend to me, 

and I declare myself, and with particular respect and with the highest esteem / Of Your Eminence / 

Ravenna, May 25th 1821 / Your Obedient and Obliged Servant Byron / Rochdale / Peer of England” – 

translation, slightly adapted, by Maria Luisa Cellini and Luca Ravaglia. 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, May 25th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

 

My Lord  

      Friday evening 

Poor Mylord! How many troubles for a triffle! And how I am to be pitied, who pass half my life 

through the business and transactions worse and more tiresome than this! 

 Here is the letter for his eminence copied in your sheet of paper, whose transmission is a satyre to 

the poverty of my shop. 

 I have corrected what was not right: you need but put your respectable name in the formulary if 

you please “Devmŏ obbmŏ Serv.
re

 L. Byron.” In the Superscription the formulary is “A sua eminenza 

Il Sig.
r
 Card Rusconi Legato di = Ravenna = 

 After that, all this great transaction will be done, and I hope without any harm for the poor Devil, 

who is the object of it. 

 The Card:
al
 knows nothing of the libel posted up against you, and has heard of it with great pain. 

 I suppose that the printing of Marino Faliero is not the same of which I spoke to you, since this is 

nothing but a harmless extrait of Muratori. 

 I am always with respect and attachment 

P. S. Do not forget of putting your    Your aff.
te
 S

t
. and Friend 

seal at the letter to the cardinal.      [signature torn out] 

 

[1:2, 3 and 4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 25th 18121: 

(Source: text from Morgan Library photocopy; BLJ VIII 124-6) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

 / Consul General / to H. B. M
y
. / Venezia / Venezia] 

 

respects to Madame – is the new Miss Voltaire like her Sister? – if I had been you I would have 

married them both. 

Ravenna. May 25
th

. 1821. 

My dear Hoppner / 

 It seemed proper that I should mention in the notes – the persons esteemed for a certain 

character in this our city – either for literature or otherwise – and the more so – because the Doge’s 

denunciation was – however true – so – bitter – as to appear like a personal feeling. – This it really was 

not – but it seemed one in conformity with the dramatic character of M. F. – and yet true for I have 

quoted the French Historian Darù and others – (not trusting entirely to my own opinions) as well as the 

famous Alamanni. – I did not consult my own personal feelings for or against the individuals praised – 

as some of them are not of my acquaintance – but merely their estimation in their place of birth – or 

residence. – – As to the Albrizzi I do not know what they think of her now but you know that she was 

flattered by them formerly. I was also anxious to 

 

1:2 

 

evince that I had no resentment against her – on account of our little discrepancy. – You can hardly say 

less than “accomplished” of a young man who speaks & writes half a dozen languages – and his 

mother has written books – and really in {present} Italy it is <delight a> {so high} <high> {a} merit to 

spell with precision – that I cannot help respecting a woman who writes at all. – – Of their recent 

Ultraism – I was not aware – recollect it is now two years – (except a couple of Autumn months – 

which I passed in the house with a fever) since I have been in Venice as a resident. – – – 
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I am very sorry to hear it, – but knew nothing of it till now. – – – I am very much pleased with what 

you say of Switzerland – and will ponder upon it; – I would rather she married there than here for that 

matter. – For fortune I shall make all that I can spare – (if I live and she is 

 

1:3 

 

correct in her conduct) & if I die before she is settled – I have left her by will five thousand pounds – – 

which is a fair provision out of England, for a natural child. – I shall encrease it all I can – if 

circumstances permit me – but of course – (like all {other} human things) – this is very uncertain. – 

You will oblige me very much by interfering to have the facts of the play=acting stated – {I care 

nothing for their criticism,} {but the matter of fact} – 

 

[vertically in middle of left margin:] 

 

I have written four acts of another tragedy – so you see they can’t bully me. 

 

– as those Scoundrels appear to be organizing a system of abuse against me; – because I am in their 

“list” – you know – I suppose that they actually need a list of all individuals in Italy – who dislike them 

– It must be numerous. – Their Suspicions and actual alarms – about my conduct & personal intentions 

– – in the late <xxxxx> {row} were <actually> {truly} ludicrous – – though not to bore you – I 

touched upon them lightly – they believed – & still believe here – or affect to believe it – that the 

whole plan & project 

 

1:4 [above address:] of rising – was settled by me – & the means furnished &
c
 &

c
. – All this was more 

fomented by the Barbarian agents – who are numerous here – (one of them was stabbed yesterday by 

the way but not dangerously). – [beneath address:] And although when the Commandant was shot here 

before my door in {Decr.} – I took him into my house where he had every assistance – till he died on 

Fletcher’s bed – and although not one of them dared receive him into their houses but myself; – {they} 

leaving him to perish in the Night in the Streets – when I ran down (armed of course) and carried him 

from the spot where he was lying – with Tita to help me (and a soldier or two who were scared out of 

their wits) – – they put up a paper about three months ago – denouncing me as the chief of the 

[sideways beneath address:] Liberals – & stirring up persons to assassinate me. – But this shall never 

<xxxx> <xxx> <xxx> {silence nor bully} my opinions – – All this came from the German Barbarians. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 28th 1821: 

(Source: text from Leeds Brotherton, photocopy; LJ V 300; BLJ VIII 127) 

[To / John Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

 

Or favour of M
r
. K. – – – 

Ravenna. May 28
th

. 1821. 

Dear Moray / Since my last of y
e
. 26

th
. or 25

th
. I have dashed off my fifth act of y

e
. tragedy called 

“Sardanapalus”. – But now comes ye copying over which may prove heavy work – heavy to y
e
. writer 

as to the reader. – I have written to you at least 6 times sans answer – which proves you to be a – 

bookseller. – – I pray you to send me a copy of M
r
. “Wrangham’s” reformation of “Langhorne’s 

Plutarch”
302

 – I have the Greek which is somewhat small of print and the Italian which is too heavy in 

style – and as false as a Neapolitan Patriot proclamation. – I pray you also to send me a life published 

some years ago of the Magician Apollonius of T. <&
c
. &

c
.>

303
 – It is in English, & – I think edited {or 

written} by what “Martin Marprelate” calls “a bouncing priest”.
304

 – I shall trouble you no further with 

this sheet than y
e
. postage. 

y
rs
. &

c
. 

B 

 

P.S. – Since I wrote this I determined to <inclo> inclose it (as a half sheet) for M
r
. K. – who will have 

the goodness to forward it. – Besides it saves sealing wax – – 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 28th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

                                                           
302: Mu. had published Francis Wrangham’s revision of John and William Langhorne’s Plutarch in 1813. 

303: Philostratus’ Life of Apollonius of Tyana, tr. Edward Berwick (1809). 

304: The phrase is from Isaac D’Israeli’s Calamities of Authors (1812). 
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[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna. – ] 

 

        Venice 28
th

: May 1821. – 

My dear Lord 

 The hopes of being able to send you the paper I now enclose, by Saturday night’s post; but 

which owing to its late publication I was not able to effect, was the reason of my not answering on that 

day your letter of Tuesday. The article I now send, which notwithstanding the bad style in which it is 

written and the mistake in the name of the Theater, I hope you will deem sufficient to satisfy the 

Venetian public of the falsehood of the former story, is not exactly as it was drawn up by Mengaldo 

under my dictation, but if you ask me why M
r
 Demster did not print that, I cannot conceive any other 

reason except that he had the vanity to imagine he could write a better one, and as I am obliged to be 

content with this, I hope you will find in it at all events a proof of my desire to comply with your 

wishes, and of my having done so without loss of time. Vittor Benzone
305

 who is an intimate friend of 

the Editor of the Milan Gazette has promised to write to him desiring he would insert a similar article, 

and I hope before long it will be done and to your satisfaction. I have requested Sig
r
 Demster to correct  

the name of the Theatre & to reprint the article, and have reason to hope he will do so – 

 This day I received yours of the 25
th

: and am pleased to find that what I said in my last 

respecting Switzerland affords a chance of settling 

 

1:2 

 

little Allegra in such a manner as must deprive your bitterest enemies (if I may be pardoned in 

supposing you have any) of every opportunity of questioning your conduct towards her. Any assistance 

that Mrs Hoppner and myself individually or her friends and relations in the Cantons {can afford} you 

may command, with the full assurance that if she were our own child we could not bestow more 

attention upon her. I still hope you will be able to make up your mind before we set out which will not 

be till the 12
th

: of next month, or at all events during our stay beyond the Alps, as in the first instance 

we could take her with us, in the latter we could ourselves see to the pension where she would be 

placed, & be able to give you a more satisfactory account of it than if we were obliged to receive it 

from another. – 

 I am delighted to hear you have advanced so far in another tragedy: unfortunately the 

declaration you have made in the preface to your last prevents your writing expressly for the stage, but 

the example of the success that has met with, and the probability that the present will be subjected to 

the same test will induce you I hope to adapt it more for representation than M. Faliero. As much 

interest in the plot as you have thrown into the dialogue and the principal characters would have 

decided it success in spite of any opposition that could be exerted against it – 

 What you have said of the worthies of Venice appears as yours, and will be received as such, 

though it was your intention to speak that of their countrymen. This note you must know 

 

1:3 

 

has been the general subject of conversation and your book was received, and none of the three good 

ladies of whom you speak are perfectly satisfied because in fact each of them thinks you ought to have 

spoken of her alone. Poor Benzoni
306

 however was the most so notwithstanding her hatred of the 

Albrizzi, until the malicious little Michaeli
307

 put it into her head that you ought to have celebrated her 

wit and amiability as her beauty was sufficiently notorious. The little Michaeli herself who only 

published three of Shakespeare’s plays which were translated for her, I believe by Mr Parr, (as the life 

of Vittoria Colonna was written for the Albrizzi by Pindemonte)
308

 and who does not understand one 

syllable of English would rather you had spoken of her origin of the Venetian Fêtes, which she wrote 

herself and everyone says in a clever well written book – she objects too to the word accomplished 

applied to her rival because in French it means every thing one would desire, and though I have told 

her that in English its sense is more restricted, she very justly re[tear: “marks”] that here it will be 

understood as a French word. What the other [tear: “old”?] cat’s
309

 sentiments are I cannot tell you, 

                                                           
305: Vittore Benzon, son of Contessa Maria Querini Benzoni – as rumour had it, by her half-brother. 

306: Contessa Maria Querini Benzoni ran a “better” salon than did Albrizzi (BLJ VI 37) and it was at one of her 

conversazioni that B. and Teresa Guiccioli fell in love. 

307: The Contessa Giustina Michele, author of Feste Veneziane. 

308: The poet Ippolito Pindemonte was one of Albrizzi’s many lovers. 

309: Hoppner refers to Albrizzi. 
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for since her decided declaration in favour of the Luna,
310

 I have cut all connection with her. I am sorry 

however she should have reason to be so satisfied, because independent of this question I think her 

ignorance as barbarous as theirs, and her principles if she has any beyond that of ever studying her own 

dirty interest, are at the present moment as bad as theirs: I say at the present moment, because this ultra 

tyrannic dame once danced round the tree of liberty that was erected in S
t
 Mark’s place to the notes of 

Ça ira which she herself croaked forth, and has since endeavoured to float with the tide whichever turn 

it took so that notwithstanding she is not now quite so young and agile, we may still reasonably hope to 

see her end where she began – And I have devoted more to that old witch than she deserves – You are 

right in not allowing yourself to be bullied by those dastardly miscreants who 

 

1:4 [above address:] afraid to act openly against you try to be rid of you by assassination – – This is of 

a piece with all the rest of their conduct. Their ignorance and stupidity has no parallels except in their 

falsehood, avarice and cruelty. But do what they will the day of retribution must come. I suspect as 

someone has honoured me by placing my name with yours in Tasso’s dungeon in Ferrara I have the 

honour of again appearing with you in the list you speak of – surely it is more to one’s credit to be 

hated by such wretches [below address:] than to be the object of their love. I am however angry with 

myself for feeling such detestation of them as the most thorough contempt is at best all that they 

deserve – – You do not say on what subject is your new tragedy, nor whether you continued your 

prophecy of Dante which in my humble opinion equals any of your former beautiful works, and will 

not I hope be thrown aside like poor Don Juan – adieu my dear Lord believe me ever your devoted 

R.B.Hoppner 

 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 29th, 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS 4161D; LJM 400-1) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / Poste restante / Ravenna / Italie] 

London, 29. May 1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 I have this day been favoured with your Lordships obliging communicaton of May 8 – to 

containing in particular a note to be added to the New Edition of the Letter or to be printed Separately 

which I will do referring to M
r
 Giffords revision. Some time ago I sent a parcel with all the newspapers 

containing opinions upon Faliero and the infamous conduct of M
r
 Elliston but I find that I was wrong 

in so doing for that papers can go only through the Post office & the brobability is that my parcel has 

been ripped up as contraband, as I took care to get two Copies of the Papers on this occasion I have 

now cut out from them all that relates to thus subject and have sent them in a parcel this day – and as 

the communication from Venice to Ravenna is probably uncertain I have now addressed the parcel to 

your Lordship – to the care of M
r
 Hoppner whom you will probably advise of this immediately – I 

have added a Copy of the Second Letter with Mr Giffords remarks – he says “I hope however Lord B 

will not continue to squander himself thus – when will he resume his majestic march, & shake the 

earth again”? 

 If you intend proceedings, wait for 

 

1:2 

 

Bowles’s answer a new edition of which I expect tomorrow – he prints in the country – & let us have 

the whole digested against the winter for nothing will be attended too now but the Coronation – Your 

Lordships Letter is certainly very much liked. 

 I have ever since the nefarious performances of the Tragedy been engaged in attending my 

Solicitor & Council in arguing & drawing up cases – and the Trial for I have determined to have a 

decision – and then having felt the Sense of so many members of parliament to be in our favour I hope 

to get a clause to this effect inserted in the new Copyright Act – Your Lordship will see by the 

Arguments at length inserted in the Times – the opinion of the Chancellor – at whose own suggestion 

to Lord Grey I applied & obtained an injunction – & yet who allowed the play to be performed in spite 

of it – 

 On the 2
d
 of April last I sent a parcel containing Mannering – Waverley – Antiquary & 

Letter on Bowles – May 2 Doge & May 11 – 1 Doz Boxes Soda Powder – 11 Parrys Voyage 

 

1:3 

                                                           
310: B. replies, “Of their recent Ultraism I was not aware” (BLJ VIII 125). Albrizzi, having once been a Jacobin, 

is now a declared legitimist. 
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to the North Pole – Today I have sent Waldegrave
311

 – Lady Hervey
312

 (not yet published) &c Ant it 

monstrous good Bowles cringing to you & thinking he may kick Hobhouse as he likes – Hobhouse 

does not like it – & thinks of cutting his (Bowless) throat – Bowles too making an apology for the 

liberty he has taken [Ms. tear] your Lordship’s Motto” [Ms. tear] mistaking your Lines for [Ms. tear] 

written by Hobhouse 

 I have lately had the misfortune to lose my Second Son
313

 – but I cannot expect to go through the 

world with out participating in the Misfortunes of all around me – 

 God bless you 

Prays Your Lordships 

  obliged & faithful Servt 

   Jno Murray 

 

1:4 [inverted below address:] I shall look out for the Bust 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 31st 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 490-1; LJ V 302; BLJ VIII 130-1) 

Ravenna, May 31. 1821. 

I enclose you another letter, which will only confirm what I have said to you. 

 About Allegra—I will take some decisive step in the course of the year; at present, she is so happy 

where she is, that perhaps she had better have her alphabet imparted in her convent. 

 What you say of the Dante is the first I have heard of it—all seeming to be merged in the row 

about the tragedy. Continue it!—Alas! what could Dante himself now prophesy about Italy? I am glad 

you like it, however, but doubt that you will be singular in your opinion. My new tragedy is completed. 

 The B[enzoni] is right,—I ought to have mentioned her humour and amiability, but I thought at 

her sixty, beauty would be most agreeable or least likely. However, it shall be rectified in a new 

edition; and if any of the parties have either looks or qualities which they wish to be noticed, let me 

have a minute of them. I have no private nor personal dislike to Venice, rather the contrary, but I 

merely speak of what is the subject of all remarks and all writers upon her present state. Let me hear 

from you before you start. 

Believe me, 

ever, &c. 

 

P.S. Did you receive two letters of Douglas Kinnaird’s in an endorse from me? Remember me to 

Mengaldo, Soranzo, and all who care that I should remember them. The letter alluded to in the 

enclosed, ‘to the Cardinal,’ was in answer to some queries of the government, about a poor devil of a 

Neapolitan,
314

 arrested at Sinigaglia on suspicion, who came to beg of me here; being without 

breeches, and consequently without pockets for halfpence, I relieved and forwarded him to his country, 

and they arrested him at Pesaro on suspicion, and have since interrogated me (civilly and politely, 

however,) about him. I sent them the poor man’s petition, and such information as I had about him, 

which I trust will get him out again, that is to say, if they give him a fair hearing. 

 I am content with the article. Pray, did you receive, some posts ago, Moore’s lines which I 

enclosed to you, written at Paris? 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, May 31st 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; BLJ VIII 128-9) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
. May 31

st
. 1821. 

Dear Moray / 

 You say you have written often – I have only received y
rs
. of the eleventh – which is very 

short. – By this post – – – in five packets I sent you the tragedy of Sardanapalus – – which is written in 

a rough hand – perhaps M
rs
 Leigh can help you to decypher it. – – You will please to acknowledge it 

by return of post. – You will remark that the Unities are all strictly observed. – The Scene passes in the 

same Hall always. – The time – a Summer’s night about nine hours – or less, though it begins before 

Sunset – and ends after Sunrise. – – 

                                                           
311: Memoirs from 1754 to 1758, by James Earl Waldegrave K.G. (published by Mu., April 1821). 

312: Letters of Mary Lepel, Lady Hervey (published by Mu., June 1821). 

313: Mu.’s second son was called William; nothing else is known about him. 

314: Giuseppe Gigante. 
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In the third act – when Sardanahalus calls for a mirror to look at himself <once> in his <armour> 

armour – recollect – to quote the Latin passage from Juvenal upon Otho
315

 – (a similar character who 

did the same thing) Gifford will help you to it. – The trait is perhaps too familiar – but it is historical 

(of Otho at least) & natural in an effeminate character. – – – – 

Preface &
c
. &

c
. will be sent when I know of the arrival. – – For the historical account I 

 

1:2 

 

refer you to Diodorus Siculus – from which you must have the chapters of the Story translated – as an 

explanation – and a note to the drama. – You write so seldom & so shortly – that you can hardly expect 

from me more than I receive 

 y
rs
. truly 

  &
c
. 

   [scrawl] 

 

P.S. 

 Remember me to Gifford – and say that I doubt that this M.S.S. will puzzle him to decypher it. – 

The Characters are quite different from any I have hitherto attempted to delineate. – – – – 

You must have it copied out directly – as you best can – – & printed off in proofs (more than one) as I 

have retained no copy in my hands. – – With regard to the publication – I can only protest as 

heretofore against its’ being acted – it being expressly written not for the theatre. – – – – – 

 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, May 31st 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135A; BLJ VIII 129-30) 

[To, – / The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & CO. – / Pall Mall. / London. / 

Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 May 31

st
. 1821. 

Dear Douglas / Yours with the Egg receipt – & Circulars has just arrived. – I have to acknowledge 

many recent kind letters – doubly so – because I was quite in the dark – & unable to understand the 

transaction with the theatres till y
r
. explanation. – By this post I enclose in five packets five acts of a 

new tragedy addressed to M
r
. Murray. – Will you take a look at them? and desire him to acknowledge 

the arrival by return of post. – – – 

I differ from you about M
r
. Elliston – who has used me not at all well. – – In this play – I have 

observed the unities (all three) strictly – the whole action passes in the same hall of the palace of 

Sardanapalus. – – – – 

Now the funds are up again – can’t we find – land to place the money on? – – – 

I had agreed with Murray – on his assuring me that on the “utmost possible speculation” it could clear 

no more. – – Of the merits of what I now send him I cannot judge. – The characters are of a totally 

different nature from any hitherto drawn by me in writing. – 

 

1:2 

 

I am very glad of y
r
. civility to the Italian Singer & his appendage. – Will you make my remembrances 

to them – & say that I hope they like London – – Try her – you will find her a good one to go – and she 

is – or was uncommonly firm of flesh – <an> a rarity in Italian & Southern women <past> after 

twenty. – – – She is also sufficiently expert in all the motions – like the rest of her countrywomen – 

and though a little too full in her person – – is certainly a desirable woman. – – Give my remembrances 

to Hobhouse – who wrote to me complaining of Bowles – – but how could I help it? – – was I to 

                                                           
315: Juvenal, Satire II, 99-116, though Juvenal’s Otho is not at all like B.’s Sardanapalus: “Another holds in his 

hand a mirror like that carried by the effeminate Otho: a trophy of the Auruncan Actor, in which he gazed at his 

own image in full armour when he was just ready to give the order to advance—a thing notable and novel in the 

annals of our time, a mirror among the kit of Civil War! It needed, in truth, a mighty general to slay Galba, and 

keep his own skin sleek; it needed a citizen of highest courage to ape the splendours of the Palace on the field of 

Bebriacum, and plaster his face with dough! Never did the quiver-bearing Semiramis the like in her Assyrian 

realm, nor the despairing Cleopatra on board her ship at Actium. No decency of language is there here: no regard 

for the manners of the table. You will hear all the foul talk and squeaking tones of Cybele; a grey-haired frenzied 

old man presides over the rites; he is a rare and notable master of mighty gluttony, and should be hired to teach it. 

But why wait any longer when it were time in Phrygian fashion to lop off the superfluous flesh?” 
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suppose that B. would only now notice what has been published these eleven years & more? – I 

revealed no secret – – his part was proclaimed in the preface to the second edition. – Besides – does he 

allow such things to ruffle him much? – He should see the abuse of me in the Italian papers – – (under 

the Germans) & which cannot be remedied as they are 

 

1:3 

 

under the protection – & pay of the Government. They consider me too as a grand promoter & 

upholder of Coal=heaving
316

 – – and as such there is a small suspicion – that they tried to have me 

assassinated. – At least <they> papers were stuck up – – denouncing me {as a Chief} about three 

months ago – in the thick of the row – and trying to have me attacked. – – – – – 

Will you favour me with an answer [Ms. tear: “to”] this – as soon as you have seen Murray that I may 

know if the packets have arrived. –  

 y
rs
. ever 

  & most truly 

   [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, June 4th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 491-3; LJ V 303-7; BLJ VIII 133-5) 

Ravenna, June 4. 1821. 

You have not written lately, as is the usual custom with literary gentlemen, to console their friends 

with their observations in cases of magnitude. I do not know whether I sent you my ‘Elegy on the 

recovery of Lady [Noel]:’— 

 

  Behold the blessings of a lucky lot— 

  My play is damn’d, and Lady [Noel] not. 

 

The papers (and perhaps your letters) will have put you in possession of Master Elliston’s dramatic 

behaviour. It is to be presumed that the play was fitted for the stage by Mr. Dibdin,
317

 who is the tailor 

upon such occasions, and will have taken measure with his usual accuracy. I hear that it is still 

continued to be performed—a piece of obstinacy for which it is some consolation to think that the 

discourteous histrio will be out of pocket. 

 You will be surprised to hear that I have finished another tragedy in five acts, observing all the 

unities strictly. It is called ‘Sardanapalus,’ and was sent by last post to England. It is not for the stage, 

any more than the other was intended for it—and I shall take better care this time that they don’t get 

hold on’t. 

 I have also sent, two months ago, a further letter on Bowles, &c.; but he seems to be so taken up 

with my ‘respect’ (as he calls it) towards him in the former case, that I am not sure that it will be 

published, being somewhat too full of’ pastime and prodigality.’
318

 I learn from some private letters of 

Bowles’s, that you were ‘the gentleman in asterisks.’ Who would have dreamed it? you see what 

mischief that clergyman has done by printing notes without names. How the deuce was I to suppose 

that the first four asterisks meant ‘Campbell’ and not ‘Pope,’ and that the blank signature meant 

Thomas Moore?
319

 You see what comes of being familiar with parsons. His answers have not yet 

                                                           
316: Coal-heaving: Carbonari activities. 

317: B. has not been told that Marino Faliero was cut for performance by George Lamb. 

318: Farquhar, The Recruiting Officer, V ii. 

319: Moore’s note: In their eagerness, like true controversialists, to avail themselves of every passing advantage, 

and convert even straws into weapons on an emergency, my two friends, during their short warfare, contrived to 

place me in that sort of embarrassing position, the most provoking feature of which is, that it excites more 

amusement than sympathy. On the one side, Mr. Bowles chose to cite, as a support to his argument, a short 

fragment of a note, addressed to him, as be stated, by “a gentleman of the highest literary,” &c. &c., and saying, in 

reference to Mr. Bowles’s former pamphlet, “You have hit the right nail on the head, and * * * * too.” This short 

scrap was signed with four asterisks; and when, on the appearance of Mr. Bowles’s Letter, I met with it in his 

pages, not the slightest suspicion ever crossed my mind that I had been myself the writer of it;—my 

communications with my reverend friend and neighbour having been (for years, I am proud to say) sufficiently 

frequent to allow of such a hasty compliment to his disputative powers passing from my memory. When Lord 

Byron took the field against Mr. Bowles’s Letter, this unlucky scrap, so authoritatively brought forward, was, of 

course, too tempting a mark for his facetiousness to be resisted; more especially as the person mentioned in it, as 

having suffered from the reverend critic’s vigour, appeared, from the number of asterisks employed in designating 

him, to have been Pope himself, though, in reality, the name was that of Mr. Bowles’s former antagonist, Mr. 

Campbell. The noble assailant, it is needless to say, made the most of this vulnerable point; and few readers could 
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reached me, but I understand from Hobhouse, that he (H[obhouse].) is attacked in them. If that be the 

case, Bowles has broken the truce, (which he himself proclaimed, by the way,) and I must have at him 

again. 

 Did you receive my letters with the two or three concluding sheets of Memoranda? 

 There are no news here to interest much. A German spy (boasting himself such) was stabbed last 

week, but not mortally. The moment I heard that he went about bullying and boasting, it was easy for 

me, or any one else, to foretell what would occur to him, which I did, and it came to pass in two days 

after. He has got off, however, for a slight incision. 

 A row the other night, about a lady of the place, between her various lovers, occasioned a 

midnight discharge of pistols, but nobody wounded. Great scandal, however—planted by her lover—to 

be thrashed by her husband, for inconstancy to her regular Servente, who is coming home post about it, 

and she herself retired in confusion into the country, although it is the acme of the opera season. All 

the women furious against her (she herself having been censorious) for being found out. She is a pretty 

woman—a Countess * * * * [Rasponi?]—a fine old Visigoth name, or Ostrogoth. 

 The Greeks! what think you? They are my old acquaintances—but what to think I know not.
320

 Let 

us hope howsomever. 

     Yours, 

      B. 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, June 6th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

        Venice 6 June 1821 

My dear Lord 

 The Milan paper which you will receive herewith will I hope set your mind at ease on the subject 

of the articles that have been published there respecting Marion Faliero. I owe it to the kindness of 

Vittor Benzone that I am now able to send it to you, & I believe it {the article} has been inserted in 

consequence of his application to the Editor, who is his particular friend, made at my request. You will 

receive also with this letter one from him together with a copy of his poem, & if you feel disposed to 

make these poor people supremely happy, one civil line from you will be sufficient to effect it = = As 

it is just possible that you might like to have D’Kinnairds letters back, & the one enclosed in yours of 

the 31
st
 which I received the day before yesterday, I take the 

 

1:2 

 

opportunity of sending them, it being the last I shall have of communicating with you on this side the 

Alps our intention being to set forth on our journey on Monday morning next – In my absence Mr 

Dorville will attend to your wishes here, & I leave with him your watches & telescopes in case you 

should want them. If in the Cantons I can be of any use to you, besides making enquiries relative to a 

pension for Allegra which I shall not fail to do, a line to me at Vevey will set me instantly at work to 

execute your orders, and if independent of any commands you may have you will let me know from 

time & time how you are and what you are doing, it will greatly add to the pleasure I expect to enjoy in 

the beautiful & I believe, happy country. – – 

 As it seems that I neglected thanking you for the beautiful lines by Moore that you were so good 

as to send me I take this opportunity of doing so – abuse to be thoroughly efficient ought perhaps to be 

as vile as the 

 

1:3 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      
have been more diverted than I was with his happy ridicule of “the gentleman in asterisks,” little thinking that I 

was myself, all the while, this veiled victim,—nor was it till about the time of the receipt of the above letter, that, 

by some communication on the subject from a friend in England, I was startled into the recollection of my own 

share in the transaction.  

While by one friend I was thus unconsciously, if not innocently, drawn into the scrape, the other was not slow in 

rendering me the same friendly service;—for, on the appearance of Lord Byron’s answer to Mr. Bowles, I had the 

mortification of finding that, with a far less pardonable want of reserve, he had all but named me as his authority 

for an anecdote of his reverend opponent’s early days, which I had, in the course of an after-dinner conversation, 

told him at Venice, and which,—pleasant in itself, and, whether true or false, harmless,—derived its sole sting 

from the manner in which the noble disputant triumphantly applied it. Such are the consequences of one’s near 

and dear friends taking to controversy. 

320: The Greek War of Independence has started. 
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subject that calls it forth, but you and Moore have put it into such beautiful language that one could 

almost envy the Italians the honor of being spoken of in such lines. – I am heartily sorry you appear so 

little disposed to go on with Dante, who in your hands would change countries and become an 

Englishman. – – As you have not told me the subject of your {new} tragedy, the first I shall know of it 

will probably be from the book itself, if it should appear at Geneva as it possibly will during the 

summer. – I have been myself lately very busy writing an article for the quarterly on painting in 

answer to a certain Tambroni who has recently published a work at Rome
321

 which I think proper to 

criticize, & I intend by the opportunity to have a lick at Cicognara – I am too idle to say as much as I 

could on any subject particularly as I fear my friends Gifford & Murray may not think my lucubrations 

worth their acceptance. – I shall send it home by the first opportunity from Switzerland. – Adieu my 

dear Lord, believe me ever your faithful & devoted Serv
t
 

        R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron: addition to a letter from Lega Zambelli to Giovanni Battista Missiaglia, from Ravenna, 

June 7th 1821: 

(Source of text: Sotheby’s Catalogue, Thursday 24 February 2000, quoted by kind permission. Not in 

BLJ)
 

 

 … and can get Sanuto – but they are not very full upon it. – – Could you also get me any scarce or 

inedited account of M. Faliero’s conspiracy. – There are two or three mentioned in the Catalogue of 

Darù<’>s appendix. – – – 

I have also read a good deal already upon the “Doge Foscari”; – but have no objection to more – if you 

can find it. – My reason is – that I mean to write something upon one or both of these subjects. – / yrs. 

truly [scrawl]
322

 

 

June 12th 1821: Byron starts The Two Foscari; he finishes it on July 9th. 

 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, June 14th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 308; BLJ VIII 136) 

[To, J
no

 Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna. June 14
th

. 

1821. 

Dear Murray / 

 I have resumed my “majestic march” (as Gifford is pleased to call it) in “Sardanapalus” 

which by the favour of Providence and the Post Office should be arrived by this time – if not 

interrupted. – It was sent on the 2
d
. June – 12 days ago. – – – 

Let me know because I had but that one copy. – Can your printers make out the M.S.? – I suppose long 

acquaintance with my scrawl may help them – if not – ask M
rs
. Leigh – or Hobhouse Or D. K. – they 

know my writing. – – 

The whole five acts were {sent} in one cover – ensured to England – {paying} forty five scudi here for 

the insurance. – – – – 

I received some of y
r
. parcels – – the Doge is longer than I expected – pray why did you print the face 

of M.
a
 C.

i323
 by way of frontispiece? – It has almost caused a row between the Countess G. and myself. 

– – – And pray why did you 

 

1:2 

 

add the note about the Kelso woman’s “Sketches”
324

 – Did I not request you to omit it – the instant I 

was aware that the writer was a female? – 

The whole volume looks very respectable – and sufficiently dear in price – but you do not tell me 

whether it succeeds – your first letter (before the performance) said that it was succeeding far beyond 

                                                           
321: Giuseppe Tambroni, Descrizione dei depinti a buon fresco esequiti in una galleria … a Roma (1816). 

322: Missiaglia was a Venetian bookseller, and keeper of the Apollo Library. The problem with the date is the 

reference to a planned drama about Marino Faliero: for B.’s play of that name had already been published, on 

April 21st 1821. There are quotations in its appendices to the histories of Sanuto and Darù. 

323: Margarita Cogni. 

324: Sketches Descriptive of Italy in the Years 1816, 1817, with a brief of Travels in various Parts of France and 

Switzerland in the same years (pb’d by Mu. 1820), by Miss E. A. Waldie; B. took offence at it in a note to Marino 

Faliero before he knew the author to be female. 
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all anticipation – but this was before the piracy of Elliston – which (for anything I know as I have had 

no news – y
r
. letters with papers not coming) may have affected the circulation.  – – 

I have read Bowles’s answer – – I could easily reply – but it would lead to a long discussion – <&> in 

the course of which I should perhaps lose my temper – which I would rather not do with so civil & 

forbearing an antagonist. – I suppose he will mistake being silent for silenced. – 

 

1:3 

 

I wish to know when you publish the remaining things in M.S.? – – – – 

I do not mean the prose – but the verse. – 

I am truly sorry to hear of y
r
. domestic loss – but (as I know by experience) all attempts at condolence 

in such cases are merely varieties of solemn impertinence. – There is nothing in this world but Time. 

y
rs
. ever & truly 

B 

P.S. 

You have never answered me about Holmes the Miniature painter – can he come or no? I want him to 

paint the miniatures of my daughter – and two other persons. 

 

[1:4, inverted over address:] In the 1
st
. pamphlet it is printed “a M

r
. J.S.” it should be “M

r
. J.S.” and not 

“a” which is contemptuous – it is a printer’s error & was not thus written. 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, June 17th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england / In His own hands.] 

 

My Lord 

What must I say of your kindness and generosity? Or how <must> {can} I say enough? You act like 

the Lord, whose rewards are of a hundred for one. The duties of society and friendship prescribed the 

little service, that I made {you}; and I am confounded in seeing at what a high rate you have put it. I 

then devote my-self to your service for ever; and I sign this protestation with my name without 

hesitation. I never blushed to make the world acquainted, that I know gratefulness. 

 I pray you to accept of these sincere expressions, and believe me for my Life 

        Your most obedient and aff.
te
 

Sunday 17: June 1821:      Servant and Friend 

          I. Alborghetti 

 [1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 493-5; LJ V 309-11; BLJ VIII 140-1) 

Ravenna, June 22. 1821. 

Your dwarf of a letter came yesterday. That is right;—keep to your ‘magnum opus’—magnoperate 

away. Now, if we were but together a little to combine our ‘Journal of Trevoux!’ But it is useless to 

sigh, and yet very natural,—for I think you and I draw better together, in the social line, than any two 

other living authors. 

 I forgot to ask you, if you had seen your own panegyric in the correspondence of Mrs. Waterhouse 

and Colonel Berkeley? To be sure their moral is not quite exact; but your passion is fully effective; and 

all poetry of the Asiatic kind—I mean Asiatic, as the Romans called ‘Asiatic oratory,’ and not because 

the scenery is Oriental—must be tried by that test only. I am not quite sure that I shall allow the Miss 

Byrons (legitimate or illegitimate) to read Lalla Rookh—in the first place, on account of this said 

passion; and, in the second, that they mayn’t discover that there was a better poet than papa. 

 You say nothing of politics—but, alas! what can be said? 

 

   The world is a bundle of hay, 

    Mankind are the asses who pull, 

   Each tugs it a different way,— 

    And the greatest of all is John Bull! 

 

How do you call your new project? I have sent Murray a new tragedy, ycleped ‘Sardanapalus,’ writ 

according to Aristotle—all, save the chorus—could not reconcile me to that. I have begun another, and 

am in the second act;—so you see I saunter on as usual. 
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 Bowles’s answers have reached me; but I can’t go on disputing for ever,—particularly in a polite 

manner. I suppose he will take being silent for silenced. He has been so civil that I can’t find it in my 

liver to be facetious with him,—else I had a savage joke or two at his service. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 I can’t send you the little journal, because it is in boards, and I can’t trust it per post. Don’t 

suppose it is any thing particular; but it will show the intentions of the natives at that time—and one or 

two other things, chiefly personal, like the former one. 

 So, Longman don’t bite.—It was my wish to have made that work of use. Could you not raise a 

sum upon it (however small), reserving the power of redeeming it, on repayment? 

 Are you in Paris, or a villaging? If you are in the city, you will never resist the Anglo-invasion you 

speak of. I do not see an Englishman in half a year, and, when I do, I turn my horse’s head the other 

way. The fact, which you will find in the last note to the Doge, has given me a good excuse for quite 

dropping the least connection with travellers. 

 I do not recollect the speech you speak of, but suspect it is not the Doge’s, but one of Israel 

Bertuccio to Calendaro. I hope you think that Elliston behaved shamefully—it is my only consolation. 

I made the Milanese fellows contradict their lie, which they did with the grace of people used to it. 

      Yours, &c. 

       B. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, June 22nd, 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS 4161D; LJM 404-5) 

London June 22. 

1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 Late on Tuesday night I received your Lordships valuable packet containing the Tragedy 

of Sardanapalus – As it was written not as legibly as formerly I sent it the next morning to the printer 

with orders to put all hands upon it & the result is that I am enabled to send you a proof of the first Act 

– M
r
 Hobhouse called just as it came in & I gave him a Copy of it for himself & Kinnaird & Since I 

have given another to M
r
 Gifford – I am amazingly anxious to read it for its Title promises great 

Originality & entertainment – 

 By every post you may 

 

1:2 

 

I think calculate upon receiving an Act. Pray be so good as to put all packets under cover to John 

Barrow Esq Secretary to the Admiralty – as the name will insure security –  

 I shall give you Giffords opinion in my next. 

 Most truly 

  Your Lordships Servant 

  John Murray 

  

I have sent Plutarch &c. 

 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.304-5; QII 654-6; BLJ VIII 

139) 

Ravenna. June 22
nd

. 1821. 

My Dearest A. – 

 What was I to write about? I live in a different world. You know from others that I was in 

tolerable plight, and all that. However write I will since you desire it. I have put my daughter in a 

convent for the present to begin her accomplishments by reading, to which she had a learned aversion, 

but the arrangement is merely temporary till I can settle some plan for her; if I return to England, it is 

likely that she will accompany me―if not―I sometimes think of Switzerland, & sometimes of the 

Italian Conventional education; I shall hear both sides (for I have Swiss Friends―through Mr. 

Hoppner the Consul General, he is connected by marriage with that country) and choose what seems 

most rational. My menagerie―(which you enquire after) has had some vacancies by the elopement of 

one cat, the decease of two monkies and a crow, by indigestion―but it is still a flourishing and 

somewhat obstreperous establishment. 
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 You may suppose that I was sufficiently provoked about Elliston’s behaviour, the more so as the 

foreign Journals, the Austrian ones at least (who detest me for my politics) had misrepresented the 

whole thing. The moment I knew the real facts from England, I made these Italical Gentry contradict 

themselves and tell the truth―the former they are used to―the latter was a sad trial to them, but they 

did it, however, by dint of Mr. Hoppner’s and my own remonstrances. 

 Tell Murray that I enclosed him a month ago (on the 2d.) another play, which I presume that he 

has received (as I ensured it at the post Office) you must help him to decypher it, for I sent the only 

copy, and you can better make out my griffonnage; tell him it must be printed (aye and published too) 

immediately, and copied out, for I do not choose to have only that one copy. 

 Will you for the hundredth time apply to Lady B. about the funds, they are now high, and I could 

sell out to a great advantage. Don’t forget this, that cursed connection crosses at every turn my 

fortunes, my feelings and my fame. I had no wish to nourish my detestation of her and her family, but 

they pursue, like an Evil Genius. I send you an Elegy upon Lady Noel’s recovery – (made too <here 

about fourteen lines of the autograph are cut off> 

the parish register – I will reserve my tears for the demise of Lady Noel, but the old — will live forever 

because she is so amiable and useful. 

  Yours ever & [illegible. – ED.] 

B 

P.S. – Let me know about Holmes. – Oh La! – is he as great a mountebank as ever? 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of England / In his own hands] 

 

My Lord 

I send back a good deal of your english papers with a thousand thanks in order to conceal the true end 

of this letter. 

 I have exposed to his eminence your noble readiness of doing what he thinks better about your 

servant. The Cardinal after many thanks for your deference for him, after many praises of your love of 

justice and impartiality insists upon the removal of the same servant, the more so, as he has been 

represented to him as a very bad subject. I have made many endeavors in order to obtain a sweeter 

disposal, to prevent this poor man from losing his bread; but it was in vain till now. I have a mind to 

engage some friends of mine who knows Mr. Pistocchi better than I, in order to excite and awake his 

delicacy, that he might interpose his good offices to his eminence for saving the poor Devil. Since this 

officer has acted till now without generosity and without good-breeding, I hope he will make all his 

efforts to retrieve all the evil he has done. You may give your leave to the servant Sunday morning, 

and in the mean while I will do what I can to preserve the victim from his doom, which I fear shall be 

that of being accompanied to the frontier of our estate, as a stranger. Be so good as to let me know 

when you have given the leave; to see if any better thing might take place in the interval. I am sorry 

and very sorry for this disagreeable a business, and wish with all my heart for a finer occasion to show 

you How I am truly 

 Friday =    Your aff.
te
 servant and friend I. A. 

 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Cardinal Rusconi, Papal Legate in Ravenna, June 25th 1821: 

(Source of text: Ravenna State Archive (Reserved Protocol of Legation, envelope n. 896, 1821). First 

printed in Andrea Casadio, Il poeta e i cardinali. Una lettera autografa e due episodi oscuri del 

soggiorno di Byron a Ravenna, (“The poet and the cardinals. An autograph letter and two episodes 

during Byron’s stay in Ravenna”) in ‘Romagna arte e storia’, 56/1999, pp. 37-52. Reprinted 2001 

Byron Journal, pp.90-7. Not in BLJ.) 

 

Eminenza Reverendissima 

 

Quanto l’Eminenza Vostra mi fece intendere l’altro jeri per mezzo di un suo incaricato, intorno 

all’affare del mio Domestico, interessò la mia gratitudine, ma nello stesso tempo mi fece conoscere, 

che l’E.V. non è bene in chiaro del fatto. Io non saprei dunque meglio dimostrarle codesto mio 

sentimento, che col fargli conoscere la verità, dalla quale sola può procedere un retto giudizio, perché 

sò, che l’E.V. abborrisce al pari di me l’arbitrario, e l’ingiusto. 
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 Quando il Sig.
r
 Tenente Pistocchi senza alcuna Divisa Militare, non provocato, trovò lite col mio 

Domestico, lo minacciò con armi proibite e si tenne poi offeso per alcune ingiurie dal suddetto mio 

Domestico pronunciate nel bollore della collera; io sentendo le sue doglianze gli offersi quella 

soddisfazione, che più gli fosse piaciuta; nel che mi parve quasi eccedere i limiti del giusto, ma lo feci 

per rispetto al grado, ch’Egli occupa, lo feci per togliere a miei Domestici ogni idea d’essere da me 

protetti, allorchè contravvengono alle Leggi, lo feci confidato nella discretezza e giustizia di quel 

Signore, e sopratutto lo feci, perché non mi erano ben note le circostanze del fatto, le quali conoscendo 

ora, mi fanno vedere il torto per lo meno eguale di entrambe le parti. Il Sig.
r 
Pistocchi si tenne per 

soddisfatto della mia offerta, chiedendo solo, che io facessi una riprensione al mio Domestico, la quale 

non mancai di fare. Mentre dunque io mi pensava, che tutto fosse composto, V.
ra

 E. mi fa intendere 

essere suo desiderio, che io licenzj il mio Domestico, per la deposizione a Lei fatta dell’accaduto dal 

Sig.r Pistocchi. E sebbene io avessi potuto a rigore della giustizia ricusarmi, pure non vedendo in ciò, 

che una leggiera punizione di alcuni giorni, mi piacque aderire alla di lei domanda, per le stesse 

ragioni, che mi avevano fatto esibire al Sig.
r
 Pistocchi quella soddisfazione, che più gli piacesse, e più 

perché voleva cogliere questa occasione per mostrare all’Eminenza V.
ra

, la mia stima, e la mia 

gratitudine. Nella risposta pertanto a questa mia adesione ho sentito, che non si tratta di licenziare, ma 

di esigliare quest’Uomo; ma a questo Eminenza sono troppo contrarj i miei principj, perché io possa 

mai condiscendervi! La fortuna, la vita, e soprattutto l’Onore di un Uomo non possono che essere 

confidati, che alla Sentenza di un Tribunale; si ascoltino le due parti, si proceda secondo le Leggi, si 

giudichi, e se dopo ciò il mio Domestico sarà condannato, io non saprò oppormi. Sò, che l’Em.
za

 V.
ra

 

sente al pari di me questa verità, ma prevenuto contro quest’Uomo con reclami, che lo denunciano 

come perturbatore dell’ordine pubblico, può benissimo procedere con simile rigore, e non vedere in 

questo, che la giustizia. Ma io mi confido, che a codeste accuse vaghe, che non sono, e non possono 

essere (essendo false) appoggiate da alcun fatto, vorrà l’Eminenza V.
ra

 anteporre le assicurazioni, che 

io le faccio della onestà, e docilità di questo Servitore, che da cinque anni mi serve senza avermi mal 

occasionato disgusti, e la garanzia, che per la futura sua condotta io le offro. 

 Se però invece di assoggettare ad un processo (al che io ripeto di essere dispostissimo) l’affare 

della sua lite col Sig.
r
 Pistocchi V.

ra
 Em.

za
 amasse meglio sottoporlo ad una pena correzionale, io non 

saprò oppormi, e mi rimetterò alla di Lei equità, e saggezza. E’ però questo il momento, Em.
za

, in cui 

io voglio farle conoscere, che con ragioni più forti assai di quelle del Sig.
r
 Tenente Pistocchi per 

reclamare in altre circostanze, io tacqui, e ciò per non disturbarla dalle sue gravi occupazioni. Quando 

il Sig.r Comandante di Piazza Del Pinto stava moribondo sulla Strada, io, e quello stesso Servitore 

accusato dal Sig.
r
 Pistocchi siamo sortiti per soccorrerlo, e lo abbiamo trasportato in mia Casa (ove 

mori) mentre nessun Cittadino azzardava di moversi a suo soccorso; senza di che Egli sarebbe morto 

sulla pubblica Strada. Di ciò io Eminenza non avrei fatto parola, se i reclami Militari non fossero ora 

diretti contro quegli stessi, che in codesta circostanza gli mostrarono il loro rispetto. 

 Quando io fui insultato in pieno Teatro, da un certo Sig.
r
 Tiroli, e che pel rispetto dovuto al 

Pubblico, ed all’Eminenza V.
ra

 io contenni la mia collera, mi venne da Lei esibita una soddisfazione; lo 

però la ricusai, non parendomi, che una si piccola cagione meritasse il di Lei disturbo. 

 Quando i Domestici di Sua Eccellenza Monsignor Arcivescovo hanno con somma insolenza 

cercato di rovesciare la mia Carozza, io mi contentai di reprimere il loro tentativo nello stesso modo, 

con cui il Sig.
r
 Pistocchi rispose alle semplici domande del mio Servitore, ma non ho cercato di 

togliere loro il pane con reclami al loro Padrone, né al Governo. 

 Quando la mia vita veniva minacciata pubblicamente tre mesi sono in certe carte attaccate alle 

porte del palazzo di V.
ra

 Eminenza, non le ho domandata nessuna soddisfazione, perché io disprezzo 

egualmente i fautori, e gli Agenti in simili cose; ma sebbene fosse quello un momento poco tranquillo 

pel paese ho saputo, che l’Autorità abbia preso alcuna misura per impedire tali violenze. 

 Io le ho parlato Eminenza in que’ termini, che convengono ad un Uomo libero, ed indipendente, 

che vuole fare intendere le sue ragioni ad una persona giusta, e saggia, come Ella è, ed è perciò, che io 

ho piena confidenza del di Lei gradimento. Nel pregarla a scusare il tedio, che posso averle recato con 

questa mia Lettera, le rinnovo le sincere proteste della mia stima, e gratitudine, e mi dico 

Dell’Eminenza Vostra Reverendissima 

Ravenna 25: Giungo 1821. 

 Devot.o Obb.mo Servitore 

 Byron 

 Pari d’Inghilterra 

 

Translation: “Most Reverend Eminence / What you let me know the day before yesterday, through 

one of your delegates, about my servant’s affair, earned my gratitude, but at the same time made me 

understand that Your Eminence does not know the facts clearly. I could not demonstrate my feelings in 
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a better way than by letting you know the truth, from which, alone, a true judgement can come, as I 

know that Your Eminence abhors, as I do, anything arbitrary and unjust. / When Lieutenant Pistocchi 

started a quarrel without any sign of Military Uniform and without provocation, he threatened my 

Servant with illegal weapons and took offence because of some insults uttered by my above-mentioned 

Servant in the heat of anger; hearing his complaints, I offered him satisfaction in whatever terms best 

suited him. Acting in this way seemed to me to go beyond the limits of fair play, yet I did so in respect 

for the rank he holds, in order to remove any idea of protection from my Servants if they transgress 

laws, I did so trusting in the moderation and sense of fairness of that Gentleman, and above all, 

because I did not have full knowledge about the circumstances of the case. As I know everything now, 

I can at least say that both parties are at least equally in the wrong. Mr. Pistocchi was satisfied with my 

offer, merely asking that my Servant be reprimanded, which I did not fail to do. Whilst I was thinking 

that everything was settled, Your Eminence hints that You wish that I would dismiss my Servant 

because of the report on the case made to You by Mr. Pistocchi, And, even though I could object 

according to the letter of the law, yet, as I couldn’t see anything in this but a light punishment for a few 

days, I was pleased to comply with your demand for the same reasons that I offered satisfaction to Mr. 

Pistocchi in whatever terms best suited him, and also since I most willingly take the opportunity to 

show to Your Eminence my esteem and gratitude. However, in the reply to my consent I see that it is 

not a matter of dismissing but of exiling this Man; but, my principles are quite opposed to such a thing, 

Eminence, and do not allow me to agree! The fortune, life and especially the Honour of a Man must 

depend upon the Sentence of a Court alone; we should hear both parties, proceed according to the law, 

judge accordingly; and then if my Servant is convicted, I will not oppose it. I know that Your 

Eminence understands this truth as I do, but you are prejudiced against this Man because of the 

complaints which denounce him as a disturber of public order, hence you proceed with similar severity 

and think that you act justly. Yet I feel confident that Your Eminence, in spite of such vague 

accusations, which (being false) cannot be based on any evidence, will first take into account the 

assurances which I give about the honesty and docility of this Servant, who has been in my service for 

five years without being the cause of any trouble on any occasion, and also the guarantee I offer for his 

future conduct. / However, if Your Eminence, instead of bringing the affair of the quarrel between Mr. 

Pistocchi and him to court (with which, I repeat, I agree whole-heartedly), would prefer to subject him 

to a correctional punishment, I cannot oppose it, and I will rely on Your equity and wisdom. But now it 

is time for Your Eminence to know something which I had much stronger reasons to complain about 

than Lieutenant Pistocchi, in different circumstances, but I have kept silent because I didn’t want to 

bother You while you are concerned with your important duties. When the Commanding Officer Del 

Pinto was found dying on the Road, the same Servant accused by Mr. Pistocchi and I went out to assist 

him; and we took him to my house (where he died), at a time when no Citizen dared go to his rescue. 

Without such action, He would have died on the public Road. Eminence, I would not have mentioned 

this fact, if complaints by the Military had not been directed against the very same people who 

respected their interests on that occasion. / When I was insulted in a crowded Theatre by a certain Mr. 

Tiroli, because of the respect due to the Audience and to Your Eminence I curbed my anger, and You 

offered me some satisfaction; however, I rejected it, as it did not seem to me that it was worth causing 

You inconvenience on so small an account. / When the Servants of His Excellency the Lord 

Archbishop tried, with the utmost insolence, to overturn my Coach, I was satisfied with resisting their 

attempt in the same way that Mr. Pistocchi answered my Servant’s simple question, but I didn’t try to 

take the bread out of their mouths by complaining to their master or even to the Government. / When 

my life was publicly threatened three months ago in some papers posted on the doors of Your 

Eminence’s Palace, I did not demand any satisfaction from you, because I scorn equally the partisans 

and agents in such things; however, even though that moment was not a very peaceful one for the 

country, I learnt that the Authorities did take some measures for preventing such acts of violence. / I 

have spoken to You, Eminence, in words proper to a free and independent Man who wants to make his 

reasons understood by You who are both wise and just, and that is why I feel fully confident of Your 

personal approval. While I beg your pardon for the tedium perhaps occasioned by this letter, yet I 

renew my sincere protestations of esteem and gratitude, and I profess myself to be / Of Your Most 

Reverend Eminence / Ravenna, 25th June 1821. / The Obd
t
 and Very Ob

d
 Servant / Byron / Peer of 

England. 

 

Byron to Count Giuseppe Alborghetti, from Ravenna, June 28th 1821: 

(Source: this text from BLJ VIII 142-3) 

June 28th. 1821 

Dear Sir/—It appears to me that there must be some clerical intrigue—of thc low priests about the 

Cardinal to render all this nonsense necessary about a squablle in the street of words only—between a 
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Soldier and a Servant. If it is directed against me—it shan’t succeed—for I desire no better than a fair 

examination of my conduct—as far as connected with the place or the inhabitants. If against the poor 

valet—it is an odious oppression;—I desire no more than a <full> process—for then—they would see 

the falsehood of all the trash—about this man—who has no more to do with political matters than the 

Man in the Moon. If you can get this business settled—either here (which would be better as shorter) 

or at Rome—you will not find me less obliged or more ungrateful than you have hitherto found me.—

Why can’t they decide the matter by an investigation—an arrest—or a reproof?—There was never any 

objection on my part to his having a punishment proportioned to the offence—but not a chastisement 

the consequences of which might affect the man’s prospects through life.— 

 I wish to know what is to be gained by it?—If they think to get rid of me—they shan’t—for as I 

am conscious of no fault—I will yield to no oppression; but will go at my own good time when it suits 

my inclination and affairs.—That they may disgust me—is not difficult —and in that case—it may so 

happen that more than myself may be disgusted in the end.—I wrote to the Cardinal in the only style 

that it became me to use.—I am not conscious of being wanting in respect to his age and station,—in 

other points I used the freedom of Statement due to my own rank —& the circumstances of the 

business.—Believe me 

yrs. ever & truly 
BN 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, June 29th 1821: 

(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 2700; LJ V 311-17; BLJ VIII 144-5) 

[To / J
no

 Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Ravenna June 29
th

. 1821. 

Dear Murray 

 From the last parcel of books the two first volumes of “Butler’s Catholics”
325

 are missing. – As 

the book is “from the author” in thanking him for me – mention this circumstance. – Waldegrave and 

Walpole are not arrived – Scott’s novels all safe. – – By the time you receive this letter the Coronation 

will be over – & you will be able to think of business. – Long before this you ought to have received 

the M.S.S. of “Sardanapalus”. – It was sent on the 2
d
. I

nst
. By the way – you must permit me to choose 

my own seasons of publication. – All that you have a right to on such occasions is the mere matter of 

barter – – if you think you are likely to lose by such or such a time of printing – you will have {full} 

allowance made for it – on statement. – It is now two years nearly that M.S.S. of mine have been in y
r
. 

hands in Statu quo. – Whatever I may 

 

1:2 

 

have thought (& not being on the Spot nor having any {exact} means of ascertaining the thermometer 

of success or failure I have had no determinate opinion upon the subject) I have allowed you to go on 

in your own way – & acquiesced in all your arrangements hitherto. I pray you to forward the proofs of 

“Sardanapalus” as soon as you can – & let me know if it be deemed {press &} print=worthy. – – I am 

quite ignorant how far “the Doge” did or did not succeed – y
r
. first letters seemed to say yes – your last 

say nothing. – My own immediate friends are naturally partial – – one review (Blackwoods’) speaks 

highly of it – another pamphlet calls it “a failure”. – It is proper that you should apprize me of this – 

because I am in the third act of a third drama – & if I have nothing to expect but coldness from the 

public & hesitation from yourself – – it were better to break off in time. – I had proposed to myself to 

 

1:3 

 

go on – as far as my Mind would carry me – and I have thought of plenty of subjects. – But if I am 

trying an impracticable experiment – it is better to say so at once. – – – –– – – 

So Canning & Burdett have been quarrelling – if I mistake not, the last time of their single combats – 

each was shot in the thigh by his Antagonist, & Their Correspondence might be headed thus – by any 

wicked wag. –  

 Brave Champions! go on with the farce! 

  Reversing the spot where you bled, 

 Last time <you> {both} were shot in the a—se – 

  Now (damn you) get knocked on the head! 

 

                                                           
325: Charles Butler, Historical Memoirs (4 vols., 1819-21); published by Mu. 
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I have not heard from you for some weeks – but I can easily excuse the silence from its occasion. – 

Believe me 

yrs. ever & truly 

B 

P.S. – Do you or do you not mean to print the M.S.S. Cantos – Pulci &
c
.? – 

 

1:4 

 

P.S. 2
d
. – To save you the bore of writing yourself – when you are “not i’ the vein”

326
 make one of 

your Clerks send a few lines to apprize me of arrivals &
c
. – of M.S.S. – & matters of business. – I 

shan’t take it ill. – & I know that a bookseller in large business – must have his time {too} 

over=occupied to answer every body himself. – 

 

P.S. 3
d
. – I have just read “John Bull’s letter”

327
 – it is diabolically well written – & full of fun and 

ferocity. – I must forgive the dog whoever he is. – I suspect three people – one is Hobhouse – the other 

– <a> M
r
. Peacock (a very clever fellow) and lastly Israeli – there are parts very like Israeli – & he has 

a present grudge with Bowles & Southey &
c
. There is something too of the author of the Sketch=book 

in the Style. Find him out. 

 

[written around address:] 

 

The packet or letter addressed under cover to M
r
. H. has never arrived & never will. – You should 

address directly to me here & by the post. –  

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, June 29th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS c.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england] 

 

My dear Lord 

 

As my answer should be too prolix in a letter; and I do not dare in this moment to come my-self to pay 

a visit to you, (forget a moment the liberty and the frankness of your country, and pity the necessity, 

which obbliges <me> us to every Kind of circumspection), so I have charged the avocat Fava with 

giving you by mouth my answer and my reflections. He (who is the best friend that I have here, a man 

sure, honest, liberal, and witty) will repair to your house this afternoon at <egh> eight o’clock as soon 

as you will come back from your walking. I pray you to receive him, and listen to what he will tell you 

on my name. In the mean while I pray you to calm your heat, and be assured, that the Cardinal and the 

Government till now do not aim at all at your respectable Person in the affair of the Servant. – As for 

me I will do what I can to serve you, as it is my duty and as I promised to you. It is enough what you 

have done hitherto in my favour. Speaking of your <forward> {farther} gratefulness, it is but a 

reproach and humiliation for me, which covers me with blush, while I am always 

        Your ob.
t
 aff.

te
 Servant and Friend 

29. June        I. A. 
 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 
Teresa Guiccioli to Byron, and Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 4th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. of English not found; Italian text from NLS Acc.12604; English from LJ V 320n; English 

only at BLJ VIII 145-6) 

Teresa has persuaded Byron to stop writing Don Juan. 
 

Teresa Guiccioli writes to Byron: 

 

Cuor mio / Che fai del tuo dolore? Fammelo sapere per Lega—perché mi dà molta pena.—–Papà e 

Pierino sono partiti che sarà un’ora—e non torneranno che Lunedì. 

Ricordati mio Bÿron della promessa che m’hai fatta—non potrei mai dirti la soddisfazione ch’io ne 

provo!—Sono tanti i sentimenti di piacere—e di confidenza che il tuo Sacrificio m’inspira! = Perchè 

                                                           
326: Shakespeare, Richard III, IV ii 122. 

327: By John Gibson Lockhart. 
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mai le parole esprimano così poco quello che passa dentro dell’Anima! Se tu potessi vedere 

pienam:[ente] lo stato della mia da ieri sera in quà—Sono certa che saresti in qualche modo 

ricompensato del tuo Sacrificio! Ti bacio mio Bÿron 100 000 

La tua a[mica] a[mante] in e[terno] 

Teresa Guiccioli G.G. 

D.P. Mi rincresce solo che D: Giovanni non resti all’Inferno. 

 

Translation: My heart / How is your illness? Let me know via Lega—for it gives me much 

unhappiness.—– Papa and Pierino have been gone an hour—and will not be back till Monday. / 

Remember my Byron the promise you made me—I can never describe the satisfaction it gives me! 

Such are the feelings of pleasure and confidence which your sacrifice inspires in me!—How little can 

words express what is passing through my Soul! If you could see clearly the state in which my soul has 

been from last night till now—I am sure you would be rewarded to some extent for your Sacrifice! / I 

kiss you a hundred thousand times my Byron / Your friend and lover in eternity / Teresa Guiccioli. / 

P.S: I am only sorry that Don Juan does not remain in Hell. 

 

Byron writes to Murray, enclosing the above: 

 

This is the note of acknowledgement for the promise not to continue D[on]. J[uan].—She says in the 

P.S. that she is only sorry D. J. does not remain in Hell (or go there).—–—–The “dolore” in the first 

sentence refers merely to a bilious attack which I had some days ago, and of which I got better. 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, July 5th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 495-8; LJ V 318-19; BLJ VIII 146-7) 

Ravenna, July 5. 1821. 

How could you suppose that I ever would allow any thing that could be said on your account to weigh 

with me? I only regret that Bowles had not said that you were the writer of that note, until afterwards, 

when out he comes with it, in a private letter to Murray, which Murray sends to me. D——n the 

controversy! 

    D——n Twizzle, 

    D——n the bell, 

   And d——n the fool who rung it—Well! 

   From all such plagues I’ll quickly be deliver’d. 

 

I have had a friend of your Mr. Irving’s—a very pretty lad—a Mr. Coolidge, of Boston—only 

somewhat too full of poesy and ‘entusymusy.’ I was very civil to him during his few hours’ stay, and 

talked with him much of Irving, whose writings are my delight. But I suspect that he did not take quite 

so much to me, from his having expected to meet a misanthropical gentleman, in wolf-skin breeches, 

and answering in fierce monosyllables, instead of a man of this world. I can never get people to 

understand that poetry is the expression of excited passion, and that there is no such thing as a life of 

passion any more than a continuous earthquake, or an eternal fever. Besides, who would ever shave 

themselves in such a state? 

 I have had a curious letter to-day from a girl in England
328

 (I never saw her), who says she is given 

over of a decline, but could not go out of the world without thanking me for the delight which my 

poesy for several years, &c. &c. &c. It is signed simply N.N.A. and has not a word of ‘cant’ or 

preachment in it upon any opinions. She merely says that she is dying, and that as I had contributed so 

highly to her existing pleasure, she thought that she might say so, begging me to burn her letter—

which, by the way, I can not do, as I look upon such a letter in such circumstances as better than a 

diploma from Gottingen. I once had a letter from Drontheim, in Norway (but not from a dying 

woman), in verse, on the same score of gratulation. These are the things which make one at times 

believe one’s self a poet. But if I must believe that * * * * * and such fellows, are poets also, it is better 

to be out of the corps. 

 I am now in the fifth act of ‘Foscari,’ being the third tragedy in twelve months, besides proses; so 

you perceive that I am not at all idle. And are you, too, busy? I doubt that your life at Paris draws too 

much upon your time, which is a pity. Can’t you divide your day, so as to combine both? I have had 

plenty of all sorts of worldly business on my hands last year, and yet it is not so difficult to give a few 

hours to the Muses. This sentence is so like * * * * that —— 

     Ever, &c. 

                                                           
328: NLS Acc.12604 / 4247K. 
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If we were together, I should publish both my plays (periodically) in our joint journal. It should be our 

plan to publish all our best things in that way. 

 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Ravenna, July 6th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; 1922 II 176-7; QII 656-7; BLJ VIII 148-9) 

[To, / J.C.Hobhouse <Esq
re

> Esq
re

 / Whitton Park / n
r
 Hounslow / n

r
 London / Angleterre / Inghiterra.] 

 

R.
a
 July 6

th
. 1821. 

My Dear H. / 

 I have written by this post to Murray to omit the stanza to which you object. – In case he should 

forget – you can jog his memory. I have also agreed to a request of Madame Guiccioli’s not to 

continue that poem further. – She had read the French translation and thinks it a detestable production. 

– This will not seem strange {even} in Italian morality – because women all over the world always 

retain their Free masonry – and as that consists in the illusion of the Sentiment – which constitutes 

their sole empire – (all owing to Chivalry – & the Goths – the Greeks knew better) all works which 

refer to the comedy of the passions – & laugh at Sentimentalism – of course are proscribed by the 

whole Sect. – I never knew a woman who did not admire Rousseau – and hate Gil Blas & de 

Grammont and the like – for the same reason. – And I never met with a woman English or foreign who 

did not do as much by D. J. – 

 

1:2 

 

As I am docile – I yielded and promised to confine myself to the “high flying of Buttons” (you 

remember Pope’s phrase)
329

 for the time to come. – You will be very glad of this – as an earlier 

opponent of that poem’s publication. – – – – 

I have only read your Canningippic in the papers – but even there it was worthy of anything since 

{those} against Anthony. – – – – 

You must not give letters to me. – I have taken an oath against being civil, ever since – – you will see 

my reason in the last note to Marino Faliero. – I have sent to England a tragedy
330

 a month ago – & I 

am in the fifth act of another.
331

 – Murray has not acknowledged its arrival – I must one day break with 

that gentleman, if he is not the civiler. – Of Burdett’s affair I cannot judge – so I made an epigram on it 

– which I sent to 

 

1:3 

 

Douglas K
d
. By the way now the funds are up, stir him up, – and the bloody trustees. – It would give 

me pleasure to see some of you, that I might gossip over the late revolt – (<are> {or} rather revolting) 

transactions of these parts.  – – Things are far from quiet even now. – Have you seen my “Elegy on the 

recovery of Lady Noel”? 

 

 “Behold the blessings of a lucky lot! 

 “My play is damned – and Lady Noel not. 

 

Do you know that your bust was sent to England (via Livorno) months ago? Let me hear from or of 

you. 

yrs. [scrawl] 

 

P.S. – Fletcher is turned Money lender, and puts out money (here) at 20 per cent – Query – will he get 

it again? Who knows? 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 6th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 320; BLJ VIII 147) 

[To, / John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

The strictly linear BLJ version gives no idea of this jig-saw puzzle of a letter. 

R
a
 July 6

th
. 1821. 

[Above salutation:] Your parcel of extracts never 

                                                           
329: Pope, Imitation of Chaucer, l.19 (“Fore-piece and buttons all to-brest”) 

330: Sardanapalus. 

331: The Two Foscari. 
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came & never will – you 

should have sent it by the post – but you are growing a sad 

 fellow 

and some fine day we shall have to dissolve partnership. 

 

Dear Sir / 

 In agreement with a wish expressed by M
r
. Hobhouse – it is my determination to omit the 

Stanza upon <Semiramis> the horse of Semiramis – in the fifth Canto of D J.
332

 – 

I mention this in case you are or intend to be the publisher of the remaining Cantos. 

By yesterday’s post I ought in point of [Ms. tear: “time”?] to have had an acknowledgement of the 

[Ms. tear: “arrival”?] of the M.S.S. of “Sardanapalus”. – If it has arrived & you have delayed the few 

lines necessary for this – I can only say that you are keeping two people in hot water – the postmaster 

here – because the packet was insured – & myself because I had but that one copy. – 

I am in the fifth act of a play on the subject of the Foscari’s father and Son – Foscolo can tell you their 

story. 

 I am y
rs
. [scrawl] 

 

P.S. – At the particular request of the Countess G. I have promised not to continue Don Juan. – You 

will therefore look upon these 3 cantos as the last of that poem. – 

 

[2, above address:] 

 

She had read the two first in the French translation – & never ceased beseeching me to write no more 

of it. – The reason of this is not at first obvious to a superficial observer of foreign manners but it arises 

from the wish of all women to exalt the sentiment of the passions – & to keep up the 

 

[2, below address:] 

 

illusion which is their empire – Now D. J. strips off this illusion – & laughs at that & most other things. 

– I never knew a woman who did not protect Rousseau – nor one who did not dislike de Grammont – 

{Gil Blas} & all the comedy of the passions – when brought out naturally. – But “King’s blood must 

keep word” as Serjeant Bothwell says.
333

 – Write you Scamp! – – 

 

[2, inverted above address:] 

 

Some more Soda powders. – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 7th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 321-2; BLJ VIII 149) 

[To, J
no

 Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 July 7

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir/ 

 Enclosed are two letters from two of y
r
. professional brethren. – By one of them you will 

perceive that if you are disposed to “buy justice – it is to be sold (no doubt as “Stationary”) at his Shop. 

– – – 

Thank him in my name for his good will – however – and good offices – and say that e. {I} [Ms. tear: 

“ca”]n’t afford to “Purchase justice” – as it is by far the dearest article in these very dear times. – 

 y
rs
. ever 

  [scrawl] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 9th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 322; BLJ VIII 149-50) 

A single sheet with the last three sides blank. No address. 

R
a
 July 9

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 The enclosed packet came quite open so I suppose it is no breach of confidence to send it 

back to you who must have seen it before. – Return it to the Address – explaining in what state I 

received it. – – 

                                                           
332: DJ V st.61 (cut from the first edition). 

333: Scott, Old Mortality, Chap XVI: “King’s blood must keep word,” said the dragoon. 
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What is all this about Mitylene (where I never was in my life) “Manuscript Criticism on the 

Manchester business” (which I never wrote) “Day & Martin’s patent blacking,” and a “young lady who 

offered &
c
.” – of whom I never heard. – Are the people mad or <dxxxtxxbxxx or> {merely} drunken? 

– – – – 

I have at length received your – packet – & have nearly completed the tragedy on the Foscaris – 

Believe me yours very truly 

  [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 14th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 322-4; BLJ VIII 151-2) 

[To, John Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

July 14
th

. 1821. 

Dear Sir/ 

 According to y
r
. wish I have expedited by this post two packets addressed to J. Barrow Esqre. 

Admiralty &
c
. – – 

The one contains the returned proofs with such corrections as time permits of “Sardanapalus”. – The 

other contains the tragedy of “the two Foscari” in five acts, the argument of which Foscolo or 

Hobhouse can explain to you – or you will find {it} at length in P. Daru’s history of Venice, – also 

more briefly – in Sismondi’s I. R.
334

 An outline of it is in the Pleasures of Memory also. – The name is 

a dactyl “Fōscărĭ”. – – Have the goodness to write by return of post which is essential. – – – – – 

I trust that “Sardanapalus” will not be mistaken for a political play – which was so far from my 

intention that I thought of nothing but Asiatic history. – The Venetian play too is rigidly historical. – 

My object has been to dramatize like the Greeks (a modest phrase!) striking passages of history, <as> 

{as} they did of 

 

1:2 

 

history & mythology. – You will find all this very unlike Shakespeare – and so much the better in one 

sense for I look upon {him} to be the worst of models – though the most extraordinary of writers. – It 

has been my object to be as simple and severe as Alfieri – & I have broken down the poetry as nearly 

as I could to common language. – The hardship is that in these times one can neither speak – of kings 

or Queens without suspicion of politics or personalities. – – 

I intended neither. – – 

I am not very well – and I write in the midst of unpleasant scenes here – they have without trial – or 

process – banished several of the first inhabitants of the cities – here and all around the Roman States – 

amongst them many of my personal friends – so that every thing is in confusion & grief; – it is a kind 

of thing which cannot be described without equal pain as in beholding it. – – – – – 

 

1:3 

 

You are very niggardly in your letters. – 

  yrs truly [scrawl] 

 

P.S. 

 In the first soliloquy of Salamenes – read –  

 

 “<Which are> at once his Chorus and his Council
335

 

 

“Chorus” being in the <greek> {higher dramatic} sense – meaning his accompaniment – & not a 

{mere} musical train. – 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, July 14th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135A; QII 658-9; BLJ VIII 152-3) 

[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre / 

Inghilterra] 

July 14
th

. 1821 

My dear Douglas / You perhaps did right in not forwarding the letter – which was none of the 

tenderest. – Open – & read it – and forward it not. – You must excuse my impatience about the funds. 

                                                           
334: “Italian Republics”. 

335: Sardanapalus I 40. 
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– you forget that you must have a {further} power of Attorney to sell out and in the interval of a 

Courier’s expedition – the funds may fall – or the Courier may fall – or – what can I say? – I {should} 

approve of the Exchequer bills. So my lady has been civil – that’s news – & new – however it is her 

child’s interest – & {as such} no great stretch of politeness – – – 

With regard to M. you will please to recollect that I never meant any comparison. I sent his letter to 

show you his way of thinking. – Mine is this. – I believe M. to be a good man with a personal regard 

for me. – But a bargain is 

 

1:2 

 

in its very essence a hostile transaction. – If I were to come to you – Douglas – & say – “lend me five 

hundred pounds” – you would either do it – or give a good reason why you would not. – But I come 

and say – “Douglas – I have a carriage & horses – or a library – or what you will – give me five 

hundred pounds for them – you {first} enquire if they are worth it – & even if they are – do not all men 

try to abate the price of all they buy? – 

I contend that a bargain even between brethren – is a declaration of war. – Now this must be much 

more so in a Man like M. whose business is nothing but a perpetual speculation on what will or will 

not succeed – {& can have no steady returns being a matter of opinion.} I have no doubt that he would 

lend or give – freely – what he would refuse for value received in M.S.S. – – – 

So do not think too hardly of him. – I do not know myself to what he alludes – 

 

1:3 

 

nor do I wish to know. – Your manner is quick – as is the case with all men of any vivacity – and he 

might feel perhaps a turn of the lip – or a short reply – which Hobhouse would only make a long 

<speech> {letter} about <it> – and I should only keep in mind for six months – and then pay you off in 

your own coin on a fit opportunity. – – Now these are resources which the great M. has not – neither is 

he on that equality of feeling with you – (as doubtless neither in rank) which can admit of that 

agreeable give and take – which you and I and all of our Chorus – have long reciprocated. It is 

different with me – a publisher becomes identified almost with his authors – and can say any thing – or 

hear any thing. – – – 

And now there approacheth new barter. – – By this post is forwarded (with the returned proofs of 

“Sardanapalus”) the tragedy M.S.S. of “the two Foscari” in five acts. – When you have read both and 

formed y
r
. 

 

1:4 [above address:] opinion – I leave to you the discretionary power of poundage & pence. – Perhaps 

it were as well to publish them first and settle afterwards according to success – if there be any. – You 

will perceive that I {have} kept aloof from the Stage as before. [below address:] By the time you 

receive this the Coronation will have subsided and you may have leisure to think of such things. – – – 

– – – 

I write out of spirits – for they have been banishing (without trial) half the inhabitants {& many of my 

friends amongst them} of this country – as politicians. – I hope that this will find you in good humour. 

y
rs
 ever very & aft

ly
. [scrawl] 

 

July 16th 1821: Byron starts Cain; he finishes it on September 9th. 

 

Byron to Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire, from Ravenna, July 15th 1821: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VIII 154-5) 

The Duchess was lover of, and successor to, the famous Georgiana. She is now the lover of 

Cardinal Consalvi in Rome, and thus may have influence. 

Ravenna July 15
th

. 1821. 

Madame – I am about to request a favour of your Grace, without the smallest personal pretensions to 

obtain it. – It is not however for myself – and yet I err – for surely what we solicit for our friends – is – 

or ought to be – nearest to ourselves. – – If I fail in this application – my intrusion will be it’s own 

reward – if I succeed – – your Grace’s reward will consist in having done a good action – & – mine in 

your pardon for my presumption. – My reason for applying to you is this – your Grace has been long at 

Rome – and could not be long any where without the influence and the inclination to do good. – – 

Amongst the list of exiles on account of the late suspicions – and the intrigues of the Austrian 

Government (the most infamous in history) there are many of my acquaintances in Romagna, some of 

my friends. – 
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Of these more particularly are the two Counts Gamba – (father & Son) of a noble and respected family 

in this city. – In common with thirty or more of all ranks – they have been hurried from their homes 

without process – without hearing – without accusation. – – The father is universally respected & liked 

– his family is numerous & mostly young – & these are now left without protection. – His Son is a 

very fine young man – with very little of the vice<s/>s of his age or climate – he has I believe the 

honour of an acquaintance with y
r
. Grace – having been presented by Madame Martinetti. – He is but 

one and twenty – & lately returned from his studies at Home. – Could your Grace – or would you – ask 

the repeal of both – or at least of one of these from those in power in the holy City? They are not aware 

of my solicitation in their behalfs – but I will take it upon 

 

1:3 

 

me to say – that they shall neither dishonour your goodness – nor my request. If only one can be 

obtained – let it be the father – on account of his family. – I can assure your Grace – and the very pious 

Government in question – that there can be no danger in this act of – clemency – – shall I call it? – It 

would be but Justice with us – but here! – let them call it – what they will. – – I cannot express the 

obligation which I should, feel – – I say, feel only – because I do not see how I could repay it to your 

Grace. – I have not the slightest claim upon you – unless perhaps through the memory of our late 

friend Lady Melbourne – – I say friend only – for my relationship with her family has not been 

fortunate for them nor for me. – If therefore you should be disposed to grant my request I shall set it 

down to your tenderness for her who is gone – & 

 

1:4 

 

who was to me the best & kindest of friends. – – The persons for whom I solicit – will (in case of 

success) neither be in ignorance of their protectress – nor indisposed to acknowledge their sense of her 

kindness by a strict observance of such conduct as may ,justify her interference. – – If my acquaintance 

with your Grace’s character were even slighter than it is – through the medium of some of our English 

friends – I had only to turn to the letters of Gibbon (now on my table) for a full testimony to it’s high 

& amiable qualities. – I have the honour to be 

 with great respect 

  y
r
. G.’s most obed

t
. 

   very humble Serv
t
. 

    Byron 

 

P.S. – Pray excuse my scrawl <to> which perhaps you may be enabled to decypher from a long 

acquaintance with the handwriting of Lady Bessborough.
336

 – I omitted to mention {that} the measures 

taken here have been as blind as impolitic – – this I happen to know. – Out of the list in Ravenna – 

there are at least ten not only innocent – but even opposite in principles to the liberals.
337

 It has been 

the work of some blundering Austrian spy – or angry priest to gratify his private hatreds. – Once more 

– y
r
. pardon. – – 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, July 16th 1821: 

(Source: text from 1922 II 177-9; Jones II 308-10) 

Shelley sends Byron a copy of Adonais; and encourages him to write a great poem for the age. 
Pisa, July 16,  1821. 

My dear Lord Byron 

I had some hopes that it was possible you would have paid me a visit in my seclusion among 

these chestnut forests this summer; but your silence tells me not to expect you. This disappointment 

almost tempts me to think of invading you for a week or so in the autumn at Ravenna, and to 

overcome my nervous vis inertiæ. Are you sure a visit would not annoy you? 

I have not been able to procure any of your late publications – neither the Tragedy, nor the 

Letter, nor the “Prophecy of Dante”;
338

 and my anxiety to see them is very great. If you should have 

                                                           
336: Lady Bessborough’s handwriting is almost illegible. 

337: B. writes to puzzle the secret police, whom he knows intercept all his mail. 

338: Marino Faliero, Letter to John Murray, and The Prophecy of Dante. The first and third were published in 

one volume on April 21st 1821. The second was published on March 21st 1821. 
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any copies of them, you would do me a great favour by sending them me by the post – a favour I 

would not ask if I could obtain them in any other manner. I send you – as Diomed gave Glaucus his 

brazen arms for those of gold
339

 – some verses I wrote on the death of Keats
340

 – written, indeed, 

immediately after the arrival of the news. Although I feel the truth of what I have alleged about his 

“Hyperion,” and I doubt, if you saw that particular poem, whether you would not agree with me; yet 

I need not be told that I have been carried too far by the enthusiasm of the moment; by my piety, and 

my indignation, in panegyric. But if I have erred, I console myself by reflecting that it is in defence 

of the weak – not in conjunction – with the powerful. And perhaps I have erred from the narrow 

view of considering Keats rather as he surpassed me in particular, than as he was inferior to others: 

so subtle is the principle of self! I have been unwillingly, and in spite of myself, induced to notice 

the attack of the Quarterly upon me; it would have been affectation to have omitted the few words in 

which I allude to it. I have sought not to qualify the contempt from which my silence has hitherto 

sprung – and at the same time to prevent any paper war, as it regards my case; which, averse as I am 

from all wars, is the only one which I should unconditionally avoid. I have had some 

correspondence with Southey on the subject, who denies that he is the author of the article upon the 

“Revolt of Islam”;
341

 and I learn that it lies between the Rev. Mr. Milman and Mr. Gifford. There for 

the present it rests. As to the Poem I send you, I fear it is worth little. Heaven knows what makes me 

persevere (after the severe reproof of public neglect) in writing verses; and Heaven alone, whose – 

will I execute so awkwardly, is responsible for my presumption. 

I have this moment received, and shall have dispatched by this post the bulletin for Clare. I am 

delighted to see my little friend’s handwriting. I feel more and more strongly the wisdom of your 

firmness on this subject; and I applaud it the more because I know how weak I should have been in 

your case, and I see most clearly all the evils that would have sprung from weakness. Allegra’s 

happiness depends upon your perseverance. 

 I still feel impressed with the persuasion that you ought – and if there is prophecy in hope, that you 

will write a great and connected poem, which shall bear the same relation to this age as the “Iliad”, the 

“Divina Commedia”, and “Paradise Lost” did to theirs; not that you will imitate the structure, or 

borrow from the subjects, of any of these, or in any degree assume them as your models. You know the 

enthusiasm of my admiration for what you have already done; but these are “disjecti membra poetæ”
342

 

to what you may do, and will never, like that, place your memory on a level with those great poets. 

Such is an ambition (excuse the baseness of the word) alone worthy of you. You say that you feel 

indifferent to the stimuli of life. But this is a good rather than an evil augury. Long after the man is 

dead, the immortal spirit may survive, and speak like one belonging to a higher world. But I shall talk 

bombast, when I mean only to tell a plain truth in plain words. 

 Mary desires her kindest remembrances, and I am, my dear Lord Byron, 

  Yours faithfully and affectionately, 

   Percy B. Shelley. 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, July 19th [??] 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england] 

 

My dear Lord 

 

The great business of your Servant is over, and in the noblest and most satisfactory manner: every one 

has dealt with him as with a Knight. I had recommended the issue of the affair to the Director of 

Polices and to the Captain Lorini; so that the Servant did not utter a single word of excuse: the Card.al 

on your regard has abridged of one day his detension; and at four o’clock he will be ready to serve you 

as usual. I am very glad of having {<had>} a little contributed to settle this business in order to show 

you how I am earnest in obliging you, and testify you my great esteem, attachment, and gratitude, 

<xxxxxxxxx> <wich> which {senses of my soul} shall accompany me during all my life. Rely on 

these in every occasion, and in whatever city or place we may be; and be sure of their sincerity. 

I am always      Your aff.te Servant and Friend 

Thursday =      I. A. 

 

                                                           
339: See Iliad VI, 231. 

340: Adonais. 

341: See Jones II 205n. 

342: See Judges 19:29, in which the Levite sends one piece of the body of his violated concubine to each of the 

twelve tribes of Israel, urging them to vengeance. 
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P. S. No farther accounts on the death of Napoleon 

 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, July 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england] 

 

My dear Lord 

 

The bearer of the present will speak to you on my part of a particular but important affair. I did not 

come in person <for> only for a reflection of delicacy and discretion. I foresee your generosity, and 

though my economical circumstances should force me to make the best of it, the fear of a stain of 

venality <to your eyes> is greater than my wants. I long only for your esteem, and I would be desolate 

to lose it. 

 In whatever thing else a hint of you is enough that I may be at your door to receive your 

commands. 

 Napoleon’s death is confirmed. They wait on his last will, his historical writings, &c, &c. Oh 

tempora oh mores! I am yours and ever your 

         Aff.
te
 Servant and Friend 

Sunday =       I. A. 

 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 324-7; BLJ VIII 155-7) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 July 22

d
. 1821. 

Dear Murray / 

 By this post is expedited a parcel of notes – addressed to J. Barrow Esq
re

. &
c
. – Also by y

e
. 

former post – the returned proof of S. – and the M.S.S. of the “two Foscaris.” – Acknowledge these. – 

The printer has done wonders – he has read what I cannot – my own handwriting. – – – – – 

I oppose the “delay till Winter” – I am particularly anxious to print while the Winter theatres are closed 

– to gain time in case they try their former piece of politeness. – – Any loss – shall be considered in 

our contract – <also> whether occasioned by the season or other causes – but print away – and publish. 

– I think they must own that I have more styles 

 

1:2 

 

than one. – – “Sardanapalus” is however almost a comic character – but for that matter – so is Richard 

the third. – Mind the Unities – which are my great object of research. I am glad that Gifford likes it – 

as for “the Million” – you see I have carefully consulted anything but the taste of the day – for 

extravagant “coups de theatre”. – Any probable loss – as I said before – will be allowed for in our 

accompts. – – 

The reviews (except one or two, Blackwood’s for instance) are cold enough – but never mind those 

fellows – – I shall send them to the right about – if I take it into my head. – Perhaps that in the Monthly 

is written by Hodgson – as a reward for having paid his debts and travelled all night to beg his mother 

in law (by his own desire) to let 

 

1:3 

 

him marry her daughter; – though I had never seen her in my life, it succeeded. – But such are mankind 

– and I have always found the English baser {in some things} than any other nation. – You stare – but 

it’s true – as to gratitude; – perhaps – – because they are prouder – & proud people hate obligations. – 

– – – – 

The tyranny of the government here is breaking out – they have exiled about a thousand people of the 

best families all over the Roman States. – As many of my friends are amongst them – I think of 

moving too – but not till I have had your answers – – continue your address to me here as usual – & 

quickly. – – What you will not be sorry to hear is – that the poor of the place – hearing that I mean to 

go – got together 

 

1:4 
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a petition to the Cardinal – to request that he would request me to remain.
343

 I only heard of it a day or 

two ago – & it is no dishonour to them nor to me – but it will have displeased the higher powers who 

look upon me as a Chief of the Coalheavers.
344

 They arrested a servant of mine for a Street quarrel 

with an Officer (they drew upon one another knives & pistols) but as the Officer was out of uniform – 

– & in the wrong besides – on my protesting stoutly – he was released – <As> I was not present at the 

affray – which happened by night near my stables. – – My man (an Italian) a very stout – & not over 

patient personage would have taken a fatal revenge {afterwards} if I had not prevented him. 

 

2:1 

 

As it was he drew his stiletto – and – but for passengers – would have <carbonadod> carbonadoed the 

Captain – who (I understand) made but a poor figure in the quarrel – except by beginning it. – – – – 

He applied to me – and I offered him any satisfaction – either by turning away the man or otherwise, 

because he had drawn a knife. He answered that a reproof would be sufficient. – I reproved him – [Ms. 

tear: “and”?] yet – after this – the shabby dog complained to the Government – after <objecting> 

being quite satisfied as he said. – This roused me – and I gave them a remonstrance which had some 

effect. – If he had not enough – he should have called me out – but that is not the Italian line of 

conduct, – the Captain has been reprimanded – the servant released – & the business at present rests 

there. 

Write & let me know of the arrival of [scrawl] 

 

[2:2 above address:] P.S. You will of course publish the two tragedies of Sardanapalus the Foscaris 

together. – You can afterwards collect them with “Manfred”, and “the Doge” – into the works. – 

Inclosed is an additional note. – – 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, July 23rd 1821: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; LJ V 327-9; QII 657-8; BLJ VIII 

157-8) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

 &
c
. / <Poste Restante> / <Vevay> / <En Suisse.> // Ferney / au Château de 

Ferney // Vevay / Svizzera. –] 

Ravenna. July 23
d
. 1821 

My dear Hoppner / 

 This country being in a state of proscription – and all my friends exiled – or 

arrested – the whole family of Gamba – obliged to go to Florence for the present – <and> the father & 

Son for politicians – (& the Guiccioli because menaced with a Convent – as her father is not here –) I 

have determined to remove to Switzerland – and they also. – – Indeed my life here is not supposed to 

be particularly safe – but that has been the case for this twelve month – {past} and is therefore not the 

primary, consideration. – – – 

I have written by the post to M
r
. Hentsch J

r
. the Banker of Geneva – to provide (if possible) a house for 

me – and another for Gamba’s family (the father son and daughter) on the 

 

1:2 

 

Jura side of the Lake of Geneva – furnished – & with stabling (for me at least) for eight horses. – I 

shall bring Allegra with me. – Could you assist me or Hentsch in his researches? The Gambas are at 

Florence but have authorized me to treat for them. – – – 

You know – or do not know that they are great patriots – and both – but the Son in particular very fine 

fellows. – This I know – for I have seen them lately in very awkward situations – not pecuniary – but 

personal – and they behaved like heroes, neither yielding nor retracting. – – – – 

You have no idea what a state of oppression this country is in – they arrested above a thousand of high 

& low – throughout Romagna – banished some – &, confined others – without trial – process – or even 

accusation!! 

 

1:3 

 

Every body says they would done the same by me if they dared proceed {openly}. My motive however 

for removing, is because every one of my acquaintance to the amount of hundreds almost have been 

                                                           
343: See Sh.’s statement to M.S. (August 10th 1821), that B. gives a quarter of his income to the poor. 

344: The Carbonari. 
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exiled – – Will you do what you can in looking out for a Couple of houses – {furnished} and 

conferring with Hentsch for us? We care nothing about Society – and are only anxious for a temporary 

and tranquil asylum, <for> {and} individual freedom. – Believe me 

 ever & truly 

    y
rs
. 

     Byron. 

P.S. 

 My {best} respects to M
rs
. Hoppner. I have sent two dramas to England – one {upon} 

“Sardanapalus” – the other – <is> {upon} “the two Foscaris” (a Venetian story) both in five acts. – 

Address to me at Ravenna as usual. 

 

1:4 [above address:] P.S. Can you give me an idea of the comparative expences of Switzerland and 

Italy? which I have forgotten. – I speak merely of those of {decent} living – horses, &
c
. – & not of 

luxuries or high living. Do not however decide any thing positive till [below address:] I have your 

answer – as I can then know how to think upon these topics of transmigration &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, July 24th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; Smiles I 440; LJM 4-6-7) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / Poste Restante / Ravenna / Italie] 

London July 24 – 1821 

 Dear Lord Byron 

 I have this instant received your Letters of July 6. 7 – & on Saturday I got one of the 29
th

 June – 

You ought not to be angry that I addressed the Newspaper extracts to you addressed to M
r
 Hoppner – 

for my intention was well designed – & I have no doubt yet of its safe delivery – One parcel wch you 

missed before I applied about & paid said it would be forwarded – Don Juan is now printed and I will 

cancel the leaf containing the Stanza wch your letter desires – & publish immediately – I have sent you 

<a> the first rough Copy in a (wch goes tomorrow) with Soda powders – 

 It is a most infamous trick of Valpy to write to get Pamphlets gratis to sell for his own advantage – 

& M
r
 Stockdale who wishes to sell you Justice is a compleat a  

 

1:2 

 

 S. – I as ever breathed – Shall I now print the Hints & Pulci anonymously
345

 – Gifford does not like 

the Hints & so let them take their chance – 

 I have just received the inclosed letter from M
r
 Moore – the Subject of it is every way worthy of 

your Lordships usual liberality
346

 – & I had not a moments hesitation in acceeding to a proposal which 

enabled me in any way to join in assisting so excellent a fellow – I have told him <t> wch I suppose 

your Lordship will think fair that he should give me all additions that you may from time to time make 

– & in case of survivorship he Should edit the whole – & I will leave it as an Heir loom to my Son – 

please to return so curiously a valuable and  

 

1:3 

 

 honourable a Letter – 

 I wonder that yr Lordship has not received the Proofs of Sardanapaulus Shall we publish the New 

Tragedy & it in one Volume – their Stories will form a fine contrast – 

 I have written to acceed to M
r
 Moores proposal – 

  I remain 

   Dear Lord Byron 

    Your grateful 

     & faithful Servant 

      John Murray 

[1:4 contains address.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, July 30th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 329-31; QII 660-1; BLJ VIII 161-3) 

[To J. Murray Esq
re

] 

Byron writes his own poem about Keats’ death. 

                                                           
345: Mu. publishes neither HfH nor the Morgante Maggiore. 

346: B. has given Mo. his Memoirs, and Mo. has sold them to Mu. for 2,000 gs. 
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R
a
. July 30

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 Enclosed is the best account of the Doge Faliero – which was only sent to me from an old 

M.S.S. the other day.
347

 – Get it translated and append it as a note to the next edition. – You will 

perhaps be pleased to see that my conceptions of his character were correct – though I regret not 

having met with this extract before. – You will perceive that he himself said exactly what He is made 

to say – about the Bishop of Treviso. – You will see also that “he spoke {very} little and then only 

words of rage and <fury> {disdain} after his arrest – which is the case in the play – except when he 

breaks out at the close of Act fifth. – But his speech to the Conspirators – is better in the M.S.S. than in 

the play – I wish {that} I had met with it in time. – – – – – 

 

 

1:2 

 

Do not forget this note, with a translation. – 

In a former note to the Juans – speaking of Voltaire I have quoted his famous “Zaire – tu pleures” – 

which is an error – it should be “Zaire vous pleurez”
348

 – recollect this – & recollect also that your 

want of recollection has permitted you to publish the note on the Kelso traveller – which I had 

positively desired you not – for proof of which I refer you to my letters. – I presume that you are able 

to lay your hand upon these letters – as you are accused publicly in a pamphlet of showing them about. 

I wait your acknowledgment of the packets containing “{the} Foscaris” – notes – &
c
. &

c
. – now your 

Coronation is over – perhaps you will find time. 

I have also written to M
r
. Kinnaird 

 

1:3 

 

to say that I expect the two tragedies to be published speedily – and to inform him – that I am willing 

to make any abatement on your statement of loss liable to be incurred by publishing at an improper 

season. – – – – 

I am so busy here about these poor proscribed exiles – who are scattered about – and {with} trying to 

get some of them recalled – that I have hardly time or patience to write a short preface – which will be 

proper for the two plays. – – 

However I will make it out – on receiving the next proofs. – 

yrs. ever [scrawl] 

 

P.S. – Please to append the letter about the Hellespont as a note to your next opportunity of the verses 

on Leander &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. in Childe Harold. – Don’t forget it amidst your multitudinous avocations – 

which I think of celebrating in a dithyrambic ode to Albemarle Street. 

 

1:4 

 

Are you aware that Shelley has written an elegy on Keats – and accuses the Quarterly of killing him? 

 

 Who killed John Keats? 

 I, says the Quarterly 

 So savage & <Martyrly> {Tartarly} 

 ’Twas one of my feats – 

 Who <drew the> <pen> {shot the arrow?} 

 The poet=priest Milman 

 (So ready to kill man –) 

 Or Southey or Barrow. – – 

―――――――――― 

You know very well that I did not approve of Keats’s poetry – or principles of poetry – <& abuse of 

Pope> – or {of} his abuse of Pope – but as he is dead – omit all that is said about him in any M.S.S. of 

mine – or publication. – His Hyperion is a fine monument & will keep his name. – I do not envy the 

                                                           
347: This appears as Appendix I to Marino Faliero. It is a passage from Muratori’s 1748 Rerum Italicarum 

Scriptores, which is itself an Italian translation of the fifteenth- or sixteenth-century chronicle Vite dei Doge, by 

Marin Sanudo, or Sanuto. 

348: For the context of the line, see Voltaire, Zaïre, ed. Eva Jacobs, (Hodder and Stoughton 1975), p.129 (line 

1154). 
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man – who wrote the article – your review people have no more right to kill than any other footpads. –

However – he who would die of an article in a review – would probably have died of something else 

equally trivial – he same thing nearly happened to Kirke White – who afterwards died of [text curls up 

right-hand side:] a consumption. – – – – 

 

Byron to Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire, from Ravenna, July 30th 1821: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VIII 161) 

[To, / Her Grace / The Duchess of Devonshire / Spa. / Spa.] 

Ravenna July 30th. 1821. 

Madam / 

 The enclosed letter which I had the honour of addressing to your Grace unfortunately for the 

subject of it – and for the writer – arrived after your Grace’s departure. – I venture to forward it to Spa 

– in the hope that you may be perhaps tempted to interest yourself in favour of the persons to whom it 

refers by writing a few lines to any of y
r
. Roman acquaintances in power. – Two words from your 

Grace – I cannot help thinking would be sufficient – even if the request were still more presumptuous. 

I have y
e
. honour to be 

 with greatest respect 

  y
r
. most obed

t
. 

   very humble Serv
t
. 

    Byron 

To Her Grace 

The Duchess of Devonshire 

&
c
. &

c
. &

c
. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, July 31st, 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS 4161D; LJM 409-10) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie // arrived: Forli 16 August] 

London July 31 – 1821 

Dear Lord Byron 

 I have great satisfaction in announcing the safe arrival of the Proof Sheets of 

Sardanapalus and the MSS of the new Tragedy – I have now sent the latter – within an hour of its 

arrival to day, to the printer and I hope to send a portion of it by fridays Post – & I will give another 

copy of it to our old friend M
r
 Gifford who is now at Ramsgate – 

 I hope you will not be angry at a liberty which I have ventured to take in retaining until 

I can be favoured with your Lordships reitterated commands – the Letter – however trifling its 

Contents may be wch may connect your name with that of J.J.Stockdale – who is a very wretch and not 

by the possibility of any accident – do you otherwise than discredit – I entreat you let me put it 
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into the fire – or into my collections – 

 I sent you the first Sheets of Don Juan which is now ready to be published on Wednesday – the 

Stanza is cancelled – in all the other Copies – I am sorry that your ardour for the Compleation of this 

poem has been so frequently damped – 

 Holmes is so great a man with the King & has so much occupation here that he can not venture to 

travel – 

 I inclose a letter which I have just received from James Smith 

 I remain Dearest Sir 

  your Lordships 

   faithful Servant 

    John Murray 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, August 2nd 1821: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 507-8; LJ V 332-36; BLJ VIII 164-6) 

Ravenna, August 2. 1821. 

I had certainly answered your last letter, though but briefly, to the part to which you refer, merely 

saying, ‘damn the controversy;’
349

 and quoting some verses of George Colman’s, not as allusive to 

                                                           
349: Evidence of a missing letter from Mo. 
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you, but to the disputants. Did you receive this letter? It imports me to know that our letters are not 

intercepted or mislaid. 

 Your Berlin drama
350

 is an honour, unknown since the days of Elkanah Settle, whose ‘Emperor of 

Morocco’ was represented by the Court ladies, which was, as Johnson says, ‘the last blast of 

inflammation’ to poor Dryden, who could not bear it, and fell foul of Settle without mercy or 

moderation, on account of that and a frontispiece, which he dared to put before his play.
351

 

 Was not your showing the Memoranda to [Lady Holland] somewhat perilous? Is there not a 

facetious allusion or two which might as well be reserved for posterity? 

 I know S[chlegel] well—that is to say, I have met him occasionally at Copet. Is he not also 

touched lightly in the Memoranda? In a review of Childe Harold, Canto 4th, three years ago, in 

Blackwood’s Magazine, they quote some stanzas of an elegy of S[chlegel]’s on Rome, from which 

they say that I might have taken some ideas. I give you my honour that I never saw it except in that 

criticism, which gives, I think, three or four stanzas, sent them (they say) for the nonce by a 

correspondent—perhaps himself. The fact is easily proved; for I don’t understand German, and there 

was, I believe, no translation—at least, it was the first time that I ever heard of, or saw, either 

translation or original. 

 I remember having some talk with S[chlegel] about Alfieri, whose merit he denies. He was also 

wroth about the Edinburgh Review of Goethe, which was sharp enough, to be sure. He went about 

saying, too, of the French—‘I meditate a terrible vengeance against the French—I will prove that 

Molière is no poet.’
352

 

 I don’t see why you should talk of ‘declining.’
353

 When I saw you, you looked thinner, and yet 

younger, than you did when we parted several years before. You may rely upon this as fact. If it were 

not, I should say nothing, for I would rather not say unpleasant personal things to anyone—but, as it 

was the pleasant truth, I tell it you. If you had led my life, indeed, changing climates and 

connections—thinning yourself with fasting and purgatives—besides the wear and tear of the vulture 

passions, and a very bad temper besides, you might talk in this way—but you! I know no man who 

looks so well for his years, or who deserves to look better and to be better, in all respects. You are a * * 

*, and, what is perhaps better for your friends, a good fellow. So, don’t talk of decay, but put in for 

eighty, as you well may. 

 I am, at present, occupied principally about these unhappy proscriptions and exiles, which have 

taken place here on account of politics. It has been a miserable sight to see the general desolation in 

families. I am doing what I can for them, high and low, by such interest and means as I possess or can 

bring to bear. There have been thousands of these proscriptions within the last month in the Exarchate, 

or (to speak modernly) the Legations. Yesterday, too, a man got his back broken, in extricating a dog 

of mine from under a mill-wheel. The dog was killed, and the man is in the greatest danger. I was not 

present—it happened before I was up, owing to a stupid boy taking the dog to bathe in a dangerous 

spot. I must, of course, provide for the poor fellow while he lives, and his family, if he dies. I would 

gladly have given a much greater sum than that will come to that he had never been hurt. Pray, let me 

hear from you, and excuse haste and hot weather. 

      Yours, &c. 

* * * * * 

You may have probably seen all sorts of attacks upon me in some gazettes in England some months 

ago. I only saw them, by Murray’s bounty, the other day. They call me ‘Plagiary,’ and what not. I think 

I now, in my time, have been accused of every thing. 

 I have not given you details of little events here; but they have been trying to make me out to be 

the chief of a conspiracy, and nothing but their want of proofs for an English investigation has stopped 

them. Had it been a poor native, the suspicion were enough, as it has been for hundreds. 

 Why don’t you write on Napoleon? I have no spirits, nor ‘estro’ to do so. His overthrow, from the 

beginning, was a blow on the head to me. Since that period, we have been the slaves of fools. Excuse 

this long letter. Ecco a translation literal of a French epigram. 

 

  Egle, beauty and poet, has two little crimes, 

  She makes her own face, and does not make her rhymes. 

                                                           
350: Moore’s note: There had been, a short time before, performed at the Court of Berlin a spectacle founded on 

the Poem of Lalla Rookh, in which the present Emperor of Russia personated Feramorz, and the Empress, Lalla 

Rookh. 

351: Johnson’s Life of Dryden. 

352: Moore’s note: This threat has been since acted upon;—the critic in question having, to the great horror of the 

French literati, pronounced Molière to be a “farceur.” 

353: Evidence of a missing letter from Mo.. 
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I am going to ride, having been warned not to ride in a particular part of the forest, on account of the 

ultra-politicians. 

 Is there no chance of your return to England, and of our Journal? I would have published the two 

plays in it—two or three scenes per number—and, indeed, all of mine in it. If you went to England, I 

would do so still. 

 

John Murray to John Cam Hobhouse, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, early August 1821: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss. 36459 f.186r) 

 

  [1821]
354

       Albemarle Street 

          Friday 

 

My dear Sir 

I shall have much pleasure in publishing your translation of Francisca, either with or without the 

original, as a second consideration may lead us to determine – and it may go to the printer as soon as 

you please.
355

 – 

 It will require much time & labour to disengage your notes
356

 from their present form and to 

arrange them into a regular narrative – they will merit a higher title than a Guide!! 

 You have seen, have you not, Colonel Leake’s Topography of Athens
357

 – would not yours 

become “The Antiquities & Topography of Rome this work will require consideration – & I shall be 

happy to confer with you upon it. – 

 I now send you a Revised copy of Sardanapalus
358

 – read it <candidly>
359

 & tell me what you 

think of it – as soon as you have done this I shall have ready some acts of another Tragedy – The Two 

Foscari
360

 – 

 I always have pleasure in communications from you – and I ever am 

  Dearest Sir 

   your much obliged 

    & faithful Servt 

     Jno Murray 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 4th 1821: 

(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4748; LJ V 337; BLJ VIII 166-7) 

For Byron, the idea that Murray’s gang “killed Keats” is now scripture (this letter was sold to 

T.J.Wise by John Murray in January 1932). 

Ra August 4
th

. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 I return the proofs of the 2
d
. pamphlet. I leave it to your choice and M

r
. Gifford’s to publish it or 

not with such omission as he likes. – You must however omit the whole of the observations against the 

Suburban School – they are meant against Keats and I cannot war with the dead – particularly those 

already killed by Criticism. Recollect to omit all that portion in any case – 

Lately I have sent you several packets which require answer = you take a gentlemanly interval to 

answer them. – 

yrs &
c
., 

Byron 

 

P.S. – They write from Paris that Schlegel is making a {fierce} book against me – what can I have 

done to the literary Col=captain of late Madame? – I who am neither of his country nor his horde? – 

Does this Hundsfot’s intention appal you? if it does – say so. – – It don’t me – for if he is insolent – I 

 

1:2 

                                                           
354: The references to Sardanapalus, The Two Foscari and the proposed re-writing of Historical Illustrations do 

not carry on from the two previous letters in the sequence, and indicate a later date. 

355: It seems never to have gone to the printer. 

356: The notes by H. printed with the text of Childe Harold IV. 

357: Leake was H.’s rival, as Mu. must have known; but the proposed book on Rome was never published. 

358: Started 13 Jan 1821, finished 27 May 1821. 

359: This word is very lightly erased. 

360: Started 12 June 1821, despatched 14 July 1821. Published with Sardanapalus and Cain in Dec 1821 – which 

would place these letters earlier in the year than December, the date their B.L. binding suggests. 
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will go to Paris and thank him; – there is a distinction between native Criticism – because it belongs to 

the Nation to judge and pronounce {on natives,} – but what have I to do with Germany or Germans 

neither my subjects nor my language having anything in common with that Country? – He took a 

dislike to me – because I refused to flatter him in Switzerland – though Madame de Broglie begged me 

to do so – “because he is so fond of it. – – “Voila les hommes!” – 

 

Byron to Shelley, from Ravenna, early August 1821: 
(Source: this text from BLJ VIII 171) 

Refers to the previous item. This is Byron’s shortest letter. 

 

Dr S. – I wrote to you last week. 

 yrs ever 

  B 

William Gifford to John Murray, August 7th 1821: 

(Source: text from Smiles I 422) 

August 7th, 1821. 

 What can Lord Byron propose to himself by forcing the publication of these cantos? They will not 

add to his fame, and this is what he should now take care of. Our friend Sir Walter makes an 

occasional sacrifice, but then he has a powerful motive; and besides, though he may play with his 

talents, he never trifles with his character. I could say more, but alas! cui bono? 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 7th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 338; BLJ VIII 172) 

One sheet. No address. 
Ravenna. August 7

th
. 

1821 

Dear Sir / 

 I send you a thing – which I scratched off lately – a mere buffoonery –  to quiz “the Blues” in 

two literary eclogues. – If published it must be anonymously – but it is too short for a separate 

publication – and you have {no} miscellany that I know of
361

 – for the reception of such things. – You 

may send me a proof if you think it worth the trouble – but don’t let my name out – for the present – or 

I shall have all the old women in London about my ears – since it sneers at the solace of their antient 

Spinsterstry. – 

Acknowledge this – & the various packets lately sent – 

 y
r
[scrawl] 

[side 2 blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 7th 1821: 

(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4749; LJ V 338-42; BLJ VIII 172-3) 

[To, / John Murray Es
qre

 / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Byron cannot let alone the idea that Murray’s gang “killed Keats” (this letter was sold to 

T.J.Wise by John Murray in January 1932). 

Ravenna, August 7
th

. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 By last post I forwarded a packet of [sic: for “to”?] you [–] as usual you are avised by this 

post.
362

 – I should be loth to hurt M
r
. Bowles’s feelings by publishing the second pamphlet – and as he 

has shown considerable regard for mine – we had better suppress it altogether – at any rate I would not 

publish it without letting him see it first – and omitting all such matter as might be personally offensive 

to him: – Also all the part about the Suburb School must be omitted – as it referred to poor Keats now 

slain by the Quarterly Review – – 

If I do not err – I mentioned to you that I had heard from Paris – that Schlegel announces a meditated 

abuse of me in a criticism. – The disloyalty of such a proceeding towards a foreigner who has 

uniformly spoken so well of M
e
. de Stael in his writings – and who moreover has nothing to {do} with 

continental literature or Schlegel’s country and countrymen – is such – that I 

 

1:2 

                                                           
361: The Blues was first printed not by Mu. but in The Liberal’s third number (April 26th 1823). 

362: The opening sentence actually reads, “By last post I forwarded a packet of you as usual you are avised by this 

post.” 
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feel a strong inclination to bring the matter to a personal <a> arbitrement – provided it can be done – 

without being ridiculous or unfair – – His intention however must be first fully ascertained before I can 

proceed – and I have written for some information on the subject to M
r
. Moore. – The Man was also 

my personal acquaintance – and though I refused to flatter him grossly (as M
e
. de B.

363
 requested me to 

do) yet I uniformly treated him with respect – with much more indeed than any one else – for his 

peculiarities are such that they {one and} all laughed at him – and especially the Abbe Chevalier di 

Breme – who did nothing but make me laugh at him so much behind his back – that nothing but the 

politeness on which I pride myself in society – could have prevented me from doing so to his face. – – 

– 
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He is just such a character as William the testy in Irving’s New York.
364

 – – 

But I must have him out for all that –since his proceeding (supposing it to be true) is ungentlemanly in 

all it’s bearings – at least in my opinion – but perhaps my partiality misleads me. – 

It appears to me that there is a distinction between native and foreign criticism in the case of living 

writers – or at least should be, – I don’t speak of Journalists (who are the same all over the world) but 

where a man {with his name at length} sits down to an elaborate attempt to defame a foreigner of his 

acquaintance – without provocation – & without legitimate object – for what can I import to the 

Germans? – What effect can I have upon their literature? – Do you think me in the wrong? – if so – say 

so. 

Yours [scrawl] 

 

3:4 

 

P.S. I mentioned in my former letters – that it was my intention to have the two plays published 

immediately. – – 

Acknowledge the various packets. – 

I am extremely angry with you – I beg leave to add for several reasons too long for present 

explanation. 

 

[inverted, on other side of address:] 

 

I have just been turning over the homicide review of J. Keats. – It is harsh certainly and contemptuous 

but not more so than what I recollect of the Edinburgh R. of “the Hours of Idleness” in 1808. The 

Reviewer allows him “a degree of talent which deserves to be put in the right way” “rays of fancy” 

“gleams of Genius” and “powers of language”. – It is harder on L. Hunt than upon Keats & professes 

{fairly} to review only one book of his poem. – Altogether – though very provoking it was hardly so 

bitter as to kill unless there was a morbid feeling previously in his system. – 

 

August 8th 1821: Don Juan III, IV and V published. 
 

William Gifford to John Murray, undated – 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604) 

 

 Lord Byron will have a pretty collection of dramas,
365

 by the by – let him proceed, he will do 

something at last. Never mind his plays as being stageworthy: in these times, it signifies not much – 

but he has the true dramatic turn, & fails only in his plots. If he could but get a little into the bustle of 

our old dramatists, absurd as it sometimes was, it would do: otherwise he must die a martyr to his 

simplicity or singleness. I profess myself much taken with the gay & sprightly dialogue of the last – we 

have had very little like it since Fletcher & Shirley. They would, however, have crowded the canvas 

more. After all he is a wonderful creature – if I had him, I would keep him carefully, & shew him only 

on high days and holydays. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from London, August 8th, 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 411-12) 

                                                           
363: Albertine, duchesse de Broglie, Madame de Staël’s daughter. 

364: A History of New York  … by Diedrich Knickerbocker (Washington Irving, 1809). 

365: Cain, Sardanapalus and The Two Foscari were all published on December 19th 1821. 
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London Aug 8 

1821 

Dearest Sir 

 I now send your Lordships two Acts of “the Foscari” & I have inclosed a duplicate to M
r
 Gifford 

at Ramsgate – hear what a critical friend says 

 “Never mind his plays not being Stage-worthy: in these times, it signifies not much – but he has 

the true dramatic turn, & fails only in his plots. If he could but get a little of the bustle of our old 

dramatists, absurd as it sometimes was, it would do: – otherwise he must die a martyr to his simplicity 

or singleness. I profess myself much 

 

1:2 

 

taken with the gay & sprightly dialogue of Sardanapalus – we have had very little like it since Fletcher 

& Shirley. They would however have crowded the canvas more – After al he is a wonderful creature – 

if I had him, I would keep him up carefully, & shew him only on high days and holydays.” 

 Don Juan was published yesterday – and as far as I have yet heard – it is said to contain most 

splendid passages – 

 The Two Tragedies will make a handsome & interest 
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ing Volume – not much larger & not to sell for more than the Doge – & may I have them for a 

Thousand Guineas? – And for the 3. 4 & 5
th

 Canto of Don Juan in which I have printed only in the 

sizes sent to your Lordships will you accept another Thousand Guineas – 

 The Queen died last night – <G> The Lord have mercy on her Soul – 

 God Bless your Lordship prayeth thy dutiful Servant 

  John Murray 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Mary Shelley, from Ravenna, August 8th 1821: 
(Source: text from Bodleian MS. Shelley c.1. ff.440-2; Jones II 316-20) 

Ravenna. August 7. 1821. – 

My dearest Mary 

 I arrived at 10 oClock {last night} & sate up last night talking with Lord Byron until 5. 

<in> this morning. – I then went to sleep, & now awake at eleven, and having dispatched my breakfast 

as quick as possible, mean to devote the interval until 12 when the post departs to you. – 

 Lord Byron is very well, & was delighted to see me. He has in fact completely recovered his health, 

& lives a life totally the reverse of that which he led at Venice. He has a permanent sort of liaison with 

Contessa Guiccioli, who is now at Florence,
366

 & seems from her letters to be a very aimiable woman. 

– She is waiting there until something shall be decided as to their emigration to Switzerland or stay in 

Italy: which is yet undetermined on either side. – She was compelled to escape from the Papal territory 

in 
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great haste, as measures had already been taken to place her in a Convent where she would have been 

unrelentingly confined for life. The oppression of the marriage compact, as existing in the laws & 

opinions of Italy, though less frequently exercised is far severer than that of England. – I tremble to 

think of what poor Emilia
367

 is destined to. <xxx> – Lord Byron had almost destroyed himself at 

Venice: his state of debility was such that he was unable to digest any food – he was consumed by 

hectic fever, and would speedily have perished but for this attachment which reclaimed him from the 

excesses into which he threw himself from carelessness & pride rather than taste. – Poor fellow
368

 – he 

is now quite well and immersed in politics & literature. He has given me a number of the most 

interesting details on the former subject – but we will not speak of them in a letter. – Fletcher is here, 

& as if like a shadow he waxed & waned 

 

                                                           
366: Teresa left Ravenna on July 25th 1821. 

367: Emilia Viviani, subject of Epipsychidion. 

368: “Poor fellow” is one of H.’s favourite epithets for B. 
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with the substance of his master, Fletcher also has recovered his good lookes & from amidst the 

unseasonable grey hairs <a/>a <few> fresh harvest of flaxen locks put forth. – 

 We talked a great deal of poetry & such matters last night: & as usual differed & I think more than 

ever. – He affects to patronize a system of criticism fit only for the production of mediocrity, & 

although all his fine poems & passages have been produced in defiance of this system: yet I recognize 

the pernicious effects of it in the “Doge of Venice”,
369

 & it will cramp & limit his future efforts 

however great they may be unless he gets rid of it. I have read only parts of it, or rather he himself read 

them to me & gave me the plan of the whole – – –. Allegra he says, is grown very beautiful: but he 

complains that her temper is violent and imperious. – He has no intention of leaving her in Italy –, 

indeed the thing is too improper in itself not to 
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carry condemnation along with it. Contessa Guiccioli he says is very fond of her: indeed I cannot see 

why she  should not take care of it, if she is to live as his ostensible mistress. – all this I shall know 

more of soon. 

 Lord Byron has also told me a circumstance that shocks me exceedingly, because it exhibits a 

degree of desperate & wicked malice for which I am at a loss to account. When I hear such things my 

patience & my philosophy are put to a severe proof, whilst I refrain from seeking out some obscure 

hiding place where the countenance of man may never meet me more. It seems that Elise,  actuated 

either by some inconceivable malice for our dismissing her – or bribed by my enemies – or making 

common cause with her infamous husband has persuaded the Hoppners of a story so monstrous & 

incredible that they must have been prone to believe any evil to have believed such assertions 

upon such evidence. Mr. Hoppner wrote to Lord B. to state this story as the reason why he 

declined any further communication with me, & why he advised him to do 
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the same. Elise says that Clare was my mistress – that is all very well & so far there is nothing 

new: all the world has heard so much & people may believe or not believe as they think good. – 

She then proceeds to say that Clare was with child by me – that I gave her the most violent 

medicines to procure abortion – that <I did not> this not succeeding she was brought to bed & that 

I immediately tore the child from her & sent it to the foundling hospital – I quote Mr. Hoppners 

words – and this is stated to have happened in the winter after we left Este. In addition she says 

that both I & Clare treated you in the most shameful manner – that I neglected & beat you, & that 

Clare never let a day pass without offering you insults of the most violent kind in which she was 

abetted by me. – As to what Reviews & the world says I do not care a jot; but when persons who 

have known me are capable of conceiving of me – not that I have <xxxxx/>fallen into a great 

error & imprudence as would have been the living with Clare as my mistress – but that I have 
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committed such unutterable crimes as destroying or abandoning a child – & that my own – 

imagine my despair of good –imagine how it is possible that one of so weak & sensitive a nature 

as mine can run further the gauntlet through this hellish society of men. – <Three lines heavily 

deleted.> You should write to the Hoppners a letter refuting the charge in case you believe & 

know & can prove that it is false: stating the grounds & the <proof> proofs of your belief.
370

 – I 

need not dictate what you should say, nor I hope inspire you with warmth to rebut a charge which 

you only can effectually rebut. – If you will send the letter to me here, I will forward it to the 

Hoppners. – Lord Byron is not up, I do not know the Hoppners address – & I am anxious not to 

lose the post. – <line deleted> 

 

[Ms. ends; sheet 2 has been torn in half and side 3 and 4 are lost.] 

 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, August 8th 1821: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

                                                           
369: Sh. refers to B.’s classical standards, which dictate that Faliero should observe the unities. 

370: M.S. wrote this letter (see below) but B. seems not to have forwarded it to the Hoppners. 
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Whitton Park, Hounslow. Aug: 8 [1821] 

My dear Sir – 

I have read Sardanapalus
371

 with some attention and I must say that it interested me very deeply – The 

character of the hero, though historical, is, to the great mass of readers, new and I doubt not will be 

thought fantastical and unnatural by some – but it is extremely well supported and ends as it began. 

 I do not think so highly of the poetry of Sardanapalus as of that of the Doge
372

 nor do I believe 

the work itself to be so dramatic – at least, not according to the English notions of the drama – After 

all, if it be not presumptuous in me to say so, I should venture to assert that tragedy writing is not 

Lord Byron’s fort
373

 – That is to say that it will not turn out to be the best thing that he can do – 

According to my poor way of thinking the Corsair & the IVth Canto
374

 will always bear away the 

palm 

 With respect to what you have been good enough to say about Francesca
375

 I should think we had 

better wait until next season – However I will write it out and you can show it to whom you like 

previously to publication – I presume by what you hint as to the Illustrations
376

 that the second edition 

there<fore/>of sticks
377

 & is likely to stick – I must flatter myself that the title is in fault – for I have 

heard from competent authority (amongst others Mr Elmsley
378

 who spoke to my brother upon it) that 

it is the only tolerable thing that has been written of late years upon Roman Antiquities – Sir Robert 

Inglis
379

 told me much the same thing on his return from Rome the other day – and yet I do not 

believe the thing was ever reviewed in any respectabl<y/>e publication – except the Monthly
380

 which 

accused the author of democracy because he preferred Republican to Imperial Rome – a dunce – By 

the way I am sorry to hear such a sad account of poor Stoddart
381

 – This comes of selling books in the 

radical line 

 I have returned Sardanapalus according to your desire & shall be glad to have the two Foscari – 

Is Foscolo in London? 

 ever yours truly 

   J.C.Hobhouse 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Teresa Guiccioli, from Ravenna, August 9th 1821: 

(Source: English translation of Teresa Guiccioli’s translation of the Italian original, from Guiccioli’s 

Lord Byron jugé par les Témoins de sa Vie, Paris 1868; Jones II 323-9; LBLI 613-15) 

 

     Ravenna, 10 August 1821 

Madam, 

 At the request of my friend Lord Byron, I feel it a duty to present to you some thoughts relative to 

the proposed journey to Geneva, in order to give you an idea of the inconveniences which might result 

from it. I am sure that you will acknowledge this request, as also the motives which impel me to fulfill 

it, as an excuse for the liberty taken by a person who is a complete stranger to you. In doing this, my 

sole aim is the tranquillity of my friend and of those in whom he is so profoundly interested. I cannot 

have any other motive, and let it be a gauge of my perfect sincerity that I also have been the victim of 

the intolerance of the clergy and of tyranny, and like you and your family I have, for my love of my 

country, been rewarded with persecution and calumny. 

 Allow me, Madam, to lay before you the reasons for which I feel that Geneva would be an 

undesirable retreat for you. Your circumstances present some analogy with those in which my family 

and Lord Byron found themselves, in the summer of 1816. Our houses were close together and, not 

seeking any other society, our mode of life was retired and tranquil; one could not imagine a simpler 

life than ours, or one less calculated to attract the calumnies that were aimed at us. 

                                                           
371: Sardanapalus had been started on 13th January and finished at the end of May. Despatched to Mu. on 31 

May, it was published in December 1821 in the same volume as Cain and The Two Foscari. 

372: Marino Faliero. 

373: H.’s way with languages was ever provincial, and he may leave off the terminal “e” from forte with 

deliberate indifference. See Don Juan V 52, 1 / 3 / 5, for what may be a joke about his pronunciations. 

374: Of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage. 

375: His translation of Silvio Pellico’s tragedy: Mu. never published it. 

376: His Historical Illustrations to the Fourth Canto of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage had been published in or 

about May 1818. 

377: That is, it doesn’t sell well. 

378: Peter Elmsley (1773-1825) an Oxford classicist specialising in Greek tragedy. 

379: Sir Robert Inglis (1786-1855) Tory politician, general opposer of reform. 

380: The Monthly Magazine. 

381: Robert Stodart, of 81, The Strand, had published H.’s pamphlets A Defence of the People and A Trfling 

Mistake. 
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 These calumnies were monstrous, and really too infamous to leave us, their victims, even the 

refuge of contempt. The natives of Geneva and the English people who were living there did not 

hesitate to affirm that we were leading a life of the most unbridled libertinism. They said that we had 

formed a pact to outrage all that is regarded as most sacred in human society. Forgive me if I omit the 

details of this—atheism, incest, and many other things—sometimes ridiculous and sometimes 

terrible—were imputed to us. The English papers did not delay to spread the scandal, and, in that 

nation, to give entire belief to it. 

 Hardly any affliction was spared us. The inhabitants on the banks of the lake opposite Lord 

Byron’s house used telescopes to spy upon his every movement. One English lady fainted from horror 

(or pretended to!) simply upon seeing him. The most outrageous caricatures of him and his friends 

were spread about; and all this took place in the short space of three months. 

 The effect on Lord Byron’s spirits was very unfortunate. His natural gaiety had almost entirely left 

him. A man must be perhaps more or less a Stoic, rather than a man, to bear with such insults patiently. 

 Do not delude yourself, Madam, with the idea that the English people—accepting Lord Byron as 

the greatest poet of our time—would on that account abstain from troubling him and from persecuting 

him so far as they were able. Their admiration for his works is involuntary and they slander him in 

consequence of their immoderate prejudices as much as they read him, for their pleasure. 

 As for the Genevese, they would not be hostile were there not at Geneva a colony of English who 

retain their narrow prejudices; it is their restless hatred for all those who surpass or shun them; and 

these causes being unremovable by actual circumstances, the usual effects would follow. 

 The English are almost as numerous as the natives at Geneva; their wealth makes them sought 

after, the Genevese being, in comparison with their guests, as valets, or rather as inn-keepers of their 

city, entirely hired out to foreigners. 

 One circumstance known to me personally will furnish proof of the reception one can expect in 

Geneva. The one Genevese from whom Lord Byron had every reason to expect fidelity and loyalty 

was precisely one of those who spread the most infamous calumnies. This man involuntarily revealed 

all his malignity to a friend of mine; this led me to warn that friend of the hypocrisy and the perversity 

of the person concerned. 

 You cannot, Madam, conceive the excessive violence with which a certain class of the English 

detest those whose conduct and opinions are not precisely modelled on their own. The systems of those 

ideas form a superstition, which constantly demands and constantly finds fresh victims. Strong as 

theological hatred may be, it always yields to social hatred. This state of mind is, in Geneva, the order 

of the day and, once awakened in order to torment Lord Byron and his friends, I very much fear that 

similar causes would not fail to produce the same consequences, if the journey you are planning should 

take place. Accustomed as you are, Madam, to the gentler manners of Italy, you can hardly conceive 

what an intensity this social hatred has reached in less happy climes. I have had to experience this, I 

have seen all who were dearest to me inextricably tangled in these calumnies. My position had some 

analogy with that of your brother, and this is why I am eager to write you all this, to spare you and him 

all the evils which I have so fatally experienced. 

 I abstain from citing other reasons, and I beg you to excuse the freedom with which I have written, 

because it is dictated by the most sincere motives, and justified by the request of my friend, to whom I 

leave the duty of assuring you of my devotion to his interests as well as to those of all who are dear to 

him. 

 Accept, Madam, the expression of my high esteeem. 

   Your sincere and humble servant, 

    Percy B. Shelley. 

 P.S. You must pardon, Madam, in a foreigner the bad Italian which clothes the honest sentiments 

of my letter. 

 

from Percy Bysshe Shelley to Mary Shelley, from Ravenna, August 10th 1821: 

(Source: text from Ms. Bodleian Shelley c.1.ff.445-8; Jones II, 323-5) 

 

[2:1 continues:]        Friday. 

 We ride out in the evening through the pine forests which divide the city from the sea – Our way 

of life is this – and I have accommodated myself to it without much difficulty. L.B. gets up at two – 

breakfasts – we talk read &
c
. until <by> six then we ride, & dine at eight, & after dinner sit talking 

until four or five in the morning. I get up at 12 and am now devoting the interval between my rising & 

his, to you. – 

 

2:2 
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L.B. is greatly improved in every respect – in genius in temper in moral views, in health in happiness. 

The connexion with la Guiccioli has been an inestimable benefit to him. – He lives in considerable 

splendour, but within his income which is now about 4000 a year: – 1000. of which he devotes to 

purposes of charity. He has had mischievous passions, but these he seems to have subdued; and he is 

becoming what he should be, a virtuous man. – The interest which he took in the politics of Italy, & 

the actions he performed in consequence of it, are subjects not fit to be written, but are such as 

<would> will delight & surprise you. – He is not yet decided to go to Switzerland: a place indeed little 

fitted for him: the gossip & the cabals of those anglicised coteries would torment him as they did 

before & might exasperate him into a relapse of libertinism – which he says he plunged into not from 

taste but from despair. – La Guiccioli & her brother (who is Lord B’s friend & confidant and 

acquiesces pefectly in her connexion with him) wish to go to Switzerland, as L.B. says 

 

2:3 

 

merely from the novelty & pleasure of travelling. L.B. prefers Tuscany or Lucca, & is trying to 

persuade them to adopt his views. He has made me write a long letter to her
382

 to engage her to remain. 

– An odd thing enough for an utter stranger to write on subjects of the utmost delicacy to his friend’s 

mistress. – But it seems destined that I am always to have some active part in every body’s affairs 

whom I approach. – I have set down in lame Italian
383

 the strongest reasons I can think of against the 

Swiss emigration – to tell you truth I should be very glad to accept as my fee his establishment in 

Tuscany. Ravenna is a miserable place: the people are barbarous & wild, & their language the most 

infernal patois that you can imagine. He would be in every respect better among the Tuscans. I am 

afraid he would not like Florence on account of the English. – What think you of Lucca for him – he 

would like Pisa better, if it were not for Clare, but I really can hardly recommend him either for his 

own sake or for hers to come into such close contact with her. – Gunpowder & fire ought to be kept at 

a respectable 

 

2:4 

 

distance from each other – .. There is Lucca, Florence, Pisa, Sienna – and I think nothing more. – What 

think you of Prato or Pistoia for him – no Englishman approaches those towns – but I fear that no 

house could be found good enough for him in that region.– –. I have not yet seen Allegra, but shall 

tomorrow or next day, as I shall ride over to Bagnacavallo for that purpose. –       He has read me one 

of the unpublished cantos of Don Juan,
384

 which is astonishingly fine. – It sets him not above but far 

above all poets of the day: every word has the stamp of immortality. – I despair of rivalling Lord 

Byron, as well I may: and there is no other with whom it is worth contending. This canto is in style, but 

totally, & sustained with incredible ease & power, like the end of the second canto: there is not a word 

which the most rigid assertor of the dignity of human nature could desire to be cancelled: it fulfills in a 

certain degree what I have long preached of producing something wholly new & relative<ly> to the 

age – and yet surpassingly beautiful. It may be vanity, but I think I see the trace of 

 

3:1 

 

{3} my earnest exhortations to him to create something wholly new. – – He has finished his life up to 

the present time & given it to Moore with liberty for Moore to sell it for the best price he can get <and 

to publish it> with condition that the bookseller should publish it after his death. – Moore has sold it to 

Murray for two thousand pounds. – I wish I had been in time to have interceded for a part of it for poor 

Hunt. – I have spoken to him of Hunt, but not with a direct view of demanding a contribution; & 

though I am sure that if asked it would not be refused – yet there is something in me, that makes it 

impossible. – Lord Byron & I are excellent friends, & were I reduced to poverty, or were I a writer 

who had no claims to a higher station than I posess – or did I posess a higher than I deserve, we should 

appear in all things as such, & I would freely ask him any favour. Such is not {now} the case – The 

demon of mistrust & pride lurks between two persons in our situation poisoning the freedom of their 

intercourse. – This is a tax and a heavy one which we must pay for 

 

3:2 

                                                           
382: Jones II 325-9. 

383: Sh.’s Italian original has never been published. 

384: B. read Sh. Don Juan’s fifth canto – the only record of his reading a poem of his own aloud. 
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being human – I think the fault is not on my side; nor is it likely, I being the weaker. I hope that in the 

next world these things will be better managed. – What is passing in the heart of another rarely escapes 

the observation of one who is a strict anatomist of his own. ====    —————— 

 <D> Write to me at Florence, where I shall remain a day at least & send me letters or news of 

letters. – How is my little darling? And how are you, and how do you get on with your book.
385

 Be 

severe in your corrections & expect severity from me, your sincere admirer. – I flatter myself you have 

composed something unequalled in its kind, & that not content with the honours of your birth & your 

hereditary aristocracy, you will add still higher renown to your name – Expect me, at the end of my 

appointed time – I do not think I shall be detained. – Is Clare with you? or is she coming? Have you 

heard any thing of my poor Emilia, from whom I got a letter the day of my departure, saying that her 

 

3:3 

 

marriage was defered for a very short time on account of the illness of her sposo? – How are the 

Williams’s and Williams especially. – Give my very kindest love to them, & pray take care that they 

do not want money. – 

 Lord B. has splendid apartments in the palace of his mistress’s husband, who is one of the richest 

men in Italy. She is divorced,
386

 with an allowance of 1200 crowns a year – a miserable pittance from a 

man who has 120,000 a year. – Here are two monkies, five cats, eight dogs & ten horses – all of whom 

(except the horses) walk about [Ms. tear: “the”] house like the masters of it. Tita [Ms. tear: “the”] 

Venetian is here, & operates as my valet: a fine fellow with a prodigious black beard, who has stabbed 

two or three people, & is the most goodnatured looking fellow I ever saw. 

 We have good rumours of the Greeks here & a Russian war. I hardly wish the Russians to take any 

part in it – my maxim is with Æschylus το δυσσεβες – µετα µεν <µς> πλειονα τικει, σφετρα δ’ εικοτα 

γεννα,
387

 – There is a Greek exercise for you. – How should slaves produce any thing but tyranny – 

even as the seed produces the plant. – 

 

3:4 

 

Adieu dear Mary. 

    Your’s affectionately, 

       S. 

[vertically:] This is sent by express to Florence. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 10th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 513-14; LJ V 342; BLJ VIII 176) 

Ravenna, August 10. 1821. 

Your conduct to Mr. Moore is certainly very handsome; and I would not say so if I could help it, for 

you are not at present by any means in my good graces. 

 With regard to additions, &c. there is a Journal which I kept in 1814 which you may ask him for; 

also a Journal which you must get from Mrs. Leigh, of my journey in the Alps, which contains all the 

germs of Manfred. I have also kept a small Diary here for a few months last winter, which I would 

send you, and any continuation. You would find easy access to all my papers and letters, and do not 

neglect this (in case of accidents) on account of the mass of confusion in which they are; for out of that 

chaos of papers you will find some curious ones of mine and others, if not lost or destroyed. If 

circumstances, however (which is almost impossible), made me ever consent to a publication in my 

lifetime, you would in that case, I suppose, make Moore some advance, in proportion to the likelihood 

or non-likelihood of success. You are both sure to survive me, however. 

 You must also have from Mr. Moore the correspondence between me and Lady B. to whom I 

offered the sight of all which regards herself in these papers. This is important. He has her letter, and a 

copy of my answer. I would rather Moore edited me than another. 

 I sent you Valpy’s letter to decide for yourself, and Stockdale’s to amuse you. I am always loyal 

with you, as I was in Galignani’s affair, and you with me—now and then. 

 I return you Moore’s letter, which is very creditable to him, and you, and me. 

Yours ever. 

                                                           
385: Valperga. 

386: Teresa was separated, not divorced. 

387: Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 759-60: “The unrighteous action breeds many others for the future like to its own 

race” (Jones). 
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Mary Shelley to Shelley, August 10th 1821: 
(Source: text from Ms. Bodleian Shelley c.1.f.471; Bennett I 204) 

This very clear, large-handwriting document has the air of a copy. 

 

My dear Shelley 

 Shocked beyond all measure as I was I instantly wrote the enclosed – if the task be not too 

dreadful pray copy it for me I cannot – 

 send that part of you letter – which contains the accusation – I tried but I could not write it – I 

think I could as soon have died – I send also Elise’s last letter – enclose it or not as you think best. 

 I wrote to you with far different felings last night – beloved friend – our bark is indeed 

tempest tost
388

 but love me as you have ever done & God preserve my child to me and our enemies 

shall not be too much for us. 

 Consider well if Florence be a fit residence for us – I love I own to face danger – but I would 

not be imprudent – 

 Pray get my letter to M
rs
 H copied 

 

2:1 

 

for a thousand reasons 

 Adieu dearest take care of yourself 

 All yet is well – the shock for me is over 

 and I now despise the slander – but it must not pass uncontracted
389

 – I sincerly thank Lord 

Byron for his kind unbelief affectionately yours 

  MaryWS. 

Friday —— 

 do not think me imprudent in mentioning Clares illness at Naples – It is well to meet facts 

– they are as cunning as wicked – I have read over my letter it is written in haste – but it were as well 

that the first burst of feeling sh
d
 be expressed – No letters – 

 

Mary Shelley to Isabelle Hoppner, from Pisa, August 10th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4188; 1922 II 185-8; Jones II 336-8; Bennett I 205-8) 

Mary has been very disturbed by the rumour about Shelley and Claire. Shelley gave this letter to 

Byron to forward to the Hoppners; but it was found among his papers after his death. 

 

[A Madame / Mad
me

 Hoppner] 

 

My dear M
rs
. Hoppner – 

 After a silence of nearly two years I address you again, and most bitterly do I regret the occasion 

on which I now write. Pardon me that I do not write in french; you understand English well, <so> and I 

am too much impressed to shackle myself in a foreign language; even in my own, my thoughts far 

outrun my pen, so that I can hardly form the letters. I write <in> {to} defend <of> him to whom I have 

the happiness to be united, whom I love and esteem beyond all creatures, from the foulest calumnies; 

and to you I write this, who were so kind, to M
r
 Hoppner; to both of whom I indulged the pleasing 

<hope> {idea} that I have every reason to feel gratitude. This is indeed a painful task. 

 <M
r
> Shelley is at present on a visit to Lord Byron at Ravenna and I received a letter from 

<w>him today containing accounts that make<s> my hand tremble so much that I can hardly hold the 

pen. It tells me that Elise <who> wrote to you relating the most hideous stories against him, and that 

you have believed them. Before I speak of these falsehoods permit {me} to say a few words 

concerning this miserable girl. You well know that she formed an attachment with Paolo when we 

proceeded to Rome, & at Naples their marriage was talked of – We all tried to dissuade her; we knew 

Paolo to be a rascal, and we thought so well of her that we believed him to be unworthy of her. An 

accident led me to the knowledge that 

 

1:2 

 

without marrying they had formed a connexion; she was ill we sent for a doctor who said there was 

danger of a miscarriage –  I w
d
 not turn the girl on the world without in some degree binding her to this 

                                                           
388: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I iii 25. 

389: M.S. leaves a syllable out of “uncontradicted”. 
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man –  We had them married at Sir W. A’Courts – she left us; turned Catholic at Rome, married him & 

then went to Florence. After the disastrous death of my child we came to Tuscany – we have seen little 

of them; but we have had knowledge that Paolo has formed a scheme of extorting money from Shelley 

by false accusations – he has written him threatening letters, saying that he w
d
 be the ruin of him &c – 

we placed these in the hands of a celebrated lawyer here who has done what he can to silence him. 

Elise has never interfered in this and indeed the other day I received a letter from her, entreating with 

great professions of love that I w
d
 send her money – I took no notice of this; but although I knew her to 

be in Evil hands I w
d
 not believe that she was wicked enough to join in his plans without proof. 

 And now I come to her accusations – and I must indeed summon all my courage while I transcribe 

them; for tears will force their way, and how can it be otherwise? You knew Shelley, you saw his face, 

& could you believe them? Believe them only on the testimony of a girl whom you despised? I had 

hopes that such a thing was impossible, and that although 

 

1:3 

 

<strange> strangers might believe the calumnies that this man propagated, none who had ever seen my 

husband could for a moment credit them. 

 She says Claire was Shelley’s <miss> mistress, that – Upon my word <I vow by all that I hold> I 

solemnly assure you that I cannot write the words, I send you a part of Shelley’s letter that you may 

see what I am now about to refute – but I had rather die that copy anything so vilely, so wickedly false, 

so beyond all imagination fiendish. 

 I am perfectly convinced in my own mind that Shelley never had an improper connexion with 

Claire – At the time specified in <Claire’s> Elise’s letter, the winter after we quitted <Nap> Este, I 

suppose while she was with us, and that was at Naples, we lived in lodgings where I had momentary 

entrance into every room, and such a thing could not have passed unknown to me. The malice of the 

girl is beyond all thought – I now do remember that Clare did keep her bed there for two days – but I 

attended on her – I saw the physician – her illness was one that she had been accustomed to for years – 

and the same remedies were employed as I had before ministered to her in England. 

 Claire had no child – the rest must be false – but 

 

1:4 

 

that you should believe it – <I th> that my beloved Shelley should stand thus slandered in your minds – 

<He> He, the gentlest & most humane of creatures, is more painful to me, oh far more painful than any 

words can express. 

 It is all a lie – Claire <if anything> is timid; she always shewed respect even for me – poor dear 

girl! she has <many> {some} faults – you know them as well as I – but her heart is good – and if ever 

we quarrelled, which was seldom, it was I, and not she, that was harsh, and our instantaneous 

reconciliations were sincere & affectionate. 

 Need I say that the union between my husband and <hims> myself has ever been undisturbed – 

Love caused our first imprudence, love which improved by esteem, a perfect trust one in the other, a 

confidence and affection, which visited as we have been by severe calamities (have we not lossed two 

children?) has encreased daily, and knows no bounds. 

 I will add that Claire has been separated from us for about a year – She lives with a respectable 

German family at Florence – The reasons of this were obvious – her connexion with us made her mani 

 

2:1 

 

fest as the Miss Clairmont, the Mother of Allegra – besides we live much alone – she enters much into 

society there – and solely occupied with the idea of the welfare of her child, she wished to <be> 

{appear} such that she may not be thought in aftertimes to be unworthy of fulfilling the maternal 

duties. – you ought to have paused before you tried to convince the father of her child of such unheard-

of atrocities on her part – If his generosity and knowledge of the world had not made him reject the 

slander with the ridicule it deserved <of> what irretrievable mischief you would have occasioned her. 

 Those who know {me} <we> will believe my simple word – it is not long ago that my father said 

in a letter to me, that he had never known me to utter a falsehood – but you, easy as you have been to 

credit evil, who may be more deaf to truth – to you I swear – by all that I hold sacred upon heaven & 

earth by a vow which I should die to write if I affirmed a falsehood – I swear by the life of my child, 

by my blessed & beloved child, that I know these accusations to be false – 

 Shelley is as incapable of cruelty as the softest woman – To those who know him his humanity 
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is almost as a proverb. – He has been unfortunate as a father. the laws of his country & death has cut 

him off from his dearest hopes. – <But> His enemies have done him incredible mischief – but that you 

should believe such a tale coming from such a hand, is beyond all belief, a blow quite unexpected, and 

the very idea of it beyond words shockings – 

 But I have said enough to convince you  And are you not convinced? Are not my words the words 

of truth? Repair – I conjure you the evil you have done by retracting your confidence in one so vile as 

Elise, and by writing to me that you now reject as false every circumstance of her infamous tale. 

 You were kind to us, and I shall never forget it; now I require justice; you must believe me, I 

solemnly entreat you, the justice to confess that you do so. 

       Mary W. Shelley. 

Pisa, August 10
th

 1821 

 

2:3 

 

I send this letter to Shelley at Ravenna, that he may see it. For although I ought, the subject is too 

odious to me to copy it. I wish also that Lord Byron should see it – He gave no credit to the tale, but it 

is as well that he should see how entirely fabulous it is <, and I> 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Thomas Love Peacock, August 10th 1821: 

(Source: text from Fraser’s Magazine lxi, March 1860: Jones II, 330-1) 

Shelley gives us the best description of Byron’s Italian household. 

Ravenna August 1821 

My dear Peacock 

 I received your last letter just as I was setting off from the Bagni on a visit to Lord Byron at this 

place. Many thanks for all your kind attention to my accursed affairs. I am happy to tell you that my 

income is satisfactorily arranged, although Horace Smith having received it, and being still on his slow 

journey through France, I cannot send you, as I wished to have done, the amount of my debt 

immediately, but must defer it till I see him or till my September quarter, which is now very near. – I 

am very much obliged to you for your way of talking about it – but of course, if I cannot do you any 

good, I will not permit you to be a sufferer by me. – 

 I have sent you by the Gisbornes a copy of the Elegy on Keats.
390

 The subject, I know, will not 

please you; but the composition of the poetry, and the taste in which it is written, I do not think bad. 

You and the enlightened public will judge. Lord Byron is in excellent cue both of health and spirits. He 

has got rid of all those melancholy and degraded habits which he indulged at Venice. He lives with one 

woman, a lady of rank here, to whom he is attached, and who is attached to him, and is in every respect 

an altered man. He has written three more Cantos of “Don Juan”. I have yet only heard the fifth, and I 

think that every word of it is pregnant with immortality. I have not seen his late plays, except “Marino 

Faliero”, which is very well, but not so transcendently fine as the “Don Juan”. Lord Byron gets up at 

two. I get up, quite contrary to my usual custom, but one must sleep or die, like Southey’s sea-snake in 

“Kehama”,
391

 at 12. After breakfast we sit talking till six. From six till eight we gallop through the pine 

forests which divide Ravenna from the sea; we then come home and dine, and sit up gossiping till six 

in the morning. I don’t suppose this will kill me in a week or fortnight, but I shall try it no longer. Lord 

B.’s establishment consists, beside servants, of ten horses, eight enormous dogs, three monkeys, five 

cats, an eagle, a crow, and a falcon; and all these, except the horses, walk about the house, which every 

now and then resounds with their unarbitrated quarrels, as if they were the masters of it. Lord B. thinks 

you wrote a pamphlet signed “John Bull”;
392

 he said he knew it by the style resembling “Melincourt”, 

of which he is a great admirer. I read it, and assured him that it could not possibly be yours. I write 

nothing, and probably shall write no more. It offends me to see my name classed among those who 

have no name. If I cannot be something better, I had rather be nothing, and the accursed cause to the 

downfall of which I dedicated what powers I may have had flourishes like a cedar and covers England 

with its boughs. My motive was never the infirm desire of fame; and if I should continue an author, I 

feel that I should desire it. This cup is justly given to one only of an age; indeed, participation would 

make it worthless: and unfortunate they who seek it and find it not. 

 I congratulate you – I hope I ought to do so – on your expected stranger. He is introduced into a 

                                                           
390: Adonais. 

391: Southey, The Curse of Kehama, xvi, stanza 19. 

392: John Bull’s Letter to Lord Byron is by John Gibson Lockhart. 
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rough world. My regards to Hogg, and to Co[u]lson if you see him. 

      Ever most faithfully yours 

        P.B.S. 

 

After I have sealed my letter, I find that my enumeration of the animals in this Circean Palace was 

defective, and that in a material point. I have just met on the grand staircase five peacocks, two guinea 

hens, and an Egyptian crane. I wonder who all these animals were before they were changed into these 

shapes.
393

 

 

John Murray to Byron, from Cheltenham, August 12th, 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS 4161D; Smiles I 423; LJM 413-14) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie] 

Cheltenham 

Aug. 12. 1821 

Most dear Sir 

 I have this day received your Lordships most obliging Letter with a packet inclosing notes for 

Sardanapalus & the Foscari, which go immediately to the printer. As your Lordship so particularly 

desires the immediate publication of these two tragedies it shall be done – at present Drury Lane 

Theatre – the most ravenous – is opened – for the summer Season – & therefore I presume that I am 

acting according to the spirit of your Lordships wishes, in having the plays ready to put forth as soon 

as both Theatres are closed – I told your Lordship in my last what M
r
 G had said privately to me about 

Sardanapalus – <Of> The two first Acts of the Foscari – he thinks have more life than the first Doge – 

M
r
 Gifford is at Ramsgate – but it is doing him no good, and I begin to entertain serious apprehensions 

about him – and how I am to supply his place I know not in all my range of Literary acquaintances <I 

kn/>There is not 

 

1:2 

 

one that is the least like him in the union of so many & such variety of qualifications – 

 You think of leaving Ravenna & perhaps of quitting Italy; <and> indeed, after the state in which it 

is placed it has become almost necessary – but where does your Lordship think of taking up your 

abode? is there any hope of your returning to England? 

 Hobhouse is revising his translation of Francis ca di Rimini and I shall publish it with the original 

in the winter – did you read a paper in the Quarterly two or three Numbers back on Petrarch & how did 

you like it & the translations – the article was by Foscolo & the versions by Lady Dacre – the latter are 

thought to be particularly happy – 

 Then I am to understand that your Lordship has at length received my parcel of cuttings from the 

various newspapers &c? – I have sent you some copies of Juan &c since. – Our friend Henry Matthews 

is just married & going out to Ceylon as a kind of a Judge with an appointment of £2000 certain & 

whatever he may make by practice – you have charmed one or two Americans whom you have 

admitted to  

 

1:3 

 

your acquaintance & attentions – Irving who has lately returned from france, read me a letter from one 

– they are improving in Education & its consequent Manners – with great strides – & the urbanity of 

Irving’s friend is delightful – He is preparing two new Volumes – Milman has also another Drama, 

which I expect to receive from him in a week. 

 I expect every day to receive your Lordships busts which are now in the River – Chantry has made 

a most exsquisite one of Scott – I had the good fortune to sit by Sir W Scott in the Hall during the 

Coronation – a Sight wch I would not have Missed for any thing – & he declared it had infinitely 

surpassed all that he could have conceived possible – Scott never ceases to talk of you with the most 

firm regard – 

 I am here – for a month – on account of my wifes health which has been precarious since her last 

severely and dangerous illness – – I suspect that Drury Lane will not close as it has within these ten 

days only – presented  

 

1:4 [above address:] a most superb imitation of the Coronation – at a most enormous expense & it will 

                                                           
393: Sh. compares B. with Circe in Book X of the Odyssey or Armida in Gerusalemme Liberata (see Book IV 

Stanza 86) both of whom transform heroes into beasts. 
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require a Month to repay them – & Queen’s death too interfered & every body has escaped from town 

– Coplestone is here & Professor Monk 

 

[below address:] I have great doubts if Heber will succeed in his election for Oxford – Sir Jno Nichol 

his opponent is a violent Anti-Catholic – & vigorously supported by the bigoted in this way & by the 

L
d
 Chancellor & his brother. I remain Dear Lord Byron 

    your grateful & faithful Serv
t
 

     Jno Murray 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Mary Shelley, from Ravenna, August 13th 1821: 

(Source: text from Ms. Bodleian Shelley c.1. ff.453-8; Jones II 333-9) 

Shelley’s letter gives us our most detailed picture of Allegra. 

Wednesday, Ravenna 

My dearest love 

 I write, although I doubt whether I shall not arrive before this letter: as the post only leaves 

Ravenna once a week, on Saturdays, & as I hope to set out tomorrow evening by the Courier. But as I 

must necessarily stay a day at Florence, & as the natural incidents of travelling may prevent me from 

taking my intended advantage of the couriers, <there> it is probable that this letter will arrive first. – 

Besides as <usual> I will explain, I am not yet quite my own master. – — . But that by & bye. – I do 

not think it necessary to tell you of my impatience to return to you & my little darling or the 

dissappointment with which I have prolonged my absence from you. – I am happy to think that you are 

not quite alone however, <it> <try &> Lord Byron is still decided upon Tuscany and such is his 

impatience that he has desired me – (as if I should not arrive in time) – to write to you to inquire for 

the best unfurnished palace in Pisa, & to enter into treaty for it – It better not be on the 

 

1:2 

 

Lung’arno: – but in fact there is no such hurry & as I shall see you so soon it is not worth while to 

trouble yourself about it. – One thing of great consequence however; & which cannot be thought of too 

soon is Allegra – & what is to be done with her. On my arri[blot: “val”], before the Swiss scheme had 

been abandoned, I had succeeded in persuading L. B. to take her with him, & had given him such 

information as to the interior construction of convents as to shake his faith in the purity of those 

receptacles. This was all settled, & now, on the change of his plans to Tuscany, I wish to hold him to 

the same determination of taking her with him. – But how can I do this if I have nothing in Tuscany to 

propose better than Bagnacavallo? His own house is manifestly unfit, & although no longer a theatre of 

Venetian excesses is composed entirely of dissolute men servants who <xxxxx> will do her nothing 

but mischief. Is there any family, any English or Swiss establishment, any refuge in short except the 

Convent of S
t
. Anna where Allegra might be placed? Do you think M

rs
. 

 

1:3 

 

Mason could be prevailed on, to propose to take charge of her? I fear not. – Think of this against I 

come. If you can now see or write to Emilia ask her if she knows any one who would be fit for this 

purpose – <I a> <And> But the circumstance that most presses is to find a maid to attend her from 

Ravenna to Pisa, & to take charge of her until some better place than his own house shall be found for 

her. Some person if possible <like> <little> <but> less odious & unfit than the Italian women – <to 

which> whom he seems to have fallen upon. – 

– . I went the other day to see Allegra at her convent, & stayed with her about three hours. – She is 

grown tall & slight for her age, and her face is somewhat altered – the traits have become more 

delicate, & she is much paler: probably from the effect of improper food. – She yet retains the beauty 

of her deep blue eyes & of her mouth, but she has a contemplative seriousness which mixed with her 

excessive vivacity which has not yet deserted her has a very peculiar effect in a child. She is under 

very strict discipline as may be observed from the immediate obedience she accords to the will of her 

attendants 

 

1:4 

 

<but I> <and> this seems contrary to her nature; but I do not think it has been obtained at the expense 

of much severity. Her hair, scarcely darker than it was, is beautifully profuse & hangs in large curls on 

her neck. She was prettily dressed in white muslin and an apron of black silk with trowsers. – Her light 
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& airy figure & her graceful motions were a striking contrast to the other children there – she seemed a 

thing of a finer race & a higher order – – – At first she was very shy, but after a little caressing and 

especially after I had given her a gold chain which I had bought at Ravenna for her she grew more 

familiar, & led me all over the garden & all over the convent running & skipping so fast that I could 

hardly keep up with her. She shewed me her little bed, & the chair where she sate at dinner & the 

carozzina in which she & her favourite companion drew each other along a covered walk in the garden. 

– I had brought her a Basket of sweetmeats, & before eating any of them she gave her companion & all 

the nuns a portion – this is not much like the old Allegra. I asked her what I should say from her to her 

mamma & she said – Che mi manda un bacio e un bel 

 

2:1 

  2 

vestitino” – “E come vuoi il vestitino sia fatto “Tutto di seta e d’oro’ was her reply. – Her predominant 

<xxxxx> {foible} seems the love of distinction & vanity – and this is a plant which produces good or 

evil according to the gardeners skill. – I then asked – what shall I say to papa – “che venga farmi un 

visitino, e che porta seco la mammina” – a message which you may conjecture that I was too discreet 

to deliver. Before I went away she made me run all over the convent like a mad thing – the nuns who 

were half in bed were ordered to hide themselves, & on returning Allegra began ringing the bell which 

calls the nuns to assemble, the tocsin of the convent sounded, & it required all the efforts of the 

prioress to prevent the spouses of God to render themselves dressed or undressed to the accustomed 

signal. – Nobody scolded her for these scappature: so I suppose that she is well treated as far as temper 

is concerned. – Her intellect is not much cultivated here – she knows certain orazioni by heart & talks 

& dreams of Paradise & angels & all sorts of things. – and has a prodigious list of saints – and is 

always talking of the Bambino. This fuora will do her no harm – but the idea of bringing up so sweet a 

creature in the midst of such trash till sixteen! —— 

I told you I had written by Albe’s desire to 
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la Guiccioli to dissuade her & her family from Switzerland. Her answer is this moment arrived and my 

representation seems to have reconciled them to the unfitness of that step – <But> At the conclusion of 

a letter full of all the fine things she says she has heard of me is this request – which I transcribe. 

‘Signore. – la vostra bontà mi fa ardita di chiedervi un favore – me lo accorderete voi? Non partite da 

Ravenna senza Milord’ Of course being now, by all the laws of knighthood, captive to a ladys request, 

I shall only be at liberty on my parole until Lord Byron is settled at Pisa. I shall reply of course that the 

boon is granted, <but> {and} that if her lover is reluctant to quit Ravenna after I have made 

arrangements for receiving him at Pisa; I am bound to place myself in the same situation as now, to 

assail him with importunities to rejoin her. – Of this there is fortunately no need: and I need not tell 

you that there is no fear that this chivalric submission of mine to the great general laws of antique 

courtesy, against which I never rebel, and which is my religion, should interfere with my <quick> soon 

returning & long remaining with you, dear girl. – 
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  3 

I have seen Dantes tomb & worshipped the sacred spot. The <tomb> {building} & its accessories are 

comparatively modern, but the <tomb> {urn} itself & the tablet of marble with his portrait in relief are 

evidently of equal antiquity with his death. – The countenance has all the marks of having been taken 

from his own: the <eyes> lines are strongly marked: far more than the portraits which however it 

resembles; except indeed the eye, which is half closed & reminded me of Pacchiani. – It was probably 

taken after death. – I saw the library & some specimen of the earliest illuminated printing, from the 

press of Faust. They are on vellum & of an execution little inferior to that of the present day: – 

 We ride out every evening as usual & practise pistol shooting at a pumpkin, & I am not sorry to 

observe that I approach towards my noble friend’s exactness of aim. – The water here is villainous & I 

have suffered tortures – but I now drink nothing but alcalescent water & am much relieved. I have the 

greatest trouble to get away & L. B. as a reason for my stay has urged that without either me or the 

Guiccioli he will certainly fall into his old habits. – I then talk, & he listens to reason and I earnestly 

hope that he is too well aware of the terrible & degrading 

 

3:2 
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consequences of his former mode of life, to be in danger from the short interval of temptation that will 

be left him. – L. B. <seems> speaks with great kindness & interest of you – & seems to wish to see 

you.            135 

Thursday – Ravenna. 

I have received your letters, with that to M
rs
. Hoppner. I do not wonder my dearest friend that you 

should have been moved with the infernal accusations of Elise – I was at first but I speedily regained 

the indifference which the opinion of <all xxxxxx xxxxx> any thing or any body except our own 

consciousness amply merits & day by day shall more receive from me. – <I showed> I have not 

recopied your letter: such a measure would <necessarily/>necessarily destroy its authenticity; but have 

given it to Lord Byron, who has engaged to send it with his own comments to the Hoppners.
394

 – 

People do not hesitate it seems to make themselves pandars & accomplices to slander, for the 

Hoppners had exacted from Lord Byron that these accusations should be concealed from me. – Lord 

Byron is not a man to keep a secret good or bad – but in openly confessing that he has not done so he 

must observe a certain delicacy – & therefore he wishes to [written inverted, then deleted: <how / 

Xxxxx loss of these xxxxx hours years / Of which this day> 
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send the letter himself – & indeed this adds weight to your representations. – – – Have you seen the 

attack of the Literary Gazette on me? They evidently allude to some story of this kind – however 

cautious the Hoppners have been in preventing the calumniated person from asserting his justification 

– You know too much of the world not to be certain that this was the utmost limit of their caution. – So 

much for nothing. – 

 Lord Byron is immediately coming to Pisa – He will set off the moment I can get him a House. 

Who would have imagined it! – Our first thought ought to be Allegra. – Our second our own plans. 

The hesitation in your letter about Florence has communicated itself to me: although I hardly see what 

we can do about Horace Smith to whom our attentions are so due & would be so useful – If I do not 

arrive before this long scrawl write something to Florence to decide me. I shall certainly not without 

strong reasons at present sign the agreement for the old codgers house, although the extreme beauty & 

fitness of the place, should we decide on Florence might well overbalance the objection of your deaf 

visitor. – One 

 

4:2 

 

thing – with Lord Byron & the people we know at Pisa we should have a security & protection which 

<I believe> seems to be more questionable at Florence. But I do not think this consideration ought to 

weigh – What think you of remaining at Pisa? The Williams’s would probably be induced to stay there 

if we did; Hunt would certainly stay at least this winter near us, should he emigrate at all; Lord Byron 

and his Italian friends would remain quietly there, & Lord Byron has certainly a great regard for us – 

the regard of such a man is worth – some of the tribute we must pay to the base passions of humanity 

in any intercourse with those within its circle – he is better worth it, than those on whom we bestow it 

from mere custom. – The Masons are there – & as far as solid affairs are concerned are my friends. – I 

allow this is an argument for Florence. – M
rs
. Masons perverseness is very annoying to me especially 

as M
r
. Tighe is seriously my friend & this circumstance makes me averse from that intimate 

continuation of intercourse which once having begun I can no longer 

 

4:3 

 

avoid. – At Pisa I need not distill my water – if I can distill it anywhere. – Last winter I suffered less 

from my painful disorder than the winter I spent at Florence. ——— . The arguments for Florence you 

know, & they are very weighty – judge (I know you like the job) which scale is overbalanced. – – 

 My greatest content would be utterly to desert all human society. I would retire with you & our 

child to a solitary island in the sea, would build a boat, & shut upon my retreat the floodgates of the 

world. – I would read no reviews & talk with no authors. – If I dared trust my imagination it would tell 

me that there were two or three chosen companions beside yourself whom I should desire. – But to this 

I would not listen. – Where two or three are gathered together the devil is among them, and good far 

more than evil impulses – love far more than hatred – has been to me, except as you have been it’s 

                                                           
394: It is not clear that B. did forward M.S.’s letter to the Hoppners. 
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object, the source of all sort of <evil> mischief. So on this plan I would be alone & would devote 

either to oblivion or to future generations the overflowings of a mind which, timely withdrawn from 
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the contagion, should be kept fit for no baser object – But this it does not appear that we shall do. – 

– – . The other side of the alternative (for a medium ought not to be adopted) – is to form for ourselves 

a society of our own class, as much as possible, in intellect or in feelings: & to connect ourselves with 

the interests of that society. – Our roots were never struck so deeply as at Pisa & the transplanted tree 

flourishes not. – People who lead the lives which we led until last winter are <Wahab> like a family of 

Wahabee Arabs pitching their tent in the midst of London. – We must do one thing or the other: for 

yourself for our child, for our existence ==— These calumnies, the sources of which are probably 

deeper than we perceive – have ultimately for object the depriving us of the means of security & 

subsistence. You will easily perceive the gradations by which calumny proceeds to <persecution & 

persution to> pretext, pretext to persecution, & persecution to the ban of fire & water. – It is for this, & 

not because this or that fool or the whole court of fools curse & rail, that calumny is worth refuting or 

chastising. [Ms. ends here; sheet 5 is missing.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 13th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 343; BLJ VIII 178) 

[To, Jno Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 August 13

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 I think it as well to remind you that in “the Hints” – all the part which regards Jeffrey & the E. 

R. must be omitted. – Your late mistake about the Kelso=woman induces me to remind you of this – 

which I appended to your power of Attorney six years ago – viz. – to omit all that could touch upon 

Jeffrey in that publication – which was written a year before our reconciliation in 1812. – – – – – – – 

Have you got the Bust? – I expect with anxiety the proofs of the two Foscaris 

 y
rs
. [scrawl] 

P.S. 

Acknowledge the various packets. 

 

[sides 2 and 3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Count Giuseppe Alborghetti, from Ravenna, August 15th 1821: 

(Source: this text from BLJ VIII 180) 

August 15th. 1821 

Dear Sir /—An English Gentleman a friend of mine has this day been refused admittance into the 

Duomo by the Companaro in the most insolent manner.—As I have not the honour of personal 

acquaintance with the Archbishop I should thank you to represent this to him—whatever his feelings 

may be towards me—I presume that he does not encourage his people’s insults to strangers.—

especially as I never encourage or protect mine in such things. The readiness of your authorities to 

inculpate my servants on all occasions will not permit me to pass over this.—If the Archbishop 

chastises his insolent dependent, it is well—if not—I will find means—to punish him at any cost.—

Excuse my troubling you—but as I do not know the prelate personally—& you do—I thought my 

application would come better thus—than by a direct address.—If he or others suppose that political 

circumstances have at all diminished my power to make myself properly respected—they will discover 

the difference.—Believe me very truly yours—dear Sir— 

[scrawl] 

 

William Gifford to John Murray, August 15th 1821: 

(Source: text from Smiles I 422) 

August 15th 1821: 

 I knew Lord Byron would not be satisfied unless he saw himself in print. He must occupy the 

public eye, and all that his friends have to lament is that his taste of fame is so indiscriminate. I have 

often heard Lord Grosvenor say, when a young man, that he did not know the difference between 

boiled beef and a delicate loin of veal, Lord Byron’s case is worse. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 16th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 344-5; BLJ VIII 181-2) 
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[To – J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50: Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 August 16

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 I regret that Holmes can’t or won’t come – it is rather shabby – as I was always very civil & 

punctual with him – but he is but one rascal more – – one meets with none else, amongst the English. – 

You may do what you will with my answer to Stockdale
395

 – of whom I know nothing – but answered 

his letter civilly – you may open it – & burn it or not – as you please. – It contains nothing of 

consequence to any=body. – How should I – or at least was I {then} to know that he was a rogue? – I 

am not aware of the histories of London and it’s inhabitants. – Your more recent parcels are not yet 

arrived – but are probably on their way – I sprained my knee the other day in 

 

1:2 

 

swimming – and it hurts me still considerably. – – – – – – – – – – – – 

I wait the proofs of the M.S.S. with proper impatience – – – – – – 

So you have published – or mean to publish the new Juans? an’t you afraid of the Constitutional 

Association of Bridge street? – when first I saw the name of Murray, – I thought it had been yours – 

but was solaced by seeing that Synonime is an Attorneo – and that you are not one of that atrocious 

crew.
396

 – – – – – 

I am in great discomfort about the probable war
397

 – and {with} my damned trustees not getting me out 

of the funds. – If the funds break – it is my intention to go upon the highway – all the other English 

professions are at present so ungentlemanly 

 

1:4 

 

by the conduct of those who follow them – that open robbery is the only fair resource left to a man of 

<honour> {any} principles; – it is even honest in comparison – by being undisguised. – – – – 

I wrote to you by last post to say that you had done the handsome thing by Moore and the Memoranda. 

You are very good as times go – and would probably be still better but for “the March of events” (as 

Napoleon called it) which won’t permit anybody to be better than they should be. – 

Love to Gifford – Believe me 

y
rs
 ever & 

[scrawl] 

 

P.S. – I restore Smith’s letter – whom thank for his good opinion. 

 

Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, August 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 

[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of England] 

 

My dear Lord 

Wednesday 22: Aug.
st
 

I have read a letter from Pesaro, which relates the death of the Queen of England after a sickness of 

eight days. A courier was arrived in that city with this mournful account; the country was very sorry 

for it remembering the favours spread over it by the Queen, when she had there her abode. Next week 

we will have the particularities of this great event. 

 I am angry with my cruel doom, who leaves me but displeasing news to communicate You: and I 

long for an opportunity of giving you a good ones {of them}. Believe me with the usual respect and 

attachment 

       Your aff.
te
 Servant and 

  Friend 

  I. A. 

 
Percy Bysshe Shelley to Teresa Guiccioli, from Pisa, August 22nd 1821: 

(Source: Gamba papers; Origo, The Last Attachment, p.178; Jones II 340-1; LBLI 615-16) 

 

Pisa 22 Ag
o
. 1822 

                                                           
395: Valpy and Stockdale were publishers. B.’s correspondence with them is lost. 

396: And yet see B. to Mu., from Genoa, December 25th 1822: “Arcades Ambo” “<et> (“Murrays both”). 

397: B. anticipates an English civil war. 
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Signora 

 Non ho che un momento per rispondere alla sua lettera – e mi sento affatto incapace di esprimerle 

i miei sentimenti per la confidenza di cui Ella si è compiacciutta [sic] onorarmi. Spero che me ne 

troverà degno. Si assicuri che nessun mezzo da me sarà ommesso per affrettare la partenza di Milord, 

persuaso che sono che la di lui felicità non meno che la sua dipende dalla vicinanza di quella che è 

stata il suo buon Angelo, di quella che lo ha menato dalle tenebre alla luce, e che merita la 

riconoscenza non solamente di lui ma anzi di tutti i quelli che lo amano. Ho quasi fissato la sua Casa, e 

spero di essere in tempo per annunciare il termine del trattato prima della partenza della posta. Scusi la 

rozza frase d’un cuore sincero, e non dubiti del profondo interesse che Ella mi ha svegliato, e che sono 

e sarà con somma devozione suo servo e amico 

       Percy B. Shelley 

 

P.S. La prego dei saluti della mia amicizia al suo stimato fratello. 

 
Translation: Pisa, 22 August 1821. / Madam, I have only a moment to answer your letter before 

leaving, and I feel quite incapable of expressing my feelings about the confidence with which you have 

been pleased to honour me. I hope that you will find me worthy of it. Be assured that I shall omit no 

measure that may hurry the departure of his lordship, for I am certain that his happiness, no less than 

yours, depends on the nearness of her who has been his good angel, of her who has led him from 

darkness into light, and who deserves not only his gratitude, but that of everyone who loves him. / I 

have almost settled on your house, and hope to be in time to announce the signing of the contract, 

before the post goes. Forgive the rough phrases of a sincere heart, and do not doubt the profound 

interest you have awakened in me, and that I am and always shall be, with the greatest devotion / Your 

servant and friend / Percy B. Shelley / P.S. Please give my friendly greetings to your esteemed brother. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 23rd 1821: 

(Source: not yet found at NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 346-9; QII 661-3; BLJ VIII 186-7) 

R
a
 August 23

d
 1821 

Dear Sir, – Enclosed are the two acts corrected. With regard to the charges about the Shipwreck,
398

 – I 

think that I told both you and Mr Hobhouse, years ago, that [there] was not a single circumstance of it 

not taken from fact; not, indeed, from any single shipwreck, but all from actual facts of different 

wrecks. Almost all Don Juan is real life, either my own, or from people I knew. By the way, much of 

the description of the furniture, in Canto 3
d
, is taken from Tully’s Tripoli

399
 (pray note this), and the 

rest from my own observation. Remember, I never meant to conceal this at all, and have only not 

stated it, because Don Juan had no preface nor name to it. If you think it worth while to make this 

statement, do so, in your own way. I laugh at such charges, convinced that no writer ever borrowed 

less, or made his materials more his own. Such is coincidence: for instance, Lady Morgan (in a really 

excellent book, I assure you, on Italy) calls Venice an Ocean Rome;
400

 I have the very same expression 

in Foscari, and yet you know that the play was written months ago, and sent to England. The Italy I 

received only on the 16
th

. inst. – – Your friend, like the public, is not aware, that my dramatic 

simplicity is studiously Greek, and must continue so: no reform ever succeeded at first. I admire the 

old English dramatists; but this is quite another field, and has nothing to do with theirs. I want to make 

a regular English drama, no matter whether for the Stage or not, which is not my object, – but a mental 

theatre. – – 

y
rs
. [scrawl] 

 P.S. – Can’t accept your courteous offer. – –  

 

   For Orford and for Waldegrave
401

 

   You give much more than me you gave 

   Which is not fairly to behave 

       My Murray! 

   Because if a live dog, ’tis said, 

   Be worth a lion fairly sped, 

                                                           
398: B. has read Plagiarisms of Lord Byron detected in The Monthly Magazine for August 1st 1821 (pp.19-21), 

which points to his numerous borrowings in DJ II from Dalyell’s Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea. 

399: H. reports reading “Tully’s Tripoli” as early as September 13th 1816, at Diodati. 

400: “… the city of the waves, the Rome of the ocean” – Lady Morgan, Italy (1821), p.362. 

401: Mu. published Horace Walpole (Memoires of the last ten years of the reign of George the Second, 1822), and 

the Earl of Waldegrave (Memoirs, from 1754 to 1758, 1821), and paid more for them than the 2,000 gs he was 

offering B. for Sardanapalus, Cain, and The Two Foscari. 
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   A live lord must be worth two dead, 

       My Murray! 

   And if, as the opinion goes, 

   Verse hath a better sale than prose – 

   Certes, I should have more than those 

       My Murray! 

  But now – this sheet is nearly crammed, 

  So – if you will – I shan’t be shammed, 

  And if you won’t – you may be damned, 

   My Murray! 

 

 These matters must be arranged with M
r
. Douglas K. – He is my trustee – and a man of honour. – 

To him you can state all your mercantile reasons, which you might not like to state to me personally – 

such as “heavy season” – flat public” – “don’t go off” – Lordship writes too much – Won’t take advice 

– declining popularity – deductions for the trade – make very little – generally lose by him – pirated 

edition – foreign edition – severe criticisms, &c., with other hints and howls for an oration – which I 

leave Douglas who is an orator to answer. – – You can also state them more freely – to a third person – 

as between you and me they could only produce some smart postscripts, which would not adorn our 

mutual archives. – – I am sorry for the Queen – and that’s more than you are. – – Is the bust arrived? 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, August 24th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 517-19; LJ V 349-51; BLJ VIII 188-9) 

Ravenna, August 24. 1821. 

Yours of the 5th only yesterday,
402

 while I had letters of the 8th from London. Doth the post dabble 

into our letters? Whatever agreement you make with Murray, if satisfactory to you, must be so to me. 

There need be no scruple, because, though I used sometimes to buffoon to myself, loving a quibble as 

well as the barbarian himself (Shakspeare, to wit)—‘that, like a Spartan, I would sell my life as dearly 

as possible’
403

—it never was my intention to turn it to personal, pecuniary account, but to bequeath it 

to a friend—yourself—in the event of survivorship. I anticipated that period, because we happened to 

meet, and I urged you to make what was possible now by it, for reasons which are obvious. It has been 

no possible privation to me, and therefore does not require the acknowledgments you mention. So, for 

God’s sake, don’t consider it like * * * * * * * * * 

 By the way, when you write to Lady Morgan, will you thank her for her handsome speeches in her 

book about my books? I do not know her address. Her work is fearless and excellent on the subject of 

Italy—pray tell her so—and I know the country. I wish she had fallen in with me, I could have told her 

a thing or two that would have confirmed her positions. 

 I am glad you are satisfied with Murray, who seems to value dead lords more than live ones. I 

have just sent him the following answer to a proposition of his, 

 

  For Orford and for Waldegrave, &c. 

  [You give much more than me you gave; 

  Which is not fairly to behave, 

      My Murray! 

 

  Because if a live dog, ‘tis said, 

  Be worth a lion fairly sped, 

  A live lord must be worth two dead, 

      My Murray! 

 

  And if, as the opinion goes, 

  Verse hath a better sale than prose – 

  Certes, I should have more than those, 

      My Murray! 

 

  But now this sheet is nearly crammed, 

  So, if you will, I shan’t be shammed, 

  And if you won’t, you may be damned, 

      My Murray!] 

                                                           
402: Evidence of a missing letter from Mo. 

403: Unidentified. Not Shakespeare. 
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The argument of the above is, that he wanted to ‘stint me of my sizings,’ as Lear says,
404

—that is to 

say, not to propose an extravagant price for an extravagant poem, as is becoming. Pray take his 

guineas, by all means—I taught him that. He made me a filthy offer of pounds once, but I told him 

that, like physicians, poets must be dealt with in guineas, as being the only advantage poets could have 

in the association with them, as votaries of Apollo. I write to you in hurry and bustle, which I will 

expound in my next. 

      Yours ever, &c. 

 

P.S. You mention something of an attorney on his way to me on legal business. I have had no warning 

of such an apparition. What can the fellow want? I have some lawsuits and business, but have not 

heard of any thing to put me to the expense of a travelling lawyer. They do enough, in that way, at 

home. 

 Ah, poor Queen I but perhaps it is for the best, if Herodotus’s anecdote is to be believed. * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 Remember me to any friendly Angles of our mutual acquaintance. What are you doing? Here I 

have had my hands full with tyrants and their victims. There never was such oppression, even in 

Ireland, scarcely! 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, August 1821: 
(Source: text from 1922 II 190; Jones II 343) 

        [Pisa, c. 26 August 1821] 

My dear Lord Byron 

I have taken your house
405

 for 400 crowns a year, and signed the compact on your part; so we are 

now secure. I have as yet bought nothing, guiding myself in that respect by the instructions of the 

Gambas, who advise me to hear from you, or to wait for Lega before I do anything. They are very 

much pleased with the house, the Contessa especially delighted. 

You must pass by Barberini to avoid Florence. If you enquire two posts on that side of Florence, 

the people will indicate the road. You come out on the Pisa road about ten miles on the other side of 

Florence. 

Pray send me explicit instructions as to what ought to be done about furnishing, &c., the Palace 

Lanfranchi. I have money enough here, so you need not trouble yourself to restrict me on that head. 

I am looking out for additional stables, and shall soon have found them. 

I put off writing this letter till I got to Pisa, and now I have only time to end. 

Ever faithfully yours, 

  P.B.Shelley. 

 

Censor’s report from Zanatta, Primo Censore Direttore, to the President of the Buon Governo, 

24th-25th August 1821: 

(Source: text from Keats-Shelley House Rome, copy in Gay Papers Box 36A.) 

 

Pervenne dalla Francia diretto al Signor Clare un esemplare dell’Opera Marino Faliero Doge of Venice 

an historical Tragedy in 5 actes With notes by lord Byron Paris 1821[.] 

 Avendo osservato, che il Censore Nardini Saviamente opinò, che a questo componimento venisse 

applicata la formula Damnatur per le cose contenute contro il Governo Austriaco, quel’Ufficio si fa 

premura di far conoscere a V.E. il libro stesso unendovi copia del relativo voto. 

 Ho l’onore di protestate all’E.V. … 

 

Translation: There has come from France, addressed to Lord Clare, a copy of the work Marino 

Faliero Doge of Venice, an Historical Tragedy in Five Acts, with notes, by Lord Byron, Paris 1821.
406

 

 Having observed that it is the wise opinion of the Censor Nardini that the formula Condemned 

should be applied to this work, because of the things contained in it against the Austrian Government, 

this official thoughtfully conveys to Your Excellency the book itself, together with the judgement on it. 

I have the honour to be your Excellency’s … 

 

Censor’s report, from the State Archives of Milan, August 25th 1821. 

                                                           
404: Shakespeare, King Lear, II iv. 

405: The Casa Lanfranchi. 

406: Marino Faliero, depicting a rebellion against an Italian state by one of its own leading politicians, was 

published in April 1821. The Paris edition referred to here must be a Galignani. 
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(Source: Keats-Shelley House Rome, copy in Gay Papers Box 36A.) 

 

No. 4047 pres. 24/25 agosto 1821 

Ufficio di Censura Rimette un esemplare della tragedia di Lord Byron Marino Faliero doge di Venezia. 

 

Al Sig. Direttore dalla Censura. 

 Consento che si applicihi la formula damnatur alla tragedia di Lord Byron intitolata =Marino 

Faliero Doge of Venice.= Rimando il voto del Censore Nardini: 

 25 agosto 182 

 

Translation: The Censor’s Office encloses a copy of Lord Byron’s tragedy Marino Faliero, Doge of 

Venice. / To the Director of the Censorship. / I agree that the formula damnatur [“to be condemned”] 

should be applied to the tragedy of Lord Byron entitled Marino Faliero Doge of Venice, according to 

the decision of the Censor Nardini. 

 

Byron to Shelley, from Ravenna, August 26th 1821: 

(Source: this text from BLJ VIII 189-90) 

Ra. Ao. 26th. 1821. 

My dear Shelley 

 Conclude for the house then forthwith. – I wish that there were two more stalls – for 

I have eight horses. – We are in all the agonies of packing. – – If my furniture be not sufficient pray 

engage for some more – and if any money is necessary – draw on me at sight; – you had better clinch 

the Padrone of the palazzo – lest he rise in his price or play some trick with some others of the hectic 

English. – – Do the essential and I will approve a sanction yr. Proceedings. 

 yrs. ever 

  Byron 

 

P.S. – I mean to send off all furniture before setting out. – – My respects to Mrs. S. &c. &c. &c. Let 

me know the road without passing through Florence. – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 31st 1821 (a): 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; BLJ VIII 192-4) 

[To, / J. Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 August 31

st
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 I have received the Juans – which are printed so carelessly especially the 5
th

. Canto – as to be 

disgraceful to me – – & not creditable to you. – 

It really must be gone over again with the Manuscript – the errors are so gross – words added – 

changed – so as to make cacophony & nonsense. – – You have been careless of this poem because 

some of your Synod don’t approve of it – but I tell you – it will be long before you see any thing half 

so good as poetry or writing. – – – Upon what principle have you omitted the note on Bacon & 

Voltaire? and one of the concluding stanzas sent as an addlition? because it ended I suppose – with – 

 

 “And do not link two virtuous souls for life 

 Into that moral Centaur man & wife
407

 

 

1:2 

 

Now I must say once for all – that I will not permit any human being to take such liberties with my 

writings – because I am absent. – – 

I desire the omissions to be replaced (except the stanza on Semiramis)
408

 particularly the stanza upon 

the Turkish marriages – and I request that the whole be carefully gone over with the M.S.S. – 

I never saw such stuff as is printed – Gulleyaz – instead of <Gulbeyaz> Gulbeyaz &
c
. Are you aware 

that Gulbeyaz
409

 is a real name – and the other nonsense? – I copied the Cantos out carefully – so that 

there is no excuse – as the Printer reads or at least prints the M.S.S. of the plays without error. – – 

                                                           
407: DJ V 158, 7-8. 

408: DJ V st.61. 

409: In the letter, B. has difficulty himself with the orthogrophical distinction between “Gulleyaz” and 

“Gulbeyaz”. The problem arises in part because of his uncertainty over whether the name was Gulbeyaz or 
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If you have no feeling for your own reputation pray have some little for 

 

1:3 

 

mine. –  – I have read over the poem carefully – and I tell you it is poetry – Your little envious knot of 

parson=poets mav say what they please – – time will show that I am not in this instance mistaken. – – 

Desire my friend Hobhouse to correct the press especially of the last Canto from the Manuscript – as it 

is – it is enough to drive one out of one’s senses – to see the infernal torture of words from the original. 

– For instance the line 

 “And pair their rhymes as Venus yokes her doves
410

 

Is printed 

“and praise their rhymes &
c
. – 

 

also “precarious” for “precocious”
411

 – and this line. stanza 133. 

 

“And this strong extreme effect – to tire no longer”
412

 

 

1:4 

 

Now do turn to the Manuscript – & see – if I ever made such a line – it is not verse. – – – 

No wonder the poem should fail – (which however it wont you will see) with such things allowed to 

creep about it. – – Replace what is omitted – – & correct what is so shamefully misprinted, – and let 

the poem have fair play – – and I fear nothing. – – I see in the last two Numbers of the Quarterly – a 

strong itching to assail me (see the review of the “Etonian”) let it – and see if they shan’t have enough 

of it. – – I don’t allude to Gifford – who has always been my friend – & whom I do not consider as 

responsible for the articles written by others. – But if I do not give Mr. Milman – <Mr. Southey> – & 

others of the crew something that shall occupy their dreatm! <I am not what I was – that is all> 

 

 

2:1 

2.) I have not begun with the {Quarterers} – but let them look to it. – As for Milman (you well know I 

have not been unfair to his poetry ever) but I have lately had some information of his critical 

proceedings {in the Quarterly} which may bring that on him {which} he will be sorry for. – I happen 

to know that of him – Which would annihilate him – when he pretends to preach morality – not that he 

is immoral – because he isn’t – having in early life been once too much so. – And dares he set up for a 

preacher? let him go and be priest to Cybele.
413

 – <why let> 

You will publish the plays – when ready – – I am in such a humour about this printing of D.J. so 

inaccurately – that I must close this. 

 y
rs
. [scrawl] 

 

[2:2 above address:] P.S. I presume that you have not lost the stanza to which I allude? it was sent 

afterwards look over my letters – & find it. The Notes you can’t have lost – you acknowledged them – 

they included eight or little corrections of Bacon’s mistakes in the apothegms. – 

 

[below address:] And now I ask once more if such liberties taken in a man’s absence – are fair or 

praise=worthy? – As for you you have no opinions of your own – & never had – but are blown about 

by the last thing said to you no matter [up right-hand side:] by whom. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 31st 1821 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891;LJ V 354;  BLJ VIII 194) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

 

Dear Sir / 

 The enclosed letter is written in bad humour – but not without provocation. –  

                                                                                                                                                                      
Gulbezaz and in part because of his failure, in the fair copy, to distinguish his “l”s from his “b”s. The name is from 

Castellan’s Mœurs, Usages, Costumes des Othmans, et abrégé de leur histoire (Paris, 1812). 

410: DJ V, 1, 3. 

411: DJ V 157, 5; the fair copy has clearly “precocious”. 

412: The fair copy offers a dizzy number of variants to chose from in received stanza 133. 

413: B. puts this idea into DJ at XI, 58, 8 (written October 1822, over a year after this letter). 
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However – let it (that is the bad humour) go for little – but I must request your serious attention to the 

abuses of the printer which ought never to have been permitted. – You forget that all the fools in 

London (the chief purchasers of your publications) will condemn all the the stupidity of your printer. – 

– For instance in the Notes to Canto fifth –  “the Adriatic shore of the Bosphorus – instead of the 

Asiatic!!
414

 – All this may seem little to you – so fine a gentleman with your ministerial connections – 

but it is serious to me – who am thousands of miles off & have no opportunity of not proving myself 

the fool y
r
. printer makes me – except your pleasure & leisure forsooth. The Gods prosper you – – & 

forgive you for I wont. [scrawl] 

 

Byron to Joseph Mawman,
415

 from Ravenna, September 1st 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ V 354-5; BLJ VIII 196) 

 

 Mr. Mawman is requested to show this copy to the publisher and to point out the gross printer’s 

blunders, some of which only the author has had time to correct. They do not exist in the M.S.S. but 

are owing to the carelessness of the printer, etc. 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 3rd 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 521-2; LJ V 355; BLJ VIII 196-7) 

Ravenna, September 3. 1821. 

By Mr. Mawman (a paymaster in the corps, in which you and I are privates) I yesterday expedited to 

your address, under cover one, two paper books, containing the Giaour-nal, and a thing or two. It 

won’t all do—even for the posthumous public—but extracts from it may. It is a brief and faithful 

chronicle of a month or so—parts of it not very discreet, but sufficiently sincere. Mr. Mawman saith 

that he will, in person or per friend, have it delivered to you in your Elysian fields. 

 If you have got the new Juans, recollect that there are some very gross printer’s blunders, 

particularly in the fifth Canto,—such as ‘praise’ for ‘pair’—‘precarious’ for ‘precocious’—‘Adriatic’ 

for ‘Asiatic’—‘case’ for ‘chase’
416

—besides gifts of additional words and syllables, which make but a 

cacophonous rhythmus. Put the pen through the said, as I would mine through * * [Murray]’s ears, if I 

were alongside him. As it is, I have sent him a rattling letter, as abusive as possible. Though he is 

publisher to the ‘Board of Longitude,’ he is in no danger of discovering it. 

 I am packing for Pisa—but direct your letters here, till further notice. 

     Yours ever, &c. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 4th 1821 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 357; BLJ VIII 197) 

A very small single sheet. 

Sept
r
. {4

th
.} 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 Enclosed are some notes &
c
. – you will also have the goodness to hold yourself in readiness to 

publish the long delayed <no> {letter} <the> to Blackwood’s &
c
. but previously let me have a proof of 

it – as I want it for a separate publication. – 

The enclosed note you will annex to the Foscaris. – also the dedications 

 y
rs
. 

 

[Side 2 blank.] 

  

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 4th 1821 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 357-9; BLJ VIII 197-8) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
. Sept

r
. 4

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 By Saturday’s post I sent you a fierce and furibund letter upon the subject of the printer’s 

blunders in Don Juan. – I must solicit your attention to the topic – though my wrath hath subsided into 

sullenness. – – – 

Yesterday I received M
r
. Mawman – a friend of yours – & because he is a friend of yours – and that’s 

more than I would do in an English case – except for – those whom I honour. – I was as civil as I could 

be among packages – even to the very chairs & tables – – for I am going to Pisa in a few weeks – & 

                                                           
414: In B.’s own fair copy, (DJ V 3, B.’s note), the word “Asiatic” is written and then deleted. 

415: Mawman was a bookseller and a friend of Mu. 

416: DJ V 123, 4. 
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have sent & am sending off’ my chattels. – – It regretted me – that my books & every thing being 

packed – I could not send you a few things I meant tor you 

 

1:2 

 

but they were all sealed & baggaged – so as to have made it a Month’s work to get at them again. – I 

gave him an envelope with the Italian scrap in it alluded to in my Gilchrist defence – Hobhouse will 

make it out for you – & it will make you laugh – & him too – the spelling particularly. – The 

“Mericani” of whom they call me – the “Capo” (or Chief) mean “Americans” – which is the name 

<of> given in Romagna to {a part of} the Carbonari – that is to say of the popular part, the troops of 

the Carbonari. – – 

They are originally a society of hunters in the forest – {who took that name of Americans –} but at 

present comprize some thousands &
c
. but I shan’t let you further into the secret, which may be 

participated with the postmasters. Why they thought me their Chief – I know not – their Chiefs are like 

“Legion<”> being 

 

1:3 

 

Many.” – – However it is a post of more honour than profit – – for now that they are persecutcd – it is 

fit that I should aid them – and so I have done as far as my means will permit. – – They will rise again 

some day – for the fools of the Government are blundering – they actually seem to know nothing for 

they have arrested & banished many of their own party – & let others escape – who are not their 

friends.
417

 – 

What thinkst thou of Greece?
418

 – – 

Address to me here as usual – till you hear further from me. – – – – – – 

By Mawman I have, sent a journal
419

 to Moore – but it won’t do for the public – – at least a great deal 

of’ it won’t – parts may.
420

 – – – I read over the Juans – which are excellent. – Your Synod was quite 

wrong – & so you will find by and bye. – – 

 

1:4 [above address:] I regret that I do not go on with it – for I had all the plan for several cantos – and 

different countries & climes. You say nothing of the note I enclosed to you – Which will explain why I 

[below address:] agreed to discontinue it – (at Madame G.’s request) but you are so grand and sublime 

<and> & <hurried> {occupied} that one would think instead of publishing for “the Board of 

Longitude” – that you were trying to discover it. – – – 

Let me hear that Gifford is better – he can’t be spared either by you or me. – 

     yr[scrawl] 

 

Enclosed is a note which I will thank you not to forget to acknowledge and to publish. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 5th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 359; BLJ VIII 201) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

 

Dear Sir / 

 Will you have the goodness to forward the enclosed to M
r
. Gilchrist whose address I do not 

exactly know – If that Gentleman would like to see my second letter to you – on the attack upon 

himself – you can forward him a copy of the proof. –  

 y
rs
. [scrawl] 

[side 2 blank.] 

 

Byron to Octavius Gilchrist, from Ravenna, September 5th 1821: 
(Source: text from Huntington HM 12374, photocopy from microfilm; QII 664-7; BLJ VIII 199) 

[To, / Octavius Gilchrist Esq
re

 / to ye care of J.M. Esq
re

 / 50. Albemarle Street. / London.] 

Ravenna. Sept
r
. 5

th
. 1821. 

Sir / 

                                                           
417: Knowing the Austrians read his mail, B. writes to confuse them. 

418: The Greek War of Independence has broken out. B.’s cryptic question shows that he doesn’t know how to 

react to it himself. 

419: The Ravenna Journal. 

420: B. leaves all three possibilities open: publication, non-publication, and part-publication. 
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 I have to acknowledge the arrival of y
r
. three pamphlets “from the author” whom I thank very 

sincerely for the attention. – – – 

The tone which M
r
. Bowles has taken in this controversy has been so different with the different 

parties – that we are perhaps none of us fair personal judges of the subject. – Long before I had seen 

M
r
. B’s answers to myself – or the last pamphlet of the three which you have sent to me – I had written 

an answer to his attack upon yourself – which perhaps you may have seen – (or at any rate may see if 

you think it worth the trouble) at M
r
. Murray’s. – – As it was somewhat savage – on reading M

r
. 

Bowles’s mild reply – {to me,} I suppressed it’s {publication,} recollecting also that you were 

perfectly competent to your own defence – and might probably look upon my interference as 

impertinent. – – 

I have not read Bowles’s “Sequel” to 

 

1:2 

 

which your third pamphlet refers. – – M
r
. Bowles has certainly not set you an example of tolerance in 

controversy – but in society he really is what I have described him – – but as we are all mad upon 

<such> some subject or other – and the only reason why it does not appear in all is that their insane 

chord has not been struck upon; – our Editor seems to have been touched upon the score of Pope and 

for that reason it is a thousand pities that he ever meddled with him. – – By the way – to refer to myself 

– I think you might as well have omitted the {mention of} Don Juan and Beppo and Little &
c
. as more 

indecent than the “Imitation from Horace” of Pope – for two reasons – firstly they are not so indecent 

by any means – as for example – 

 

 “And if a tight young girl will serve the turn 

 In arrant pride continues still to churn”
421

 

or 

 “What pushed poor E – on the imperial whore 

 “Twas but to be where Charles had been before
422

 

 

1:3 

 

and in the next place – – as I had been fighting Pope’s battles as well as I could it was rather hard in an 

ally to bring in an “odious comparison” at the expence of his auxiliary. – – However this is a trifle – 

and if Pope’s {moral} reputation can be still further elevated at the expence of mine – I will yield it as 

freely – as I have always admired him sincerely – – much more indeed than you yourself in all 

probability – for I do not think him inferior to Milton – – although to state such an opinion publicly in 

the present day – would be equivalent to saying that I do not think Shakespeare without the grossest of 

faults – which is another heterodox notion of my entertainment. – Indeed I look upon a proper 

appreciation of Pope as a touchstone of taste – and the present question as not only whether Pope is or 

is not in the first rank of our literature – but whether that literature shall or 

 

1:4 

 

shall not relapse into the Barbarism from which it has scarcely emerged for above a century and a half. 

– I do not deny the natural powers of Mind of the earlier dramatists – but I think that their service as a 

standard is doing irreparable mischief. – – It is also a great error to suppose the present a high age of 

English poetry – it is {equivalent to} the age of Statius
423

 {or Silius Italicus}
424

 except that instead of 

imitating the Virgils of our language – – they are “trying back” (to use a hunting phrase) upon the 

Ennius’s
425

 and Lucilius’s
426

 <of> who had better have remained in their obscurity. – Those poor idiots 

of the Lakes too – are diluting our literature as much as they can – – in short – all of us more or less 

(except Campbell & Rogers) have much to answer for – and I don’t see any remedy. – – But I am 

wandering from the <ques> subject – which is to thank you for your present & to beg you to believe 

me your 

                                                           
421: Pope, Sober Advice from Horace, ll.151-2 (“Or, when a tight, neat Girl, will serve the Turn, / In errant Pride 

continue stiff, and burn?”) 

422: Pope, Sober Advice from Horace, ll.81-2. 

423: Publius Papinius Statius (ca. 45-ca.96 AD) Roman poet of the Silver Age of Latin literature. 

424: Tiberius Catius Silius Italicus (25 or 26-101), Latin epic poet. 

425: Quintus Ennius (239-ca.169 BC) writer during the period of the Roman Republic 

426: Gaius Lucilius (ca.160s -103/2 BC), the earliest Roman satirist. 
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 obliged & very faith
l
 Serv

t
. 

  Byron 

 

2:1 

 

Is it not odd that hitherto Pope has been <publis> edited only by priests? Warburton – 

Warton – Bowles? – 

at least I know no others. – – 

 

P.S. 

 I saw M
r
. Mawman the other day; – he tells me that the Booksellers have engaged Roscoe to 

edite Pope – and I think the choice is a very judicious one. – Roscoe has all the elegance and classical 

turn of mind requisite to do Pope justice. – Hitherto he has only been edited by his enemies or by 

Warburton who was a polemical parson and as fit to edite Poetry as Pope to preach in Gloucester 

Cathedral – The Attorney=bishop did him no good – & Warton & Bowles have done him harm. M
r
. 

Mawman tells me that Roscoe is requested (by the publishers) to keep the Controversy with M
r
. 

Bowles &
c
. quite out of sight – & not to allude to it at all. – This is the quietest way – but whether it is 

the best I know not. – I suppose it is. – – – 

 

2:2 [above address:] M
r
. Mawman seemed indignant at Bowles’s edition which he said “was a 

treachery to his employers who had paid him to edite Pope – and not to defame him. – He wondered 

that I had not put this more strongly in a letter – [below address:] but how was I to know it? – It 

seemed to me inconceivable that they could publish such an edition without being aware of it’s 

tendency – and thus tacitly approving it with their “Imprimatur”. – – – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from Cheltenham, September 6th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; Smiles I 424-5; LJM 418-20) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie] 

Cheltenham 

Sept
r
 6 – 1821 

Most dear Sir 

 I am much delighted by your Lordships kind letter of the 16
th

  of Aug. which allows me to hope 

that your rage against me has abated – the same post brings me a letter from town in answer to my 

constant enquiries after the Bust “The Busts of Lord B are arrived – the Ship is now under quarantine – 

I inclose an order for their delivery for you to sign” – so after waiting for this bust for years it should at 

length arrive in the same week with one of Sir Walter Scott (a <bus/>very fine bust), which Chantry 

(whom Moore can tell you, your Lordship would be Delighted to now) has obligingly presented to me 

– Stockdale shall not have the honour of your correspondence whilst it is in my power to prevent it. 

 Proofs of the whole of the Foscari have been forwarded to your Lordship during my absence – 

Copies have also been sent to M
r
 Gifford – who will tell me on Monday when I shall be in town, what 

he thinks of it – Sardanapalus is already half set up in the regular 8vo form – I will send you revises of 

the Hints &c for fear of error – 

 Dont be offended with Holmes, you were of great essential 

 

1:2 

 

service in putting him the way to make a livelihood, but it is very long before in his profession, he can 

gain one – if you wanted me to come out to you it would be very different – Neither be afraid of our 

funds breaking – when they go – there will be so many on the highway that a Noble free booter will 

have a bad chance – I bet Sixpence they last our time – I will send your thanks to James Smith – who 

will be much pleased. 

 Many persons besides your Lordship have at first supposed that I was the person of the same name 

connected with the Constitutional Association – but without consideration for on what occasion have I 

identified myself with a party – I have studiously avoided every party publication & this more 

strenuously every year and my connexions are I believe even more numerous among the Whigs than 

the Tories – indeed the Whigs have nearly driven away the Tories from my room – and Jeffray said “if 

you wish to meet the most respectable of Whe Whigs you must be introduced to M
r
 Murrays room 

 You hint that I am a little ungrateful to you, I think – but, upon my soule you will find my 

occasional apparent inattention arises from no 
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causes but constitutional indolence – & now distraction from having so many correspondents – & such 

incessant interruption to my writing to them – but in essentials I trust you can never find me wanting. 

 I forgot in my former letter to notice a hint in yours respecting an additional sum to M
r
 Moore – the 

purchase wch I have made of the Memoirs is perfectly con amore – as a matter of mere business if I 

placed the £2000 in the funds (supposing they did not break), in 14 years (the least annuity value of the 

Autor’s life) it would become 4000£ & so on – Moore should not shew the Memoirs to any one – now, 

I think – 

 Gifford always mentions you with unabated regard, as do Scott – Rose – &c &c 

 Heber (Rich
d
) has succeeded in his long desired election for Oxford – 

 The Jerseys have gone abroad – to resuscitate 

 Did you receive a Copy of Richardetto Canto I – translated – & presented to your Lordship by Lord 

Glenbervie?
427

 

 I have sent the Blue Stockings to amuse M
r
 G – and it shall be forwarded in proof on my return – – 

If you had the local knowledge – it would become an excellent moreceau 

 

1:4, inverted] Accept my very kindest compliments and be assured that I always am Dearest Lord 

Byron 

 Your Lordships 

  faithful servant 

   John Murray 

 

Byron to Percy Bysshe Shelley, from Ravenna, September 8th 1821: 

(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 406.13, 81242; BLJ VIII 202) 

Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 

 

[To. / P. B. Shelley Esqr
e
. / Signore Inglese / Pisa] 

R
a
. Sept

r
. 8

th
.1821. 

Dear Shelley / 

They pretend here to two hundred Scudi for the carriage of about two thirds of my furniture only, {&} 

not {for} the whole. – As this seems to me very exorbitant – (and indeed whether it be so or no) I 

should prefer that you sent me from Pisa – waggons horses & drivers according to the fairest contract 

you can make with them for me. I will sanction it – be it more or less. – It is the same thing as the 

drivers &
c
. must return here – and the Tuscans will only have to come here first. – – The number of 

waggons wanted on the whole will be eight – the number of beasts, what they please – the baggage is 

heavy – but whether drawn by horses – mules – or oxen, is indifferent to me. – – It was for six cars 

only that the Indigenous masters of horse asked two hundred crowns – i.e. half a year’s rent of the 

house for a transport of chattels. – – Send me Etrurians at their own price – for of the two – I pre= 

 

1:2 

 

=fer being cheated by the new comers to continuing to minister to the antient Scoundrels of this 

venerable city. – – – When I talked to you about purchase of other moveables – I meant such as may be 

requisite – to complete mine in a new mansion. – – Of course I meant things <ab> requisite – 

according to the premises – and did not mean to limit the [price?] <the> to {an exact sum or to} a few 

Scudi more or less according to what was wanted. – – Of course you have seen this house & that house 

& can judge. –You may do it now – or wait till I come as you please. – Believe me yours ever & truly  

                                     Byron 

 

P.S. 

        Expedite the Baggage Waggons – we wait only now for those to march. – Make my 

remembrances to every body I don’t know – & my respects to all I do. – – – – – – – – – 

 

[1:3 and 4 blank.]  

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 4th 1821 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; BLJ VIII 197) 

                                                           
427: Lord Glenbervie’s translation of the Ricciardetto of Forteguerri, just published by Mu. It praises TPoD. 
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A very small single sheet. 

Sept
r
. {4

th
.} 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 Enclosed are some notes &
c
. – you will also have the goodness to hold yourself in readiness to 

publish the long delayed <no> {letter} <the> to Blackwood’s &
c
. but previously let me have a proof of 

it – as I want it for a separate publication. – 

The enclosed note you will annex to the Foscaris. – also the dedications 

 y
rs
. 

 

[Side 2 blank.] 

  

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 4th 1821 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 357-9; BLJ VIII 197-8) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
. Sept

r
. 4

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 By Saturday’s post I sent you a fierce and furibund letter upon the subject of the printer’s 

blunders in Don Juan. – I must solicit your attention to the topic – though my wrath hath subsided into 

sullenness. – – – 

Yesterday I received M
r
. Mawman – a friend of yours – & because he is a friend of yours – and that’s 

more than I would do in an English case – except for – those whom I honour. – I was as civil as I could 

be among packages – even to the very chairs & tables – – for I am going to Pisa in a few weeks – & 

have sent & am sending off’ my chattels. – – It regretted me – that my books & every thing being 

packed – I could not send you a few things I meant tor you 

 

1:2 

 

but they were all sealed & baggaged – so as to have made it a Month’s work to get at them again. – I 

gave him an envelope with the Italian scrap in it alluded to in my Gilchrist defence – Hobhouse will 

make it out for you – & it will make you laugh – & him too – the spelling particularly. – The 

“Mericani” of whom they call me – the “Capo” (or Chief) mean “Americans” – which is the name 

<of> given in Romagna to {a part of} the Carbonari – that is to say of the popular part, the troops of 

the Carbonari. – – 

They are originally a society of hunters in the forest – {who took that name of Americans –} but at 

present comprize some thousands &
c
. but I shan’t let you further into the secret, which may be 

participated with the postmasters. Why they thought me their Chief – I know not – their Chiefs are like 

“Legion<”> being 

 

1:3 

 

Many.” – – However it is a post of more honour than profit – – for now that they are persecutcd – it is 

fit that I should aid them – and so I have done as far as my means will permit. – – They will rise again 

some day – for the fools of the Government are blundering – they actually seem to know nothing for 

they have arrested & banished many of their own party – & let others escape – who are not their 

friends. – 

What thinkst thou of Greece? – – 

Address to me here as usual – till you hear further from me. – – – – – – 

By Mawman I have, sent a journal to Moore – but it won’t do for the public – – at least a great deal of’ 

it won’t – parts may. – – – I read over the Juans – which are excellent. – Your Synod was quite wrong 

– & so you will find by and bye. – – 

 

1:4 [above address:] I regret that I do not go on with it – for I had all the plan for several cantos – and 

different countries & climes. You say nothing of the note I enclosed to you – Which will explain why I 

[below address:] agreed to discontinue it – (at Madame G.’s request) but you are so grand and sublime 

<and> & <hurried> {occupied} that one would think instead of publishing for “the Board of 

Longitude” – that you were trying to discover it. – – – 

Let me hear that Gifford is better – he can’t be spared either by you or me. – 

     yr[scrawl] 

 

Enclosed is a note which I will thank you not to forget to acknowledge and to publish. 
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Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 5th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 359; BLJ VIII 201) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

 

Dear Sir / 

 Will you have the goodness to forward the enclosed to M
r
. Gilchrist whose address I do not 

exactly know – If that Gentleman would like to see my second letter to you – on the attack upon 

himself – you can forward him a copy of the proof. –  

 y
rs
. [scrawl] 

[side 2 blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 12th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 361-3; QII 667-8; BLJ VIII 206-7) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Esq
re

 / 50. Albermale Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 

Sept
r
. 12

th
. 1821. 

Dear Sir / 

 By Tuesday’s post – I forwarded in three packets – the drama of “Cain”, in three acts – of 

which I request the acknowledgement when arrived. – To the last speech of Eve in the last act (i.e. 

where she curses Cain) add these three lines to the concluding ones. –  

 

  “May the Grass wither from thy foot! the Woods 

  “Deny the<m/>e <she/>shelter! Earth a home! the Dust 

  “A Grave! the Sun his <warmth> {light}! and Heaven her God! 

 

 There’s as pretty a piece of Imprecation for you, when joined to the lines already sent – as you 

may wish to meet with in the course of your business. – But don’t forget the addition of the above 

three lines, which are clinchers to Eve’s speech. – – – – – – – 

Let me know what Gifford thinks (if the play arrives in safety) for I have a good opinion of the piece 

as poetry – it is in my gay metaphysical style & in the Manfred line. – 

 

1:2 

 

You must at least commend my facility & variety – when you consider what I have done within the 

last fifteen months – with my head too full of other and of mundane matters. – – But no doubt you will 

avoid saying any good of it – for fear I should raise the price upon you – that’s right – stick to 

business! Let me know what your other ragamuffins are writing – for I suppose you don’t like starting 

too many of your <scarecrows> {Vagabonds} at once. – You may give them the start, for any thing I 

care . – – If this arrives in time to be added to the other two dramas publish them together – if not – 

publish it separately – in the same form – to tally for the purchasers – – Let me have{a} proof of the 

whole <quickly> speedily. – It is longer than “Manfred” – – Why don’t you publish my Pulci? – the 

best 

 

1:3 

 

thing I ever wrote – with the Italian to it. – – I wish I was alongside of you – nothing – is ever done in 

a man’s absence – every body runs counter – because they can. – – If {ever} I do return to England, 

(which I shan’t though) I will write a poem to which “English Bards” &
c
., shall be <n/>New Milk in 

comparison. – Your present literary world of mountebanks stands in need of such an <Avatar> 

{Avatar}. – but I am not yet quite bilious enough – – a season or two more – and a provocation or two 

– will wind me up to the point – and then have at the whole set! – 

I have no patience with the sort of trash you send me out by way of books – except Scott’s novels – & 

three or four other things I never saw such work or works. – Campbell is lecturing – Moore <doing 

nothing> {idling} Southey twaddling – Wordsworth driveling – Coleridge muddling – Joanna Baillie 

piddling – Bowles quibbling – squabbling – and sniveling. 

 

1:4 

 

Milman will do – if he don’t cant too much. – nor imitate Southey – – the fellow has poesy in him – 

but he is envious & unhappy, as all the envious are. – – Still he is among the best of the day. – Barry 
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Cornwall will do better by & bye – I dare say – if he don’t get spoilt by green tea – and the praises of 

Pentonville – & Paradise Row. – – The pity of these men is – that they never lived either in high life 

nor in solitude – there is no medium for the knowledge of the busy or the still world. – If admitted into 

high life for a season – it is merely as spectators – they form no part of the Mechanism thereof. – Now 

Moore and I – the one by circumstances & the other by birth – happened to be free of the corporation – 

& to have entered into it’s pulses and passions <&> “quarum partes fuimus”.
428

 Both of us have learnt 

by this much which nothing else could have taught us. – – – 

  [scrawl] 

2:1 

 

P.S. 

 I saw one of your betters – another of the Allied Sovereigns of Grub=Street – the other day – viz – 

Mawman the Great – by whom I sent <compliments> {due homage} to your imperial self. – – – 

January’s post may perhaps bring a letter from you – but you are the most ungrateful and ungracious of 

correspondants. – 

But there is some excuse for you with your perpetual levee of politicians – parsons – scribblers – and 

loungers – – – some day I will give you a poetical catalogue of them – 

The post is come – no letter – but never mind, – How is Mrs. Murray & Gifford? – Better? – Say well. 

– – – – – –  

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, September 13th 1821: 

(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.305-6; BLJ VIII 209) 

Ra―Sep.
tr
 13

th
 

(182I) 

My dearest A./ – 

 From out the enclosed as well as the former parcel (a few posts ago), select some of the best-

behaved curls, and set them in a golden locket for Ada my daughter. Round the locket let there be this 

Italian inscription “Il Sangue non è mai Acqua.” And do not let the engravers blunder. It means “Blood 

is never water,” and alludes merely to relationship, being a common proverb. I should wish her to wear 

this―that she may know she has (or had) a father in the world. Let the bill for the locket be sent to Mr. 

Kinnaird, and let him deduct it from my accounts. 

 Do this and prosper ! 

Yrs ever 

B 

Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, September 14th 1821: 

(Source: this text from BLJ VIII 209-11) 

R[avenn]a Septr. 14th. 1821 

By this post I have sent to Augusta—to make up into a locket for Ada—some of my hair—I suppose 

that you have no objection—if you have you will state it to Mrs. Leigh—I wish you to send to Mrs. 

Leigh’s some of the child’s in return to be forwarded to me in a letter of Augusta’s—it will come very 

safely by the post—I am anxious to see it’s colour, for the print gives no information of that, and the 

picture has not yet been sent by Murray.— —You will not forget to let her learn Italian—& be 

musical—that is if she has an ear & a heart for the latter—The former will not be difficult, and perhaps 

by the time that she and I may meet (if ever we meet) it will be nearly necessary to converse with me 

for I write English now with more facility than I speak it—from hearing it but seldom. It is the revere 

with my Italian which I can speak fluently—but write incorrectly—having never studied it & only 

acquired it by ear.— —I keep my English as well as I can by scribbling however.———Murray has at 

present three tragedies of mine in hand (not for the stage you may easily suppose) one of them—on the 

subject of “Cain” is I think poetical enough.—The other two are in a simpler and severer style.—I am 

trying an experiment—which is to introduce into our language— the regular tragedy—without regard 

to the stage—which will not admit of it—but merely to the mental theatre of the reader.—As yet—I 

have had no great success—people looking upon it as a treason to the wild old English drama—which 

however is a separate and distinct thing—and has as little to do with the question—as Tasso with 

Ariosto—they are not of the same genus.——If you see Joanna Baillie—tell her that Kean is going at 

last to act De Monfort—which I urged him to a hundred times in 1815—this I hear by the way—& an 

very happy—regretting that I cannot see him—They want me to alter “the Doge” for Kean—which I 

have refused (to Douglas Kinnaird) [indeed?] the Stage is not my object—and even interferes with it—

as long as it is in it’s present state.—Alfieri’s “Philip” and “Mirrha” when well acted (as I have seen 

                                                           
428: Virgil, Aeneid II 5-6: ipse miserrima vidi, / et quorum pars magna fui (in plural). 
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them) appeared to me much more classical exhibitions than our own wild pantomimes—but this may 

be prejudice.— 

I won’t trouble you more about the funds—but give up the matter in despair—I have done what I could 

for the extrication of the property from what I conceive a precarious state—& must now be content to 

pay the penalties of absence and my own folly in tying up the greater part of my future against the 

advice of all about me.——Your Mr. Bland seems a tolerably impracticable gentlemen—but I have no 

claim upon him—even for common civility.—Believe me 

yrs. very [truly?] 

BYRON 

 

P.S.—We have had sad work here since the spring—exiles—proscriptions—and all the routine of ill 

Success.—Most of my friends have been proscribed more or less—and I escaped as they said 

themselves merely by being too notorious a person as a stranger to be assailed without a regular 

trial,—and anything like an open proceeding is contrary to the genius of this government and to the 

disposition of the neighbouring Tiberius of Austria.—I did all I could to forward the views of the 

patriots—& was prepared to cast in my lot with them—they were within three days of rising—when 

the cowardice and treachery of the Neapolitans ruined all.——The Italians never can unite—that is 

their bane.—as I think I told you last Summer.—The reason that I wrote to you so anxiously about 

Augusta &c. was that we expected business daily;—and it would not then have been a time to be 

“bothering you about family matters”—as Sir Lucius says.
429

——At present I am going into 

Tuscany—and if the Greek business is not settled soon—shall perhaps go up that way.—The Chief of’ 

the Italian Insurgents is Demetrius Zograffo—who was my Servant for a long time——and with me in 

London—when I first knew you in 1812—He was a clever but not an enterprising man—but 

circumstances make men.—.But my going will depend upon more certain information than is yet to be 

obtained—things are so disguised there.— 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, September 14th 1821: 

(Source: text from 1922 II 199-201; Jones II 346-7) 

Pisa, September 14, 1821. 

My dear Lord Byron 

The moment I received your last letter, I proceeded to send off, at the lowest possible price I 

could get, eight waggons, &c. The Signor Pietro did the same, and the equivoque would have sent 

sixteen instead of eight waggons to Ravenna, if the same Providence that watches over the fall of a 

sparrow
430

 had not determined that my express should arrive in time at Florence to prevent the 

departure of the additional number, and save me (for I never should have had the conscience to 

charge you with the consequences of my bungling) a certain number of scudi. Now, however, all is 

right, and I hope that before this your caravan will be upon its march. 

I have not bought any furniture – the Gambas think we had better wait for your or for Lega’s 

arrival, as you do not give any special instructions on this point. 

Horace Smith, whom I expected in Tuscany this autumn, is detained in Paris by the illness of his 

wife. I have not yet heard from Hunt. My convent friend,
431

 after a great deal of tumult, &c., is at 

length married, and is watched by her brother-in-law with great assiduity. This whole affair has 

taught me to believe that convents may be well enough for young children, but that they are the 

worst possible places for them as soon as they begin to be susceptible of certain impressions. They 

have made a great fuss at Pisa about my intimacy with this lady. Pray do not mention anything of 

what I told you; as the whole truth is not known and Mary might be very much annoyed at it. “Don 

Juan”, Cantos 3, 4, and 5, I see are just republished in Paris. I have written for them, but they are not 

yet arrived. I hear from all sides the most enthusiastic praises of “Marino Faliero”; and from one 

person in particular, a professed critic, [who] is in raptures with the “Prophecy of Dante”. The 

poetry of this piece is indeed sublime; and if it have not general admiration, you ought still to be 

contented; because the subject, no less than the style, is addressed to the few, and, like some of the 

highest passages in “Childe Harold”, will only be fully appreciated by the select readers of many 

generations, But “Don Juan” is your great victory over the alleged inflexibility of your powers; and 

interest must be made to take an embargo off such precious merchandise. I have seen the Countess 

frequently, and I pronounce you secure against any of my female friends here. I will trust you with 

Mrs. W[illiams]. 

                                                           
429: Sheridan, The Rivals, V iii. 

430: Hamlet V ii 211-12. 

431: Emilia Viviani, subject of Epipsychidion. 
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Have you formed any plan for Allegra here? It would be very easy to find a proper place for her 

in this part of the world; and if you would be inclined to trust to my recommendation, I would of 

course engage that Clare should not interfere with any plan that you might lay down. Of course, 

after my experience, I cannot say much in favour of convents; but respectable private families might 

be found who would undertake the care of her.
432

 I speak freely on this subject, because I am sure 

you have seen enough to convince you that the impressions, which the Hoppners wished to give you 

of myself and Mary, are void of foundation. 

 I hope soon to see you. If Lega comes first, I will give him all the assistance, and information I can. 

The Gambas will tell him where to find me. 

Believe me, my dear Lord B., 

 Yours very faithfully, 

   P. B. S. 

 

September 16th 1821: Byron writes The Irish Avatar. 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 17th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 527; LJ V 364-5; BLJ VIII 213) 

Ravenna, September 17. 1821. 

The enclosed lines,
433

 as you will directly perceive, are written by the Rev. W.L.B[owles]. Of course it 

is for him to deny them if they are not. 

 Believe me yours ever and most affectionately, 

   B. 

 

P.S. Can you forgive this? It is only a reply to your lines against my Italians. Of course I will stand by 

my lines against all men; but it is heart-breaking to see such things in a people as the reception of that 

unredeemed * * * * * * in an oppressed country. Your apotheosis is now reduced to a level with his 

welcome, and their gratitude to Grattan is cancelled by their atrocious adulation of this, &c. &c. &c. 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 19th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 527-30; LJ V 364-8; QII 669-71; BLJ VIII 214-16) 

Ravenna, September 19, 1821. 

I am in all the sweat, dust, and blasphemy of an universal packing of all my things, furniture, &c. for 

Pisa, whither I go for the winter. The cause has been the exile of all my fellow Carbonics, and, 

amongst them, of the whole family of Madame G[uiccioli].; who, you know, was divorced from her 

husband last week, ‘on account of P.P. clerk of this parish,’
434

 and who is obliged to join her father and 

relatives, now in exile there, to avoid being shut up in a monastery, because the Pope’s decree of 

separation required her to reside in casa paterna, or else, for decorum’s sake, in a convent. As I could 

not say with Hamlet, ‘Get thee to a nunnery,’
435

 I am preparing to follow them. 

 It is awful work, this love, and prevents all a man’s projects of good or glory. I wanted to go to 

Greece lately (as every thing seems up here) with her brother, who is a very fine, brave fellow (I have 

seen him put to the proof), and wild about liberty. But the tears of a woman who has left her husband 

for a man, and the weakness of one’s own heart, are paramount to these projects, and I can hardly 

indulge them. 

 We were divided in choice between Switzerland and Tuscany, and I gave my vote for Pisa, as 

nearer the Mediterranean, which I love for the sake of the shores which it washes, and for my young 

recollections of 1809. Switzerland is a curst selfish, swinish country of brutes, placed in the most 

romantic region of the world. I never could bear the inhabitants, and still less their English visitors; for 

which reason, after writing for some information about houses, upon hearing that there was a colony of 

English all over the cantons of Geneva, &c. I immediately gave up the thought, and persuaded the 

Gambas to do the same. 

 By the last post I sent you ‘The Irish Avatar,’—what think you? The last line—‘a name never 

spoke but with curses or jeers’—must run either ‘a name only uttered with curses or jeers,’ or, ‘a 

wretch never named but with curses or jeers.’ Becase as how, ‘spoke’ is not grammar, except in the 

                                                           
432: B. ignored the advice, and Allegra stayed in the convent at Bagnacavallo. 

433: Moore’s note: “The Irish Avatar.” In this copy the following sentence (taken from a letter of Curran, in the 

able Life of that true Irishman, by his son) is prefixed as a motto to the Poem,—“And Ireland, like a bastinadoed 

elephant, kneeling to receive the paltry rider.”—Letter of Curran, Life, vol. ii. p. 336. At the end of the verses are 

these words:—“(Signed) W.L. B * *, M.A., and written with a view to a Bishoprick.” 

434: Pope, Memoirs of P.P., Clerk of this Parish. 

435: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III i 121 et seq. 
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House of Commons; and I doubt whether we can say ‘a name spoken,’ for mentioned. I have some 

doubts, too, about ‘repay,’—‘and for murder repay with a shout and a smile.’ Should it not be, ‘and for 

murder repay him with shouts and a smile, ‘or ‘reward him with shouts and a smile?’ 

 So, pray put your poetical pen through the MS. and take the least bad of the emendations. Also, if 

there be any further breaking of Priscian’s head,
436

 will you apply a plaster? I wrote in the greatest 

hurry and fury, and sent it to you the day after; so, doubtless, there will be some awful constructions, 

and a rather lawless conscription of rhythmus. 

 With respect to what Anna Seward calls ‘the liberty of transcript,’—when complaining of Miss 

Matilda Muggleton, the accomplished daughter of a choral vicar of Worcester Cathedral, who had 

abused the said ‘liberty of transcript,’ by inserting in the Malvern Mercury Miss Seward’s ‘Elegy on 

the South Pole,’ as her own production, with her own signature, two years after having taken a copy, 

by permission of the authoress—with regard, I say, to the ‘liberty of transcript,’ I by no means oppose 

an occasional copy to the benevolent few, provided it does not degenerate into such licentiousness of 

Verb and Noun as may tend to ‘disparage my parts of speech’
437

 by the carelessness of the 

transcribblers. 

 I do not think that there is much danger of the ‘King’s Press being abused’
438

 upon the occasion, if 

the publishers of journals have any regard for their remaining liberty of person. It is as pretty a piece of 

invective as ever put publisher in the way to ‘Botany.’ Therefore, if they meddle with it, it is at their 

peril. As for myself, I will answer any jontleman—though I by no means recognise a ‘right of search’ 

into an unpublished production and unavowed poem. The same applies to things published sans 

consent. I hope you like, at least, the concluding lines of the Pome? 

 What are you doing, and where are you? in England? Nail Murray—nail him to his own counter, 

till he shells out the thirteens. Since I wrote to you, I have sent him another tragedy—’Cain’ by 

name—making three in MS. now in his hands, or in the printer’s. It is in the Manfred, metaphysical 

style, and full of some Titanic declamation;—Lucifer being one of the dram. pers. who takes Cain a 

voyage among the stars, and afterwards to ‘Hades,’ where he shows him the phantoms of a former 

world, and its inhabitants. I have gone upon the notion of Cuvier, that the world has been destroyed 

three or four times, and was inhabited by mammoths, behemoths, and what not; but not by man till the 

Mosaic period, as, indeed, is proved by the strata of bones found;—those of all unknown animals, and 

known, being dug out, but none of mankind. I have, therefore, supposed Cain to be shown, in the 

rational Preadamites, beings endowed with a higher intelligence than man, but totally unlike him in 

form, and with much greater strength of mind and person. You may suppose the small talk which takes 

place between him and Lucifer upon these matters is not quite canonical. 

 The consequence is, that Cain comes back and kills Abel in a fit of dissatisfaction, partly with the 

politics of Paradise, which had driven them all out of it, and partly because (as it is written in Genesis) 

Abel’s sacrifice was the more acceptable to the Deity. I trust that the Rhapsody has arrived—it is in 

three acts, and entitled ‘A Mystery,’ according to the former Christian custom, and in honour of what it 

probably will remain to the reader. 

Yours, &c. 

September 20th 1821: Byron re-starts The Vision of Judgement. 
 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 20th 1821: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 530; LJ V 369; BLJ VIII 219) 

September 20. 1821. 

After the stanza on Grattan, concluding with ‘His soul o’er the freedom implored and denied,’ will it 

please you to cause insert the following ‘Addenda,’ which I dreamed of during to-day’s Siesta: 

 

  Ever glorious Grattan! &c. &c. &c. 

   [So simple in heart, so sublime in the rest! 

 With all which Demosthenes wanted endued, 

   And his rival, or victor, in all he possessed.] 

 

I will tell you what to do. Get me twenty copies of the whole carefully and privately printed off, as 

your lines were on the Naples affair. Send me six, and distribute the rest according to your own 

pleasure. 

                                                           
436: Perhaps Shakespeare, Love’s Labours Lost, V i 26 (“Priscian a little scratch’d”). 

437: Wycherley, The Country Wife II i; Sheridan, The Rivals, III iii. 

438: Shakespeare, Henry IV I. 
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 I am in a fine vein, ‘so full of pastime and prodigality!’
439

—So here’s to your health in a glass of 

grog. Pray write, that I may know by return of post—address to me at Pisa. The gods give you joy! 

 Where are you? in Paris? Let us hear. You will take care that there be no printer’s name, nor 

author’s, as in the Naples stanza, at least for the present. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 20th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 369-73; QII 671-4; BLJ VIII 216-18) 

[John Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Ra Sept
r
. 20

th
. 1821. 

Dear Murray / 

 You need not send “the Blues” which is a mere buffoonery never meant for publication. – The 

papers to which I allude in case of Survivorship, are collections of letters, &
c
. since I was sixteen years 

old, <some> {contained} in the trunks in the care of M
r
. Hobhouse. – – This collection is at least 

doubled by those I have now <with me> {here; all received} since my last Ostracism. To these I 

should wish the Editor to have access – not for the purpose of abusing confidences – nor of hurting the 

feelings of correspondents living – or {the} memories of the dead – but there are things which would 

do neither, that I have left unnoticed or unexplained – & which (like all such things) Time only can 

permit to be noticed or explained {though some are to my credit}
440

 – The task will of course require 

delicacy – but that will not be wanting if Moore and Hobhouse survive me – and I may add – 

 

1:2 

 

yourself – and that you may all three do so – is I assure you – my very sincere wish. – I am not sure 

that long life is desirable for one of my temper & constitutional depression of Spirits – which of course 

I suppress in society – but which breaks out when alone – and in my writings in spite of myself. It has 

been deepened perhaps by some long past events (I do not allude to my marriage &
c
. – on the contrary 

that raised them by the persecution giving a fillip to my Spirits) but I call it constitutional – as I have 

reason to think it. – You know or you do not know – that my maternal Grandfather (a very clever man 

& amiable I am told) was strongly suspected of Suicide – – (he was found drowned in the Avon at 

Bath) and that another very near relative of the same branch – took poison – 

 

1:3 

 

& was merely saved by antidotes. – – 

For the first of these events there was no apparent cause – as he was rich, – respected – and of <great> 

{considerable} intellectual resources – hardly forty years of age – & not at all addicted to any 

unhinging vice. – It was however but a strong suspicion – owing to the manner of his death – and to his 

melancholy temper. – – The second had a cause – but it does not become me to touch upon it; – it 

happened when I was {far} too young to be aware of it – and I never heard of it till after the death of 

that relative – many years afterwards. – I think then that I may call this dejection – constitutional. – – – 

– 

I had always been told that in temper I more resembled my maternal Grandfather than any of my 

father’s family – that is in the gloomier part of his temper – for he was what you call a good natured 

man, and I am not. – 

 

1:4 

 

The Journal {here} I sent by Mawman to Moore the other day – but as it is a mere diary, only parts of 

it would ever do for publication. – – The other Journal of the tour in 1816. – I should think Augusta 

might let you have a copy of – but her nerves have been in such a state since 1815 – that there is no 

knowing. – – Lady Byron’s people and L
y
. Caroline Lamb’s people – and a parcel of that set – got 

about her & frightened her with all sorts of hints & menaces – so that she has never since been able to 

write {to} me a clear common letter, and is so full of mysteries and miseries – that I can<not> {only} 

sympathize – without always understanding her. – All my loves too make a point of calling upon her – 

which puts her into a flutter (no difficult matter) and {the year before} last I think Lady F. W. W. 

marched in upon her – and Lady O<xford> a 

 

2:1 

                                                           
439: Farquhar, The Recruiting Officer, V ii. 

440: This interlineation is in very faint, small writing. 
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2.) few years ago spoke to her at a party – and these and such like calamities have made her afraid of 

her shadow. – – It is a very odd fancy that they all take to her – – it was only six months ago – that I 

had some difficulty in preventing {the} Countess G. from invading her with an Italian letter – I should 

like to have seen Augusta’s face, with an Etruscan Epistle – & all its Meridional style of “issimas” and 

other superlatives, before her. – I am {much} mortified that Gifford don’t take to my new dramas – to 

be sure they are as opposite to the English drama as one thing can be to another – but I have a notion 

that if understood they will in time find favour ({though} not on the stage) with the reader. – – The 

Simplicity of plot is intentional – and 

 

2:2 

 

the avoidance of rant also – as also the compression of the Speeches in the more severe situations. – 

What I seek to show in “the Foscaris” is the suppressed passion, rather than the rant of the <rage> 

{present} day. – – – – 

For that matter 

  “Nay, if thoul’t <rant> {mouthe} 

  I’ll <mouth> {rant} as well as thou” –
441

 

 

would not be difficult – as I think I have shown in my younger productions – not dramatic ones to be 

sure. – But as I said before I am mortified that Gifford don’t like them – but I see no remedy – – our 

notions on the subject being so different. – How is he? Well I hope – let me know. –  

 {Yours ever & truly, 

 B} 

I regret his demur the more that he has been always my grand patron and I know no praise which 

would compensate me in my own mind for his censure. – I do not mind reviews, as I can work them at 

their own weapons. 

 

By the way – on our next settle= 

 

2:3 

 

=ment (which will take place with M
r
. Kinnaird) you will please to deduct the various sums for books 

– packages received and sent – the bust – tooth-powder &c. &c. expended by you on my account. – – – 

– – – –  

Hobhouse in his preface to “Rimini”
442

 will probably be better able to explain my dramatic system – 

<bett> than I could do – as he is well acquainted with the whole thing. – – 

It is more upon the Alfieri School than the English. – – – – 

I hope that we shall not have M
r
. Rogers here – – there is a mean min<utess>nuteness in his mind & 

tittle that I dislike – ever since I found him out (which was but slowly) besides he is not a good man – 

– only don’t he go to bad? – what does he do travelling? 

 

2:4 [above address:] The Journal of 1814 I dare say Moore will give – or a copy. – 

Has “Cain” (the dramatic third attempt) arrived yet? Let me know. – – – 

[below address:] Address to me at Pisa – whither I am going. – – – – – – –  

The reason is that all my {Italian} friends here have been exiled for the present – and I go to join them, 

as agreed upon for the Winter. – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 24th 1821: 

(Source: text from Leeds Brotherton, photocopy; LJ V 373-5; QII 674-6; BLJ VIII 219-21) 

Ravenna, September 24
th

. 1821 

Dear Murray / 

 I have been thinking over our late correspondence and wish to propose to you the following 

articles for our future – 

1
stly

.) – That you shall write to me of yourself – of the health <and> wealth and welfare of all friends; 

but of me (quoad me) little or nothing. – 

                                                           
441: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V ii 277-8. 

442: B still expects H to publish his translation of Pellico’s Francesca da Rimini. 
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2
dly

.) – That you shall send me Soda powders – tooth=paste – tooth=brushes – or any such 

{anti=}=odontalgic or chemical articles as heretofore “ad libitum” upon being re-imbursed for the 

same. – 

3
dly

.) That you shall not send me any modern or (as they are called) new publications in English – 

whatsoever – save and excepting <a/>Any writing prose or verse of (or {reasonably} presumed to be 

of) Walter Scott – Crabbe – Moore – Campbell – Rogers – Gifford – Joanna Baillie, Irving (the 

American) Hogg – Wilson (Isle of Palms Man) or any especial single work {of fancy} which is 

thought to be of considerable merit. – Voyages and travels – provided that they are neither in Greece 

Spain Asia Minor Albania nor Italy will be welcome – having travelled the countries mentioned – I 

know that what is said of them can <add> convey nothing {further} which I desire to know about 

them. – No other English works whatsoever. – –  

4
thly

.) That you send me no periodical works whatsoever – no Edinburgh – Quarterly – Monthly – nor 

any Review – Magazine – {Newspaper} English or foreign of any description. – – – 

5
thly

.) That you send me no opinions whatsoever 

 

1:2 

 

either good – bad – or indifferent – of yourself, or your friends or others – concerning any work or 

works of mine – past – present – or to come. – – 

6
thly

.) – That all negotiations in matters of business between you and me pass through the medium of 

the Honble Douglas Kinnaird – my friend and trustee, or M
r
. Hobhouse – as “Alter Ego” and 

tantamount to myself during my absence – or presence. – – – – – – 

Some of these propositions may at first seem strange – but they are founded. – The quantity of trash I 

have received as books is incalculable, and neither amused nor instructed. – 

<R> Reviews & Magazines – <they> are at the best but ephemeral & superficial reading – who thinks 

of the grand article of last year in any given review? in the next place – if they regard myself – they 

tend to increase Egotism, – – if favourable – I do not deny that the praise elates, – and if unfavourable 

{that} the abuse irritates – the latter may conduct {me} to {inflict} a species of Satire – which would 

neither do good to you nor to your friends – they may smile {now,} and so may you – but if I took you 

all in hand – it would not be difficult to cut you up like gourds – I did as much by as powerful people 

at nineteen years old – & I know little as yet in three & thirty – which should prevent me from making 

<them> {all your} ribs <or> Gridirons for <their> {your} hearts – if such were my propensity. – But it 

is not. – Therefore let me hear 

 

1:3 

 

none of your provocations
443

 – if anything occurs so very gross as to require my notice – I shall hear of 

it from my personal friends. – For the rest – I merely request to be left in ignorance. – – – 

The same applies to opinions good <or> bad or indifferent of persons in conversation {or 

correspondence;} these do not interrupt but they soil the current of my Mind; – I am sensitive enough – 

but not till I am touched – & here I am beyond the touch of the short arms of {literary} England – 

except the <very> few feelers of the Polypus that crawl over the Channel in the way of Extract. – – 

All these precautions in England would be useless – – the libeller or the flatterer would there reach me 

in spite of all – but in Italy we know little of {literary} England & think less except what reaches us 

through some <short> {garbled & brief} extract in some miserable Gazette. – – For two years 

(excepting two or three articles cut out & sent by you, by the post) I never read a newspaper – which 

was not forced upon me by some accident – & know upon the whole as little of England – as you {all} 

do of Italy – & God knows – that is little enough with all your travels &
c
., &

c
., &

c
. – The English 

travellers know Italy as you know <Jersey> {Guernsey} – how much is that? – 

If any thing {occurs so} violently gross or personal {as to} require notice, <let> {M
r
. D

s
 Kinnaird will 

let} me know – – but of praise {I desire to hear} nothing. – – – 

You will say – “to what tends all this? – ” I will answer that – – to keep my mind free and 

 

1:4 

 

unbiassed – by all paltry and personal irritabilities of praise or censure; – to let my Genius take its’ 

<own> {natural} direction, – <and sincere as> {while my feelings are} like the dead – who know 

nothing and feel nothing of all or aught that is said or done in their regard. – – – 

                                                           
443: “provocations” is written over a word of exactly the same length, perhaps also “provocations”. 
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If you can observe these conditions you will spare yourself & others some pain – let me not be worked 

upon to rise up – for if I do – it will not be for a little; – if you can not observe these <conditins> 

{conditions} we shall cease to be correspondents – but not friends – for I shall always be y
rs
 ever and 

truly, 

Byron 

 

P.S. I have taken these resolutions not from any irritation against you or yours but simply upon 

reflection that all reading either praise or censure of myself has done me harm. – When I was in 

Switzerland and Greece I was out of the way of hearing either – & how I wrote there! – In Italy I am 

out of the way of it too – but latterly partly through my fault – & partly through your kindness in 

wishing to send me the newest and most periodical publications – I have had a crowd of reviews &
c
. 

thrust upon me – which have bored me with their jargon of one kind or another – & taken off my 

attention from greater objects. – – You have also sent me a parcel of trash of poetry for no reason that I 

can conceive – unless to provoke me to write a new “English Bards” – Now this I wish to avoid – for if 

ever I do – it will be a strong production – and I desire peace as long as the fools will keep their 

nonsense out of my way. – – – – 

 

[crosswise at bottom of 1:4:] 

 

To, / John Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 27th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 536; LJ V 377-8; BLJ VIII 225-6) 

September 27. 1821. 

It was not Murray’s fault. I did not send the MS. overture, but I send it now,
444

 and it may be 

restored;—or, at any rate, you may keep the original, and give any copies you please. I send it, as 

written, and as I read it to you—I have no other copy. 

 By last week’s two posts, in two packets, I sent to your address, at Paris, a longish poem upon the 

late Irishism of your countrymen in their reception of [the King]. Pray, have you received it? It is in 

‘the high Roman fashion,’
445

 and full of ferocious phantasy. As you could not well take up the matter 

with Paddy (being of the same nest), I have;—but I hope still that I have done justice to his great men 

and his good heart. As for [Castlereagh], you will find it laid on with a trowel. I delight in your ‘fact 

historical’—is it a fact? 

     Yours, &c. 

 

P.S. You have not answered me about Schlegel—why not? Address to me at Pisa, whither I am going, 

to join the exiles—a pretty numerous body at present. Let me hear how you are, and what you mean to 

do. Is there no chance of your recrossing the Alps? If the G. Rex marries again, let him not want an 

Epithalamium—suppose a joint concern of you and me, like Sternhold and Hopkins! 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 27th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 376-7; BLJ VIII 224-5) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Sept
r
. 27

th
. 1821. 

Dear Murray / 

 Give the enclosed to Moore when he comes over – as he is about to do. – – It contains 

something for you to look at – but not for publication. – Address to Pisa. – I thought Ricciardetto was 

Rose’s – but pray thank Lord Glenbervie therefor. – He is an old & kind friend of mine – if [Ms. tear: 

“it”?] be the old man you mean. – Is the young one dead or alive? – I mean the “modern Greek” – 

Frederick S. Douglas? – Moore & you can settle between you about the “Memoranda” – I can only do 

what I can to accommodate your arrangements – as fixed bwtween you – which I shall do readily & 

Cheerfully. –  y
rs
. in haste m – – – [scrawl] 

 

P.S. – Is “Cain” arrived? – – He was sent on the 11
th

. in three <packets>. packets. – 

 

[Side 2, above address:] Did you get a new Italian account of M. Faliero’s Conspiracy for a note – sent 

two months ago by the post & printed for the first time? – –  

 

                                                           
444: Moore’s note: The lines “Oh Wellington,” which I had missed in their original place at the opening. 

445: Shakespeare, Anthony and Cleopatra, IV xiv 87. 
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John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street London, September 28th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434897; LJM 424) 

[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Ravenna / Italie // arrived: Forli 18 October] 

Cain – the mistakes in Don Juan – the Memoirs – and the Thorwaldsen bust – all got out of the 

way on one sheet. 

 

I will write fully by next post – but I would not lose a moment 

London 28 Sep
r
. 1821 

Dearest Sir 

 I have this instant arrived in town & find an accumulation of packets from your Lordship 

which I have just time merely to acknowledge – the last three containing the Tragedy of Cain has <th> 

come to hand this instant – My Mind is filled with this subject wch I think most happily chosen & of 

which I form the very highest expectations – I will instantly send it to the printer & forward proofs to 

you. 

 Pray let me entreat you to trust to my honour about prices – 

 The mistakes in printing Don Juan – I will prove to exist in – the MSS – & Hobhouse read 

every proof 

 Moore is in town & incog – I have the precious Memoirs – 

  Most faithfully your Lordships 

   obliged Servant 

   J. Murray 

 

[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 

[1:4, inverted below address:] The Bust still detained at the Custom House 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 28th 1821: 

(Source: NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 378; Q II 676-9; BLJ VIII 226) 

[To, / John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre.] 

Byron is helping Murray edit his posthumous papers. He omits from the list of correspondents 

Scott, Coleridge, Hanson, Clarke, Hoppner, Davies, the Shelleys, Hunt, Sligo, Kinnaird, Augusta, 

and his mother. 

Septr. 28
th

. 1821. 

Dear Moray / 

 I add another cover to request you to ask Moore to obtain (if possible) my letters to the 

late Lady Melbourne from Lady Cowper. – They are very numerous & ought to have been restored 

long ago – as I was ready to give back Lady M’s in exchange; – these latter are in M
r
. Hobhouse’s 

custody with my other papers & shall be punctually restored if required. – I did not choose before to 

apply to Lady Cowper – as <the subject of> her mother’s death naturally kept me front intruding upon 

her feelings at the time of its’ occurrence. Some years have now elapsed – & it is essential that I should 

have my own epistles. – – – – – 

They are essential as confirming that part of the “Memoranda” which refer to the two periods (1812 – 

& 1814 –) when my marriage with her niece was in contemplation – & will 

 

1:2 

 

tend to show what my real views and feelings were upon that subject – which have been so variously 

represented. – – – 

You need not let this motive be stated to L
y
. C

r
 as it in no degree concerns her particularly – but if they 

refuse to give them up – (or keep back any – recollect – that they are in great quantity) it would 

become the duty of the Editor and my Executors to refer to parts of Lady Melbourne’s letters – so that 

the thing is as broad as it is long. – – – – 

They involve also many other topics – which may or may not be referred to – according to the 

discretion of Moore &
c
. when the time comes. – You need not be alarmed the “fourteen years” will 

hardly elapse without some mortality amongst us – it is a long lease of life to speculate upon. So your 

Cent per Cent Shylock Calculation will not be in so much peril, as the 

 

1:3 
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“Argosie” will sink before that time – and “the pound of flesh” be withered previously to y
r
. being so 

long out of a return. – I also wish to give you a hint or two (as you have really behaved very 

handsomely to M. in the business – and are a fine fellow in your line) for y
r
. advantage. – If by y

r
. own 

management you can extract any of my epistles from L
y
. Caroline Lamb (mind she don’t give you 

forgeries in my hand; she has done as much you know before now) they might be of use in y
r
. 

collection – (sinking of course the names – & all such circumstances as might hurt living feelings – or 

those of survivors –) they treat of more topics than love occasionally. – – – 

As to those <up> {to} other correspondents (female &
c
) there are plenty scattered about in the world – 

but how to direct you to 

 

1:4 

 

recover them – I know not – – most of them have kept them, I hear at least that L
y
. O. – & F. W. have 

{kept} theirs
446

 – but {these letters} are of course inaccessible – (& perhaps not desirable) as well as 

those of some others. – I will tell you – who may happen to have some letters of mine – in their 

possession – Lord Powerscourt some to his {late} brother – M
r
. Long of – (I forget the place) but the 

father of Edward Long of the Guards, who was drowned {in} going to Lisbon early in 1809. Miss 

Elizabeth Pigot of Southwell – {Notts} (she may be Mistress by this time for she had more years than 

I) they were not love=letters – so that you might have them without scruple. – There are or might be 

some to the late Rev
d
. J. C. Tattersall – in the hands of his brother (half=brother) M

r
. Wheatley – who 

resides near Canterbury I think. – – There are some to Charles Gordon – now of Dulwich – and some 

{few} to M
rs
. Chaworth – but these 

 

2:1 

 

2.) latter are probably destroyed or inaccessible. – – All my letters to Lady B. before and since her 

marriage
447

 – are in her possession – as well as her own which I sent to her – she had not the courtesy 

to restore me mine – – but never mind – – though they were too much to my credit – for her to give 

them back – we can do without them. – I mention these people and particulars – merely as chances – 

most of them have probably destroyed the letters – which in fact were of little import – most of them 

written {when} very young – & several at School & College. – – Peel – (the second brother of the 

Secretary) was a correspondent of mine – and also Porter the son of the Bishop of Clogher – – Lord 

Clare a very voluminous one – – William Harness (a friend of Jew Milman’s) another – Charles 

Drummond (son of the Banker) – William Bankes (the Voyager) your 

 

2:2 [above address:] friend R. C. Dallas Esq
re

; <of> – Hodgson – Henry Drury – Hobhouse – you 

{were} already aware of. – – I have gone through this long list of the 

“cold, the faithless – and the dead.” 

because I know that like “the curious in [below address:] fish sauce – you are a researcher of such 

things. – Besides these, <ar> there are other occasional ones to literary men – & so forth – – 

complimentary &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. not worth <a Cxxxxxxx> much more than the rest. – 

There are some hundreds too of Italian notes of mine – scribbled with a noble contempt of the 

grammar and dictionary & in very English Etruscan – for I speak Italian very [text continues up right-

hand side of page:] fluently but write it carelessly & incorrectly to a degree. – 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, September 29th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 539; LJ V 381-2; BLJ VIII 228) 

September 29. 1821. 

I send you two rough things, prose and verse, not much in themselves, but which will show, one of 

them, the state of the country, and the other, of your friend’s mind, when they were written. Neither of 

them were sent to the person concerned, but you will see, by the style of them, that they were sincere, 

as I am in signing myself 

Yours ever and truly, 

B. 

 

Thomas Moore to Byron, September 30th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life, II 583; Dowden II, 494-5) 

September 30. 1821 

                                                           
446: No letters have been found from B. to Lady Oxford. 

447: B. won’t concede that it was his marriage too. 
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Since writing the above, I have read Foscari and Cain. The former did not please me so highly as 

Sardanapalus. It has the fault of all those violent Venetian stories, being unnatural and improbable, 

and therefore, in spite of all your fine management of them, appealing but remotely to one’s 

sympathies. But Cain is wonderful – terrible – never to be forgotten. If I am not mistaken, it will sink 

deep into the world’s heart; and while many will shudder at the blasphemy, all must fall prostrate 

before its grandeur. Talk of Æschylus and his Prometheus! – here is the true spirit both of the Poet – 

and the Devil. 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, October 1st 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 541-2; LJ V 384-6; BLJ VIII 228-30) 

The first letter in which Byron refers to The Vision of Judgement. 
September—no—October 1. 1821. 

I have written to you lately, both in prose and verse, at great length, to Paris and London. I presume 

that Mrs. Moore, or whoever is your Paris deputy, will forward my packets to you in London. 

 I am setting off for Pisa, if a slight incipient intermittent fever do not prevent me. I fear it is not 

strong enough to give Murray much chance of realising his thirteens again. I hardly should regret it, I 

think, provided you raised your price upon him—as what Lady Holderness (my sister’s grandmother, a 

Dutchwoman) used to call Augusta, her Residee Legatoo—so as to provide for us all: my bones with a 

splendid and larmoyante edition, and you with double what is extractable during my lifetime. 

 I have a strong presentiment that (bating some out of the way accident) you will survive me. The 

difference of eight years, or whatever it is, between our ages, is nothing. I do not feel (nor am, indeed, 

anxious to feel) the principle of life in me tend to longevity. My father and mother died, the one at 

thirty-five or six, and the other at forty-five; and Dr. Rush, or somebody else, says that nobody lives 

long, without having one parent, at least, an old stager. 

 I should, to be sure, like to see out my eternal mother-in-law, not so much for her heritage, but 

from my natural antipathy. But the indulgence of this natural desire is too much to expect from the 

Providence who presides over old women. I bore you with all this about lives, because it has been put 

in my way by a calculation of insurances which Murray has sent me. I really think you should have 

more, if I evaporate within a reasonable time. 

 I wonder if my ‘Cain’ has got safe to England. I have written since about sixty stanzas of a poem, 

in octave stanzas, (in the Pulci style, which the fools in England think was invented by Whistlecraft—it 

is as old as the hills in Italy,) called ‘The Vision of of Judgment, by Quevedo Redivivus,’ with this 

motto— 

  ‘A Daniel come to judgment, yea, a Daniel: 

  I thank thee, Jew, for teaching me that word.’
448

 

 

In this it is my intent to put the said George’s Apotheosis in a Whig point of view, not forgetting the 

Poet Laureate for his preface and his other demerits. 

 I am just got to the pass where Saint Peter, hearing that the royal defunct had opposed Catholic 

Emancipation, rises up, and, interrupting Satan’s oration, declares he will change places with Cerberus 

sooner than let him into heaven, while he has the keys thereof.
449

 

 I must go and ride, though rather feverish and chilly. It is the ague season; but the agues do me 

rather good than harm. The feel after the fit is as if one had got rid of one’s body for good and all. 

   The gods go with you!—Address to Pisa. 

     Ever yours. 

 

P.S. Since I came back I feel better, though I stayed out too late for this malaria season, under the thin 

crescent of a very young moon, and got off my horse to walk in an avenue with a Signora for an hour. I 

thought of you and 

 

   ‘When at eve thou rovest 

    By the star thou lovest.’
450

 

 

But it was not in a romantic mood, as I should have been once; and yet it was a new woman, (that is, 

new to me,) and, of course, expected to be made love to. But I merely made a few common-place 

speeches. I feel, as your poor friend Curran said, before his death, ‘a mountain of lead upon my heart,’ 

which I believe to be constitutional, and that nothing will remove it but the same remedy. 

                                                           
448: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, IV i 335-6 (approx.) 

449: TVOJ sts.49-50. 

450: Mo., Maid of the Valley (from Irish Melodies) ll.14-15. 
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October 4th 1821: Byron finishes The Vision of Judgement. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 4th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 386-7; BLJ VIII 232) 

Byron sends Murray The Vision of Judgement, thereby sowing the seeds of their final 

estrangement. There is no fair copy of The Vision. Byron has entrusted the only text of his 

greatest completed poem to the post. 
Oct

r
. 4

th
. 1821. 

Dear Murray / 

 I send you in 8 sheets – and 106 stanzas (octave) a poem entitled a “Vision of Judgement 

&
c
. by Quevedo redivivus” of which you will address the proof to me at Pisa – and an answer by return 

of post. – Pray – let the Printer be as careful as he can to decipher it – which may not be so easy. – – – 

– – – 

It may happen that you will be afraid to publish it – in that case find me a publisher – assuring him – 

that if he gets into a scrape I will give up my name {or person.} I do not approve of y
r
. mode of not 

putting publisher’s names on title pages – (which was unheard of – till you gave yourself that air); – an 

author’s case is different – and from time immemorial have published anonymously. – – – – 

I wait to hear the arrival of various packets 

yr[scrawl] 

Address to Pisa. – – – 

 

[Side 2 blank.] 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, October 4th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135A; BLJ VIII 230-1) 

[To – The Hon
ble

 D.
s
 Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & C

o
 Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre / 

Inghilterra.] 

R
a
 Oct

r
. 4

th
. 1821 

My dear Douglas / All I can say is that y
r
. present opinion & counsels are opposite diametrically to 

what they were two months ago. – At present the face of the negotiation is changed by the addition of 

the drama of “Cain” (supposing it to have arrived safely) sent the 11.
th

 of Sept
r
. to A. Street. – By this 

post also another poem (which you will like – if nobody else does) will be forwarded – it is a “Vision 

of Judgement” in a Whig point of view to cut up the Renegade Southey; & his Nightmare, with the 

same title. – You sent by mistake y
r
. brother’s letter – to me – {with Ravenna on the cover –} I opened 

it by mistake – but have forwarded it with an explanation. – – 

y
rs
. ever 

[scrawl] 

P.S. 

 The funds – and the Attorneo? Eh? –  

turn over 

1:2 

 

There is another way of settling the matter. – – 

This would be to run the risk with the publisher – and divide {expences} hazard & profits. – The 

booksellers alwavs discourage this – & when it is tried – contrive to keep back the sale – and to so 

manage the accounts so as to make the authors ostensibly losers. – The duration of copyright is eight 

and twenty years. – – I presume that you will not say – that if I had gone halves in <loss> {expence} & 

profit with the bookseller upon my works since 1812 – that I should not have obtained much more than 

I have {done,} – without counting the years yet to run (that is twenty more) of the copyright. – – It is 

true at first I should have received much less – but upon the whole what should I have made? – The 

price now offered me is not a hundred per year <upon> {of} the eight & twenty years. – – Do you 

mean to say that I should not average this? – or let it be thus – – I pay the expence – & take the profits? 

– – – 

 

1:3 

 

Is a month’s sale of D. J. a fair proof of the eight & twenty years profit? – & yet upon this you decide, 

– not – very positively – for your opinions vary – – – 
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In all probability instead of the two thousand guineas I should not (between trick & damping the sale to 

force me into a contract) obtain three hundred for the first year – but if I only obtained one hundred a 

year for the eight & twenty – it is eight hundred more than the offer. – I will not accept this offer, 

unless you have pledged yourself for me – in that case I will – as in honour fitting & proper. – 

Recollect that there are now above fourteen thousand lines of mine unpublished (except the late Juans) 

in M’s hands – these will make three volumes – and no temporary damp nor trickery of booksellers 

will make me throw away my little or my talent, till I have a satisfactory reason. – – – – –– – 

 

1:4 

 

[above address:] Just think over what I have said calmly and bankerly – and compute what I should 

have made (barring trickery) by halving expences & profits with the publisher for the last <xxx> eight 

years? and there are twenty more to run of his oldest copyright. The difficulty would be to get them to 

give [below address:] a true account – & not to play tricks to force a contract – otherwise – as a man of 

business – you well know the result. – As it is – I will try the experiment rather than submit – though it 

will {be} a great temporary inconvenience. – As to the plays – you have not read but one & can’t judge 

yet till [vertically up right-hand margin:] they are published. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 4th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 386-7; BLJ VIII 232) 

Byron sends Murray The Vision of Judgement, thereby sowing the seeds of their final 

estrangement. There is no fair copy of The Vision. Byron has entrusted the only text of his 

greatest completed poem to the post. 

Oct
r
. 4

th
. 1821. 

Dear Murray / 

 I send you in 8 sheets – and 106 stanzas (octave) a poem entitled a “Vision of Judgement 

&
c
. by Quevedo redivivus” of which you will address the proof to me at Pisa – and an answer by return 

of post. – Pray – let the Printer be as careful as he can to decipher it – which may not be so easy. – – – 

– – – 

It may happen that you will be afraid to publish it – in that case find me a publisher – assuring him – 

that if he gets into a scrape I will give up my name {or person.} I do not approve of y
r
. mode of not 

putting publisher’s names on title pages – (which was unheard of – till you gave yourself that air); – an 

author’s case is different – and from time immemorial have published anonymously. – – – – 

I wait to hear the arrival of various packets 

yr[scrawl] 

Address to Pisa. – – – 

 

[Side 2 blank.] 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, October 5th 1821: 

(Source: not found so far in NLS Acc.12604; BLJ VIII 232-3) 

 

P.S. 2
d
. –  Excuse this <xxxxxx> – – but I forgot to mention that there is a bill of Murray’s for books & 

other things – which we will deduct at our next settlement. – Don’t omit this – The plan I hinted at in 

my letter would be best for a man of clear finances – but as mine will probably never be so (unless I 

survive Lady Noel ) the former modc of selling the copyright may be the more eligible – – particularly 

as the booksellers always do all they can to stop the sale in the other case – because the profits are not 

completely their own and they can keep back a sale – & forward one upon occasion – – but this is one 

of their mysteries – which are manifold. You know now – what of mine is in M[urray]’s hands – – and 

I wish to know what we are to expect for the whole, including “Cain” & what is sent by this post (“the 

Vision” which I wish you to look at – you and Hobhouse will like it – I think) and “entre nous” – the 

next poem I write – I shall publish anonymously & with another publisher –  – though probably with 

far less profit – at thc outset; – but I am not bound to M – nor do I wish to burthen him with too many 

of my lucubrations – – – especially as by what he says and you hint – – – they are not likely to succeed 

as heretofore. – I have had more than oue proposition from respectable men of “the trade” before to-

day – – and Shall turn my eyes that way – in my next attempts – – – but without my name as I do not 

wish to hurt M’s feelings in any way – and it might look like a curtness between us. –  

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, October 5th 1821: 
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(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.306-9; QII 679-811; BLJ VIII 

233-5) 

Oct
r
. 5th 1821. – 

 My dearest Augusta/ 

 Has there been nothing to make it grey? to be sure the years have not. Your parcel will not find 

me here―I am going to Pisa, for the winter. The late political troubles here have occasioned the exile 

of all my friends and connections, & I am going there to join them. You know or you do not know that 

Madame La Comtesse G. was separated from her husband last year (on account of P. P. Clerk of this 

parish), that the Pope decided in her favour & gave her a separate maintenance & that we lived very 

quietly & decently—she at her father’s (as the Pope decided) and I at home—till this Summer. When 

her father was exiled, she was obliged either to accompany him or retire into a Convent—such being 

the terms of his Holiness’s deed of divorcement. They went to Pisa by my recommendation and there I 

go to join them. 

 So there’s a romance for you. I assure you it was not my wish nor fault altogether. Her husband 

was old—rich—and must have left her a large jointure in a few years; but he was jealous, & insisted 

&
c
., & she like all the rest would have her own way. You know that all my loves go crazy, and make 

scenes—and so—“She is the sixteenth Mrs. Shuffleton.” Being very young—very romantic—and 

odd—and being contradicted by her husband besides, & being of a country where morals are no better 

than in England, (though elopements and divorces are rare—and this made all uncommon noise—the 

first that had occurred at Ravenna for two hundred years—that is in a public way with appeals to the 

Pope &
c
.) you are not to wonder much at it; she being too a beauty & the great Belle of the four 

Legations, and married not quite a year (at our first acquaintance) to a man forty years older than 

herself who had had two wives already & a little suspected of having poisoned his first. 

 We have been living hitherto decently & quietly. These things here do not exclude a woman from 

all society as in y
r
 hypocritical country. It is very odd that all my fairs are such romantic people; and 

always daggering or divorcing—or making scenes. 

 But this is “positively the last time of performance” (as the playbills say) or of my getting into 

such scrapes for the future. Indeed—I have had my share. But this is a finisher; for you know when a 

woman is separated from her hushand for her Amant, he is bound both by honour (and inclination at 

least I am), to live with her all his days; as long as there is no misconduct. 

 So you see that I have closed as papa begun, and you will probably never see me again as long as 

you live. Indeed you don’t deserve it—– for having behaved so coldly—when I was ready to have 

sacrificed every thing for you—and after {You had having} the farther 

always
451

 

 It is nearly three years that this “liaison” has lasted. I was dreadfully in love—and she blindly so—

for she has sacrificed every thing to this headlong passion. That comes of being romantic. I can say 

that, without being so furiously in love as at first, I am more attached to her than I thought it possible to 

be to any woman after three years—(except one & who was she YOU can guess?)
452

 

and have not the least wish nor prospect of separation from her. She herself, (and it is now a year since 

her separation, a year too of all kinds of vicissitudes &
c
.) is still more decided. Of course the step was a 

decisive one. If Lady B. would but please to die, and the Countess G.’s husband (for Catholics can’t 

marry though divorced), we should probably have to marry—though I would rather not—thinking it 

the way to hate each other—for all people whatsoever. 

 However you must not calculate upon seeing me again in a hurry, if ever. How have you sent the 

parcel, and how am I to receive it at Pisa? I am anxious about the Seal—not about Hodgson’s 

nonsense. What is the fool afraid of the post for? it is the safest—the only safe conveyance. They never 

meddle but with political packets. 

  Yours 

 

P.S. You ought to be a great admirer of the future Lady B. for three reasons, 1
stly

 She is a grand 

patroness of the present Lady B.and always says “that she had no doubt that” she was exceedingly ill-

used by me—2
dly

 She is an admirer of yours; and I have had great difficulty in keeping her from 

writing to you eleven pages, (for she is a grand Scribe), and 3
dly

 she having read “Don Juan” in a 

French translation—made me promise to write no more of it, declaring that it was abominable &
c
 &

c
 

that Donna Inez WAS453 meant for Lady B & in short made me vow not to continue it—(this occurred 

lately) & since the last cantos were sent to England last year). Is not this altogether odd enough? She 

                                                           
451: Lovelace’s note: The words in italics are erased, apparently not by the writer, and partly illegible. “You” is 

underlined. 

452: Lovelace’s note: Erased (apparently not by the writer) and hardly legible. 

453: Lovelace’s note: Underlined twice. 
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has a good deal of us too. I mean that turn for ridicule like Aunt Sophy and you and I & all the B’s 

Desire Georgiana to write me a letter I suppose she can by this time. 

Opened by me—and the Seal taken off—so—don’t accuse the post-office without cause 

  B—that’s a sign—a written one where the 

  wax was. 

 

Byron to John Murray, October 6th 1821: 

(Source: from Morgan Library MA 0062, 286952, Item 52; BLJ VIII 235) 

Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 

 

[To – J
n
. Murray Esq

re
. / 50. Albermarle Street / London / Angleterre ] 

Octr. 6
th

. 1821. 

Dear Moray / 

                     Please to present y
e
. inclosed to M

r
. Moore. – – – 

Also please to acknowledge by next post the arrival of a packet containing “the Vision” &
c
. which is 

sent to you with this – that is – by the same post. – – 

Address to Pisa.  

y
rs
. [scrawl] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, October 6th 1821: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 543-4; LJ V 387-8; BLJ VIII 236) 

October 6. 1821. 

By this post I have sent my nightmare to balance the incubus of [Southey]’s impudent anticipation of 

the Apotheosis of George the Third. I should like you to take a look over it, as I think there are two or 

three things in it which might please ‘our puir hill folk.’
454

 

 By the last two or three posts I have written to you at length. My ague bows to me every two or 

three days, but we are not as yet upon intimate speaking terms. I have an intermittent generally every 

two years, when the climate is favourable (as it is here), but it does me no harm. What I find worse, 

and cannot get rid of, is the growing depression of my spirits, without sufficient cause. I ride—I am not 

intemperate in eating or drinking—and my general health is as usual, except a slight ague, which rather 

does good than not. It must be constitutional; for I know nothing more than usual to depress me to that 

degree. 

 How do you manage? I think you told me, at Venice, that your spirits did not keep up without a 

little claret. I can drink, and bear a good deal of wine (as you may recollect in England); but it don’t 

exhilarate—it makes me savage and suspicious, and even quarrelsome. Laudanum has a similar effect; 

but I can take much of it without any effect
455

 at all. The thing that gives me the highest spirits (it 

seems absurd, but true) is a close of salts—I mean in the afternoon, after their effect. But one can’t 

take them like champagne. 

 Excuse this old woman’s letter; but my lemancholy don’t depend upon health, for it is just the 

same, well or ill, or here or there. 

Yours, &c. 

October 9th 1821: Byron starts Heaven and Earth. 
 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Ramsbury, Wiltshire, October 8th 1821: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

Ramsbury Octob. 28 [1821] 

My Dear Sir – 

I beg to return you many thanks for sending me the autographs.
456

 Those of Mr Moore’s are very 

interesting and one of them contains such good tidings of glad joy
457

 that I have written to him a line 

                                                           
454: The complete phrase “our puir hill-folk” never occurs in Scott’s Waverley, but see Chap.36: “How much 

longer this military theologist [Gilfillan] might have continued his invective, in which he spared nobody but the 

scattered remnant of HILL-FOLK, as he called them, is absolutely uncertain.” The “Hill-folk” are the Covenanters 

in 1745. 

455: Moore’s note: It was, no doubt, from a similar experience of its effects that Dryden always took physic 

when about to write any thing of importance. His caricature, Bayes, is accordingly made to say, “When I have a 

grand design, I ever take physic and let blood; for, when you would have pure swiftness of thought and fiery 

flights of fancy, you must have a care of the pensive part;—in short,” &c. &c.  

On this subject of the effects of medicine upon the mind and spirits, some curious facts and illustrations have 

been, with his usual research, collected by Mr. D’Israeli, in his amusing “Curiosities of Literature.” 

456: On 21 October 1821, H. had asked Mu. for “some autographs of Tom Moore’s any little note will do”. 

457: Good news from Moore unidentified. 
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thereupon, which, as I do not know his address I have taken the liberty to put under cover to you & 

will thank you to forward to him – 

 I have, according to your directions, inclosed Cain
458

 to Mr Barrow.
459

 I trust it will be sent to 

Lord Byron before publication for I should like him to see it in print and to have an opportunity of 

changing his opinion upon this production. 

 Francesca sleeps
460

 – were she to wake perhaps your friends the critics might prevent me from 

sleeping – 

 I remain very truly yours 

  J. C. Hobhouse 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 9th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434891: LJ V 388-9; BLJ VIII 236-8) 

[da Bologna / To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

This is not a linear letter. It is a large piece of paper containing seven discrete sections in 

different places and at different angles. 

R
a
 Oct

r
. 9

th
. 1821. 

 

By the way you have a good deal of my prose tracts in M.S.S. Let me have proofs of them all again – I 

mean the controversial ones – including the last two or three years of time. 

 

Another question? The Epistle of S
t
. Paul which I translated from the Armenian – for what reason have 

you kept it back, though you published that stuff which gave rise to “the Vampire” Is it because you 

are afraid to print [text curls round and down right-hand side, crossing main body of letter at right-

angles:] any thing in opposition to the Cant of the Quarterly about “Manicheism”? Let me have a proof 

of that Epistle directly. I am I better Christian than those parsons of yours though not paid for being so. 

 

Dear Moray / 

 You will please to present or convey the enclosed poem
461

 to M
r
. Moore, – I sent him 

another copy to Paris – but he has probably left that city. – It is doubtful whether the poem was written 

by Felicia Hemans for the prize of the Dartmoor Academy – or by <M
r
.> {the Rev

d
.} W. L. Bowles 

with a view to a bishopric – your own great <sagacity> {discernment} will decide between them. 

By last post I sent the “Vision of Judgment by Quevedo Redivivus” – I just piddle a little with these 

trifles to keep my hand in for the New “English Bards &
c
.” which I perceive some of your people are 

in want of – and which I only wait for a short visit to your country to put me in possession of the 

nonsense of some of your newer ragamuffins – to commence. – I have not sought it – but if I do begin 

– – it shall go hard – as Shylock says – “but I better the Instruction”.
462

 – –  – 

y
rs
. ever [scrawl] 

 

Address to Pisa & acknowledge {all} packets {– by name} – else it makes Confusion. – – 

 

[Side 2, above address:] P .S. – If there is anything new of Israeli’s – send it me. – I like Israeli – 

<secondly> 1
stly

. he “having done the handsome thing by Me” as Winifred Jenkins {says,}
463

 when you 

showed him (you shabby fellow)! my marginal notes in Athens upon {his} essay – instead of being 

angry like a spoilt child of ink and paper – and 2
dly

. because he is the Bayle of literary speculation – 

and puts together more amusing information than anybody – & 3
dly

. he likes Pope. – 

 

[below address:] Don’t forget to send me my first act of “Werner” ({if} Hobhouse call find it amongst 

my papers) send it by the post (to Pisa) and also cut out Sophia Lee’s “German’s tale” from the 

                                                           
458: B.’s Cain – written between 21 July and 9 Sept 1821 – had been sent to Mu. on 10 Sept (BLJ VIII 205). H. 

hated it, writing in his diary on 28 Oct 1821 “... returned to Mu. the bookseller the proofs of Cain a poem by Lord 

Byron – Burdett and I read this poem – which is inconceivably ridiculous and dull – I think it alternate raving and 

drivelling with scarce one specimen of real poetry or even musical numbers in it – He says in a letter to Kinnaird 

that it is written in his purest metaphysical manner. Some will call it blasphemous – and I think the whole world 

will finally agree in thinking it foolish – yet I hear Tom Moore says it is the best thing Byron ever wrote ...” 

(BL.Add.Mss. 56544, f.26v). The play was published, with Sardanapalus and The Two Foscari, on Dec 14 1821. 

459: Sir John Barrow (1764-1848) explorer and Secretary to the Admiralty. It was his idea to put Napoleon on St 

Helena. 

460: His translation of Pellico’s Francesca da Rimini, which is still unpublished. 

461: The Irish Avatar. 

462: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, III i 62. 

463: Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, final letter. 
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“Canterbury tales” and sent it in a letter also. – I began that tragedy in 1815 – – but Lady Byron’s farce 

put it out of my head for the time of <that> {her} representation. – – – 

 

2:1 

Send. 

Faber’s treatise on “the Cabiri. 

———————————— 

Sainte – Croix’s “Mysteres du Paganisme” – (scarce perhaps; but to be found – as Mitford refers to <it 

oft> his work <oft> frequently) 

———————————— 

A common bible of a good legible print (bound in Russia) I have one – but as it was the last gift of my 

Sister – (whom I shall probably never see again) I can only use it carefully – and <with> less 

frequently – because I like to keep it in good order – – – 

Don’t forget this – – for I am a great reader and admirer of those books – and had read them through & 

through before I was eight years old – that is to say the old 

 

2:2 

 

[Ms. tear: “Test”]ament – for the New struck me as a task – but the other as a pleasure – – I speak as a 

boy – from the {recollected} impression of that period at Aberdeen in 1796. 

———————————— 

Any Novels of Scott or poetry of {y
e
.} same; – ditto of Crabbe – Moore – and the Elect – but none of 

y
r
. damned common place trash – unless something starts up of actual Merit – which may {very} well 

be – – for ’tis time it should. – –  

———————————— 

Plutarch’s morals – &
c
. in the old English translation. – – 

———————————— 

Gillies’ Grecce – &
c
. and Interval between Alexander and Augustus (I have Mitford) in Octavo if 

possible – I can’t read quartos. – – – 

 

[Sheet 3 not yet found:] 

 

 “Life of Apollonius of Tyana” published (or translated) 8 or nine (9) years ago. 

 “Leslie’s Short and Easy Method with the Deists.” I want a Bayle, but am afraid of the carriage 

and the weight, as also of folios in general. 

 “Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy.” 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Ravenna, October 9th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135A; BLJ VIII 238-9) 

[To, The Hon
ble

 Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & C
o
. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 

Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

R
a
. Oct

r
. 9

th
. 1821. 

My dear Douglas / By last post I sent {to} M’
y
 a poem called “a Vision &

c
.” – which see – By this post 

another – {“the Irish avatar”} which see also – – it will delight your radical soul. – You will find both 

in Albemarle Street, (barring accidents.) – – – 

In alluding to Murray’s book=bill &
c
. in my last letter – I forgot to mention that it ought only to date 

from Spring 1818 – it being then agreed to at his own request that the present of “Beppo” on my part – 

was to cancel all former stationery or book=accounts between us. – Perhaps he may have forgotten this 

– as you say in one of your very consistent letters – that he <did> {forgot} that “the letter on Bowles 

had been profitable – for which “he ought to have given me &
c
.” – – – 

Whether he has forgotten or not he has never alluded to it – nor do I care. – I pray in your prosperity to 

think of the funds and of those therein and am yours ever [scrawl] 

P.S. – Address to Pisa – 

 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Ravenna, October 12th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; 1922 II 202-4; BLJ VIII 239-41) 

[<To – J.C.Hobhouse Esqre M.P. / Whitton Park / Hounslow / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra / 

Hounslow>]
464

 

                                                           
464: The address is scrawled through systematically. 
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<Sept
r
> Oct

r
. 12

th
. 1821. 

My dear Hobhouse / I had written already to ask “M
r
. Nisby what he thought of thc Grand Vizier”

465
 

and of the Greeks our old acquaintances – – I think you have given Bowles his Gruel with your parody 

on Savage – which is certainly {much} better than his parody on the legitimate Savage (I once saw 

somewhere a parallel between us) and must have put him into a fine tantrum – as for “Argument” “I 

never dispute your talents in making a Goose=pye M
rs
. Primrose – so pray leave argument to me.”

466
 – 

– – – – – – – – 

As to the printer’s errors – Oons! – what do you think of “Adriatic {side of the} Bosphorus” – of  

“praise” for “pair” “precarious” for “precocious” and “case” for “chase” – – M
r
. Murray has received a 

trimmer – I promise you – not without cause. – Our friend Douglas has also been seducing me into 

mercantile contradictions – l
stly

. by writing letter after 

 

1:2 

 

letter to convince me that M. never offered me enough for the past M.S.S. – and then when I had 

refused what was really an inadequate offer – turning round upon me and desiring me to accept it! – – 

– 

Now as Croaker says – “plague take it – there must be a right and a wrong”
467

 – and what is it? – 

Douglas contradicted himself so suddenly, I don’t know. – – 

However since that – I sent two more Poeshies to A. Street – “Cain”, a tragedy in three acts – “a 

Vision of Judgement” by way of reversing Rogue Southey’s – in my finest ferocious Caravaggio Style 

– and a third entitled – “the Irish Avatar” – upon the late Irishisms of the Blarney people in Dublin. – 

All which I pray you to look at – I am mistaken if this two latter are not after your own radi= 

 

1:3 

 

=cal heart. – – Your infamous Government will drive all honest men into the necessity of reversing it – 

– I see nothing left for it – but a republic now – an opinion which I have held aloof as long as it would 

let me. – Come it must – they do not see this – – but all this driving will do it – it may not be in ten or 

twenty years but it is inevitable – and I am sorry for it. – When we read of the beginnings of 

revolutions in a few pages – it seems as if they had happened in five minutes – whereas years have 

always been and must be their prologues – – it took from eighty eight to ninety three – to decide the 

French one – and the English are a tardy people. – – I am so persuaded that all English one is 

inevitable – that I am moving Heaven and earth – – (that is to say Douglas Kinnaird – and <the> 

Medea’s trustee) to get me out of the funds. – – 

 

1:4 

 

I would give all I have to see the Country fairly free – but till I know that giving – or rather losing it – 

would free it – you will excuse my natural anxiety for my temporal affairs. – – – 

Still I can’t approve of the ways of the radicals – they seem such very low imitations of the Jacobins. – 

– I do not allude to you and Burdett – but to the Major
468

 and to Hunt of Bristol & little Waddington
469

 

&
c
. &

c
. – If I came home (which I never shall) I should take a decided part in politics – with pen and 

person – & (if I could revive my English) in the house – but am not yet quite sure what part – except 

that it would not be in favour of these abominable tyrants. – – – 

I certainly lean towards a republic – all history – and experience is in its’ favour even the French – for 

though they butchered thousands of Citizens at first, yet more were killed in any one of 

 

2:1 

 

2.) the great battles than ever perished by a democratical proscription. – – – – 

America is a Model of force and freedom & moderation – with all the coarseness and rudeness of it’s 

people. – I have been thinking over what you say of Italian tragedy – but have been rather surprized to 

find that I know very little about it – and I have so little turn for that kind of disquisition that I should 

                                                           
465: Addison, Spectator, No.317, March 4th 1711-12. 

466: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chap.6. 

467: Goldsmith, The Good-Natur’d Man, Act IV. 

468: Major Cartwright, subject of B.’s third and last Lords Speech. 

469: Either Samuel Waddington, radical shoemaker, or Samuel Waddington, the radical hop-merchant. 
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only spoil your sager lucubrations. – I believe I said as much in a former letter. – You will make a 

better thing of it without me. – – – 

You enquire after my health – it is as usual – but I am subject to great depression of spirits – 

occasionally; without sufficient cause. – Preserve yours. – –  

y
rs
. ever 

[scrawl] 

P.S. – Address to Pisa. – 

 

2:2 

 

[above erased address:] P.S. An anecdote is just come into my head – I don’t know how. Do you 

remember Madame Michelli at Venice? – When young she took a fancy to Dragonetti the great fiddler 

– – and whispered in his ear to come to her at a certain hour on the morrow – he asked [below erased 

address:] her “if he was to bring his great fiddle” – & she was so shocked that she <canced> revoked 

her rendezvous. – – Madame Benzon told me this – an excellent authority on the exploits of her 

cotemporaries. – – – – – 

I put this nonsense to fill the vacant sheet up. – 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 20th 1821: 

(Source: NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 392; BLJ VIII 244) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Oct
r
. 20

th
.1821. 

Dear Moray / 

 If errors are in the M.S.S. – write me down an Ass
470

 – they are not – & I am content to 

undergo any penalty if they be. – Besides, the omitted Stanza (last but one or two) sent afterwards – 

was that in the M.S.S. too? – – – – 

Have you received a printed sheet or two from an old M.S.S. – as a note to the Doge? {sent two 

months ago?} – I am anxious about that. – 

As to “honour” I will trust no man’s honour in affairs of barter. – I will tell you why. – A state of 

bargain is Hobbes’s “state of nature, – a state of war.” – It is so with all men. – If I come to a friend – 

and say “friend, lend me five hundred pounds!” he either does it or says <why> {that} he can’t or 

wont. – But if I come to Ditto – and say “Ditto, – I have an excellent house – or horse – or carriage – 

or M.S.S. or books – or pictures – &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. &

c
. 

 

1:2 

 

honestly worth a thousand pounds, – you shall have them for five hundred – – – what does Ditto say? – 

Why he looks at them – he hums – he ha’s – he humbugs – if he can – to get a bargain as cheaply as he 

can – because it is a bargain – this is in the blood & bone of mankind – and the same man who would 

lend another a thousand pounds without interest – would not buy a horse of him for half it’s value if he 

could help it. – – It is so – – there’s no denying it – – & therefore I will have as much as I can – & you 

will give as little. – And there’s an end. – All men are intrinsical rascals; – and I am only sorry that not 

being a dog I can’t bite them. – [long scrawl] 

So Thomas is in town incog.= 

 

1:3 

 

love to him. – I except him from my regretted morsures – for I have always found him the pink of 

honour – and honesty – – besides I liked his country till it’s late performance. – – – 

By the way did Mawman or Mawman’s {friend} deliver to him the two M.S.S. Books – consigned for 

him? – 

This is your concern so anatomize Mawman about it. – They belong to your posthumous adventure – 

that is to say – to mine. – – – – – – – 

I am filling another for you with little anecdotes {to my own knowledge or well authenticated –} of 

Sheridan – Curran &
c
. and such other public men – as I recollect to have been acquainted with – for – I 

knew – most of them more or less. I will do what I can to prevent your losing by my obsequies. – 

Acknowledge packets. – 

 [scrawl] 

P.S. 

                                                           
470: Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing IV i, final speech. 
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 Address to Pisa. – 

 

1:4 [above address:] P.S. – Acknowledge “Vision of Judgement by Quevedo Redivivus” sent on the 

9
th

. – also “The Irish Avatar (for M
r
. Moore) – put in the letter=bag afterwards – a day or two. 

 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Ramsbury, Wiltshire, October 21st 1821: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

[Ramsbury October twenty-one 1821 / John Murray Esq. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / John C. 

Hobhouse] 

 

My dear Sir – 

 I have received a letter from Lord Byron
471

 in which he requests me to ask you to cut out “The 

German’s tale” from Mrs Lee’s Canterbury’s tales
472

 and to send it to him by post in the same manner 

as the proofs are conveyed to him – He has also wished me to look for the commencement of a 

tragedy written in 1815 amongst his papers in order that both the mss and the take may be sent 

together
473

 – but as I am at a distance from home it would perhaps be better to sent the tale first – I 

will look for the other as soon as I return though I do not think it is amongst those papers which I 

have in my possession – It is possible you may have it – if so pray be good enough to let me know – 

 He asks if you have shown his Cain to me – if you can get a heavy frank do send it down here – I 

should like to read it
474

 – He tells me he has requested you to inclose no more criticisms as they annoy 

instead of improving him and as he says “take off his attention which may be better employed than in 

listening either to libels or flattery” – I know what he means well enough & I dare say you do – The 

injunction, however, will save you some trouble – I hope you are well & have not suffered as all most 

others have from this abominably wet summer & autumn – 

  very truly yours 

– J.C.Hobhouse 

 

 Ramsbury Manor – Hungerford – 

 

PS – Pray be kind enough to send {me} two autographs of Tom Moore’s – any little note will do – 

also, if you have such a thing, a scrap of Lord Byron’s writing – I have nothing but letters which I do 

not think it fair to give away to collectors 

 

Detached Thoughts, 15th October 1821-18th May 1822: 
(Source: NLS Acc.12604 / 4057; LJ V 407-68; QII 607-53; BLJ IX 11-52)

475
 

 

My Dictionary and Detached Thoughts are both written in a leather-bound note book of white 

wove paper, the pages of which are 18 x 25cm. Byron has numbered the pages up to 199, 

although he has only written on 159 (ten for My Dictionary, 149 for Detached Thoughts). The 

paper on the blank pages is in pristine condition after nearly two centuries. 

 

The extraordinary look of Byron’s handwriting, here as elsewhere, cannot be reproduced in 

print. All one can do is emphasise, with bold and enlarged characters, the truly sensational 

moments. 

 

I have put the even page-numbers to the left: in fact they are on the right. 

 

Octr. 15
th

. 1821 

Detached Thoughts 

 

                                                           
471: 27 Sept 1821, postmarked 16 Oct 1817; BLJ VIII 224. 

472: Lee’s The German’s Tale is the source for Werner (written Pisa, 18th December 1821-January 20th 1822). 

473: The first draft of Werner’s first act. 

474: H.’s diary for 28 Oct 1821 reads: “Idling reading Boswell’s life of Johnson returned to Murray the bookseller 

the proofs of Cain a poem by Lord Byron – Burdett & I read this poem – which is inconceivably ridiculous & dull 

– I think it alternate raving & drivelling with scarce one specimen of real poetry or even musical numbers in it – 

He says in a letter to Kinnaird that it is written in his purest metaphysical manner –. some will call it blasphemous 

– and I think the whole world will finally agree in thinking it foolish” (B.L.Add .Mss. 56544 f.26r.-v). 

475: Detached Thoughts starts on page 11 of the volume which begins with My Dictionary. 
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I have been thinking over the other day on the various comparisons good or evil which I have seen 

published of myself in different journals and foreign. – This <not> was suggested to me by my 

accidentally turning over a foreign one lately – for I have made it a rule latterly never to search for 

anything of the kind – but not to avoid the perusal if presented by Chance. – – – 

To begin then – I have seen myself compared personally or poetically – in English French German (as 

interpreted to me) Italian and Portuguese within these nine years – to Rousseau – Goëthe – Young – 

Aretine – Timon of Athens – “An Alabaster Vase lighted up within,”
476

 Satan – Shakespeare – 

Buonaparte – Tiberius – Æschylus – Sophocles – Euripides – Harlequin – The Clown – Sterhold and 

Hopkins
477

 – 

 

12.) to the Phantasmagoria – to Henry the 8
th

, to Chenier – to Mirabeau – to young R. Dallas (the 

Schoolboy) to Michael Angelo – to Raphael – to a petit maitre – {to Diogenes,} to Childe Harold – to 

Lara – to the Count in Beppo – to Milton – to Pope – to Dryden – to Burns – to Savage – to Chatterton 

– to “oft have I heared of thee my Lord Biron” in Shakespeare,
478

 to Churchill the poet – Kean the 

Actor – to Alfieri &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. – the likeness to Alfieri was asserted very seriously by an Italian who had 

known him in his younger days – it of course related merely to our apparent {personal} dispositions – 

– he did not assert it to me (for we were not then good friends) but in society. – – – – – – 

The Object of so many contradictory comparisons must probably be like something different from 

them all, – but what that is, is more than I 

 

13.) know, or any body else – – – – – 

My Mother before I was twenty – would have it that I was like Rousseau – and Madame de Stael used 

to say so too in 1813 – and the Edin
h
. Review has something of y

e
 sort in its’ critique of the 4

th
 Canto 

of Ch
e
 H

e
. – – I can’t see any point of resemblance – he wrote prose – I verse – he was of the people – I 

of the Aristocracy – he was a philosopher – – I am none – he <wrote> {published} his first work at 

forty – I mine at eighteen, – his first essay brought him universal applause – mine the contrary – he 

married his housekeeper – I could not keep house with my wife – – he thought all the world in a plot 

against {him;} my little world seems to think me in a plot against it – if I may judge by their abuse in 

print and coterie – he liked Botany – I like flowers and herbs and trees but know nothing of their 

pedigrees – he wrote Music – I limit 

 

14.) my knowledge of it to what I catch by Ear – I never could learn any thing by study – not even a 

language – it was all by rote and ear and memory. – He had a bad memory – I had at least an excellent 

one (ask Hodgson the poet – a good judge for he has an astonishing one) he wrote with hesitation and 

care – I with rapidity – & rarely with pains – – he could never ride nor swim “nor was cunning of 

fence”
479 

– – – 

I was an excellent swimmer – a decent though not {at all} a dashing rider – (having staved in a rib at 

eighteen in the course of {scampering}) & was sufficient of fence – particularly of the Highland 

broadsword – not a bad boxer – when I could keep my temper – which was difficult – but which I 

strove to do ever since I knocked down M
r
. Purling and put his knee=pan out (with the gloves on) in 

Angelo’s and Jackson’s rooms in 1806 during the sparring, and I was besides a very 

 

15.) fair Cricketer – one of the Harrow Eleven when we play against Eton in 1805. – – 

Besides Rousseau’s way of life – his country – his manners – his whole character – were so very 

different – that I am at a loss to conceive how such a comparison could have arisen – as it has done 

three several times and all in rather a remarkable manner. I forgot to say – that he was also 

short=sighted – and that hitherto my eyes have been the contrary to such a degree that in the largest 

theatre of Bologna – I distinguished and read some busts and inscriptions printed near the stage – from 

a box so distant – & so darkly lighted – that none of the company (composed of young and very 

bright=eyed people some of them in the {same} box) could make out a letter – and thought it was a 

trick though I had never been in that theatre before. – 

Altogether, I think myself justified in 

 

16.) thinking the comparison not well founded. I don’t say this out of pique – for Rousseau was a great 

man – and the thing if true were flattering enough – but I have no idea of being pleased with a chimera. 

– – – – – – – – 

                                                           
476: Scott’s description of B. in his Quarterly review of CHP III. 

477: Elizabethan psalm-setters. 

478: Shakespeare, Loves Labours Lost, V ii 829. B’s only reference to this play. 

479: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, II iv 270. 
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[three-quarters of page 16 is blank.] 

 

17.) 

1. 

 When I met old Courtenay the Orator
480

 at Rogers the poet’s in 1811 - 1812 – I 

was much taken with the portly remains of his fine figure – and the still acute quickness of his 

conversation. It was he who silenced Flood
481

 in the English House by a crushing reply to a hasty debût 

of the rival of Grattan in Ireland. – I asked Courtenay (for I like to trace motives) if he had not some 

personal <motive> {provocation} – for the acrimony of his answer seemed to me <to> (as I had read 

it) to involve it. – Courtenay said “he had – that when in Ireland – (being an Irishman) at the bar of the 

Irish house of Commons that Flood had made a personal and unfair attack upon himself – who not 

being a member of that house – could not defend himself – & that some years afterwards the 

opportunity of retort offering in the English Parliament – he could not resist it. –” He certainly repaid 

{F.} with interest – for Flood never made any figure – and only a speech or two afterwards in the 

 

18.) H. of Commons. – I must except however his speech on Reform in 1790, which “Fox called the 

<best> best he ever heard upon that Subject”. – – – – 

 

[swirl] 

 

2. 

When Fox was asked what he thought the best speech he had ever herd – he replied “Sheridan’s on the 

Impeachment of Hastings in the house of Commons – (not that in Westminster Hall) – When asked 

what he thought of his own speech on the breaking out of the War? he replied “that was a damnned 

good speech too”. 

– From L
d
. Holland 

 

19.) 

3. 

When Sheridan made his famous speech already alluded to – Fox advised him to speak it over again – 

in Westminster Hall on the trial – as nothing better could be made of the subject – but Sheridan made 

his speech as different as possible – and according to the best Judges – very inferior to the former – 

notwithstanding the laboured panegyric of Burke upon his Colleague. – 

L
d
. H. 

 

4. 

Burke spoilt his own speaking afterwards by an imitation of Sheridan’s in Westminster Hall – this 

Speech he called always “the grand desideratum – which was neither poetry nor eloquence – but 

something better than both.” 

[squirl.] 

5. 

I never heard any one who fulfilled my Ideal of an Orator. – Grattan
482

 would have been near it but for 

his Harlequin delivery – – Pitt I never heard. – Fox but once – and then he struck me as 

 

20.) a debater – which to me seems as different from an Orator as an Improvisatore or a versifier from 

a poet. – – Grey is great – but it is not oratory. – Canning is sometimes very like one. – Windham
483

 I 

did not admire though all the world did – it seemed sad sophistry – – – 

Whitbread was the Demosthenes of bad taste and vulgar vehemence – but strong and English. – – 

Holland is impressive from sense and sincerity – L
d
. Lansdowne good – but still a debater only – 

Grenville I like vastly – if he would prune his speeches down to an hour’s delivery – – Burdett is sweet 

and silvery as Belial himself – and I think the greatest favourite in Pandemonium – at least I always 

heard the Country Gentleman & the ministerial devilry praise his speeches upstairs – – and run down 

from Bellamy’s when he was upon his legs. – – 

I heard Bob Milnes make his second 

                                                           
480: John Courtnenay (1741-1816) M.P. for Tamworth. 

481: Henry Flood (1732-1791) Irish statesman; M.P. for Winchester. Courtenay’s attack was on December 3rd 

1783. 

482: Henry Grattan (1746-1820) Irish statesman; an outstanding public speaker. 

483: William Windham (1750-1810) English politician with an over-fondness for paradox. 
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21.) speech – it made an impression. – – – – 

I like Ward, – studied – but keen and sometimes eloquent. – Peel – my School and form=fellow – (we 

sate within two of each other) strange to say I have never heard – though I often wished to do so – but 

from what I remember of him at Harrow – he is or should be – among the best of them. Now – I do not 

admire M
r
. Wilberforce’s speaking – it is nothing but a flow of words – “words – words alone”.

484
 – 

I doubt greatly if the English have any eloquence – properly so called – and am inclined to think that 

the Irish had a great deal, and that the French will have – and have had in Mirabeau. – Lord Chatham 

& Burke are the nearest approach to Oratory in England. – – 

I don’t know what Erskine may have been at the bar, but in the house I wish him at the Bar once more. 

Lauderdale is shrill – & Scotch, and acute. – – – 

 

22.) Of Brougham – I shall say nothing as I have a personal feeling of dislike to the man. – 

But amongst all these good – bad – and indifferent – I never heard the speech which was not too long 

for the auditors – & not very intelligible except here and there. – – – 

The whole thing is a grand <humbug> deception – and as tedious and tiresome as may be to those who 

must be often present. I heard Sheridan only once – and that briefly – but I liked his voice – his manner 

– and his wit – he is the only one of them I ever wished to hear at greater length. – – – 

In society I have met him frequently – he was superb! – he had a sort of liking for me – and never 

attacked me – {at least to my face, – – – – – – –} 

and he did every body else – high names & wits and orators some of them poets also – – I have seen 

cut up Whitbread – quiz M
e
. de Stael – 

 

23.) annihilate Colman – and do little less by some others – (whose names as friends I set not down) of 

good fame and abilities. – Poor fellow! he got drunk very thoroughly and very soon. – It occasionally 

fell to my lot to convey him home – no sinecure – for he was so tipsy that I was obliged to put on his 

cock’d hat for him – to be sure it tumbled off again and I was not myself so sober as to be able to pick 

it up again. – – – 

[swirl] 

 

[the rest of page 22 is blank.] 

 

24.) 

6. 

There was something odd about Sheridan. One day {at a dinner he} was {slightly} praising that pert 

pretender and impostor Lyttelton
485

 (The Parliament puppy, still alive, I believe) – – – – 

I took the liberty of differing from him – he turned round upon me – and said “is that your real 

opinion?” I confirmed it. – Then said he – “fortified by this conncurrence I beg leave to say that it in 

fact is also my opinion – and that he is a person – whom I do absolutely <a> and utterly – despise, – 

{abhor} – and detest” – he then launched out into a description of his despicable qualities – at some 

length – & with his usual wit – and evidently in earnest (for he hated Lyttelton) his former compliment 

had been been drawn out by some preceding one – just as its’ reverse {was} by my 

 

25.) hinting that it was unmerited. – – 

7. 

One day I saw him take up his own “Monody <to> {on} Garrick”. – He lighted upon the dedication to 

the Dowager Lady Spencer – on seeing it he flew into a rage – exclaimed “that it must be a forgery – 

that he had never dedicated anything of his to such a d — d canting b — h &
c
. &

c
. &

c
.” and {so} went 

on for half an hour abusing his own dedication, or at least – the object of it – if all writers were equally 

sincere – it would be ludicrous. – 

 

8. 

He told me that <at> {on} the <time> night of the grand success of his S. for S. – he was knocked 

down and put <in> {into} the watch house for making a row in the Street & being found intoxicated by 

the watchmen. – – – 

[swirl] 

 

26.) 

                                                           
484: Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida, V iii 108 (“Words, words, mere words, no matter from the heart”). 

485: William Henry Lyttleton (1782-1837) M.P. for Worcestershire. 
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9. 

Latterly when found drunk {one night} in the kennel and asked his Name by the Watchman he 

answered – “Wilberforce.” – – – 

The last time I met him was I think at Sir Gilbert Elliot’s
486

 where he was as quick as ever – no – it – it 

was mot the last time – the last time was at Douglas K
d
.’s – – I have met him in all places and parties – 

at Whitehall with the Melbournes – at the Marquis of Tavistock’s – at Robins the Auctioneer’s
487

 – at 

Sir Humphrey Davy’s – at Sam Rogers’s – in short in most kinds of company – and always found him 

very convivial & delightful. – 

 

27.) 

10. 

Sheridau’s liking for me (whether he was not mystifying me I do not know – but Lady C
e
 L. & others 

told me he said the same both before and after he knew me) was founded upon “English Bards & S. 

Reviewers” – he told me that he did not care about poetry (or about mine – {at least} any but that 

{poem} of mine) but <that> he was sure from that and other symptoms – I should make an Orator if I 

would but take to <it> {speaking} and <a great> {grow a} parliament man – he never ceased harping 

upon this to me – to the last – and I remember my old tutor D
r
. Drury had the same notion when I was 

a boy – but it never was my turn of inclination to try – I spoke once or twice as all young peers do – as 

a 

 

28.) kind of introduction into public life – but dissipation – shyness – haughty and reserved opinions – 

together with the short time I lived in England – after my majority (only about five years in all) 

prevented me from resuming the experiment – as far as it went it was not discouraging – particularly 

my first speech ( I spoke three {or four} times in all) but just after it my poem of C
e
 H

d
 was published 

– & nobody ever thought about my prose afterwards, nor indeed did I – it became {to me} a secondary 

and {neglected} object, though I sometimes wonder to myself if I should have succeeded? – 

 

[swirl] 

29.) 

11. 

The Impression of Parliament upon me – was that its’ members are not formidable as Speakers – but 

very much so as an audience – because in so numerous a body there may be little Eloquence (after all 

{there were} but two {thorough} Orators in all Antiquity – and I suspect still fewer in modern times) 

but must be a leaven of thought and good sense {sufficient} to make them know what is right – though 

they can’t express it nobly. – – 

12. 

Horne Tooke
488

 and Roscoe
489

 both are said to have declared that they left Parliament with a higher 

opinion of its’ aggregate integrity and abilities than that with which they had entered it. – The general 

amount of both in most parliaments is probably about the same – as also the number of Speakers and 

their talent. – I except Orators of course because they are things of Ages and not of Septennial or 

triennial reunions. – Neither house ever struck me with 

 

30.) more awe or respect than the same number of Turks in a Divan – or of Methodists in a barn would 

have done. – Whatever diffidence or nervousness I felt – (& I felt both in a great degree) arose from 

the number rather than the quality of the assemblage, and the thought rather of the public without than 

the persons within – knowing (as all know) that Cicero himself – and probably the Messiah could 

never {have} alter’d the vote of a <single> {single} Lord of the Bedchamber or Bishop. – – – – 

I thought our house dull – but the other animating enough upon great days. – – – 

 

[swirl] 

 

31.) 

12. [number repeated] 

Sheridan dying was requested to undergo “an operation” <being asked what they were> he replied that 

he had already Submitted to two which were enough for one man’s life time. – Being asked what they 

were he answered “having his hair cut and sitting for his picture”. – 

                                                           
486: Sir Gilbert Ellliot (1751-1814) Governor-General of India, 1807-13. 

487: George Henry Robins (1778-1847) auctioneer and shareholder at Drury Lane. 

488: John Horne Tooke (1736-1812) politician and writer. See TVOJ 79.7 and 84, 6. 

489: William Roscoe (1753-1831) historian and man of letters. 
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[swirl] 

 

13. 

Whenever an American requests to see me – (which is not unfrequently) I comply – 1
stly

. because I 

respect a people who acquired their freedom by firmness without excess – and 2
dly

. because these 

trans=atlantic visits “few and far between”
490

 make me feel as if talking with Posterity from the other 

side of the Styx; – in a century or two the English & Spanish Atlantides will be masters of the old 

Countries in all probability – as Greece and Europe overcame their their Mother Asia in the older or 

earlier ages as they are called. 

 

32.) 

14. 

Sheridan was one day offered a bet by M. G. Lewis – – “I will bet you, M
r
. Sheridan, a very large sum 

– I will bet you what you owe me {as Manager} for my “Castle Spectre’”
491

 – – “I never make large 

bets – said Sheridan – but I will lay you a very small one – I will bet you what it is worth! – – – 

 

15. 

Lewis, though a kind man – hated Sheridan – and we had some words upon that score when in 

Switzerland in 1816. – Lewis afterwards sent me the following epigram upon Sheridan from Saint 

Maurice. – 

 “For worst abuse of finest parts 

  Was Misophil begotten; 

 There might indeed be blacker hearts 

  But none could be more rotten.” 

 

[swirl] 

 

33.) 

16. 

Lewis at Oatlands was observed one morning to have his eyes red – & his air sentimental – beiug 

asked why? – replied – “that <ther> when people said any thing kind to him – it affected him deeply – 

and just now the <Dutchess> Duchess
492

 has said something so kind to me that” – – here “tears began 

to flow” again – – “Never mind, Lewis – said Col. Armstrong to him – never mind – don’t cry – She 

could not mean it.” 

17. 

Lewis was a good man – a clever man – but a bore – a damned bore – one may say. – My only revenge 

or consolation used to be setting him by the ears with some vivacious person who hated Bores 

especially – M
e
. de Stael or Hobhouse for example. – But I liked Lewis – he was a Jewel of a Man had 

he been better set, – 

 

34.) I don’t mean personally, but less tiresome – for he was tedious – as well as contradictory to every 

thing and every body. – – Being short=sighted – when we used to ride out together near the Brenta in 

the twilight in Summer – he made me go before to pilot him – – I am absent at times – especially 

towards evening – and the consequence of this pilotage was some narrow escapes to the Monk on 

horseback. – – Once I led him into a ditch – over which I had passed as usual forgetting to warn my 

Convoy – once I led him nearly into the river instead of on the moveable bridge which incommodes 

passengers – and twice did we both run against the diligence which being heavy and slow did 

<receive> communicate less damage than it received in its leaders who were terrassé’d by the charge. 

– Thrice 

 

35.) did I lose him in the gray of the Gloaming and was obliged to bring <to> to his distant signals of 

distance and distress. – All the time he went on talking without interruption for he was a man of many 

words. – Poor fellow – he died a martyr to his new riches – of a second visit to Jamaica – 

 

 “I’d give the lands of Deloraine 

                                                           
490: Campbell, The Pleasures of Hope, III 378. 

491: Lewis’s Gothic play (1798) was in fact very successful. 

492: The Duchess of York; Oatlands was the Duke’s estate near Weybridge in Surrey. 
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 Dark Musgrave were alive again!”
493

 

 

that is 

 

 I would give many a Sugar Cane 

 Monk Lewis were alive again! 

 

[large swirl] 

36.) 

18. 

Lewis said to me – “why do you talk Venetian (such as I could talk not very fine to be sure) to the 

Venetians? & not the usual Italian?” I answered – partly from habit – & partly to be understood – if 

possible, – “It may be so – said Lewis – “but it sounds to me like talking with a brogue to an 

Irishman.” – – 

19. 

Baillie (commonly called Long Baillie – a very clever man – but odd)
494

 complained in riding to our 

friend Scrope {B.} Davies – “that he had a stitch in his side” – “I don’t wonder at it (said Scrope ) for 

you ride like a tailor.” – – Whoever had seen B. on horseback with his very tall figure on a small nag – 

would not deny the justice of the repartée. – ——— 

 

[swirl] 

 

37.) 

20. 

In 1808 – Scrope and myself being at supper at Steevens’s (I think Hobhouse was there too) after the 

Opera – young Goulburne
495

 (of the Blues and {of} the Blueviad) came in full of the praise of his 

horse Grimaldi – who had just won a race at Newmarket. – “Did he win easy?” said Scrope – “ Sir – 

replied Goulburne – he did not even condescend to puff at coming in” – – No – (said Scrope) and so 

you puff for him – 

[swirl] 

 

21. 

Captain Wallace a notorious character of that day – and then intimate with most of the more dissipated 

young men of the day – asked me one night at the Gaming table where I thought his Soul would <go 

to> {be found after death?} <I answered him> I answered him – “in Silver Hell” (a cant name for a 

second rate Gambling house)
496

 [scrawl] 

 

38.) 

22. 

When the Hon
ble

 J. W. Ward quitted the Whigs; – he <ne> facetiously demanded at Sir James 

Macintosh’s table in the presence of Mad
e
. de Stael, {<& [  ] of names>} <what it must take> <what 

it> Malthus, – and a large and goodly company of all parties & countries – “what it would take – to 

re=whig him – as he thought of turning again – “Before you can be re=whigged (said I) I’m afraid you 

must be re=Warded. – – This pun has been attributed to others – they are welcome to it – but it <is> 

{was} mine notwithstanding – as numerous company – & Ward Himself doth know. I believe 

Luttrell
497

 versified it afterwards to put into the M. Chronicle – at least {the late} Lady Melbourne told 

me so. – Ward took it goodhumouredly at the time. – 

 

39.) 

23. 

When Sheridan was on his death=bed Rogers aided him with purse and person – this was particularly 

kind in Rogers – who always spoke ill of Sheridan – (to me at least) but indeed he does that of 

every=body to any body. – Rogers is the reverse of the line – 

 

                                                           
493: Scott, The Lay of the Last Minstrel, V. 

494: David “Long” Baillie, friend of H.; probably gay. 

495: Edward Goulbourn (1787-1868) M.P. for Leicester. 

496: See DJ XI, 29, 8, B’s note: in “silver hells” stakes were restricted to coins in silver. 

497: Henry Luttrell (d.1851), wit and poetaster. 
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  “The best good man with the worst natured Muse”
498

 

 being – 

  The worst good man with the best natured Muse” 

 

His Muse being all Sentiment and Sago & Sugar – while he himself is a venomous talker. I say “worst 

good man” because he is (perhaps) a good man – at least he does good now & then – as well he may – 

to purchase himself a shilling’s worth of Salvation for his Slanders. – – – 

They are so little too – small talk – and old Womanny – and he is malignant too – & envious – and – 

he be damned! – – – – 

 

40.) 

24. 

Curran!
499

 – Curran’s the Man who struck me most – such Imagination! – there never was any thing 

like it – that ever I saw or heard of – his published life – his published speeches – give you no idea of 

the Man – none at all – – he was a Machine of Imagination – as some one said that Piron
500

 was an 

“Epigrammatic Machine. – – – – 

I did not <say> {see} a great deal of Curran – only in 1813 – but I met him at home (for he used to call 

on me) and in society – {at} MacIntosh’s – Holland House – &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. And he was wonderful even 

to me – who had seen many remarkable men of the time. – 

 

[swirl] 

 

41.) 

25. 

A young American named Coolidge called on me not many months ago – he was intelligent – very 

handsome and not more than twenty years old according to appearances. – A little romantic but that 

sits well upon youth – and mighty fond of poesy as may be suspected from his approaching me in my 

cavern. – – – – 

He brought me a message from an old Servant of my family (Joe Murray) and told me that he (M
r
. 

Coolidge) had obtained a copy of my bust from Thorwalsen {at Rome} to send to America. – I confess 

I was more flattered by this young enthusiasm of a solitary trans=atlantic traveller than if they had 

decreed me a Statue in the Paris Pantheon – (I have seen Emperors and demagogues cast down from 

their pedestals even in my own time – and Grattan’s
501

 name razed from the Street called after him in 

Dublin) I say {that} I was more flattered by it – because it was single – un=political 

 

42.) & was without motive or ostentation – the pure and warm feeling of a boy for the poet he admired. 

– – It must have been expensive though. – – I would not pay the price of a Thorwaldsen {bust for any 

human head & shoulders – except Napoleon’s – or my children’s – or some “absurd Womankind’s”
 502

 

as Monkbarns calls them, or my Sister’s. – If asked – why then I sate for my own – answer – that it 

was at the request particular of J.C.Hobhouse, Esq
re

. – and for no one else. – A picture is a different 

matter – every body sits for their picture – but a bust looks like putting up pretensions to permanency – 

and smacks something of a hankering for public fame rather than 

 

43.) private remembrance. – ————— 

[swirl] 

 

26. 

One of the cleverest men I ever knew in Conversation was Scrope Beardmore Davies – Hobhouse is 

also very good in that line, though it is of less consequence to a man who has other ways of showing 

his talents than in company – Scrope was always ready – and often witty – H. as witty – but not always 

so ready – – being more diffident. –  

[swirl] 

 

27. 

                                                           
498: Rochester, To Lord Brockhurst. 

499: John Philpot Curran (1750-1817) eloquent champion of Irish Catholics. 

500: Alexis Piron (1689-1773) French poet. 

501: Henry Grattan (1746-1821) Irish M.P., an opponent of the Act of Union. 

502: Scott, The Antiquary, Chap. VI (“… he’s more absurd than womankind”). 
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A drunken man ran against Hobhouse in the Street. – A companion of the Drunkard not much <more 

sober> {less so} cried out to Hobhouse – “An’t you ashamed to run against a drunken man? couldn’t 

you see {that} he was drunk? “Damn him – (answered Hobhouse) “isn’t he ashamed to run against 

me? couldn’t he see that I was sober. – – 

[swirl] 

 

43.) 

28. 

When Brummell was obliged (by that affair of poor Meyler
503

 – who thence acquired the name of 

“Dick the Dandy=killer” – it was about money and debt & all that) to retire to France – he knew no 

French & having obtained a Grammar for the purpose of Study – our friend Scrope Davies was asked 

what progress Brummell had made in French to which he responded – – that B. had been stopped like 

Buonaparte in Russia by the Elements” – I have put this pun into “Beppo”
504

 which is “{a} fair 

exchange and no robbery” – for Scrope made his fortune at several dinners (as he owned himself –) by 

repeating occasionally as his own some of the buffooneries with which I had encountered him in the 

Morning. – 

 

44.) 

29. 

I liked the Dandies – they were always very civil to me – though in general they disliked literary 

people – and persecuted and mystified M
e
 de Stael, – Lewis, – Horace Twiss – and the like – 

damnably. – They persuaded M
e
 de Stael that Alvanley

505
 had a hundred thousand a year &

c
. &

c
. till 

she praised him to his face for his beauty! – and made a set at him for Albertine
506

 – (Libertine as 

Brummell <call> baptized her – though the poor Girl was – & is as correct as maid or wife can be – 

and very amiable withal –) and a hundred fooleries besides – 

The truth is – that though I gave up the business early – I had a tinge of Dandyism in my minority – & 

probably retained enough of it – to conciliate the great ones – at four and twenty – – I had gamed – & 

drank – & taken my degrees in most dissipations – and having no pedantry & not <much> being 

overbearing – we 

 

45.) ran quietly together. – – I knew them all more or less – and they made me a Member of Watier’s 

(a superb Club at that time) being I take it – the only literary man (except two others both men of the 

world, M. – & S.)
507

 in it. – Our Masquerade was a grand one – so was the Dandy Ball – too at the 

Argyle – but that (the latter) was given by the four Chiefs – B. M. A. and P.
508

 – if I err not. – 

 

[swirl] 

 

30. 

I was a member of the Alfred too – being elected – while in Greece. – – 

It was pleasant – a little too sober & literary – & bored with Sotheby and Sir Francis D’Ivernois
509

 – 

but one met Peel – and Ward – and Valentia
510

 – and many other pleasant or known people – and was 

u= 

 

47.) =pon the whole a decent resource on a rainy day – in a dearth of parties – or parliament – or an 

empty season. – 

31. 

I belonged {or belong} to the following Clubs {or Societies} – to the Alfred, to the Cocoa tree – to 

Watier’s – to the Union – to Racket’s (at Brighton) to the Pugilistic – to the Owls or “Fly by Night” – – 

to the Cambridge Whig Club – to the Harrow Club – Cambridge – and to one or two private Clubs – to 

                                                           
503: Richard Meyler, sugar-manufacturer and friend of Harriet Wilson. He tried to raise money for a loan to 

Brummel, and when it was clear that he wouldn’t get it back, exposed Brummel at White’s in St James’s Street. 

504: See Beppo, 61, 3. 

505: Lord Alvanley, a dandy friend of Brummel. 

506: Madame de Staël’s daughter. 

507: Thomas Moore and William Robert Spencer, the latter a society poet. 

508: Marchand guesses “Brummel, Mildmay, Alvaney and Pierrepoint”. 

509: Sir Francis D’Ivernois (1757-1842) Swiss-born economist and politician. 

510: George, Viscount Valentia. See EBSR 1025 (early editions): Let vain Valentia rival luckless Carr ... He was 

the brother of Frances Wedderburn Webster, and famously gay. 
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the Hampden {political} Club – and to the Italian Carbonari &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. “though last not least”

511
 – I 

got into all these – and never stood for any other – at least – – to my own knowledge. – ——— – – 

I declined being proposed to several others though pressed to stand Candidate. – – – 

 

[swirl] 

48.) 

32. 

If the papers lie not (which they generally do) Demetrius Zograffo of Athens is at the head of the 

Athenian part of the present Greek Insurrection. – He was my Servant in 1809, – 1810, – 1811, – 1812. 

– at different intervals in those years – (for I left him in Greece when I went to Constantinople) and 

accompanied me to England in 1811 – <&> {he} returned to Greece – Spring 1812. – 

He was a clever but not apparently an enterprizing man – but Circumstances make men. – His two sons 

(then infants) were named Miltiades – and Alcibiades – May the Omen be happy! – –  

 

[swirl] 

49.) 

33. 

I have a notion {that} Gamblers are as happy as most {people} – being always excited; – women – 

wine – fame – the table – even Ambition – sate now & then – but every turn of the card – & cast of the 

dice – keeps the Gamester alive – besides one can Game ten times longer than one can do any thing 

else. – I was very fond of it when young – that is to say of “Hazard” for I hate all Card Games even 

Faro. – When Macco (or whatever they spell it) was introduced I gave up the whole thing – for I loved 

and missed the rattle and dash of the box & dice – and the glorious uncertainty not only of good luck 

or bad luck – but of any luck at all – as one had sometimes to throw often to decide at all. – – – 

 

50.) I have thrown as many as fourteen mains running – and carried off all the cash upon the table 

occasionally – – but I had no coolness or judgement or calculation. – It was the delight of the thing that 

pleased me. – – Upon the whole I left off in time without being much a winner or loser. – Since One 

and twenty years of age – I played but little & then never above a hundred or two – or three. – – – –  

 

[large swirl] 

51.) 

34. 

As far as Fame goes (that is to say living Fame) I have had my share – perhaps – indeed – certainly 

more than my deserts – – – – 

Some odd instances have occurred to my own experience of the wild & strange places to which a name 

may penetrate, and where it may impress. – Two years ago (almost three – – being {in} August or July 

1819) I received at Ravenna a letter in English verse from Drontheim in Norway – written by a 

Norwegian – and full of the usual compliments &
c
. &

c
. – It is still somewhere amongst my papers. – – 

In the same month I received an invitation into Holstein from a M
r
. Jacobsen (I think) of Hamburgh – 

also (by the same medium) a translation of <the> Medora’s song in the “Corsair” by a Westphalian 

Baroness (not “Thundertontronck”)
512

 with some original verses of hers (very 

 

52.) pretty and Klopstockish) and a prose translation annexed to them – on the subject of my wife; – as 

they concerned her more than me – I sent them to her together with M
r
. J’s letter. – It was odd enough 

to receive an invitation to pass the summer in Holstein – while in Italy – from people I never knew. – 

The letter was addressed to Venice. – M
r
. J. talked to me of the “wild roses growing in the Holstein 

summer” why then did the Cimbri & Teutones emigrate? 

What a strange thing is life and man? Were I to present myself at the door of the house, where my 

daughter {now} is – the door would be shut in my face – unless (as is not impossible –) I knocked 

down the porter – and if I had gone 

 

53.) in that year (& perhaps now) to Drontheim (the furthest town in Norway) or into Holstein – I 

should have been received with open arms into the mansions of Stranger & foreigners – attached to me 

by no tie but that of mind and rumour. As far as Fame goes – I have had my share – it has indeed been 

leavened by other human contingencies – and this in a greater degree than has occurred to most literary 

men – of a decent rank in life – but on the whole I take it that such equipoise is the condition of 

humanity. – – – – – – – – – 

                                                           
511: Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, III i 190. 

512: Voltaire, Candide. 
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I doubt sometimes whether after all a quiet & unagitated life would have suited me – yet I sometimes 

long for it – – my earliest dreams – (as most boys’ dreams are) were martial – but a little later they 

were all for love and retirement – till the hopeless attachment to M.C.
513

 began – and 

 

54.) continued (though sedulously concealed) very early in my teens – & so upwards
514

 for a time. – – 

This threw me out again “alone on a wide, wide sea”.
515

 – In the year 1804 – I recollect meeting my 

Sister at General Harcourt’s
516

 in Portland Place. – I was then one thing and as she had always till then 

found me. – – When we met again in 1805 – (she <tells> told me since) that my temper and disposition 

were so completely <changed> {altered} that I was hardly to be recognized. – I was not {then} 

sensible <myself> of the change – but I can believe it – and account for it. – 

 

[large swirl] 

 

55.) 

35. 

A private play being got up at Cambridge a M
r
. Tulk greatly to the inconvenience of Actors and 

audience declined his part on a sudden – so that it was necessary to make an apology to the Company. 

– In doing this – Hobhouse (indignant like all the rest at this inopportune caprice of the Seceder) stated 

to the audience “that in consequence of a Mr. Tulk having unexpectedly thrown up his part – they must 

request their indulgence &
c
. &

c
. – Next day the furious Tulk demanded of Hobhouse “did you, Sir, or 

did you not use that expression” – “Sir – (said Hobhouse) I did or did not use that expression” – – 

“perhaps – (said Scrope Davies – who was present) – you object to the indefinite article, and 

 

54.) prefer being entitled the M
r
. Tulk? the Tulk eyed Scrope indignantly but aware probably that the 

said Scrope besides being a profane Jester <was> had the misfortune to be a very good shot & had 

already fought two or three duels – he retired without further objections to either article – except a 

conditional menace – if he should ascertain that an intention &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. 

 

[swirl] 

 

57.) 

36. 

I have {been} called in as Mediator or Second at least twenty times in violent quarrels – and have 

always contrived to settle the business without compromising the honour of the parties or leading them 

to mortal consequences, & often too sometimes in very difficult and delicate circumstances – and 

having to deal with very hot and haughty Spirits – Irishmen – Gamesters – Guardsmen – Captains & 

Cornets of horse – and the like. – This was of course in my youth – when I lived in hot=headed 

company. – I have had to carry challenges from Gentlemen to Noblemen – from Captains to Captains – 

from lawyers to Counsellors – and once from a Clergyman to an officer in the Lifeguards – it may 

seem strange – 

 

58.) but I <found> {found} the latter by far the most difficult  

 

  “ – – – – to compose 

 The bloody duel without blows.”
517

 

 

The business being about a woman. – I must add too that I never saw a woman behave so ill – like a 

cold=blooded heartless whore as she was – but very handsome for all that. – A certain Susan C. was 

she called – I never saw her but once – and that was to induce her but to say two words (which in no 

degree compromised herself) & which would have had the effect of saving a priest or a Lieutenant of 

Cavalry. – She would not say them – and neither N. or myself (the Son of Sir E.N. and a friend of one 

of 

 

                                                           
513: Mary Chaworth. 

514: Shakespeare, Henry V, II iii 25. 

515: Coleridge, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, l.203. 

516: General William Harcourt (1742-1830) fought in the American War of Independence. His sister was a friend 

of Augusta. 

517: Butler, Hudibras, Part I, I 721-6. 
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59.) the parties) – could prevail upon her to say them – though both of us used to deal {in some sort} 

with Womankind. – At last I managed to quiet the combatants without her talisman – and I believe to 

her great disappointment. – She was the d—st b—h that I ever saw – & I have seen a great many. – – 

Though my Clergyman was sure to lose either his life [curtailed squirl] or his living – he was as 

warlike as the Bishop of Beauvais
518

 – & would hardly be pacified – but then he was in love – and that 

is a martial passion. – – —— 

[large swirl] 

 

60.) 

37. 

<a heavy nine-line erasure> 

 

[swirl] 

 

<a heavy three-line erasure> 

 

[swirl] 

 

61.) 

38. 

Somebody asked Schlegel (the Dousterswivel
519

 of Madame de Stael) “whether he did not think 

Canova a great Sculptor? – Ah! replied the modest Prussian – “did you ever see my bust by 

Tiecke?”
520

 – – – 

 

39. 

At Venice in the year 1817 – an order came from Vienna for the Archbishop to go in State to Saint 

Mark’s in his Carriage and four horses – which is much the same as commanding the Lord Mayor of 

London to proceed through Temple Bar in his <Barge> {Barge}. – – – 

 

[swirl] 

 

62.) 

40. 

When I met Hudson Lowe the Jailor
521

 at Lord Holland’s before he sailed for Saint Helena, the 

discourse turned on the battle of Waterloo. – I asked him whether the dispositions of Napoleon were 

those of a great General? – he answered disparageingly – “that they were very simple” – – I had 

always thought that a degree of Simplicity was an ingredient of Greatness. – 

 

41. 

I was much struck with the simplicity of Grattan’s manners in private life – they were odd – but they 

were natural – Curran used to take him off bowing to the very <ground> {ground} – and “thanking 

God that he had no peculiarities of gesture or appearance” in a way irresistibly ludicrous – and Rogers 

used 

 

63.) to call him “a Sentimental Harlequin” but Rogers back=bites every body – and Curran who used 

to quiz his great friend Godwin to his very face – would hardly respect a fair mark of mimicry {in 

                                                           
518: See DJ V, B’s note to Bacon, Apopthegm 97. The source is Hume, The History of England, Chapter X (1812 

edition II 32-3). 

519: Herman Dousterswivel is the fake spirit-conjuror in Scott’s The Antiquary. 

520: H.’s diary has, “He [Lodovico di Breme] would not allow Canova any merit. “Pray,” said Breme “have you 

seen his group of filial piety?” – Schlegel rose up, and, coming close to Breme, “Avez-vous vu ma buste par 

Tieck”? I wish I could give Breme’s way of telling this story. He added, “It were in vain to tell him that there was 

no imagination in the bust but a verité affreuse, &c.” (B.L.Add.Mss. 56537, entry for October 14th 1816). There 

is no group by Canova called Filial Piety; and Johann Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853) was a writer, not a sculptor, who 

edited Schlegel’s translations of Shakespeare but made busts of no-one. Breme tries to humbug Schlegel; Schlegel 

sees his game and tries to counter-humbug him; and Breme, whose gravity and affability has the Englishmen taken 

in, humbugs them by asserting Tieck’s “bust of Schlegel” to be awfully true-to-life. In Italy (I 3) Lord Broughton 

repeats the joke – as does B. in this Detached Thought – but one still cannot tell whether either has got it. 

521: Sir Hudson Lowe (1769-1844) Governor of St Helena when Napoleon was imprisoned there. See DJ XI, 56, 

8. 
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another} – to be sure Curran was admirable! to hear his description of the examination of an Irish 

witness – was next to hearing his own speeches – the latter I never heard – but I have the former.
522

 – –  

 

42. 

I have heard that when Grattan made his first speech in the English Commons – it was for some 

minutes doubtful whether to laugh or cheer him. – The debût of his predecessor Flood had been a 

complete Failure, under nearly similar circumstances. – But when the ministerial part of our Senators 

{had} watched Pitt (their thermometer) for their cue<)> and saw him nod repeatedly his stately nod of 

approbation – they took the hint from their huntsman and broke out in= 

 

64.) to the most rapturous cheers. – – – 

Grattan’s speech indeed deserved them it was a Chef d’oeuvre. – – –I did not hear that speech of his 

(being then at Harrow) but heard most of his others on the same question – also that on the war of 

1815. – I differed from his opinions {on the latter question} – but coincided in the general admiration 

of his eloquence. 

43. 

At the Opposition Meeting of the peers in 1812 at Lord Grenville’s – when L
d
. Grey {& he} read to us 

the correspondence upon Moira’s negotiation – I sate next to the present Duke of Grafton – – when it 

was over – I turned to him – & said “What is to be done next?” – “Wake the Duke 

 

65.) of Norfolk (who was snoring away near us) replied he – “I don’t think the Negociators have left 

anything else for us to do ths turn.” 

[swirl] 

 

44. 

In the debate {or rather discussion} afterwards in the House of Lords upon that very question – I sate 

immediately behind Lord Moira – who was extremely annoyed at G.’s speech upon the subject – & 

while G. was speaking turned round to me repeatedly – and asked me whether I agreed with him? It 

was an awkward question to me who had not heard both sides. – Moira kept repeating to me “it was 

not so – it was and so & so &
c
.” – I did not know very well what to think – but I sympathized with the 

acuteness of his feelings upon the subject. – – – – 

 

66.) 

45. 

Lord Eldon affects an Imitation of two very different Chancellors – Thurlow – and Loughborough – & 

can indulge in an oath now & then – on {one of} the debates on the Catholic {question} – when we 

were either equal or within one (I forget which) I had been sent for in great haste to a Ball which I 

quitted I confess somewhat reluctantly to emancipate five Millions of people – – I came in late – and 

did not go immediately into the body of the house – but stood {just} behind the Woolsack – Eldon 

turned round & catching my eye – immediately said to a peer (who had come to him for a few minutes 

on the Woolsack as is the custom of his friends) “Damn them! they’ll have it now by G — d! – – the 

vote that is just 

 

67.) 

come in will give it them.” 

[swirl] 

 

46. 

When I came of age – some delays on account of some birth & marriage certificates from Cornwall 

occasioned me not to take my seat for several weeks. – When these were over, and I had taken the 

Oath, – the Chancellor apologized to me for the delay – observing “that these forms were a part of his 

duty” – – I begged him to make no apology – and added (as he certainly had shown no violent hurry) 

“your Lordship was exactly like “Tom Thumb” (which was {then being} acted) “You did your duty – 

and you did no more.”
523

 

[swirl] 

 

68.) 

47. 

                                                           
522: Speeches of John Philpot Curran Esq … (1805). Not in any of the Sale Cataogues. 

523: Fielding, Tom Thumb the Great, III i. 
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<At> In a certain Capital abroad – the Minister’s <deputy> {Secretary} (the Minister being then 

absent) was piqued that I did not call upon him. – – When I was going away M
r
. W. an acquaintance of 

mine <required> {applied to} him for my passport which was <granted> {sent} – but at the same time 

accompanied by a formal note from the Secretary stating “that at M
r
. W’s request he had granted &

c
.” 

& in such a manner as appeared to hint that it was only to oblige M
r
. W. that he had given me that 

which in fact he had no right to refuse to Any=body. – – – I wrote him the following answer – “L
d
. B. 

presents his Compliments to L – – – and is extremely 

 

69.) obliged to M
r
. W. for the passport. 

[swirl] 

 

48. 

There was a Madman of the name of Battersby that frequented Steevens’s & the Prince of Wales 

Coffee=houses – about the time when I was leading a loose life about town – before I was of age. – 

One night he came up to some hapless Stranger whose coat was not to his liking and said “Pray, Sir, 

did the tailor cut your coat in that fashion – or did the rats gnaw it? [scrawl] 

 

49. 

The following is – (I believe) better known. – A beau (dandies were not then christened) came into the 

P. of W’s and exclaimed – “Waiter bring me a glass of Madeira Negus with a Jelly – and rub my plate 

with a Chalotte” This in a very soft tone of voice. – – A Lieutenant of the Navy who sate in 

 

70.) the next box immediately roared out the following rough parody – – 

“Waiter – bring me a glass of d — d stiff Grog – and rub my a — e with a brick=bat. – – 

[swirl] 

 

50. 

Sotheby is a good man – rhymes well – (if not wisely)
524

 but is a bore. – He seizes <you/>you by the 

button – one night of a route at M
rs
. Hope’s he had fastened upon me – (something about Agamemnon 

or Orestes – or some of his plays –) notwithstanding my symptoms of manifest distress – (– for – I was 

in love & had just nicked a minute when neither mothers nor husbands – not rivals – nor gossips – 

were near my {then} idol who was beautiful as the Statues in the Gallery where we stood at the 

 

72.) time) [short diagonal erasure] Sotheby I say had seized upon me by the button and the 

heart=strings – and spared neither. – W. Spencer who likes fun – and don’t dislike mischief – saw my 

case – and coming up to us both – took me by the hand – and pathetically bade me farewell – for, said 

he “I see it is all over with you” – Sotheby {then} went away; <very testy> “Sic me Servavit, 

Apollo”.
525

 –  

51. 

It is singular how soon we lose the impression of what ceases to be constantly before us. – A year 

impairs, a lustre obliterates. – There is little distinct left without an effort of memory, – then indeed the 

lights are rekindled for a moment – but who can be sure that the Imagination is not the torch=bearer? – 

Let any man {try} at the end of ten years to bring before {him} the features – or the mind – or the 

sayings – or the habits of his best friend – or his greatest man – (I mean his favourite – his Buonaparte 

– his this – that, or tother) 

 

73.) And he will be surprized at the extreme confusion of his ideas. – – I speak confidently on this 

point having always past for one who had a good – eye – an excellent memory. – I except indeed – our 

recollections of Womankind – – there is no forgetting them – (and be d — d to them) any more than 

any other remarkable Era – such as “the revolution” or “the plague” – or “the Invasion” or “the Comet” 

– or “the War” of such – and such <xxx> {an} Epoch – being the favourite dates of Mankind who have 

so many blessings in their lot that they never make their Calendars from them – being too 

 

74.) common. – For instance you see “the great drought” – “the Thames frozen over” – “the Seven 

years war broke out” – the E. or F. or S.
526

 “Revolution commenced” – “The Lisbon Earthquake” – 

“the Lima Earthquake” – “the Earthquake of Calabria” – “the Plague of London” – “Ditto of 

Constantinople” – “the Sweating Sickness” – “The <y/>Yellow fever of Philadelphia” &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. – 

                                                           
524: Shakespeare, Othello, V ii 347. 

525: Hor. Sat. 9, final line. 

526: “English, French or Spanish”. 
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but you don’t see “the abundant harvest” – “the fine Summer” – “the long peace” – “the wealthy 

speculation” – “the wreckless voyage” recorded so emphatically? – By the way there has been a thirty 

years <war> {war} and a Seventy years war – was there ever a Seventy or a thirty years peace? – or 

was there 

 

75.) ever {even} a day’s Universal peace – except perhaps in China – where they have found out the 

miserable happiness of a stationary & unwarlike mediocrity? – And is all this – because Nature is 

niggard or savage? or Mankind ungrateful? – let philosophers decide. – – – 

I am none. 

[large swirl] 

 

76.) 

52. 

In the year 1814 – {as} Moore and I were going to dine with Lord Grey in P. Square – I pulled out a 

“Java Gazette” (which Murray had sent to me) in which there was a controversy on our respective 

merits as poets. – – It was amusing enough that we should be proceeding peaceably to the same table – 

while they were squabbling about us in the Indian Seas (to be sure the paper was dated six months 

before) and filling columns with Batavian Criticism. – But this is fame I presume. – 

 

53. 

In general I do not draw well with Literary men – not that I dislike them, but I never know what to say 

to them after I have praised their last publication. – There are several exceptions to be sure – but then 

they have either been men of the world – such as Scott – & Moore &
c
. or visionaries out of it, such as 

Shelley &
c
. but your literary every day man – and I never went well in company – – 

 

77.) especially your foreigner – – whom I never could abide – except Giordani
527

 & – and – and – (I 

really can’t <recollect> {name} any other) – I <cannot> {do not} remember a man amongst them – 

whom I ever wished to see twice – except perhaps Mezzophanti
528

 – who is a Monster of Languages – 

the Briareus of parts of Speech – a walking Polyglott and more, – who ought to have existed at the 

time of the tower of Babel as universal Interpreter. – He is indeed a Marvel – unassuming also, – I tried 

him in all the tongues of which I knew a single oath (or adjuration to the Gods against Postboys – 

Lawyers – Tartars – boatmen, – {Sailors,} pilots, – Gondoliers – Muleteers – Camel=drivers – 

Vetturini – Postmasters – post=horses – post=houses – post=everything) and Egad! he astounded me 

even to my English. – 

[swirl] 

 

78.) 

54. 

Three Swedes came to Bologna knowing no tongue but Swedish – – the inhabitants in despair 

presented them to Mezzophanti. – Mezzophanti (though a great Linguist) knew no more Swedish than 

the Inhabitants. – But in <three> two {days} by dint of dictionary he talked with them fluently and 

freely, so that they were astonished – and every body else, at his acquisition of another tongue in <two 

days> {forty eight hours} – I had this anecdote first from M
e
. Albrizzi – & afterwards confirmed by 

himself – & he is not a boaster. –  

[swirl] 

 

79.) 

55. 

I sometimes wish that – I had studied languages with more attention – those which I know, even the 

classical – (Greek and Latin in the usual proportion of a sixth form boy) and a smattering of modern 

Greek – the Armenian & Arabic Alphabets – a few Turkish & <Ablani> Albanian phrases, oaths, or 

requests – Italian – tolerably – Spanish less than tolerably – French to read with ease – but speak with 

difficulty – or rather not at all – – – 

all have been acquired by ear or eye – & never by anything like Study: – like “Edie Ochiltree” – – – 

“I never <could a> {dowed to bide} a hard <day’s> turn o’wark in my life”
529

 – – – 

To be sure – I set in zeaously for the Armenian and Arabic – but I fell in love with some absurd 

womankind
530

 both times 

                                                           
527: Pietro Giordani (1774-1848) essayist. 

528: Giuseppe Mezzophanti (later Cardinal) was librarian at Bologna. 

529: Scott, The Antiquary, Vol II Chap.2. 
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80.) before I had overcome the Characters and at Malta & Venice left the profitable Orientalists for – 

for – (no matter what –) notwithstanding {that} my master the Padre Pasquale Aucher
531

 (for whom by 

the way I compiled the major part of two Armenian & English Grammars) assured me “that the 

terrestrial Paradise had been certainly in Armenia” – I went seeking it – God knows where – did I find 

it? – Umph! – Now & then – for a minute or two. 

 

[large swirl] 

 

81.) 

56. 

Of Actors – Cooke was the most natural – Kemble the most supernatural – Kean a medium between 

the two – but M
rs
. Siddons worth them all put together – of those whom I remember to have seen in 

England. – – – – – 

57. 

I have seen Sheridan weep two or three times – it may be that he was maudlin – but this only renders it 

more impressive for who would see 

 

 “From Marlborough’s eyes the tears of dotage flow, 

 And Swift expire a driveller and a show?
532

 

 

Once I saw him cry at Robin’s the Auctioneer’s after a splendid dinner full of great names and high 

Spirits. – I had the honour of sitting next to Sheridan. – The occasion of his tears was some observation 

or other upon the subject of the sturdiness of the Whigs in resisting Office – & 

 

82.) keeping to their principles. – Sheridan turned round – – “Sir – it is easy for my Lord G. – or Earl 

G. – or Marquis B. – {or L
d
 H.} – with thousands upon thousands a year some of it either presently 

derived or inherited in Sinecures {or acquisitions} from the public money – to boast of their patriotism 

– & keep aloof from temptation – but they do not know from what temptations those have kept aloof 

who had equal pride – at least equal talent, & not unequal passions – & nonetheless – knew not in the 

course of their lives – what it was to have a shilling of their own. – – – – 

And in saying this he wept. – –  – 

[swirl] 

 

83.) 

58. 

I have more than once heard Sheridan say that he never “had a shilling of his own;” – to be sure he 

contrived to extract a good many of other people’s. – <XXXX> – – – – – 

In 1815 – I had occasion to visit my Lawyer
533

 – in Chancery Lane – he was with Sheridan. – After 

mutual greetings &
c
. Sheridan retired first. – Before recurring to my own business – I could not help 

enquiring that of S. – – – 

“Oh (replied the Attorneo) the usual thing – to stave off an action from his Wine=Merchant – my 

Client. – “Well (said I) & what do you mean to do?” “Nothing at all for the present – said he – would 

you have its proceed against old Sherry? – what would 

 

84.) be the use of it? – And here he began laughing & going over Sheridan’s good gifts of 

Conversation. – – – 

Now from personal experience I can vouch that my Attorneo is by no means the tenderest of men, or 

particularly accessible to any kind of impression out of the Statute or record. – And yet Sheridan in 

half an hour had found a way to soften and seduce him in such a manner that I almost think he would 

have thrown his Client (an honest man with all the laws and some justice on his side) out of the 

window had he come in at the moment. – Such was Sheridan! – he could soften an Attorney! – there 

has been nothing like it since the days of Orpheus. – – –  – 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      
530: Scott, The Antiquary, Chap. VI (“… he’s more absurd than womankind”). It was Constance Spencer Smith 

on Malta who prevented B from studying Arabic, and Marianna Segati in Venice who interrupted his Armenian 

studies. 

531: The Abbot of San Lazzaro. Real name Harit’wn Avgerian. 

532: Johnson, The Vanity of Human Wishes, ll.317-18. 

533: John Hanson, not normally sentimental. 
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85.) 

59. 

When the Bailiff (for I have seen most kinds of life) came upon me in 1815 – to seize my chattels 

(being a peer of parliament my person was beyond him) being curious (as is my habit) – I first asked 

him “what Extents {elsewhere} he had for Government”? upon which he showed me one upon one 

house only – for seventy thousand pounds! – – Next I asked him if he had nothing for Sheridan? – “Oh 

– Sheridan – said he – <Aye> {<Aye>} <I have> I {<have>} {have this} (pulling out a pocket=book 

&
c
.) but – my L. I have been in M

r
. Sheridan’s house a twelve=month at a time, a civil gentleman, 

knows how to deal with us &
c
. &

c
. Our own business was then dismissed – which was none of the 

easiest for 

 

86.) me at that time. – But the Man was civil – & (what I valued more) communicative – – I had met 

many of the brethren years before in affairs of my friends – (Commoners that is) but this was the first 

(or second) on my own account; – a civil Man, feed accordingly; probably he anticipated as much. – 

 

60. 

No man would live his life over again – is an old and true saying which all can resolve for themselves. 

– At the same time there are probably moments in most men’s lives – which they would live over the 

rest of life to regain? – Else why do we live at all? Because Hope recurs to Memory – both false – but 

– but – but – but – and this but drags on 

 

87.) 

 

till – What? I do not know – & who does? – “He that died o’ Wednesday”
534

 – by the way – there is a 

poor devil to be shot tomorrow here – (Ravenna) for murder; – he hath eaten half a Turkey for his 

dinner – besides fruit & pudding – and he refuses to confess? – Shall I go to see him exhale? – No. – 

And why? – – Because it is to take place at Nine; – <n/>Now – could I save him – or a fly {even} from 

the same catastrophe – I would out=match years – but as I cannot – I will not get up earlier to see 

another man shot – than I would to run the same risk in person. – Besides – I have seen <or> {more} 

men 

 

88.) than one die that death
535

 (and other deaths) before to=day. – It is not cruelty which actuates 

mankind – but excitement – on such occasions – at least I suppose so; – it is detestable to take life 

<preserve> in that way – unless it be to preserve two lives. – – 

 

[swirl] 

 

61. 

Old Edgeworth – the fourth – or fifth M
rs
. Edgeworth – and the Miss Edgeworth were in London – 

1813. – Miss Edgeworth liked – M
rs
. Edgeworth not disliked – old Edgeworth a bore – the worst of 

bores – a boisterous Bore. – I met them in society – once at a breakfast of Sir H. D.’s
536

 – – Old 

Edgeworth came in late boasting that he had given “D
r
. Parr a dressing the night before” – (no – such 

easy matter by the way) – – 

 

89.) I thought her pleasant. – They all abused Anna Seward’s memory. – 

 

62. 

When on the road – they heard of her brother’s – and his Son’s death – what was to be done? their 

London Apparel was all ordered & made! – so they sunk his death for the six weeks of their Sojourn – 

and went into mourning on their way back to Ireland – Fact! 

 

63. 

While the Colony were in London – there was a book with a Subscription for the “recall of M
rs
. 

Siddons to the Stage” going about for signatures. – Moore moved for a similar subscription for the 

“recall of M
r
. Edgeworth to Ireland”! – [scrawl] 

 

[swirl] 

                                                           
534: Falstaff at Shakespeare, Henry IV I v i 137. 

535: See B. to Mu., May 30th 1817. 

536: Sir Humphrey Davy’s. 
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90.) 

64. 

Sir Humphrey Davy told me that the Scene of the French Valet and Irish postboy – in “Ennui”
537

 – was 

taken from his verbal description to the Edgeworths in Edgeworthtown – of a similar fact on the road 

occurring to himself – So much the better – being life. – – – 

 

65. 

When I was fifteen years of age – it happened that in a Cavern in Derbyshire – I had to cross in a boat 

– (in which two people only could lie down –) a stream which flows under a rock – with the rock so 

close upon the water – as to admit the boat only to be pushed on by a ferry=man (a sort of Charon) 

who wades at the stern stooping all the time. – – The Companion of my transit was M. A. C.
538

 with 

whom I had been long <enough> in love and 

 

91.) never told it – though she had discovered it without. – I recollect my sensations – but cannot 

describe them – and it is as well. – – – – – – – – We were a party – a M
r
. W. – two Miss W.’s – M

r
. and 

M
rs
. Cl – ke – <one> Miss M. – and my M.A.C. – Alas! why do I say My? – our Union would have 

healed feuds in which blood had been shed by our fathers – it would have joined lands – broad and rich 

– it would have joined at least one heart and two persons not ill=matched in years (she is two years my 

elder) and – and – and – what has been the result? – She has married a man older than herself – been 

wretched – and separated – I have married – & am separated – and yet <w/>We are <not> <{NOT 

united.}> – – – not united [scrawl] 
[swirl] 

91.)
539

 

66. 

One of my notions different from those of my contemporaries, is, that the present is not a high age of 

English Poetry – – – there are more poets (soi=disant) than ever there were and proportionally less 

poetry. – – 

This thesis I have maintained for some years – but strange to say – it meeteth not with favour from my 

brethren of the Shell
540

 – even Moore shakes his head – & firmly believes that it is the grand Era of 

British Poesy. – – – – 

67. 

When I belonged to the D. L. Committee and was one of the S. C. of Management – the number of 

plays upon the shelves were about five hundred; – conceiving that amongst these there must be some 

of merit – in person & by proxy I caused an investigation. – I do not think that of those which I saw 

there was one which could be conscientiously tolerated. – – – There never were such 

 

92.) things as most of them. – Mathurin was very kindly recommended to me by Walter Scott – to 

whom I had recourse – firstly – in the hope that he would do something for us himself – & secondly – 

in my despair – that he would point out to us any young (or old) writer of promise. – Mathurin sent his 

Bertram – and a letter without his address – so that at first – I could give him no answer – When I at 

last hit upon his residence I sent him a favourable answer and something more substantial. – – His play 

succeeded – but I was at that time absent from England. – – – – 

I tried Coleridge too – but he had nothing feasible in hand at the time. – M
r
. Sotheby obligingly offered 

all his tragedies – and 

 

93.) I pledged myself
541

 – and nothwithstanding many squabbles with my Committed Brethren – did 

get “Ivan” accepted – read – & {the} parts distributed – but lo! in the very heart of the matter – upon 

some tepid=ness on the part of Kean – or warmth <of> {on} that of the Authour – Sotheby withdrew 

his play. –  – Sir J. B. Burgess
542

 did also present four tragedies and a farce – and I moved 

Green=Room & <the> S. Committee – but they would not. – Then the Scenes I had to go through! 

<with> The authours – and the authoresses – – the Milliners – the wild Irishmen – the people from 

Brighton – from Blackwall – <Ch> from Chatham – from Cheltenham – from Dublin – from Dundee – 

who came in upon me! – to all of whom it was proper to give a civil 

                                                           
537: Ennui was a story from Maria Edgeworth’s Tales of Fashionable Life (1809). 

538: Mary Chaworth. 

539: Two consecutive pages are numbered “91.” 

540: “The Shell” was a form at Harrow. 

541: The consequence of B.’s pledge was the first act of what became Werner. 

542: Sir James Bland Burgess was Annabella’s mother’s brother-in-law. 
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94.) answer – and a hearing – and a reading. – – M
rs
. Glover’s father an <danci> Irish dancing=Master 

of Sixty years – called upon me to request to play “Archer” – drest in silk stockings on a frosty 

morning to show his legs – (which were certainly good & Irish for his age – & had been still better) – 

Miss Emma Somebody with a play entitled the “Bandit of Bohemia” – or some such {title or} 

production. – M
r
. O’Higgins – then resident at Richmond – with an Irish tragedy in which the unities 

could not fail to be observed for the protagonist was chained by the leg to a pillar during the chief part 

of the performance. – He was a wild man of a salvage appearance – – and the difficulty of not laughing 

at 

 

95.) him was only to be got over – by reflecting upon the probable consequences of such cachinnation. 

– – – – – – 

As I am really a civil & polite person – and do hate giving pain – when it can be avoided – – I sent 

them up to Douglas Kinnaird – who is a man of business – and sufficiently ready with a negative – – 

and left them to settle with him – – and as at the beginning of next year – I went abroad – I have since 

been little aware of the progress of the theatres. 

[long swirl] 

 

96.) 

68. 

Players are said to be an impracticable people. – They are so. – But I managed to steer clear of any 

disputes with them – and excepting one debate with the Elder Byrne about Miss Smith’s Pas de 

(Something – I forget the technicals) I do not remember any litigation of my own. – I used to protect 

Miss Smith – because she was like Lady Jane Harley in the face – and likenesses go a great way with 

me. – Indeed in general I left such things to my more bustling colleagues – who used to reprove me 

seriously – for not being able to take such things in hand without 

 

97.) buffooning with the Histrions – & throwing things into confusion by treating light matters with 

levity. 

69. 

Then the Committee! – then the Sub=Committee! we were but <five> few – & never agreed! – There 

was Peter Moore who contradicted Kinnaird – & Kinnaird who contradicted everybody – – – then our 

two managers Rae – and Dibdin – – and our Secretary Ward! – and yet we were all very zealous – & in 

earnest to do good & so forth; – – – Hobhouse furnished us with prologues to our revived Old English 

plays – but was not pleased with me for <calling> {complimenting} him as “the Upton” of our theatre 

(M
r
. Upton is or was the poet who writes the songs for Astley’s) and almost gave up 

 

98.) prologuizing in consequence. – – 

70. 

In the Pantomime of 1815-16 – there was a Representation of the Masquerade of 1814 – given by “us 

Youth”
 543

 of Watier’s {Club} to Wellington & C
o
. – Douglas Kinnaird – & one or two others with my 

self – put on Masques – and went on <on> the Stage amongst the “οί πολλοι” to see the effect of a 

theatre {from the Stage. –} – – It is very grand. – – 

Douglas danced amongst the figuranti too – & they were puzzled to find out who we were – as being 

more than their number. – It was odd enough that D. K. & I should have been both at the real 

Masquerade – & afterwards in the 

 

99.) Mimic one of the same – on the stage of D. L. Theatre. – – – 

 

71. 

When I was a youth – I was reckoned a good actor. – Besides “Harrow speeches” – (in which I shone) 

I <enac> enacted “Penruddock” in the “Wheel of Fortune” and “Tristram Fickle” in Allingham’s farce 

of “the Weathercock” – for three nights (the duration of our compact) in some private theatricals at 

Southwell in 1806 – with great applause. – The occasional prologue for our volunteer play – was also 

of my composition. – – The other performers were young ladies and gentlemen of the neighbourhood – 

& the whole went off with great effect upon our good=natured audience. – 

 

                                                           
543: Falstaff at Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II ii 85; compare Jan 17 1813 (to H.); Nov 10 1813 (to Annabella); Mar 

15 1814 (London Journal); May 8 1814 (to Mo.); Apr 27 1816 (to H.); July 15 1818 (to K.); Aug 3 1819 (to H.); 

and Nov 19 1820 (to Mu.). 
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100.) 

72. 

When I first went up to College – it was a new and a heavy hearted scene for me. – Firstly – I so much 

disliked leaving Harrow that though it was time – (I being seventeen) it broke my very rest {for the last 

quarter} – with counting the days that remained. – I always hated Harrow till the last year and half – 

but then I liked it. – 2
dly

. I wished to go to Oxford and not to Cambridge. – 3
dly

. I was so completely 

alone in this new world that it half broke my Spirits. – – My companions were not unsocial but the 

contrary – – lively – hospitable – of rank – & fortune – & gay far beyond my gaiety – I mingled with – 

and dined & supped &c., with them – but I 

 

101.) know not how – it was one of the deadliest and heaviest feelings of my life to feel that I was no 

longer a boy. – From that moment I began to grow old in my own esteem – and in my esteem age is 

not estimable. – I took my gradations in the vices – with great promptitude – but they were not to my 

taste – for my early passions though violent in the extreme – were concentrated – and hated division or 

spreading abroad. – I could have left or lost the world with or for that which I loved – but though my 

temperament was naturally burning – I could not share in the common place libertinism of the place 

and time – without disgust. – – 

And yet this very disgust and my heart thrown back upon itself – threw me into excesses perhaps more 

fatal than those <which> from which I shrunk – 

 

102.) {as fixing upon one (at a time) the passions which spread amongst many would have hurt only 

myself. –} 

73. 

People have wondered at the Melancholy which runs through my writings. – Others have wondered at 

my personal gaiety – – but I recollect once <in> {after} an hour in which I had been sincerely and 

particularly gay – and rather brilliant in company – my wife replying to me when I said (upon her 

remarking my high spirits) “and yet Bell – I have {been} called and mis=called Melancholy – you 

must have seen how falsely, frequently. “No – B – (she answered) it is not so – at heart you are the 

most melancholy of mankind, and often when apparently gayest. – – – – 

 

[swirl] 

104.) 

74. 

If I could explain at length the real causes which have contributed to increase this perhaps natural 

temperament of mine – this Melancholy which hath made me a bye=word – – nobody would wonder – 

– but this is impossible without doing much mischief. – —— ————— 

I do not know what other men’s lives have been – but I cannot conceive anything more strange than 

some of the earlier parts of mine. – – I have written my memoirs – but omitted all the really 

consequential & important parts – from deference to the dead – to the living – and to those who must 

be both. – 

[swirl] 

 

105.) 

75. 

I sometimes think that I should have written the whole – as a lesson – but it might have proved a lesson 

to be learnt – rather than avoided – for passion is a whirlpool, which is not to be viewed {nearly} 

without attraction from its’ Vortex. – – – – 

 

[confused swirl] 

 

76. 

I must not go on with these reflections – or I shall be letting out some secret or other – to <the> 

paralyze posterity. – 

[swirl] 

 

106.) 

77. 

One night Scrope Davies at a Gaming house – (before I was of age) being tipsy as he mostly was at the 

Midnight hour – & having lost monies – was in vain intreated by his friends one degree less 
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intoxicated than himself to come or go home. – In despair – he was left to himself and {to} the demons 

of the dice=box. – – – 

Next day – being visited about two of the Clock – by some friends just risen with a severe headache 

and empty pockets – (who had left him losing at four or five in the morning) he was found in a sound 

sleep – without a nightcap – & not particularly encumbered with bed=cloathes – – –a Chamber=pot 

stood by the bedside – brim=full 

 

107.) of – Bank Notes!544 – all won – God knows how – and crammed – Scrope knew not where – 

but there they – were – all good legitimate notes – – and to the amount of some thousand pounds. – 

 

78. 

At Brighthelmstone – (I love orthography at length) in the year 1808, Hobhouse, Scrope Davies, Major 

Cooper – and myself – having dined together with Lord Delvin – Count (I forget the french 

{Emigrant} nomenclature) and others – did about the middle of the night – (we four) proceed to a 

house of Gambling – being then amongst us possest of about twenty guineas of ready cash – with 

which we had to maintain about as 

 

108.) many of your whoreson horses & servants – besides household <and whores=hold> and 

whore=hold expenditure. We had I say – twenty guineas or so – & we lost them – returning home in 

bad humour. – Cooper went home. – – 

Scrope and Hobhouse and I (it being high Summer) did first=ly strip and plunge into the Sea – whence 

after half an hour’s swimming of those of us (Scrope & I ) who could swim – we emerged in our 

<night=gowns> {dressing=gowns} to discuss a bottle or two of Champaigne and Hock (according to 

choice) at our quarters. – In the course of the discussion words arose – – Scrope seized H. by the throat 

– H. seized a knife in self=defence and stabbed Scrope in the shoulder to avoid 

 

109.) being throttled. – – Scrope fell bathed in blood & wine – for the bottle fell with him. – Being 

infinitely intoxicated – with Gaming – Sea=bathing at two in the morning – and supplementary 

Champaigne – The skirmish had past before I had time or thought to interfere. – Of course I lectured 

against quarrelling 

“Pugnare Thracum est”
545

 

 

and then examined Scrope’s wound which proved to be a gash long and broad – but not <deep> deep 

nor dangerous. – – Scrope was furious – first he wanted to fight – {then to go away in a post=chaise 

&} then to shoot himself – – which last intention I offered to forward – provided that he did not use my 

pistols – which in <case> {case} of suicide 

 

110.) would become a deo=dand to the king. At length with many oaths & some difficulty he was 

gotten to bed – – in the morning Cool reflection & a Surgeon came – and by dint of loss of blood – & 

Sticking plaister – the quarrel (<in> which Scrope had begun) was healed as well as the wound – & we 

were all friends as for years before and after. 

[two swirls] 

 

111.) 

79. 

My first dash into poetry, was as early as 1800. – – It was the ebullition of a passion for my first 

Cousin Margaret Parker (daughter and grand=daughter of the two Admirals Parker) one of the most 

beautiful of Evanescent beings. – I {have long} forgotten the verses – but it would be difficult for me 

to forget her. – – Her dark eyes! – – her long eye=lashes! her completely Greek cast of face and figure! 

– I was then about twelve – She rather older – perhaps a year. – – She died about a year or two 

afterwards – in consequence of a fall which injured her spine and induced consumption. – Her Sister 

Augusta – (by some thought still more beautiful) died of the same malady – and it was indeed in 

attending her that Margaret met with the accident which occasioned her 

 

112.) own death. – My Sister told me that when she went to see her shortly before her death – upon 

accidentally mentioning my name – Margaret coloured through the paleness of mortality to the eyes – 

– to the great astonishment of my Sister – who (residing with her Grand=mother Lady Holderness – 

                                                           
544: These three words take up the width of the whole line. 

545: Hor. Od. I 17 (“To fight is Thracian”). 
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saw at that time but little of me for family reasons) knew nothing of our attachment – nor could 

conceive why my name should affect her at such a time. – – – 

I knew nothing of her illness – (being at Harrow and in the country) till she was gone. – – 

Some years after I made an attempt at an Elegy. – A very dull one. – I do not recollect {scarcely} any 

thing equal to the transparent beauty of my cousin – or to the sweetness of her temper – during the 

short period of our intimacy – – 

 

113.) she looked as if she had been made out of a rainbow – all beauty and peace. – 

My passion had its’ usual effects upon me – I could not sleep – I could not eat – {I could not rest} – 

and although I had reason to know that she loved me – it was the torture of my life – to think of the 

time which must elapse before we could meet again – being usually about twelve hours – of 

separation! – – – 

But I was a fool then – and am not {much} wiser now. 

 

[long swirl] 

114.)  

80. 

My passions were developed very early – so early – that few would believe me – if I were to state the 

period – and the facts which <xxxxxxxxxxxx> accompanied it. – Perhaps this was one of the reasons 

which caused the anticipated melancholy of my thoughts – having anticipated life. – My earlier poems 

are the thoughts of one <man> at least ten years older than the age at which they were written, –  I 

don’t mean for their solidity – but their Experience – the two first Cantos of C
e
 H

e
 were completed at 

twenty two – and they are written as if by a man – older than I shall {probably} ever be. – 

 

[there is no 81] 

115.) 

82. 

Upon Parnassus going to the fountain of Delphi (Castri) in 1809 – I saw a flight of twelve Eagles – 

(Hobhouse says they are Vultures – at least in conversation)
546

 and I seized the Omen. – On the day 

before, I <had> composed the lines to Parnassus – (in Childe Harold)
547

 and on beholding the birds – 

had a hope – that Apollo had accepted my homage. – – I have at least had the name and fame of a 

<poet> Poet – during the poetical period of life (from twenty to thirty) whether it will last is another 

matter – but I have been – a votary of the Deity – and the place – and 

 

116.) am gratified for what he has done on my behalf – leaving the future in his hands as I left the past. 

– 

[swirl] 

 

83. 

Like Sylla – I have always believed that all things depend upon Fortune & nothing upon ourselves. – I 

am not aware of any one thought or action worthy of being called good to myself or others – which is 

not to be attributed to the Good Goddess – Fortune! – 

 

[long swirl] 

 

117.) 

84. 

Two or three years ago, I thought of going to one of the Americas – English or Spanish. – But the 

accounts sent from England in consequence of my enquiries – discouraged me. – After all – I believe 

most countries properly balanced are equal to a Stranger (by no means to the native though) – 

– 

I remembered General Ludlow’s domal inscription – 

 

Omne solum forti patria –
548

 

 

                                                           
546: In his diary for the Parnassus trip, H. mentions neither eagles nor vultures. 

547: CHP I sts.60-3. 

548: See Alpine Journal, September 18th 1816: though the words Omne solum patria do not occur on Ludlow’s 

tomb. 
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And sate down free in a country of Slavery for many centuries. – – But there is no freedom – even for 

Masters – in the midst of slaves – – it makes my blood boil to see the thing. – I sometimes 

 

118.) wish that I was the Owner of Africa – to do at once – what Wilberforce will do in time – viz – 

sweep Slavery from <the> her desarts – and look on upon the first dance of their Freedom. – – – 

As to political slavery – so general – it is men’s own fault – if they will be slaves, let them! – – Yet it is 

but “a word and a blow”
549

 – see how England {formerly} – France – – Spain – Portugal – America – 

Switzerland – freed themselves! – – there is no one instance of a long contest in which men did not 

triumph over Systems. – If Tyranny misses her first spring, she is cowardly as the tiger, and retires to 

be hunted. – – – – 

 

119.) 

85. 

An Italian – (the Younger Count Ruota) writing from Ravenna to his friend at Rome in 1820 – says of 

me by way of compliment – “that in society no one would take me for an Englishman – though he 

believes that I am English at bottom – my manners were so different” – – this he meant as a grand 

eulogy – and I accept it as such – – The letter was shown to me <last> this year by the Correspondent 

Count P. G. or by his Sister.
550

 – – – – – 

[swirl] 

 

120.) 

86. 

I have been a reviewer. – In “the Monthly Review” I wrote some articles which were inserted.
551

 – – 

This was in the latter part of 1811. In 1807 – in a Magazine called “Monthly Literary Recreations” I 

reviewed Wordsworth’s trash of that time.
552

 – 

Excepting these – I cannot accuse myself of anonymous Criticism (that I recollect) though I have been 

offered more than one review in <both “Edinburgh” and “Quarterly”> {our principal 

Journals}. – – 

[swirl] 

 

121.) 

87. 

Till I was eighteen years old (odd as it may seem) I had never read a review. – But while at Harrow my 

general information was so great on modern topics as to induce a suspicion that 1 could only collect so 

much information from reviewers – because I was never seen reading – but always idle and in mischief 

– or at play. – The truth is that I read eating – read in bed – read when no one else read – and had read 

all sorts of reading since I was five years old – 

 

122.) and yet never met with a review which is the only reason that I know of – why I should not have 

read them. – – But it is true – for I remember when Hunter & Curzon in 1804 – told me this opinion 

{at Harrow} – I made them laugh by my ludicrous astonishment in asking them “what is a review?” – 

to be sure they were then less common – – In three years more I was better acquainted with that same – 

but the first I ever read was in 1806-7. 

[swirl] 

 

122.) 

88. 

At School – I was (as I have said) remarked for the extent and readiness of my general information – 

but in all other respects idle – capable of great sudden exertions – (such as thirty or forty Greek 

Hexameters – of course with such prosody as it pleased God) but of few continuous drudgeries – My 

qualities were much more oratorical and martial than poetical – and D
r
. D. my grand patron – (our 

head=master) had a great notion that I should turn out an Orator – from my fluency – my turbulence – 

my voice – my copiousness of <mouth> declamation – and my action. – I remember that my first 

declamation * 

 

                                                           
549: Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, III i 40. 

550: Pietro Gamba and Teresa Guccioli. 

551: CMP 10-17. 

552: CMP 8-10. 
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– astonished him into some unwonted (for he was economical of Such) and sudden compliments – before the 

declaimers at our first rehearsal. – My first Harrow verses (that is English as exercises) a translation of a 

Chorus from “the Prometheus – of  Æschylus – were received by him but coolly – – no one – had the least 

notion that I should subside into poesy. – 

 

[The Ms. sheet containing Detached Thoughts 88-9, from “*” to “*”, is in the NYPL.] 

89 

Peel the Orator and Statesman – (“that was – or is – or is to be”) was my form=fellow – & we were both at 

the top of our remove – (A public School phrase) we were on good terms – but his brother was my intimate 

friend. – There were always great hopes of Peel – amongst us all, Masters & Scholars – and he has not 

disappointed them. – As a Scholar – he was greatly my Superior, – as a declaimer & actor – 1 was reckoned 

at least his equal – – as a school=boy out of School – I was always in scrapes – and he never – and in School 

– he always knew his lesson – and I rarely – but * 

 

126.) when I knew it – I knew it {nearly as} well. – – In general information – history – &
c
. &

c
. – I 

think I was his superior – as also of most boys of my standing. – 

 

[swirl] 

 

89. [number repeated] 

The prodigy of our School days – was George Sinclair (Son of Sir John) he made exercises for half the 

School (literally) verses at will – and themes without it. – When in the Shell – he made exercises for 

his Uncle Dudley Macdonald (a dunce who could only play upon the flute) in the sixth. He was a 

friend of mine and in 

 

127.) the same remove – and used {at times} to beg me to let him to do my exercise – a request always 

most readily accorded, – upon a pinch – or when I wanted to do something else – which was usually 

once an hour. – – 

On the other hand – he was pacific – and I savage – so I fought for him – or thrashed others for 

him<self> – or thrashed himself to make him thrash <others> others when it was necessary as a point 

of honour – and stature – that he should so chastise, – or – we talked politics for he was a great 

politician – and were very good friends – I have some of his letters – <written> written to me from 

School – still. 

 

128.) 

90. 

Clayton was another School Monster of learning and talent – and hope – but what has become of him – 

I do not know – he was certainly a Genius. 

 

[swirl] 

 

91. 

My School friendships were with me passions (for I was always violent) but I do not know that there is 

one which has endured (to be sure some have been cut short by death) till now; – that with Lord Clare 

began one of the earliest and lasted longest – being only interrupted by distance – that I know of. – I 

never hear the 

 

129.) <world> {word} “Clare” without a beating of the heart even now, & I write it – with the feelings 

of 1803 – 4 – 5 – ad infinitum. – 

[swirl] 

 

92. 

In 1812 at Middleton
553

 (Lord Jersey’s) amongst a goodly company – of Lords – Ladies – & wits – &
c
. 

– there was poor {old Vice} Leach the lawyer – attempting to play off the fine gentleman. – – His first 

exhibition – an attempt {on horseback I think} to escort the women – God knows where – in the month 

of November – ended in a fit of the Lumbago – as Lord Ogleby says “a grievous enemy to Gallantry 

and address”
554

 – and if he could have {but} heard Lady Jersey 

 

                                                           
553: Middleton Stoney in Oxfordshire. 

554: Colman and Garrick, The Clandestine Marriage, II i. 
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130.) quizzing him (as I did) the next day for the cause of his malady – – I don’t think that he would 

have turned a “Squire of dames” in a hurry again. – He seemed to me the greatest fool (in that line) I 

ever saw. – – This was the last I saw of old Vice Leach – except in town {where he was} creeping into 

assemblies – and trying to look young – & gentlemanly. 

 

93. 

Erskine too! – Erskine
555

 – was there – good – but intolerable – he jested – he talked – he did every 

thing admirably but then he would be applauded for the same thing twice over – he would read his own 

verses – his own paragraph – and tell his own story – <his> again and again – and 

 

131.) then “the trial by Jury!!!” – I almost wished it abolished, for I sate <next> next him at dinner – 

<and> As I had read his published speeches – there was no occasion to repeat them to me. – Chester 

(the fox hunter) surnamed “Cheeks Chester” – and I sweated the Claret – being the only two who did 

so. – Cheeks who loves his bottle – and had no notion of meeting with a “bon vivant” in a scribbler – 

in making my eulogy to somebody one evening summed it up in – “by G—d he drinks like a Man!” 

 

[swirl] 

 

132.) 

94. 

Nobody drank however but Cheeks and I – to be sure there was little occasion – for we swept off what 

was on the table (a most splendid <one> {board} – as may be supposed at Jersey’s) very sufficiently. – 

However we carried our liquor discreetly – like “the Baron of Bradwardine”.
556

 

 

[swirl] 

 

95. 

If I had to live over again – I do not know what I would change in my life – unless it were for – not to 

have lived at all. All history and experience – and the rest – teaches us that the good and evil are pretty 

equally balanced in this existence – and that what is most to be desired is an easy passage out of it. – – 

– – 

What can it give us but years? & those have little of good but their ending. – 

 

133.) 

96. 

Of the Immortality of the Soul – it appears to me that there can be little doubt – if we attend for a 

moment to the action of <m/>Mind. – It is in perpetual activity; – I used to doubt of it – but reflection 

has taught me better. – It acts also so very independent of body – in dreams for instance incoherently 

and madly – I grant you; – but still it is Mind & much more Mind – than when we are awake. – – Now 

– that this should not {act} separately – as well as jointly – who can pronounce? – The Stoics Epictetus 

& Marcus Aurelius call the present state “a Soul which drags a Carcase” – – – a heavy chain to be sure, 

but all chains being material 

 

134.) may be shaken off. – How far our future {life} will be individual – or rather – how far it will <at 

all> at all resemble our present existence is another question – but that the Mind is eternal – seems as 

probable as that the body is not so. – Of course – I here venture upon the question without recurring to 

Revelation – which however is at least as rational a solution of it – as any other. – A material 

resurrection seems strange and even absurd except for purposes of punishment – and all punishment 

which is to revenge rather than correct – must be morally wrong – and when the World is at an end – 

what moral or warning purpose can eternal tortures answer? – human passions have probably 

disfigured the divine doctrines here – but the whole 

 

135.) thing is inscrutable. – It is useless to tell me not to reason but to believe – – you might as well tell 

a man not to wake but sleep – and then to bully with torments! – and all that! – I cannot help thinking 

that the menace of Hell makes as many devils as the severe penal codes of inhuman humanity make 

villains. – – – – – – Man is born passionate of body – but with an innate though secret tendency to the 

love of Good in his Main=spring of Mind. – – But God help us all! – It is at present a sad jar of atoms. 

– – 

                                                           
555: Thomas, Baron Erskine (1750-1823) Scots jurist. 

556: In Scott’s Waverley. 
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136.) 

97. 

Matter is eternal – always changing – but reproduced and as far as we can comprehend Eternity – 

Eternal – and why not Mind? – Why should not the Mind act with and upon the Universe? – as 

portions of it act upon and with the congregated dust – called Mankind? – See – how one man acts 

upon himself and others – or upon multitudes? – The same Agency in a higher and purer degree may 

act upon the Stars &
c
. ad infinitum. 

[long swirl] 

 

137.) 

98. 

I have often been inclined to Materialism in philosophy – but could never bear its’ introduction into 

Christianity – which appears to me essentially founded upon the Soul. – For this reason, Priestley’s 

Christian Materialism – always struck me as deadly. – Believe resurrection of the body – if you will – 

but not without a Soul – The devil’s in it – if after having had a Soul (as surely the Mind or whatever 

you call it – is) {in this world} we must part with it in the next – even for an Immortal Materiality; – I 

own my partiality for Spirit. [scrawl] 

 

138.) 

99. 

I am always most religious upon a sunshiny day – as if there was some association between an 

{internal} approach to greater light and purity – and the kindler of this dark lanthorn of our external 

existence. – – 

[arching swirl] 

 

100. 

The Night is also a religious concern – and even more so – when I viewed the Moon and Stars through 

Herschell’s
557

 telescope – and saw that they were worlds. – 

 

[long swirl] 

 

139.) 

101. 

If according to some speculations you could prove the World many thousand years – older than the 

Mosaic Chronology – or if you could knock up Adam & Eve and the Apple and Serpent – still what is 

to be put up in their stead? – or how is the difficulty removed? things must have had a beginning – and 

what matters it when – or how? – – 

I sometimes think that Man may be the relic of some higher {material} being wrecked in a former 

world – and degenerated in the hardships and struggle through Chaos and Conformity – or something 

like it – as we see Laplanders – Esquimaux – &
c
. inferior in the present state – as the Elements become 

more inexorable. – – – 

 

140) 

 

But even then this higher pre=Adamite Supposititious Creation must have had an Origin
558

 and a 

Creator – for a Creator is a more natural imagination than a fortuitious concourse of atoms – all things 

remount to a fountain – though they may flow to an Ocean. – 

 

[long swirl] 

 

102. 

What a strange thing is the propagation of life! – A bubble of Seed which may be spilt in a whore’s lap 

– or in the Orgasm of a voluptuous dream – might (for aught we know) have formed a Cæsar or a 

Buonaparte – there is nothing remarkable recorded of their Sires – that I know of. – – – 

 

141.) 

103. 

                                                           
557: Sir William Herschel (1738-1822) astronomer; discovered Uranus. 

558: Compare Cain, Act II (recently written). 
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Lord Kames
559

 has said – (if I misquote not) “that a power to call up agreeable ideas at will would be 

something greater for mortals than all the boons of a fairy tale.” – – – – – – – – – – 

I have found increasing upon me (without sufficient cause at times) the depression of Spirits (with few 

intervals) which I have some reason to believe constitutional or inherited. 

 

—— 

 

104. 

Plutarch says in his life of Lysander – that Aristotle observes “that in general great Geniuses are of a 

melancholy turn and instances <Soc> Socrates – Plato, and Hercules (or Heracleitus) as examples – 

and Lysander – though not – while young – yet as inclined to it when approaching towards age.” – 

Whether I am a 

 

142.) Genius or not – I have been called such by my friends as well as enemies – and in more countries 

and languages – than one – and also within a no very long period of existence. – Of my Genius – I can 

say nothing – {but} of my melancholy that it is “increasing – & ought to be diminished” but how? – –  

 

105. 

I take it that most men are so at bottom – but that it is only remarked in the remarkable. – – – 

The Duchesse de Broglie – in reply to a remark of mine on the errors of clever people said “that they 

were not worse than others – only being more in view – more noted; especially in <th> all that could 

reduce them to the rest – or raise the rest to them. In 1816, this was. – 

 

[swirl] 

143.) 

106. 

In fact (I suppose – that) if the follies of fools were {all} set down like those of the wise – the wise 

(who <appear> {seem at present} only a better sort of fools –) would appear {almost} intelligent. – – – 

– 

107. 

I have met George Colman occasionally and thought him extremely pleasant and convivial – 

Sheridan’s humour or rather wit – was always saturnine – and sometimes savage – he never laughed 

(at least that I saw – and I watched him) but Colman did – I have got very drunk with them both – but 

if I had to choose – and could not have both at a time – I should say – “let me begin the evening with 

Sheridan 

 

144.) and finish it with Colman.” – Sheridan for dinner, – Colman for Supper; – Sheridan for Claret or 

port – but Colman for every thing – from the Madeira {& Champaigne} – at dinner – the Claret with a 

layer of port <after it’s> {between the Glasses} – up to the Punch of the Night – and down to the Grog 

– or Gin and water of day=break – all these I have threaded with {both} the same – Sheridan was a 

Grenadier Company of Life=Guards, but Colman a whole regiment – of light Infantry to be sure – but 

still a regiment. 

[swirl] 

 

145.) 

108. 

Alcibiades is said to have been “successful in all his battles” – but what battles?
560

 name them – if you 

mention Cæsar – or Annibal – or Napoleon – you at once rush upon Pharsalia – Munda – Alesia; – 

Cannæ – Thrasimene – Trebia; Lodi – Marengo – Jena – Austerlitz – Friedland – Wagram – 

Mowska
561

 – – – but it is less easy to pitch upon the victories of Alcibiades – though they may be 

named too – though not so readily as the Leuctra and Mantinea of Epaminondas – the Marathon of 

<Themistocles> Miltiades the Salamis of Themistocles – and the Thermopylæ of Leonidas. – 

Yet upon the whole it may be 

 

146.) doubted whether there be a name in Antiquity which comes down with such a general charm as 

that of Alcibiades – Why? – 

                                                           
559: Henry Home, Lord Kames (1696-1782), Scots philosopher. 

560: Alcibiades was better-known as a strategist than as a field-commander. 

561: Should be “Moskwa”. 
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I cannot answer – who can? – 
 

109. – 

The vanity of Victories is considerable – of all who fell at Waterloo or Trafalgar – ask any man in 

company to name you ten off hand – – they will stick at Nelson; <and> – the other will survive himself 

– Nelson was a hero – the other is a mere Corporal – dividing with Prussians and Spaniards – the luck 

– which he never deserved – he even – but I hate the fool – and will be silent. – [scrawl] 

 

147.) 

110. 

The Miscreant Wellington is the Cub of Fortune – but she will never lick him into shape, – if he lives 

he will be beaten – that’s certain. – – Victory was never before wasted upon such an unprofitable soil – 

as this <toil>
562

 {dunghill} of Tyranny – whence nothing springs but Viper’s eggs. – 

 

111. 

I remember seeing Blucher in the London Assemblies – and never saw anything of his age less 

venerable. – With the voice and manners of a recruiting Sergeant – he pretended to the honours of a 

hero – just as {if} a stone <might> {could} be worshipped because a Man had stumbled over it. – – – 

 

148.) 

112. 

There is nothing left for Mankind but a Republic – and I think that there are hopes of Such – The two 

Americas (South and North) have it – Spain and Portugal approach it – all thirst for it. – Oh 

Washington! – – 

[long swirl] 

 

                                                                           113.                Pisa, Nov
r
. 

5
th

. 

1821 

“There is a strange coincidence sometimes in the little things of this world – Sancho” says Sterne in a 

letter (if I mistake not)
563

 and so I have often found it. – – – 

Page 128 article 91, of this collection of scattered things. – I had alluded to my friend Lord Clare in 

terms such as my feelings suggested. – About a week or two afterwards I met him on the road between 

Imola and Bologna – after 

 

149.) not having met for seven or eight years. – He was abroad in 1814 – and came home just as I set 

out in 1816. – – – 

This meeting annihilated for a moment all the years between the present time and the days of Harrow. 

– – It was a new & inexplicable feeling like rising from the grave to me. – – Clare too was much 

agitated – more – in appearance – than even myself – – for I could feel his heart beat to the fingers’ 

ends – unless indeed – it was the pulse of my own which made me think so. – He told me that I should 

find a note from him {left} at Bologna – I did. – We were obliged to part for our different journeys – 

he for Rome – I for Pisa – but with the promise to meet again in Spring. – We were but five minutes 

together – and in the public road – but I hardly recollect an hour of 

 

150.) my existence which could be weighed against them. – – He had heard that I was coming on – & 

had left his letter for me at B. because the people with whom he was travelling could not wait longer. – 

– – – 

Of all I have ever known – he has always been the least altered in every thing from the excellent 

qualities and kind affections which attached me to<o> him so strongly at School. – I should hardly 

have thought it possible for Society – (or the World as it is called) to leave a being with so little of the 

leaven of bad passions. – – – – – – 

I do not speak from personal experience only – but from all I have ever heard of him from others 

during absence and distance. – – 

[swirl] 

 

151.) 

                                                           
562: Could be “toad”. 

563: Sterne, letter to Ignatius Sancho (Letters ed. Curtis, 1935, p.285). 
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114. 

I met with Rogers at Bologna – staid a day there – crossed the Appennines with him. – He remained at 

Florence – – I went to Pisa – 8b
re

. 29 – 30
th

. &
c
. 

1821. 

 

115. 

I revisited the {Florence} Gallery &
c
. my former impressions {were} confirmed – but there were too 

many visitors – there – to allow me to feel anything properly. – – 

When we were (about thirty or forty) all stuffed into the Cabinet of Gems – & knick=nackeries in a 

corner of one of the Galleries – I told R. that I “felt like being in the Watch=house.” I left him to make 

his obeisances to some of his acquaintances – & strolled on alone – the only few minutes I could 

snatch of any feeling for the works around me. – I do not mean to apply this to a tete a tete {scrutiny} 

with Rogers who has an excellent taste 

 

152.) & deep feeling for the Arts (indeed {much} more of both than I possess – for of the former I 

have not much) but to the crowd of jostling starers & travelling talkers around me. – – – 

I heard one <Anglo> bold Briton declare to the woman on his arm looking at the Venus of Titian – 

“well now – this is very fine – indeed –” – an observation which like that of the landlord in Joseph 

Andrews – “on the certainty of death” – was (as the landlord’s wife observed) “extremely true”
564

 – – – 

 In the Pitti palace – I did not omit Goldsmith’s prescription for a Connoisseur – viz. “that the 

<paintings> {pictures} would have been better if the painter had taken more pains – and to praise the 

works of Pietro Perugino.
565

 – – – – 

 

153.) 

116. 

I have lately been reading Fielding over again. – They talk of Radicalism – Jacobinism &
c
. in England 

(I am told) but they should turn over the pages of “Jonathan Wild the Great”. – The inequality of 

conditions and the littleness of the great – were never set forth in stronger terms – and his contempt for 

Conquerors and the like is such that had he lived now he would have been denounced in the “Courier” 

as the grand {Mouth=piece and} Factionary of the revolutionists. – And yet I never recollect to have 

heard this turn of Fielding’s mind noticed though it is obvious in every page. – – – – 

 

[long swirl] 

154.) 

117. 

The following dialogue passed between me and a very pretty peasant Girl (Rosa Benini married to 

<Domini> {Domenico} Ovioli {or Oviuoli} the Vetturino) at Ravenna. 

 

Rosa. 

“What is the Pope?” 

I. 

“Don’t you know?” – 

Rosa. 

“No, I don’t know; what {or who} is he – is he a Saint?” 

I. 

“He is an old man.” – 

Rosa. 

“What nonsense to make such a fuss about an old man. – have you ever seen him? – – 

I. 

“Yes – at Rome.” – 

Rosa. 

“You English don’t <believe in> {obey} the Pope? 

I. 

“No – we don’t – but you do – ” 

155.) 

Rosa. 

“I don’t know what I believe – but the priests talk about him – – I am Sure I did not know what he was. 

– – – 

                                                           
564: Fielding, Joseph Andrews, Part I Chap.2. 

565: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chap.20. 
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This dialogue I have translated nearly verbatim – & I don’t think that I have either added {to} or taken 

away from it. – – The speaker was under eighteen & an old acquaintance of mine. – – – – 

It struck me as odd that I should have to instruct her who the Pope was – I think they might have found 

it out without me – by this time. – – The fact is indisputable & occurred but a few weeks ago, before I 

left Ravenna. – 

Pisa Nov
r
. 6

th
. 1821 

 

[long swirl] 

156.) 

118. 

1. 

 Oh! talk not to me of a name great in story 

 The days of our Youth, are the days of our Glory, 

 And the myrtle and ivy of sweet two and twenty 

 Are worth all your laurels though ever so plenty. 

 

2. 

 What are garlands and crowns to the brow that is wrinkled, 

 Tis but as a dead flower with May=dew besprinkled, 

 Then away with <the> all such from the head that is hoary, 

 What care I for the wreaths that can only give Glory? 

 

3. 

 Oh! Fame! – if I eer took delight <in> in thy praises – 

 ’Twas less for the sake of thy high=sounding phrases, 

 Than to see {the} bright eyes of the dear One discover 

 She thought that I was not unworthy to love her. 

 

4. 

 There chiefly I sought thee, there only I found thee, 

 Her Glance was the best of the rays that surround thee, 

 When <they> {it} sparkled oer aught that was bright in my story, 

 I knew it was love, and I felt it was Glory. 

 

[swirl] 

 

I composed these stanzas (except the fourth added now) a few days ago – on the road from Florence to 

Pisa. 

Pisa Nov
r
. 6

th
. 1821 

157.) 

119. 

My daughter Ada on her {recent} birthday the other day (the 10
th

. of December 1821.) completed her 

sixth year. – Since she was a Month old – or rather better – I have not seen her. – But I hear that she is 

a fine child with a violent temper. – 

I have been thinking of an odd circumstance. – My daughter – my wife – my {half} sister – my mother 

– my sister’s mother – my natural daughter – and myself are {or were} all only children.
566

 – 

My sister’s Mother (Lady Conyers) had only my {half} sister by that {second} marriage – (herself 

{too} an only child) and my father had only me (an only child) by his second marriage with my 

Mother (an only child too) Such a complication of only children all tending to one family is singular 

enough, and looks like fatality almost. – 

 

158.) But the fiercest Animals have the rarest {numbers in their} litters – as Lions – tigers – and even 

Elephants which are mild in comparison. 

 

120. 

May 18
th

. 1822. 

I have not taken up this sort of Journal for many months – shall I Continue it? “Chi Cosa”? – – – – 

                                                           
566: Compare B. to Mu., December 10th 1821 (in 09). 
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I have written little this year – but a good deal last (1821) Five plays in all (two yet unpublished) some 

Cantos &
c
. – – I have begun one or two things since – but under some discouragement – or rather 

indignation at the brutality of the attacks which I hear (for I have seen few of them) have been 

multiplied in every direction against me & my recent writings – but the English dishonour themselves 

more than me by such conduct. – It is 

 

159.) strange – but the Germans say – that I am more popular in Germany by far than in England – and 

I have heard the Americans say as much of America – the French too have printed a considerable 

number of translations {in prose!} with good success – but their predilection (if it exists) depends I 

suspect – upon their belief that I have no great passion for England or the English. – It would be 

singular if I had, however I wish them no harm. – 

 

[swirl] 

 

121. 

 

[Ms. ends, though the book’s pages are numbered up to 199.] 

 

Byron to Samuel Rogers, from Ravenna, October 21st 1821: 

(Source: text from UCL Library Sharpe Papers 18 ff.153-4; LJ V 394-6; BLJ VIII 245-6) 

[To, / Samuel Rogers Esqre. / Signore Inglese / (ferma in Posta) / Bologna / Bologna] 

 

Ravenna, Oct
r
. 21

st
. 1821. 

Dear Rogers / 

 I shall be (the Gods willing) in Bologna on Saturday next. – This is a curious answer to 

y
r
. letter – but I have taken a house in Pisa for the winter to which all my chattels – furniture – horses – 

carriages – and live stock are already removed – and I am preparing to follow. The cause of this 

removal – is – shortly – the exile or proscription of all my friends, relations, and connections here into 

Tuscany – on account of our late politics – – and where they go I accompany them. – I merely 

remained till now – to settle some arrangements about my daughter – and to give time for my furniture 

&c. to precede me. – – – – 

I have not {here} a seat or a bed hardly except some jury-chairs and tables and a mattress for the week 

to come. – 

 

1:2 

 

If you will go with me to Pisa I can lodge you for as long as you like – (they write that the House – the 

Palazzo Lanfranchi is spacious – <on/>it is on the Arno) and I have four carriage and as many saddle 

horses (such as they are in these parts) with all other conveniences at your command, and also their 

owner. – – – – 

If you can’t do this – we may at least cross the Apennines together – or if you are going by another 

road – we shall meet at Bologna I hope. I address this to the Post Office (as you desire) and you will 

probably find me at the Albergo di San Marco – if you arrive first – wait till I come up – which will be 

(barring accidents) on Saturday – or Sunday at farthest – 

 

1:3 

 

I presume you are alone on your voyages. – – Moore is in London incog. according to my latest 

advices from those climates. – – – 

It is better than a lustre (five years and six months and some days more or less – since we met) and like 

the man from Tadcaster in the farce (“Love laughs at Locksmiths”) whose acquaintances including the 

cat and the terrier “who caught a halfpenny in his mouth” – were all “gone dead”
567

 – but too many of 

our acquaintances have taken the same path. – – 

L
y
. Melbourne – Grattan – Sheridan – Curran – &

c
. &

c
. (without reckoning the “οι πολλοι” ) – 

{almost} every body of much name of the old School. – But “so am not I, said the foolish fat 

Scullion”
568

 – therefore let us make the most 

 

1:4 

                                                           
567: George Colman the Younger, Love Laughs at Locksmiths, Act II. 

568: Sterne, Tristram Shandy, 3. VII (without “fat”). 
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of our remainder. – – – – – 

Let me find two lines from you at “the Hostel or hill”. – – 

y
rs
. ever &

c
. 

Byron 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Pisa, October 21st 1821: 

(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 5033; Jones II 357-8) 

Pisa, Oct
r
. 21. 1821. 

My dear Lord Byron 

  I should have written to you long since but that I have been led to expect you 

almost daily in Pisa, & that I imagined you would cross my letter on your road. – Many thanks for Don 

Juan – It is a poem totally of its own species, & my wonder and delight at the grace of the composition 

no less than the free & grand vigour of the conception of it perpetually increase. – The few passages 

which any one might desire to be cancelled in the 1
st
. & 2

d
. Cantos are here reduced almost to nothing. 

This poem carries with it at once the stamp of originality and a defiance of imitation. Nothing has ever 

been written like it in English – nor if I may venture to prophesy, will there be; without carrying upon 

it the mark of a secondary and borrowed light. – You unveil & present  

 

1:2 

 

 in its true deformity what is worst in human nature, & this is what the witlings of the age murmur 

at, conscious of their want of power to endure the scrutiny of such a light … We are damned to 

the knowledge of good & evil, and it is <good> well for us to know what we should avoid no less 

than what we should seek. – The character of Lambro – his return – the <te> merriment of his 

daughters guests made as it were in celebration of his funeral – the meeting with the lovers – and 

the death of Haidee, – are circumstances combined & developed in a manner that I seek elsewhere 

in vain ... The fifth canto, which some of your pet Zoili
569

 in Albemarle S
t
. said was dull, gathers 

instead of loses, splendour & energy – the language in which the whole is clothed – a sort of 

cameleon
570

 under the changing sky of the spirit that kindles it – is such as these lisping days 

could not have expected, – and are, believe me, in spite of the approbation which you wrest from 

them – little pleased to hear. One can hardly judge from recitation and it was not until I read it in 

print  

 

1:3 

 

 that I have been able to do it justice. – This sort of writing only <perhaps> o</f>n a great plan & 

perhaps in a more compact form is what I wished you to do when I made my vows for an epic. – 

But I am content – You are building up a drama, such as England has not yet seen, and the task is 

sufficiently noble & worthy of you. 

 When may we expect you? The Countess G. is very patient, though sometimes she seems 

apprehensive that you will never leave Ravenna.
571

 I have suffered from my habitual disorder & 

from a tertian fever since I returned, & my ill health has prevented me from shewing her the 

attentions I could have desired in Pisa. I have heard from Hunt, who tells me that he is coming out 

in November, by sea I believe – Your house is ready & all the furniture arranged. Lega they say is 

to have set off yesterday – The Countess tells me that you think of leaving Allegra for the present 

at the convent. Do as you think best – but I can pledge myself to find a situation for her here such 

as you would  

 

1:4 

 

 approve, in case you change your mind. – 

 I hear no political news but such as announces the slow victory of the spirit of the past over 

that of the present. The other day a number of Heteristi,
572

 escaped from the defeat in Wallachia, 

past through Pisa, to embark at Leghorn & join Ipsilanti in Livadia. – It is highly to the credit of 

                                                           
569: Zoili are critics motivated by envy, as Zoilus was of Homer. 

570: “c[h]amelon” (Jones); but see Don Juan II, 92, 1. 

571: B.’s unwillingness to move to Pisa was motivated in part by a wish to show the Ravenna authorities that he 

would not yield to their pressue, in part by a desire to keep away from Teresa for a while. 

572: Greek followers of Alexander Ipsilantis, defeated by the Austrians at Hermanstad in June 1821. 
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the actual government of Tuscany, that <they> {it} allowed these brave fugitives 3 livres a day 

each, & free quarters during their passage through these states. – Mrs. S. desires her best regards 

 My dear Lord Byron – 

  Yours most faithfully 

   P. B. Shelley. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 26th 1821 (a): 

(Source: NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 397; BLJ VIII 248) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre.] 

R
a
 Oct

r
. 26. 1821. 

Dear Moray / 

 I waited here another week to receive the proofs of “Cain” which have not arrived – 

though your letter announced them for next post. I must start for Pisa on Saturday – so by this means 

there is a fortnight lost – for the proof must follow through cross posts. – Upon my word – you will 

provoke me to play you some trick one of these days that you won’t like. – – – – – 

By this post I send you a third corrected copy of “Don Juan” – – 

I will thank you to be more careful in future. 

 y
r
[scrawl] 

 

Please to acknowledge 

the “Vision of Judgement by Quevedo redivivus” 

and other packets. – – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 26th 1821 (b): 

(Source: NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 397; BLJ VIII 248) 

[To John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / London.] 

This letter has its address on the two centre sides. 

R
a
. Oct

r
 26

th
. 1821. 

Dear Moray / 

 You say the errors are in the M.S.S. – now – excuse me – {but} this is not true – and I 

defy you to prove it to be true. – – – 

The truth is you are a fine gentleman – and negligent as becomes a mighty man in his business. – 

I send you a third copy corrected with some alteration – & by this and the other corrected copies I 

request you to <dr> print any future impression. –  

 Byron. – 

P.S. 

 Collate {this} with the other two copies both sent by the post. – – – 

And pray when I send you a parcel or packet – do acknowledge it – I care nothing about my letters or 

your answers – I only want to know, when I have taken trouble about a thing that it has arrived. – – – – 

– – 

 

[vertically up left-hand side:] You shall be the hero of my next poem – will you publish it? – – – 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, late October 1821: 

(Source: NLS Ms.434891; BLJ VIII 247) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

 

Dear Moray / 

 The enclosed is for M
r
. Moore. – Address you to Pisa – and acknowledge packets – 

various & sundry. – “A vision of Judgement” and another poeshie, for M
r
. Moore the latter. – – – – 

Rogers is at Venice – and has written to me to meet here – but I have been obliged to transfer to 

Bologna – because all my furniture &
c
. is now at Pisa – & I have no conveniences for a visitor. – On 

Saturday I expect to find him & myself there. 

 y
rs
. truly [scrawl] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Ravenna, October 28th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 547-8; LJ V 397-400; BLJ VIII 250-1) 

Ravenna, Oct. 28. 1821. 
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‘’Tis the middle of night by the castle clock,’
573

 and in three hours more I have to set out on my way to 

Pisa—sitting up all night to be sure of rising. I have just made them take off my bed-clothes—blankets 

inclusive—in case of temptation from the apparel of sheets to my eyelids. 

 Samuel Rogers is—or is to be—at Bologna, as he writes from Venice. 

 I thought our Magnifico would ‘pound you,’ if possible. He is trying to ‘pound’ me, too; but I’ll 

specie the rogue—or, at least, I’ll have the odd shillings out of him in keen iambics. 

 Your approbation of ‘Sardanapalus’ is agreeable,
574

 for more reasons than one. Hobhouse is 

pleased to think as you do of it, and so do some others—but the ‘Arimaspian,’ whom, like ‘a Gryphon 

in the wilderness,’ I will ‘follow for his gold’
575

 (as I exhorted you to do before), did or doth disparage 

it—‘stinting me in my sizings.’
576

 His notable opinions on the ‘Foscari’ and ‘Cain’ he hath not as yet 

forwarded; or, at least, I have not yet received them, nor the proofs thereof, though promised by last 

post. 

 I see the way that he and his Quarterly people are tending—they want a row with me, and they 

shall have it. I only regret that I am not in England for the nonce; as, here, it is hardly fair ground for 

me, isolated and out of the way of prompt rejoinder and information as I am. But, though backed by all 

the corruption, and infamy, and patronage of their master rogues and slave renegadoes, if they do once 

rouse me up, 

 

  ‘They had better gall the devil, Salisbury.’
577

 

 

I have that for two or three of them, which they had better not move me to put in motion;—and yet, 

after all, what a fool I am to disquiet myself about such fellows! It was all very well ten or twelve years 

ago, when I was a ‘curled darling,’
578

 and minded such things. At present, I rate them at their true 

value; but, from natural temper and bile, am not able to keep quiet. 

 Let me hear from you on your return from Ireland, which ought to be ashamed to see you, after her 

Brunswick blarney. I am of Longman’s opinion, that you should allow your friends to liquidate the 

Bermuda claim. Why should you throw away the two thousand pounds (of the non-guinea Murray) 

upon that cursed piece of treacherous inveiglement? I think you carry the matter a little too far and 

scrupulously. When we see patriots begging publicly, and know that Grattan received a fortune from 

his country, I really do not see why a man, in no whit inferior to any or all of them, should shrink from 

accepting that assistance from his private friends which every tradesman receives from his connections 

upon much less occasions. For, after all, it was not your debt—it was a piece of swindling against you. 

As to * * * *, and the ‘what noble creatures! &c. &c.’
579

 it is all very fine and very well, but, till you 

can persuade me that there is no credit, and no self-applause to be obtained by being of use to a 

celebrated man, I must retain the same opinion of the human species, which I do of our friend Ms. 

Specie. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, October 30th 1821: 

(Source: NLS Ms.434891; LJ V 400; BLJ VIII 251) 

[To, John Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre.] 

8b
re

. 30
th

. 1821. 

D
r
. Moray / 

 You say the errors were in the M.S.S. of D.J. – but the omitted stanza – which I sent to you 

in an after letter – and the omitted notes? – please to replace them 

 y[scrawl] 

I am just setting off for Pisa.  

 

Favour the enclosed to Mr. Moore – – – 

 

Address to Pisa. [scrawl] 

 

On October 29th 1821 Byron moves from Ravenna to Pisa to rejoin Teresa’s family, and 

Shelley’s circle of friends. 

                                                           
573: Coleridge, Christabel, l.1. 

574: Evidence of a missing letter from Mo. 

575: Milton, Paradise Lost, II 943-7. 

576: Shakespeare, King Lear, II iv 174 (scant my sizes”). 

577: Shakespeare, King John, IV iii 95 (“Thou wert better …”). 

578: Shakespeare, Othello, I ii 68. 

579: Shakespeare, The Tempest, V i 182 (“How many goodly creatures”). 
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Selections from the letters of Robert Southey, 1819-22: 

 

Robert Southey to C.H.Townshend, July 20th 1819: 

(Source: text from CSS V 352-3) 

 

I have not seen more of Don Juan than some extracts in a country paper, wherein my own name is 

coupled with a rhyme
580

 which I thought would never be used by any person but myself when kissing 

one of my own children in infancy, and talking nonsense to it, which, whatever you may think of it at 

present as an exercise for the intellect, I hope you will have one day occasion to practise, and you will 

then find out its many and various excellencies. I do not yet know whether the printed poem is 

introduced by a dedication to me, in a most hostile strain, which came over with it, or whether the 

person who has done Lord Byron the irreparable injury of sending into the world what his own 

publisher and his friends endeavoured, for his sake, to keep out of it, has suppressed it. This is to me a 

matter of perfect unconcern. Lord Byron attacked me when he ran amuck as a satirist; he found it 

convenient to express himself sorry for that satire, and to have such of the persons told so whom he 

had assailed in it as he was likely to fall in with in society; myself among the number. I met him three 

times or four times on courteous terms, and saw enough of him to feel that he was rather to be 

shunned than sought. Attack me as he will, I shall not go out of my course to break a spear with him; 

but if it comes in my way to give him a passing touch, it will be one that will leave a scar. 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, July 31st 1819: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S. Eng. Letters. d. 47. 162-3.) 

 

Wynn has told me of Lord Byrons dedication to me: I have no intention at present of noticing it, if it 

sees the light:– but if it should sufficiently provoke <x> me, you may be assured that I will treat him 

with due severity, as he deserves to be treated, – & lay him open, in a live dissection. 

 

  I hear that D[on] Juan is published without the dedication. I should like to know who has 

suppressed it, & why it has been suppressed. 

 

Robert Southey to John Murray, October 19th 1819: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

 

 ... I hear that Lord Byron’s damnable poem
581

 would have appeared with a dedication to me, had it 

not been for your interference. I am very much obliged to you for this. For tho I fear or care for Lord 

Byron as little as I do for the Devil to whose service he has devoted himself, I do not like to have my 

tranquillity disturbed by engaging in polemics of any kind, least of all – when they are of a personal 

nature. You have therefore rendered me a very acceptable service in saving me from the discomfort of 

resentful & angry feelings. – & you have rendered him one also. His Lordship would have been very 

ill able to bear such a William Smithiad
582

 as I could have returned him ... 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, February 11th 1820: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S.Eng.Letters d.47.199; CCS V 19) 

 

 Am I to thank you for the Gazette which came on a day when the news of the Kings death
583

 

would otherwise not have reached me? 

 Do you know that one of those London publishers who are rogues by profession is now publishing 

in sixpenny numbers a life of the King by Robert Southy Esqre printed for the author. “observe to 

                                                           
580:  Thou shalt believe in Milton, Dryden, Pope, 

  Thou shalt not set up Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey; 

 Because the first is crazed beyond all hope, 

  The second drunk, the third so quaint and mouthey; 

 With Crabbe it may be difficult to cope, 

  And Campbell’s Hippocrene is somewhat drouthy; 

 Thou shalt not steal from Samuel Rogers, nor 

 Commit – flirtation with the muse of Moore. (Don Juan I, 205). 

581: Don Juan. 

582: Alluding to his Letter to William Smith M.P., a self-justificatory pamphlet of 1817. 

583: George III died on January 30th 1820. 
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order Southys Life of the King to avoid imposition.” – J.Jones Warwick Square is the ostensible rogue, 

– but the anonymous person who sent me the first numbers says “alias Oddy”. – I have sent a 

paragraph to the Westmoreland Gazette which may save some of my neighbours from being taken in 

by this infamous trick, & have written to Longman to ask whether it be advisable that I should take any 

further steps. He must be the best judge of this, & if he thinks I ought to apply for an injunction, he 

will hand over my letter to Turner by whose opinion I shall be guided. – The scoundrel seems to 

suppose that he may evade the law by misspelling my name. 

 The death of the King will delay my departure two or three weeks beyond the time I had intended 

for it. For if I do not finish the poem which I must of course write,
584

 <any funeral> before I leave 

home, my funeral verses would not appear before the coronation. In my next letter I shall probably 

horrorize you about these said verses, in which I have made some progress ... However as I hope not to 

go beyond two or three hundred lines, I imagine that, at any rate a fourth part is done. I shall not be 

very long about it. If I manage the end as well as I have done the beginning I shall be very well 

satisfied with the composition. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill,
585

 February 18th 1820: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 2.1; JWW III 180-1) 

 

 The Kings death will of necessity delay my departure from home till I can spin verses enough for 

the occasion & the hearty dislike I have, for more than twenty years, felt for writing verses upon 

occasional topics, makes this no easy task, especially since I have learnt to perfection the art of writing 

with difficulty. However I had begun to think upon the subject when the alarm was given in December 

& had even just made a beginning – for the sake of pitching the tune. How the plan may turn out 

remains to be seen – it is somewhat in the manner of Dante’s invention – not of the style. The measure 

will be a nine days wonder, for I am writing in hexameters,– written of course by accents not by 

quantity, & (I think) so written that they cannot, in a rough instance, be possible mis-read, if read 

according to the natural pronunciation of the words. I have composed about an hundred lines, which 

may be perhaps a third of the whole.
586

 It is not more difficult than blank verse, or if more difficult in 

some respects it affords greater facility in others. And it is a full, sonorous, stately measurer, [sic] 

capable of great variety, great sweetness & great strength. The pleasure of making the experiment 

takes off the tedium of the task, & its success or failure will be so much a matter of indifference, that 

when it is sent into the world, I shall scarcely ever think of it again. 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, February 18th 1820: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S. Eng.Letters d.47.200) 

 

 I have written about half the poem, & shall probably compleat it in the course of a fortnight. The 

title I suppose must be Carmen Funebre – A Vision of Death; – or a Vision of Judgement would be 

more appropriate, – but there is no hurry for determining this, as I do not mean to have it announced 

until it is fairly in the press. I know you will think the Devil is in me about the metre, – till you see it, 

– but if I know anything about metre, it is a full, stately, solemn measure, suited to the subject, & 

perfectly adapted to our language. 

 

Robert Southey to Walter Savage Landor,
587

 February 20th 1820: 

(Source: text from CSS V 21) 

 

... A fashion of poetry has been imported which has had a great run, and is in a fair way of being worn 

out.
588

 It is of Italian growth, – an adaptation of the manner of Pulci, Berni, and Ariosto in his sportive 

mood. Frere began it.
589

 What he produced was too good in itself and too inoffensive to become 

popular; for it attacked nothing and nobody; and it had the fault of his Italian models, that the 

transition from what is serious to what is burlesque was capricious. Lord Byron immediately 

                                                           
584: S.’s most notorious poem, which became A Vision of Judgment. 

585: Herbert Hill was S.’s uncle, who took him out to Spain and Portugal in the 1790s. He was a sort of father-

figure to the poet. 

586: A Vision of Judgment is 648 lines long in its final form. 

587: The poet Walter Savage Landor is mocked, with S., in the preface to The Vision of Judgement. Author of 

Gebir, which B. quotes in the preface, he may have been the source of the “League of Incest” rumour which B. 

accuses S. of propagating. 

588: S. refers to poems in ottava rima. 

589: John Hookham Frere’s Whistlecraft (1818), the model for B.’s Beppo. 
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followed; first with his Beppo, which implied the profligacy of the writer, and lastly, with his Don 

Juan, which is a foul blot on the literature of his country, an act of high treason on English poetry. 

The manner has a host of imitators. The use of Hudibrastic rhymes (the only thing in which it differs 

from the Italian) makes it very easy. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, March 17th 1820: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 2.3) 

 

... of all versifiers I verily belief [sic] that I am the most unfit to be employed on occasional subjects. 

For I have an insuperable dislike to treat commonplace themes in a commonplace way, – & the result 

naturally is that I neither satisfy myself nor anyone else. In the present instance I have made so bold 

an attempt in metre, & so successful a one in my own judgement, as far as it has gone, that I wish the 

subject had been different; – for the subject it is which makes it hang upon hand. 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, April 12th 1820: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S. Eng.Letters d.47.208; JWW III 189) 

 

 My Vision of Judgement is not finished. I have made a fair transcript of it so far as it is written, 

(260 lines) & may probably add something to it before my departure. But I think it will not do for 

publication at this time, because such an event as the Kings death, while it is recent, is too affecting & 

too solemn a reality (in the present case) to be made the subject of a fiction. This you will say I ought 

to have considered before I began to write. Very true, – but then I should not have written upon the 

subject. For certain as it was that everybody would be putting their wits in requisition, I should not 

have chosen to send anything into the world upon such an occasion unless it were altogether different 

from all other compositions that were to be expected. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, September 24th 1820: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 3.54) 

 

 I am very much pleased that you wish me to finish the Vision of Judgement. As for encomiastic 

poems I am as unfit to figure in such compositions as in a ball ... 

 

Southey to Herbert Hill, November 29th 1820: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 3.56) 

 

 I have taken your advice concerning the Vision of Judgement & proceeded with it to such good 

purport, that I have a fair prospect of bringing it to a close tomorrow. It has been tried upon a good 

many ears, & never without an effect more or less favourable. Persons who did not think it possible 

that the metre could be introduced without producing something forced or ridiculous, having 

acknowledged that the <XXXX> attempt <was> is successful. I shall probably soon publish it, with 

an introductory account of the various attempts which have been made to naturalise the hexameter & 

other classical metres in the different modern languages, as well as in our own. This with a few 

specimens will help out a lean book, & extend it to about fifty pages of foolscap quarto. 

 

Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, December 8th 1820: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S.Eng.Letters. d.47.238) 

 

 My vision grows, grows, grows, & will get beyond 600 lines, which in this lengthy measure 

contains as much matter as 1000 in blank verse. It cuts into a dozen sections, – breathing places being 

very agreeable for short-winded persons, in long-winded poems. Every day for the last week I have 

expected to finish it. Today I took a holiday, partly because a parcel arrived, & I had letters to write, 

partly because I had applied it too closely as I found in my sleep. You may have it in ordinary quarto 

if you like the size better. The foolscap seems to me, tho an unusual form in this country, a good one, 

& especially for long-winded verse. Profit or loss is out of the question. But it will be talked of, & 

abused & ridiculed, which is all well, – & it will do me credit both now & hereafter, – which is better. 

– You shall have the first portion of it in a few days. 

 

Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, January 5th 1821: 
(Source: text from Bodleian M.S. Eng.Letters. c.26.4; itailcs for passages cut from CSS V 55-6) 
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 I have finished the explanatory part of the Preface, touching the metre, – briefly, fully, clearly & 

fairly. It has led me (which you will think odd till you see the connection) to pay off a part of my 

obligation to Lord Byron & T[homas]. Moore by some observations upon the tendency of their poems 

(especially D[on] Juan) – which they will appropriate to themselves in what proportion they please. 

This I know, that the passage will do me credit in every way, & may possibly produce some good. If 

Murray knew how much his character had suffered by that transaction about D[on] Juan, I think he 

would hang himself: & if Gifford knew what was said and thought of the Q[uarterly]. R[eview]. for 

its silence concerning that infamous poem, I verily believe it would make him ill. Upon that subject I 

say nothing. The passage is a powerful one, & will be felt and talked of. 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, January 21st 1821: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S. Eng.Letters. c.26.9; CCS V 61-2) 

 

... What a grand bespattering of abuse I shall have when the Vision appears!
590

 Your walk at the 

Proclamation was but a type of it, – only I am booted & coated, & of more convenient stature for the 

service. Pelt away, my boys, pelt away! if you were not busy at that work, you would be about 

something more mischievous: abusing me is like flogging a whipping-post. Osiris
591

 says I have had 

so much of it he really thinks I begin to like it. This is certain that nothing vexes me except 

injudicious and exaggerated praise, e.g. when my French friends affirm that Roderic is acknowledged 

to be a better poem than the P. Lost!! 

 

Robert Southey to John Murray, January 26th 1821: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

 

... Lord B. I daresay will return to the charge. He had better not.– I detest controversy as much as he 

delights in it:– but if he persists in the contest, he shall feel that mine is the stronger hand as well as 

the better cause. Me he can neither injure nor irritate. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, March 14th 1821: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 2.15; JWW III 236) 

 
 The “Vision” arrived here yesterday. There is a provoking error in the first page, where the printer 

has contrived to drop the final a in Glaramara, And in the extract from Landor’s “Essay,” the word ac 

has crept in, nonsensically. Landor has sent you a copy of his volume, which has found its way to me, 

and must wait for an opportunity of conveyance. 

 The dedication was a good one; but I took an official opinion concerning its etiquette, and, in 

conformity to that opinion, struck out the part which, in the form of compliment, conveyed a well-

timed warning. The metre will probably attract some notice, & possibly occasion some discussion pro 

& con: the subject will provoke some abuse, to which I am perfectly indifferent. I do not expect that 

more than 500 copies will sell, but I am glad the experiment has been made. It was my intention to 

have printed two odes with it; but finding that there was no want of eking, and knowing that short 

lines in a quarto page would have looked ridiculous if printed in the same type as the hexameters, I 

laid them aside. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, April 18th 1821: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 3.63) 

 

 You would readily understand that I omitted both Pitt & Fox,
592

 because conspicuous as they were 

in the late reign, they neither of them, in my judgement, have done any good to their country, nor will 

confer any honour upon it in the judgement of posterity. 

 I am very glad that you are satisfied with my metre. Indeed it was owing to the spur which you 

gave me in November last, that I took up the half-told story & went thro with it. Some very fortifying 

<satisfying?> opinions have reached me concerning it, & likewise concerning the manner in which I 

have alluded to Lord Byron’s abominable writings,– for which many people have thanked me. 

 

Robert Southey to the Rev Neville White, April 25th 1821: 

                                                           
590: A Vision of Judgment was published on April 11th 1821. 

591: CCS has “Harry”; S.’s brother, Dr.Henry Herbert Southey. 

592: William Pitt and Charles James Fox, Tory and Whig leaders respectively, both pre-deceased George III, but 

S. excludes both from the welcoming-committees in A Vision of Judgment. 
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(Source: text from CSS V 77) 

 

 Tilbrook wrote to tell me his disapprobation of my hexameters. His reasons were founded upon 

some musical theory, which I did not understand farther than to perceive that it was not applicable. 

His opinion is the only unfavourable one that has reached me; that of my friend Wynn, from whom I 

expected the most decided displeasure, was, that he “disliked them less than he expected.” Women, as 

far as I can learn, feel and like the metre universally, without attempting to understand its 

construction. My brethren of the art approve it, and those whom I acknowledge fro my peers are 

decidedly in its favour. Many persons have thanked me for that part of the preface in which Lord 

Byron and his infamous works are alluded to. 

 

Robert Southey to the Rev Nicholas Lightfoot, June 2nd 1821: 

(Source: text from CSS V, 84) 

 

 The King sent me word that he had read the Vision of Judgement twice and was well pleased with 

it; and he afterwards told my brother (Dr. S[outhey])
593

 at the drawing-room, that I had sent him a 

very beautiful poem, which he had read with great pleasure. 

 You will be pleased to hear that the Bishop of London, the Bishop of Durham, and Lord Liverpool 

told me when I was in town last year, that the Life of Wesley was a book which in their judgment 

could not fail of doing a great deal of good. 

 

Robert Southey to John Murray, December 17th 1821: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

 

 All that I hear of Westall’s drawings make me desirous of seeing them. If you think of engaging in 

them (which I shall be glad of) it is right you should know what the sale of the poem594 has been. 

7000 copies have sold – & there are two French translations; & I have heard of a Dutch one, but 

whether it has been printed I know not. Lord Byron should not have compared it with the Paradise 

Lost;– the character of the poem is essentially different. It is not a work which will be laid upon the 

shelf – but I do not think it will be the one upon which my character as a poet will principally rest 

hereafter. Roderick might have been written by one who could not have conceived Kehama. 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, January 2nd 1822: 

(Source: text from Curry II 233) 

 

 I suppose you have seen Lord Byrons note concerning me.
595

 I heard of it a week ago from 

Wordsworth, and began a newspaper reply, that I might be sure of the advantage of writing while I 

was cool. Today I have seen the passage in a newspaper: a little of my reply must be struck out as 

irrelevant (that is to say not called for) and a concluding paragraph must be added. When that is done, 

and Wordsworth has seen it, I shall send it to you, on its way to the Courier. If I had been in danger 

of lowering and exposing myself by losing my temper, his Lordships example would have saved me: 

but I am too sensible of my strength to fall into his error. His affectation of contempt comes to my 

hands curiously, just after I have received from Murray an account of the manner in which he extolled 

Roderick upon its first appearance. But this inconsistency, which must be known to all his friends, is 

beneath my notice. I have nothing to do but repel the charge of calumny, and lay on the scourge a 

second time upon the author of Don Juan. 

 

Robert Southey to John Rickman, January 6th 1822: 

(Source: text from JWW III 293) 

 

My dear Rickman 

 I send this enclosure open, that you may see in what manner I have dealt with Lord Byron, who 

may now properly be called the Avenger of Abel. You have, I hope, seen his attack. If he returns to it, I 

have more stones in the brook, and my aim is sure. 

 There are works of his come over for publication which are so bad (even after Don Juan) that 

Murray will not touch them. This I hear from Gifford. If need be, I shall have a grand opportunity of 

                                                           
593: S.’s brother Henry was physician at Windsor Castle. 

594: Roderick, Last of the Goths. 

595: To The Two Foscari, published December 19th 1821. 
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attacking the rascally press in his person. Many new years, and happy ones, to you and yours. God 

bless you. 

    R.S. 

P.S. This will follow you, I suppose, into Sussex; but time is of no consequence. His attack has been 

published in our “Broughamite Papers.” They, I suppose, will not insert my reply; but I will take care 

that his attack shall appear in the opposite paper with it, having as much to gain by bringing them 

together as he has to lose. 

 

Grosvenor Bedford to Robert Southey, January 6th 1822: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S.Eng.Letters. d.54.117) 

 

 All I know of the affair between Lord Byron and you is what I saw in a newspaper, <h/>He says 

you commenced an attack upon him as soon as you returned from Switzerland, and ends with calling 

names like a low [sic] rather than like a Gentleman – I wish you would tell me what it is that he 

aleudes [sic] to and what the whole history of the matter is, for if I should hear it mentioned by any 

partisan or faction of his lordship, I should not like to be so ignorant as to be afraid of taking up 

cudgels in your defence. Now do not forget this in your next letter. 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, January 6th 1822: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S.Eng.Letters. c.26.89) 

 

My dear G 

 If you have read Lord Byron’s note
596

 you will rather admire the temper in which I have answered 

it, than think any thing which I have said is too severe. He has literally blackguarded me. But this 

Avenger of Abel will find me the ugliest customer he has ever ventured to deal with. If he compels 

me to return to the attack tant mieux. I will lay him on the dissecting table, read a lecture upon morbid 

anatomy, & demonstrate upon the living subject. I am as compleatly master of my temper, as his 

temper is master of him ... I shall now amuse myself with writing the answer to a challenge in case he 

should send me one,– which I should like well. I had one ready for Brougham at the last election. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, January 25th 1822: 
(Source: text from JWW III 294-5) 

 

 ... I hear from various quarters that my reply to Lord Byron’s blackguardism is producing the 

effect which was intended upon others, however he may take it. I have no desire to pursue the matter 

further, but, if need be, I shall have no great reluctance to it; there are plenty of smooth stones in the 

brook, my arm is in good order, and I am sure of my aim. These things in no degree disturb me. I see 

some strong hand at Oxford has taken up his “Cain”
597

 (which I have not seen). If he compels me to 

engage with him again, I will brand him in such a manner as will exclude him from all society in 

England in which character is considered to be a necessary qualification. The truth is, he is desperate. 

He has (I know) sent over for publication things more atrocious than any which have yet appeared, 

and such as none but the ames damnés of the trade will venture to publish. Murray is upon a bed of 

thorns which he has made for himself. 

 

Robert Southey to John Murray, January 26th 1822: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

 

 ... Lord B. I daresay will return to the charge. He had better not.– I detest controversy as much as 

he delights in it:– but if he persists in the contest, he shall feel that mine is the stronger hand as well 

as the better cause. Me he can neither injure nor irritate. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, February 24th 1822: 

(Source: text from CSS V 113) 

 

 ... With regard to Lord Byron, I have suffered him to attack me with impunity for several years. 

My remarks upon the Satanic School were general remarks upon a set of public offenders; and it was 

only in reply to the foulest personalities that I attacked him personally in return. The sort of insane 

                                                           
596: B.’s appendix to The Two Foscari. 

597: A Remonstrance to Mr John Murray respecting a Recent Publication, by “Oxoniensis” (The Rev. Henry 

John Todd), 1822. 
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and rabid hatred which he has long entertained towards me, cannot be increased; and it is sometimes 

necessary to show that forbearance proceeds neither from weakness nor from fear. 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, April 20th 1822: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S.Eng.Letters c.26.113) 

 

 An old acquaintance of mine has taken it in his head to write a book against the Vision of 

Judgement. If any body reads it, so much the better for me: but I am afraid he will find that he has 

chosen a subject about which nobody cares. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, October 14th 1822: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 2.42; JWW III 335) 

 

 Between ourselves that journal
598

 will be in great danger, whenever Gifford drops it, or drops off. 

It has got itself into deserved disgrace by its silence & its notions concerning Lord Byron ... 

 

Robert Southey to Grosvenor Bedford, October 18th 1822: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S.Eng.Letters c.26.137-8; JWW III 337) 

 

 Murrays contact has not been such as to make me feel bound to him in the slightest degree.
599

 And 

no future editor shall ever treat my papers as Gifford has done. 

 

Robert Southey to C.W.W.Wynn, October 26th 1822: 

(Source: text from JWW III 340) 

 

 I have not seen the “Liberal,”
600

 but a Leeds paper has been sent me, containing an account of it, 

and including among its extracts the description and behaviour of a certain “varlet”.
601

 He has 

certainly not offended me in the way that the pious painter exasperated the Devil. As for the slander, 

it is not worth an angry feeling, and has not excited a painful or uncomfortable one. Other parts seem 

to be as disgusting as brutality and impiety can make them. 

 

Robert Southey to John Rickman, November 3rd 1822: 

(Source: text from JWW III 344) 

 

... The “Liberal” is quite what it ought to be. If I hated Lord Byron as deeply as he does me, I could 

not wish it to be worse. It cannot, I think, reach a third number, even if it proceeds to a second, and 

escapes prosecution.
602

 They must be thorough-paced Whigs, indeed, for whom it is not too bad; and, 

moreover, his Lordship and Leigh Hunt will quarrel ere long, and break up the infernal firm. 

 

Robert Southey to Herbert Hill, November 17th 1822: 

(Source: text from Fitz Park Folio 2.45; JWW III 346-7) 

 

 In truth the Review has been wretchedly mismanaged. What can be more pityful than the whole 

conduct concerning Lord Byron, – & this last miserable business of entering into a defence of 

Shakespeare & of the system of Providence against the author of Cain? – It was quite proper that the 

Liberal, & this tribute of adulation should make their appearance at the same time. 

                                                           
598: The Quarterly Review. 

599: Murray is habitually “The Grand Murray” (e.g., Bodleian Eng. Letters c. 25 322, 330, d. 47 25) or 

“Murraymagne” (d. 47 60). Gifford is “The Chief-Castrator” (d. 47. 233). 

600: The Pisan journal produced by B. and Leigh Hunt. Its first number, published October 15th 1821, contained 

B.’s The Vision of Judgement. 

601:  The Varlet was not an ill-favoured knave, 

  A good deal like a Vulture in the face 

 With a hook nose and a Hawk’s eye which gave 

  A smart and sharper-looking sort of grace 

 To his whole aspect, which though rather grave 

  Was by no means so ugly as his case, 

 But that indeed was hopeless as can be – 

 Quite a poetic felony “de se.” – (The Vision of Judgement, Stanza 94.) 

602: The Liberal went to four numbers, and was prosecuted (for The Vision of Judgement). 


